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Abstract 

 

 

In the Fall of 1655, Queen Christina of Sweden (1626-1689)—the former ruler of a Lutheran 

nation—crossed into the Papal States as Pope Alexander VII Chigi’s (1599–1667) most 

important Catholic convert. Her arrival was his personal victory over the Protestant Reformation 

(1517–1521), giving rise to a series of elaborate celebrations that lasted weeks. On the road to 

Rome, status, prestige, respect and hospitality were expressed through extravagant performances 

of power, which included ephemera, art objects, music, dance, poetry, and food. They played a 

central role in introducing the queen to the riches of her new homeland while also allowing the 

queen to carve out a unique position of importance at Pope Alexander VII’s court. This 

dissertation explores ephemera’s role in shaping Queen Christina’s first journey to Rome, a short 

period of time filled with festivities that were as opulent as they were political. Printed treatises, 

drawings, and never-before published records of these sumptuous gatherings reveal how such 

seemingly frivolous and indulgent celebrations in fact helped establish a new social hierarchy, 

which inserted the queen into the competitive world of seventeenth-century Rome. Decorative 

objects set new rules of decorum into motion and mediated social relationships like props on a 

stage. Imbued with the power to reflect the social statuses of those present, Pope Alexander VII 

spent exorbitant sums of money on staging these elaborate performances. Procuring only the 

highest quality materials, provisions and hiring skilled servants as well as actors, artisans and 

artists of the highest calibre to participate in her grand welcome, ephemera left a powerful mark 

on nearly all aspects of urban life. The most important palazzi (palaces) and piazze (public 

squares) were transformed into monumental stages where every citizen of Rome—men and 
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women, rich and poor, young and old—participated. From Ferrara to the tiny town of Terni, 

ephemeral artworks were hand crafted, and displayed as tools the court of Rome used to perform 

their statuses. They were used to transform Queen Christina of Sweden into Rome’s “regina” (its 

“pseudo-queen”).  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction: Queen Christina Goes to Rome 

 

 

 
Seventeenth-century Rome served as an opulent backdrop for sacred and secular 

festivals. These spectacles, celebrations, and rituals featured artful creations designed by 

the most illustrious artists of the Baroque using materials from across the globe. Apparati 

(ephemeral structures), trionfi (table centrepieces but can also refer more generally to 

ephemera), flamboyant carri (floats or decorated carts), colourful costumes, fireworks, 

sound-producing automata, and moving macchine (machines) punctuated city streets, 

periodically altering their flow during carnival season or special celebrations. However, 

spectacles did more than change a city’s physical appearance; they gave rise to new 

economies, shaped cultural practices, and set new ideas into motion. Ephemera left a 

powerful mark on nearly all aspects of urban life since the most important palazzi 

(palaces) and piazze (public squares) were regularly transformed into monumental stages 

where every citizen of Rome—men and women, rich and poor, young and old—

participated.1  

When Christina Alexandra, Queen of Sweden (1626–1689) abdicated and 

                                                
1 Although spectacles were common practices in seventeenth-century Rome, Per Bjurström explains that 
the spirit of reform created a much more conservative atmosphere than in other courts, such as Parma, 
Florence, and Venice. Nevertheless, Christina’s conversion and arrival in Rome inspired some of the most 
opulent spectacles of the seventeenth century. See Per Bjurström, Feast and Theatre in Queen Christina’s 
Rome (Stockholm: Nationalmuseum, 1966), 9–10. 
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converted to Catholicism in Innsbruck on 3 November 1655, Pope Alexander VII Chigi 

(1599–1667) spared no expense in celebrating this unprecedented event as his personal 

victory over the Protestant Reformation (1517–1521). As the only daughter of the 

staunch Lutheran King Charles Gustavus Adolphus X (1622–1660) and the first woman 

ever to inherit the Swedish throne by birth, Christina’s conversion and journey to the 

Holy See was considered nothing short of a miracle. Her presence in Italy inspired some 

of the most lavish celebrations of the seventeenth century because she was no ordinary 

Catholic convert. She was only six years old when her father died at the Battle of Lutzen 

in 1632. Following Charles Gustavus’ death, her mother, Maria Eleonora of Brandenburg 

(1599–1655), ruled as Regent in the company of politicians who took great pains to teach 

the young Christina so she would soon be ready to rule following her father’s footsteps.2 

During the regency, she was tutored by Johannes Matthiæ Gothus (1592–1670), who 

taught her classical languages of Latin and Greek in addition to history and religion.3 In 

her autobiography, Christina recalls that from the age of eight onwards she studied twelve 

hours a day, an exaggeration she undoubtedly made to express her devotion to the study 

of languages, mathematics, and rhetoric.4 Axel Oxenstierna (1583–1654), who served as 

                                                
2 Sven Stolpe discussed Christina’s relationship with her mother as one of hostility. Indeed, he has gone as 
far as to suggest that her contempt for other noblewomen stemmed from her early childhood when she felt 
threatened by the way her mother treated her. He writes that, “after the king’s death it soon became 
apparent to the councillors that Maria Eleonora’s way of bringing up the future queen was fraught with 
danger, both to the girl herself and to the future of the state.” See Sven Stolpe, Christina of Sweden (New 
York: The MacMillan Company, 1966), 46.  
3 Veronica Buckley writes that her primary studies were conducted in German, Swedish, and Latin. Latin 
was especially important, she writes, because the government wanted to ensure Christina received a 
humanist education. Matthiae also taught her Greek as well as French. In particular it seems Christina 
enjoyed learning languages, stating:  “I really loved hearing [Matthiae] speak and there was no study or 
game or pleasure that I wouldn’t leave willingly to listen to him. By the same token, he really loved 
teaching me, and we would spend three or four hours or even longer together, perfectly happy with each 
other.” Veronica Buckley, Christina, Queen of Sweden (London: Fourth Estate), 72.  
4 Geogina Masson records that Christina received a man’s education so that she could be educated in a 
manner that would allow her to rule effectively. These long hours of study also ensured she spend less time 
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Chancellor of the Realm from 1612 until Christina became queen, oversaw her political 

education. He made sure she attended government meetings at the Riksdag (Parliament) 

as a young girl, where she was given a first-hand view of how to navigate the politics of 

the Swedish court as well as any prince. Queen Christina received a different education 

from most women because after the age of eight, she was taught how to rule her country 

by attending daily government meetings. The members of the Riskdag stated that, above 

all other forms of education, “the art of government should come first.”5 

In the years following her coronation in 1650, Christina came to be known 

throughout Europe as the Pallas Athena or Minerva of the North for her military 

leadership and patronage of the arts.6 She spearheaded several successful military and 

political campaigns, including the Peace of Westphalia (1648), which brought about an 

end to one of the longest and most destructive religious conflicts of the seventeenth 

century, the Thirty Years War (1618–1648).7 During her short reign, Sweden profited 

from Christina’s victories on the battlefield. When her troops defeated the Habsburg 

army and sacked Prague in 1648, for instance, she took possession of Emperor Rudolph 

II’s (1552–1612) prized collections of paintings and luxury objects, which today make up 

a large part of the Nationalmuseum’s collection in Stockholm. Many paintings by late-

                                                
with the Queen Mother, whose influence was seen as negative. Georgina Masson, Queen Christina of 
Sweden (London: The Camelot Press), 35-8.  
5 Mason, Queen Christina of Sweden, 36. 
6 The Italians welcoming Christina to Italy also understood her as “the Pallas of the age.” Carlo Festini, one 
of the most important chroniclers of her journey to Rome writes: “e la Pallade de’ nostri giorni.” Carlo 
Festini, I Trionfi della Magnificenza Pontificia nello Stato Ecclesiastico, e in Roma, per la Maestà della 
Regina di Svetia, (Rome: Stamperia della Reverissima Capella Apostolica), 22.   
7 Most scholars examining Christina’s life have concluded that she was an extraordinary patron of the arts, 
for which she was known as ‘Minerva.’ Associating the queen with Minerva occurred long before she 
arrived in Italy. Susanna Åkerman has pointed out that this imagery of was promoted by the Swedish court, 
who understood Christina’s reign as bringing forth a Golden Age. See Susanna Åkerman, Queen Christina 
and her Circle: The Transformation of a Seventeenth-Century Philosophical Libertine (Leiden: Brill, 
1991), 103–104.  
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fifteenth and sixteenth-century Italian painters such as Antonio da Correggio (1489–

1534), Titian (1490–1576), and Paolo Veronese (1528–1588) returned to Italy when 

Christina moved to Rome. Her temerity and determination to create an erudite court 

became legendary, catching the attention of Europe’s most powerful monarchs as she 

lured artists, musicians, actors, and intellectuals such as René Descartes (1596–1650) to 

Stockholm.  

Sebastian Bourdon’s Equestrian Portrait (1653) (Fig. 1) captures Christina’s 

audacity. She commissioned the painting as a gift for Phillip IV of Spain (1605–1665).8 It 

portrays her in full control of her rearing horse with the same confidence and self-

assurance of any king. The presence of several hunting dogs and a falcon (also used to 

hunt) allude to male sports typically associated with virility and virtù, qualities Christina 

was taught to emulate from an early age.9 While most scholars of this painting have 

described her clothing in this painting as modest, there is in fact a surprising degree of 

hubris in commissioning a work that explicitly shows her active female body 

unconstrained and unencumbered by the types of clothes worn by other ladies of the 

Swedish court. Indeed, her dress sets her apart and expresses to the viewer that Queen 

Christina is fiercely independent and readily does what any man can. By the early 1650s 

when Bourdon painted the queen’s portrait, she had decided not to marry and may have 

                                                
8 Nathan Popp has explored the meaning behind Christina’s portraits in his master’s and doctoral theses. In 
his most recent work, his dissertation, he argues that Sebastian Bourdon’s Equestrian Portrait of Queen 
Christina was commissioned by the queen to send to King Philip IV. According to Popp, she hoped that by 
sending him this portrait, she would set up a good relationship with the powerful Catholic king. 
Furthermore, he points out that Christina is shown engaging in an activity Philip enjoyed; riding was to be a 
topic of conversation between the two. Nathan Alan Popp, “Expressions of Power: Queen Christina of 
Sweden and Patronage in Baroque Europe” (PhD diss., University of Iowa, 2015), 206–212.  
9 For more information on the association of masculinity with falconry and other hunting sports see, M. 
Chinca, “Women and Hunting-birds are Easy to Tame: Aristocratic Masculinity and the Early German 
Love-Lyric,” Masculinity in Medieval Europe, ed. Dawn Hadley (New York: Addison Wesley Longman, 
1999), 199–213.  
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been considering abdicating the Swedish throne to convert to Catholicism. Four years 

later, she formally abdicated on 6 June 1654 at Uppsala Cathedral, where she bestowed 

the Swedish throne to her cousin, Charles X Gustavus (1622–1660).  

 
 

 
Figure 1: Sebastian Bourdon, Equestrian Portrait, 1653, oil on canvas, Museo del 
Prado, Madrid. 
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Christina’s abdication and conversion to Catholicism on 3 November 1655 was a 

devastating blow to Swedish nationalism. It is still unclear why she chose to become 

Catholic, and as a result the issue of her faith will not be discussed in this dissertation. 

Some scholars have suggested that the number of foreign Catholics living at her court in 

Stockholm may have influenced her religious sentiments. In 1648, Jesuit missionaries 

disguised as Portuguese envoys, named Antonio Macedo (dates unknown) and Giovanni 

Andrada (dates unknown), arrived in Stockholm, where they regularly met in secret with 

Christina.10 They very likely played a key role in introducing her to Roman Catholicism, 

along with Jesuit Francesco Malines (dates unknown), who later arrived in Stockholm in 

1652.11 The French ambassador, Pierre Chanut (1601–1662) and René Descartes (1596–

1650) were also among the most prominent courtiers in her entourage. Both Catholics 

shared a very close relationship with the queen. In fact, Chanut knew her so intimately 

that in his Mémoires de ce qui c’est passé en Suède et aux provinces voisines depuis 

l’année 1652 jusques en l’année 1655 (Memoires of what happened in Sweden and in its 

neighbouring provinces between the year 1652 to 1655) (published posthumously in 

1776), he records her reasoning for becoming Catholic. He quotes her stating very 

simply: “I did not believe in the religion in which I was brought up.”12 Christina herself 

described her decision as a heroic renunciation of power in her autobiography, La Vie de 

Christine de Suède Faite Par Elle Meme, Dédié à Dieu (The Life of Christina of Sweden, 

Written by Her and Dedicated to God) (begun in 1666; revised in 1681). Puzzled by 

                                                
10 Stolpe, Queen Christina of Sweden, 137–140. 
11 Stolpe, Queen Christina of Sweden, 154–157. 
12 Translated by Georgina Masson. Masson, Queen Christina of Sweden, 112. Also see, Pierre Chanut, 
Memoires de ce qui c’est passé en Suède et aux provinces voisines depuis l’année 1652 jusques en l’année 
1655, Vol. 11, ed. P. Linage de Vauciennes (Paris: Claude Barbin au Palais sur le Perron de la Sainte 
Chapelle, 1675), 364.  
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Christina’s motives for converting and abdicating, however, scholars have seen this 

statement as insufficient evidence of her true motives. The earliest theories (circulated 

first through Protestant pamphlets and then in the writings of Carl Nils de Bildt) vilified 

her, putting forth the notion that Christina abdicated to pursue a life of art and leisure in 

Italy. Writing in the twentieth century, however, Curt Weibul and Sven Olofsson’s views 

were less severe; they suggested that the queen was deeply unhappy with her 

responsibilities to marry and produce an heir, thus choosing to pass the crown to her 

cousin, Charles X Gustavus. Sven Stolpe argued that she abdicated to purse her spiritual 

convictions and intellectual interests in a more liberal religious climate. In a similar vein, 

Susana Åkerman has gone one step further, arguing that her move to Rome was a 

“theological-political act” that enabled her to pursue her Libertine sympathies.  

While seventeenth-century Sweden understood the queen’s spiritual and political 

transformations as a disgrace, Catholic Europe, on the other hand, rejoiced. They saw her 

newfound faith and travels to Rome as an opportunity to flaunt the tenets of Roman 

Catholicism, particularly in the wake of the Protestant Reformation, which brought about 

a significant loss of worshipers and lands. Catholic European monarchs therefore 

welcomed her with open arms, particularly during her initial travels from Stockholm. For 

instance, she took up residence in Spanish-ruled (and therefore Catholic) Brussels, where 

she lived for several months.13 Christina’s spiritual conversion provided the Church with 

a symbol of faith, which was celebrated from the moment she left Stockholm.  

Filippo Lauri and Filippo Gagliardi’s Giostra delle Caroselle (1656) (Fig. 2) 

captures a rare glimpse of the culminating festivities honouring Queen Christina’s official  

                                                
13 Per Bjurström, Feast and Theatre in Queen Christina’s Rome (Stockholm: Nationalmuseum, 1966), 9.  
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Figure 2: Filippo Lauri and Filippo Gagliardi, Giostra delle Caroselle, 1656, oil on 
Canvas, Museo di Roma, Rome.  
 

entry into Rome held during carnival season on February 28th, 1656. Their painting 

embodies the spirit of jubilee honouring her arrival in Rome but also the sense of triumph 

associated with her conversion. It chronicles a choreographed horse ballet set in the 

newly-constructed ephemeral Barberini theatre, which was built outdoors specifically for 

the event. The stage was illuminated by torchlight and demonstrates how spectacles 

tested the limits of imagination and ingenuity.14 Dancers—including distinguished 

noblemen such as Maffeo Barberini (1631–1685)—wore patterned costumes of blue and 

                                                
14 Frederick Hammond, “The Creation of a Roman Festival: Barberini Celebrations for Christina of 
Sweden,” in Ambiente Barocco: Life and Arts in the Baroque Palaces of Rome, ed. Stephanie Walker and 
Frederick Hammond (New York: Published for the Bard Graduate Centre for studies in the Decorative Arts 
by Yale University Press, 1999), 54. 
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silver (the colours of Christina’s coat of arms) and red and gold symbolizing the 

Amazons. 15 The artists convey the spirit of movement through the inclusion of spotlights 

and deep cast shadows that echo the movement of performers while costumed figures and 

lavishly decorated carri move through the courtyard. Every detail, from the rich palette 

of colours to its radial composition, illustrates the level of attention paid to rhythm, 

balance, and harmony during this extraordinary performance. The Giostra transforms 

sight, sound, smell, and touch into actors on a stage. It reminds viewers of the extent to 

which ephemera and the decorative arts blurred the boundaries between art and nature by 

transforming day-to-day life into reflections of reality, where spectators/participants 

altered the laws of nature in favour of artifice and invention. Not surprisingly, the 

painting of the Giostra—a commemoration of one of the most momentous spectacles 

held in seventeenth-century Rome—held pride of place at the Palazzo Barberini alle 

Quattro Fontane (built between 1628–1638) where it stood alongside fragments of 

ancient sculpture and prized portrait busts by Gianlorenzo Bernini (1598–1680) for 

generations.16  

Despite ephemera’s fleeting nature, evidence of its existence is not as scarce as 

one might think. Traces of the grand celebrations honouring Queen Christina’s presence 

                                                
15 Maffeo Barberini wore a headdress for the occasion containing no less than six hundred feathers. See 
Frederick Hammond, The Ruined Bridge: Studies in Barberini Patronage of Music and Spectacle (1631-
1679) (Sterling Heights, Michigan: Harmonie Park Press, 2010), 215–216.	
16 When the Swedish architect Nicodemus Tessin the Younger (1654–1728) visited the Palazzo Barberini 
during his travels throughout continental Europe in 1673–77 and 1687–88, he recorded that Lauri and 
Gagliardi’s Giostra delle Caroselle held pride of place in the family’s collection. In his description of the 
decorative arts he witnessed during his travels, published in a posthumous publication entitled Le Traictè 
de la decoration interieur (1717), he records: “Â la premier entrèe l’on voit deux beaux et grands Bustes 
Antiques des Empereurs Trajen et Adrein avec douze grands Tableaux. Dans la Seconde l’On trouvoit tous 
Statües et dix Bustes, comm’aussÿ le Modêle de l’Elefant, qui porte l’Obelisque prêz dela Minerve, fait par 
le Chevalier Bernin. Entre douze tableaux il ÿ avoit celluÿ du Carroussel fait all’honneur de la reine 
Christine â la Place d’en bas; lequesl a estè Magnifique.” See Nicodemus Tessin the Younger, Traictè dela 
decoration interieure 1717, ed. Patricia Waddy (Stockholm: Nationalmuseum, 2002), 162. 
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can still be felt and seen throughout Italy. From the opulent court of the Savoy of Turin to 

citizens of the small Marchigian town of Pesaro, many archives throughout Italy confirm 

the demand for luxury items, rare foodstuffs, and sumptuous textiles imported from the 

furthest trading outposts, which were presented as tokens of hospitality during the 

welcome receptions held throughout each city she visited. Procuring only the highest 

quality goods from abroad, clergymen and noble elites from across Italy sought to 

impress the queen and gain her favour by showering her with majestic ceremonies and 

splendid spectacles that featured artworks by Italy’s most talented cooks (cuochi), 

stewards (scalchi), musicians, artists, and artisans. Their skills were a source of great 

civic pride, and were presented as gifts and gestures of appreciation and support for 

Queen Christina while simultaneously inserting this foreign female monarch into the 

complex hierarchical court of Rome.17 Printed treatises, drawings, and archival sources 

not only documented the way in which ceremonies and spectacles unfurled, but they also 

shed light on the way in which social encounters featuring ephemera and art objects 

concretized Christina’s image as Pope Alexander VII’s honoured guest and symbol of 

religious triumph.18 Practical information contained in these documents—such as artists’ 

contracts, commissions for artisans, as well as receipts for services rendered and 

purchases made—speak to ephemera’s ability to articulate social, religious, and political 

                                                
17 Stefanie Walker’s research has brought attention to the state of the decorative arts in seventeenth-century 
Rome. She focuses on elaborate luxury objects such as chairs, beds and furniture, which were recorded 
through Tessin’s meticulous records. Walker highlights Tessin’s admiration for the work of Johan Paul 
Schor. See Stephanie Walker, “Tessin, Roman Decorative Arts and the Designer Giovanni Paolo Schor,” 
Konsthistorisk Tidskrift 72 (2003):103.  
18 Gaia Bindi argues that spectacles whether sacred or profane in nature helped solidify political ideals in 
Rome and throughout Italy. She believes that every celebration was a political act, an opinion I also share 
as I examine the ceremonies and spectacles held for Queen Christina throughout the Papal States. See Gaia 
Bindi, “Roma ‘gran teatro del mondo’: La guerra festeggiata,” in La Festa a Roma, Vol. 1, ed. Marcello 
Fagiolo (Rome: J. Sands, 1997), 100.  
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messages.  

This doctoral thesis considers the performative function of ephemera during the 

ceremonies and spectacles held in honour of Queen Christina’s arrival to the Papal States. 

It explores the role fleeting artworks and luxury items played in shaping the queen’s 

changing status as she made her way towards Rome.19 Rather than focusing only on how 

these performances unfurled, as scholars such as Per Bjurström and Frederick Hammond 

have explored, it considers how ephemeral artworks communicated cultural, political, 

and religious messages, which in turn cemented power structures. How might a sugar 

sculpture imported from Spoleto for a banquet in Terni speak to burgeoning economic 

partnerships forged in the wake of Christina’s arrival in Italy? What can this kind of 

transaction reveal about contemporary taste? How might our conception of power change 

if not won on the battle field, but rather negotiated over perfumed waters, candied meats, 

and crystalized sugar sculptures served at dinner parties? While anecdotes about a 

procession’s order, the myriad of coloured fabrics draped over balcony windows, and the 

kinds of food presented as gifts may appear frivolous, their resounding presence in 

inventories, letters, avvisi (reports summarizing contemporary events), drawings, and 

engravings confirms that noble elites, such as Queen Christina and the Court of Rome, 

used visual and material culture to perform their status as they vied with one another for 

power and prestige.  

                                                
19 My research draws inspiration from the work of Anthony D’Elia, whose study of Pope Paul II Barbo 
(1417–1471) discusses how spectacles held in 1466 served a political function. He notes that celebrations 
were, “government-sponsored affairs in which the carefully crafted message was made abundantly clear.” 
The same was true of the numerous festivities held for Christina. See, Anthony F. D’Elia, Sudden Terror: 
The Plot to Murder the pope in Renaissance Rome (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 
2009), 25.  
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My doctoral thesis explores how public and more intimate celebrations featuring art 

objects, luxury items, and artworks functioned as tools that enabled noble elitess to 

perform their status. I consider how these precious artworks offered noblemen and 

women opportunities to shape social hierarchies and set new ideas into motion through a 

series of repetitive public performances, which featured newly-devised rules of decorum. 

For example, a pen and brown ink sketch, entitled Mercury Leading Pegasus and other 

Sketches (1655–1556) (Fig. 3) by Johan Paul Schor (1615–1674) depicts one of the 

trionfi served at Pope Alexander VII’s welcome banquet for Queen Christina.20 The 

drawing, now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, serves as evidence of the 

kind of subjects often selected as part of the program of sugar sculptures ornamenting 

grandiose Baroque banquets. Schor’s sugar sculpture—which could have been moved 

around the room, touched, and perhaps even eaten—depicts the theme of metamorphosis, 

a popular motif in the art of Bernini, who solicited Schor’s assistance as a subcontractor 

in charge of designing the trionfi for this banquet. Evoking the seamless transformation 

of flesh to matter of Bernini’s Apollo and Daphne (1622–1625) (Fig. 4), Schor freezes 

the climactic moment of action. He depicts the winged horse Pegasus (the symbol of 

                                                
20 Little has been written about Johan Paul Schor’s drawing entitled Mercury Leading Pegasus. The 
drawing, which features text as well as several caricatures, includes the artist’s own self-portrait. Stefanie 
Walker, one of the few to have examined this work has also suggested that residue left behind on the edges 
may reveal that it was once framed. She has also convincingly argued that it depicts one of the trionfi 
served at Christina’s welcome banquet held by Pope Alexander VII in 1655. See Stephanie Walker, 
“Tessin, Roman Decorative Arts and the Designer Giovanni Paolo Schor,” Konsthistorisk Tidskrift 72 
(2003): 103.  

 This drawing may relate to a bill of sale composed by Lodovico Chellini for the commission for 
several trionfi. Although the Conto per il Sac. Pre.to Ap:co de Trionfi fatti per il Pasto della Regina di 
Svetia only specifically mentions “an allegorical sugar sculpture of Abundance and one of Pallas Athena,” 
the sale also included other sugar sculptures that are less explicitly described, which may have included 
Mercury Leading Pegasus. Schor personally signed for the money, stating: “Io Gio’ Paulo Schor fo fede 
come ho visto di sopra dette modelli e forme e ho stimato e dorato sopra deto conto asendano in tuto alla 
soma di scudi sessanta sete baioci Venti………………67. 20. G Paulo Schor m.o pp.” ASR, Camerale I, 
Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655-1656; Spese per Cristina di Svezia, p. 545. See Appendix 
L.  
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poetry) moving forward to take flight while the messenger God Mercury, also known for 

his eloquence, leaps on to the horse’s back. Both figures are caught between movement 

and stasis, neither fully leaping nor flying. Adding another layer of complexity, the 

sculpture’s allegorical program is equally unclear. Both mythological characters, though 

related to the arts of poetry, do not appear together in Ovid’s (43 B.C.E.–17 C.E.) 

Metamorphosis (8 C.E) nor were they traditionally depicted together in classical 

artworks. Yet, this ambiguous visual program involved the spectator in the main action, 

offering guests an opportunity to engage in good conversation and thus perform their 

erudition. Schor’s Mercury Leading Pegasus literally enables the performance of power 

by inviting guests to converse, drink, and feast like Olympians. And as such, these 

fleeting sugar sculptures serve as evidence of one of the more fanciful ways Pope 

Alexander VII invited Christina to be—like Mercury and Pegasus—part of his court, his 

Roman pantheon.  

 

 
Figure 3: Johan Paul Schor, Mercury Leading Pegasus and other Sketches, 1655–
1656, pen and brown ink on ivory paper, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 
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Figure 4: Gianlorenzo Bernini, Apollo and Daphne, 1622–1625, marble, Galleria 
Borghese, Rome. 
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Many seventeenth-century artworks were linked to political and religious ideals. 

Not surprisingly, the Baroque’s theatrical nature exerted a powerful effect on protocol 

and etiquette at Pope Alexander VII’s court. Decorative objects—such as gilded 

furnishings, tapestries, glassware, painted majolica, and bronze works designed by expert 

craftsmen—played a foundational role in this world, and they were particularly useful in 

shaping Christina’s identity during ceremonies and spectacles held throughout the Papal 

States. Throughout this thesis, I consider various instances during Christina’s travels 

when an ornate pillow, a chair covered in embroidered fabric, or a baldachin manifested 

her new identity. Long before Queen Christina’s official entry into Rome on 23 

December 1655, for instance, Pope Alexander VII commissioned Bernini to design a 

special chair that articulated her unusual political status at his court. The chair had to 

convey the queen’s power as a monarch born of royal blood and show her place of 

importance as a guest of honour without rivalling the pope’s authority. Faced with the 

problem of her gender (women were not allowed in certain parts of the Vatican let alone 

able to sit next to Pope Alexander VII) and her unique status, Bernini devised a hybrid 

design that shaped the chair in such a way that did not threaten the pope’s rule even 

though it paid homage to Christina’s noble lineage. According to the detailed records 

(Fondo Cartari-Febei, buste 73–104) in the Archivio di Stato di Roma kept by the 

deacon of the Collegio degli avvocati, Carlo Cartari (1614–1691), Bernini’s ornately 

carved scabello (stool) was adorned with a gold fringe (con una frangia d’oro) and 

featured a low back with smaller armrests.21  Its shape reflected her unique role at the 

                                                
21 ASR Camerale II, Ceremoniale, Busta 1, Ceremoniale religioso ecclesiastico, fascicolo 1, “Osservationi 
nel palazzo Apostolico” in Ceremoniale 1692-1792. In her Ph.D. dissertation, Camilla Kandare notes that 
there were some conflicting descriptions of the chair that diverged slightly from Cartari’s explanation. See 
Camilla Kandare, “Figuring a queen: Queen Christina of Sweden and the embodiment of sovereignty” 
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court of Rome. Its low back, armrests, and sumptuous materials provided the queen with 

the level of comfort and luxury to which she was accustomed as the reigning monarch of 

Sweden. While the art object’s inferior height physically reminded her—and indeed the 

entire room gazing at the head table—that Christina was a monarch, it nevertheless 

articulated the fact that, in Rome, she was secondary to Pope Alexander VII.  

Galeazzo Gualdo Priorato (1606–1678), one of Christina’s earliest and most 

important biographers, emphasized the scabello’s placement in relation to other people 

and objects in the dining room during the first Sunday luncheon held at the Vatican after 

Christina’s arrival. He writes:  

There were two tables divided by about two palmi [one 
palmo is roughly 0.2234 meters or about 9 inches]. The 
Pontif sat in the centre, on a table raised nearly four dita 
[smaller unit of measurement in seventeenth-century Rome 
that makes up a palmo] higher than the queen. The pope sat 
in the middle on a chair of red velvet, placed on a grand 
predella measuring half a palmo. The queen placed herself 
(si posava) on the royal seat made specifically for this 
effect to the right, under the baldacchino on a carpeted 
floor.22  

 
Gualdo Priorato’s attention to the placement of Christina’s stool (to the pope’s right, 

under the Baldacchino) and the height of the table (shorter than the pope’s table) suggests 

                                                
(PhD diss, University of California, 2009), 247–248. Although I draw inspiration from Camilla Kandare’s 
methodology, I examine a different period of Christina’s life in Rome. I also focus more heavily on art 
objects where as her analyses tend to focus more on kinetic movement. 	
22 Author’s translation: “Erano due tavole disgionte l’una dall’altra circa due palmi. Quella dove mangiava 
il Pontefice era quattro dita più rilevata di quella della Regina; il Papa sedeva nel mezo sopra una sedia di 
velluto rosso, & una gran pradella alta mezo palmo; la Regina si posava sopra il seggio Reale fatto 
espressamente per quest’effetto alla parte destra sotto al Baldacchino, al piano del pavimento sopra un 
tapeto.” See, Galeazzo Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real Maestà di Christina Alessandra Regina 
di Svetia (Rome: Stamperia della Rev. Camera Apost. 1656), 258.  
  In Seventeenth-Century Roman Baroque Palaces, Patricia Waddy records the breakdown of 
dimensions traditionally discussed in Renaissance treatises. 1 palmo romano (pl. palmi) = 0.2234 meters or 
about 9 inches; 10 palmi = 1 canna. See Patricia Waddy, Seventeenth-Century Baroque Palaces: Use and 
the Art of the Plan (New York: The Architectural History Foundation, 1990), xiii.   
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that the banquet presented the pope and the queen as part of a kind of tableau vivant, 

where they acted out their power by using specifically designed art objects that further 

reinforced their social status. Every object, like actors on a stage, was carefully “placed” 

(si posava) within the scenography. More importantly, as a spectator who witnessed the 

scene in person, Gualdo’s comment reveals how viewers were indeed attuned to the 

messages embedded in the visual language of décor. Even the slightest difference in 

height—discrepancies of a few palmi or the placement of tables on a predella on top of a 

carpeted floor—mattered greatly because they represented power dynamics, which were 

acted out visually and kinetically for an audience including clergymen, nobles, but also 

servants of lesser social standing.  

Rather than discuss Christina’s Roman period, which has been written about at 

length by art and cultural historians, my thesis focuses on a surprisingly neglected 

moment in the queen’s lifetime: her travels in the Papal States, from Ferrara to Rome.23 

Through an intense exploration of a period of a few short weeks, I argue that her journey 

through the Papal States prepared her for her physical entry and life into Rome. Her 

participation in the celebrations held for her arrival were as entertaining as they were 

political. These events were part of a trial period that invited the queen to demonstrate her 

willingness to live according to the pope’s standards and to show her ability to fit in with 

the Court of Rome. Regarless of size, wealth, or renown, each city hosting these 

ceremonies and spectacles played an instrumental role in introducing Christina to her new 

                                                
23 Bjurström’s Feast and Theatre remains a foundational text and methodological model for my research. 
His research extended only to Christina’s experiences in Rome and thus does not touch on her journey 
though the Papal States. Bjurström begins his first chapter precisely where this dissertation ends.  
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homeland while also moulding her into Rome’s “regina.”24 The ceremonies (events that 

cemented power structures) and spectacles (which acted them out symbolically) held over 

the course of the queen’s short travels through the Papal States were essential parts of a 

pilgrimage where every step, event, and performance was a rite of passage that prepared 

her for her new life as Rome’s “regina,” the city’s Catholic “pseudo-queen.” Despite this 

relatively small territory consisting of small towns (which lacked buildings, servants, and 

infrastructure let alone the kinds of cultural advancements of larger, wealthier cities such 

as Parma, Florence, and Venice) no expense was spared in welcoming Queen Christina.25 

Pope Alexander VII gladly paid for these celebrations, giving him free reign to direct his 

new guest and the court as he saw fit. By drawing from contemporary printed treatises, 

images, and archival documents from Italy, Sweden, England, France, and the United 

States, I piece together fragments of the queen’s experiences—her role during solemn 

entries and religious ceremonies as well as her participation in jovial spectacles—on the 

road to Rome. As a result, my thesis follows a chronological structure (as opposed to a 

thematic one) in the hopes of shadowing her travels, where public performances featuring 

art objects and ephemera crystalized her new identity.  

Chapters three through seven recount Queen Christina’s journey through the 

Papal States, highlighting the ways in which her entourage interacted with art objects that 

transformed nobles and ordinary citizens into actors performing their status on an 

                                                
24 I have adopted Helen Watanabe-O’Kelly’s methodology when discussing the different nature of 
ceremonies and spectacles. She argues that ceremonies (namely coronations, anointments, solemn entrees, 
baptisms, marriages, and funerals) cemented power structures whereas spectacles (such as operas, dances, 
carrousels, and fireworks) acted them out and represented them symbolically. See Helen Watanabe-O’Kelly 
“The Early Modern Festival Book: Function and Form,” in Europa Triumphans: Court and Civic Festivals 
in Early Modern Europe, Vol. 1, eds. by J.R. Mulryne, Helen Watanabe-O’Kelly, Margaret Shewring 
(London: Ashgate, 2004), 5.  
25 Bjurström, Feast and Theatre, 9. 
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elaborate stage. Chapter 3 outlines her first days as Pope Alexander VII’s guest in 

Ferrara. This first portion of the dissertation lays out the rules of decorum, which were 

specifically devised in anticipation of Christina’s arrival. It explores the way in which 

ephemera and decorative art objects helped enact these newly-devised codes of conduct. 

Chapter 4 examines the celebrations held in the larger and much wealthier city of 

Bologna, where Christina performed the Catholic devotional practices (such as viewing 

sacred artworks and venerating the bodies of saints) in public. Whereas in selected 

secular spaces, she dined and celebrated with the highest-ranking Cardinals and 

Bolognese elites, delighting in complex mythological-themed festivities. Chapter 5 and 6, 

by contrast consider the way in which smaller towns entertained this important political 

guest despite having fewer resources at their disposal. Chapter 5 explores how Forlì and 

Pesaro, two small Italian towns in the Emilia Romagna and the Marche regions, 

entertained such a large and erudite group of nobles while maintaining the level of pomp 

and circumstance established in Ferrara. Chapter 6 outlines the economics of ephemera, 

focusing on the cost that went into executing the queen’s stay in wealthy cities such as 

Assisi but also in smaller towns such as Terni. By examining detailed financial records, it 

considers the degree of planning and preparation that went into commissioning ephemera. 

Ultimately, it highlights the way in which ephemera helped to forge political alliances 

and give shape to new customs.  
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Chapter 2 

Intersecting Literatures of a Cosmopolitan Queen 

 

 

 

Queen Christina’s religion, politics, and patronage of the arts and sciences have been the 

subjects of much discussion since her own time. In the sixteenth century, avvisi (reports 

summarizing contemporary events), political treatises, biographies, memoirs, and letters 

circulated throughout Europe recording the news of Christina’s abdication from the 

Swedish throne in 1654, her conversion to Catholicism in 1655, and her controversial 

political maneuverings. Yet, while artful commedia dell’arte plays, musical 

compositions, engravings, and paintings disseminated Catholic propaganda, other writers 

criticized her brazen actions and unconventional demeanour. This literature review will 

bring into focus the dichotomies that characterize the texts written in the wake of her 

abdication, from the seventeenth century to the present day. It focuses specifically on the 

long-standing tradition of political treatises, letters, memoirs, and biographies, many of 

which present conflicting descriptions of the queen’s persona. Furthermore, I discuss her 

well-documented patronage of the arts of painting, sculpture, and drawing in contrast to 

the relatively little-studied Baroque ephemera to shed light on the role that objects of 

material culture played throughout Christina’s journey to Rome. By bringing together 

various bodies of literature—written in Italian, French, English, and Swedish—that have 

long been kept separate, this survey highlights the ideological changes and 

methodological shifts that characterize the historiography of the queen, and continue to 
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inspire new conversations about this colourful historical figure.  

Although Christina was received with pomp and ceremony by several European 

courts, this literature survey focuses primarily on the texts related to the queen’s Roman 

period. Narrowing the focus of my study helps unpack the varying methodologies and 

conflicting cultural differences that characterize this rich and complex field of study. As 

Marie-Louise Rodèn and Martin Olin—two of the foremost experts on Queen 

Christina—have shown, differing approaches by Swedish-, Italian-, and English-speaking 

academics have extended beyond linguistic constraints, stemming directly from diverse 

social, religious, and cultural ideals. 26  Primary texts penned by Swedish Lutherans in the 

seventeenth century, for instance, characterized Christina as a traitor to her country and 

her faith.27 They portrayed her as a failed monarch who abandoned her duty and 

religion—a perception that subsequently coloured Swedish scholarship for generations. 

For Catholic Italians writing in the wake of her newfound faith, her presence instead 

signalled a religious and cultural rebirth that brought Rome into contact with forward 

thinkers of the time, including members of Christina’s Accademia Reale, a society of 

intellects she founded in 1674.28 Members included some of Rome’s most important 

theologians and intellectuals—lovers of art, music, philosophy, and science—who gave 

                                                
26 Marie-Louise Rodèn, “Christina di Svezia. La nemica della patria che divenne ambasciatrice della cultura 
europea,” in Letteratura, arte, e musica alla corte romana di Cristina di Svezia: Atti del convegno di studi, 
ed. Rossana Maria Caira and Stefano Fogelberg Rota (Rome: Arcane, 2004), 24–25.   
27 Martin Olin, “La formazione del gusto di Cristina prima del abdicazione,” in Letteratura, arte, e musica 
alla corte romana di Cristina di Svezia: Atti del convegno di studi, ed. Rossana Maria Caira and Stefano 
Fogelberg Rota (Rome: Arcane, 2004), 73. 
28 Stefano Fogelberg Rota has written about Christina’s Accademia Reale and artistic and literary 
representations of heroic virtue. He has discussed Cardinal Francesco Albizzi’s speech on heroic virtue, 
which he presented at the Accademia’s inauguration in 1674. Comparing this example of the threatment of 
the theme of heroic virtue to a previous example, he has convincingly demonstrated that the queen’s 
academy was dedicated to the theme of heroic virtue. The original source is held in the Biblioteca 
Apostolica Vaticana (BAV Urb.lat.1962, 45r-52r). See Stefano Fogelberg Rota, “Queen Christina’s heroic 
virtue and its religious implications,” Early Modern Culture Online 3 (2012): 1–13.  
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lectures and led discussions in the Palazzo Riario.29 Christina also acquired a plethora of 

rare manuscripts, books, paintings, ancient sculptures, and other curiosities over the 

course of her lifetime to feed her intellectual curiosity. In addition to this discussion, this 

chapter shows how more recently a rise in international conferences, museum 

exhibitions, and online academic forums made accessible through social media have 

dramatically closed the gap in the study of the queen by inspiring global conversations 

through interdisciplinary research methods.  

 

 

2.1 Fleeting Performances: Ephemera Fit for a Queen 
 

The ephemeral arts—for instance, theatre, music, fireworks, dance, garden design, and 

the culinary arts—played a significant role in sixteenth-century European court culture 

and made a critical impact on Baroque art, architecture, and décor. Yet, in spite of 

ephemeral arts’ ubiquitous presence in the lives of the richest aristocrats and the humble 

poor, their study has only relatively recently become a major focus of interest for art and 

architectural historians. Although much ink has been spilled describing the theatrical 

nature of seventeenth-century visual culture, studies of ephemera—the very source of that 

theatricality—are more scarce. This has begun to change somewhat over the past sixty 

years as social, cultural, and art historians from Europe and the United States have begun 

to highlight Renaissance and Baroque ephemera as an important field of inquiry. 

                                                
29 The speech given at the opening of the Academy was delivered by Cardinal Francesco Albizzi and is 
preserved today in the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana. BAV. Urb.lat.1693, p. 45r–52r. See Stefano 
Fogelberg Rota, “Queen Christinas heroic virtue and its religious implications,” in Early Modern Culture 
Online, Vol. 3 (2012): 1–13.  
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The first wave of Italian scholars, led by Marcello Fagiolo in the 1970s, paved the 

way for ephemera studies. Yet, while early scholars acknowledged that these artful 

spectacles often impressively merged media, their texts can be read as anthologies of 

specific case studies that primarily argued that ephemera existed and played an important 

role in shaping early modern ideas. Fagiolo’s research made use of a wide range of 

archival sources, and consequently brought to light numerous accounts of fleeting 

celebrations.30 His most significant contributions, L’effimero barocco (1977), Barocco 

romano e barocco italiano (1985), and La festa a Roma (1997), drew attention to aspects 

of this type of art history for which researchers had not yet devised a rigorous 

methodological approach. As a result, these edited volumes were composed primarily of 

short chapters, each consisting of formalist descriptions detailing how spectacles 

transpired, rather than highlighting the greater social, cultural, and political messages that 

these elaborate performances articulated within a broader global context. Over the years, 

however, Fagiolo’s students—in particular, Maurizio Fagiolo dell’Arco—amassed a 

wealth of information extracted from numerous Italian archives discussing the staging of 

ephemeral festivals and their potential as outlets for social commentary in sixteenth- and 

seventeenth-century Italy. This emphasis on the political nature of festivals brought new 

questions to the fore while also crystallising a methodological approach for discussing 

performances that could not be precisely recreated today. This thorough archival research 

continues to shape discussions of early modern ephemera, even though the edited volume 

format has hindered readers from making far-reaching connections regarding broader 

                                                
30 One of the earliest anthologies of ephemeral performances was written at the turn of the twentieth 
century. It was one of the first sources on Roman spectacles, and this work paved the way for Fagiolo’s 
research; see Filippo Clementi, Carnevale romano nelle cronache contemporanee con illustrazioni (Rome: 
E. Loescher & Co., 1899).   
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themes, such as, for instance, styles, workshop practices, or the economics of art. Many 

of Fagiolo and dell’Arco’s essays are too short to treat complex issues, such as the 

circulation and dissemination of printed texts, pan-European cultural exchanges, or the 

ability to distinguish between various kinds of performances. More recently, however, 

Torgil Magnusson’s Rome in the Age of Bernini (1986) has offered a detailed account of 

Christina’s participation in the elaborate celebrations and spectacles in Rome, drawing 

attention to the plethora of commedia dell'arte plays, tragedies, tragicomedies, operas, 

ballets, and cavallerie (horse ballets) that took place in the seventeenth century.  

Since the late twentieth century, studies concerning early modern ephemera have 

increased dramatically, stemming from a new wave of American and British researchers. 

Working separately from the Italian “schools” of Fagiolo and dell’Arco, J. R. Mulryne, 

Margaret Shewring, and Elizabeth Goldring’s Italian Renaissance Festivals (1992) and 

Court Festivals of the European Renaissance (2002) formed a think-tank group of 

academics, known as Europa Triumphans. Using traces of festivals as lenses through 

which to explore the political and cultural contexts of spectacles, these interdisciplinary 

scholars have shed new light on the diverse objectives behind various kinds of 

performances, from grand, sober funeral processions to light-hearted courtly ballets. 

More significantly, however, the Europa Triumphans group has supported the British 

Library’s database of digital early modern festival books, a resource that has inspired 

recent studies and continues to propel further scholarship, including parts of the current 

dissertation. In the past few years, widespread access to this electronic resource has 

stimulated new conversations about ephemera. Among them, there has been a popular 

podcast with a wide audience of listeners, entitled The Feast, produced by Queen’s 
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University professor Dr. Laura Carlson, which reviews the elaborate recipes served at 

history’s most sumptuous banquets.31 

Building on the work of art, social, and cultural historians associated with the 

Europa Triumphans group, Debora Howard and Laura Moretti published an edited 

volume entitled the Music Room in Early Modern France and Italy: Sound Space and 

Object (2012), which considers how noble elites performed and experienced music. 

These essays draw attention to the diverse ways in which different courts staged plays, 

concerts, and surrounded themselves with music. Tessa Murdoch’s essay about Queen 

Christina’s patronage of music, for instance, recreates the rooms devoted to the 

performance of music in her Roman home at the Palazzo Riario.32 Helen Watanabe-

O’Kelly’s research—a foundational for my own study—served as an important 

methodological model for scholars of ephemera. In her essay, “Early Modern European 

Festivals – Politics and Performance, Event and Record,” she distinguishes spectacles 

from ceremonies. She argued that whereas ceremonies (namely, coronations, 

anointments, solemn entrees, baptisms, marriages, and funerals) cemented power 

structures, spectacles (such as operas, dances, carrousels, and fireworks) acted them out 

and represented them symbolically.33 As Watanabe-O’Kelley’s research has shown, even 

                                                
31 Laura Carlson has a podcast discussing Alexander VII’s 1656 banquet for Queen Christina; she offers 
listeners a general introduction to the kinds of edible treats served at such baroque banquets; see Laura 
Carlson, “How Do You Solve a Problem Like Christina? Papal Banquets in 1655,” The Feast, Episode 4 
(June 24, 2016), http://www.thefeastpodcast.org/episodes/2016/6/24/episode-4-how-to-solve-a-problem-
like-queen-christina-papal-banqueting-in-1655. 
32 Tessa Murdoch, “Queen Christina of Sweden as a Patron of Music in Rome in the Mid-Seventeenth 
Century,” in The Music Room in Early Modern France and Italy: Sound Space and Object, eds. Deborah 
Howard and Laura Moretti (Oxford: Published for the British Academy by Oxford University Press, 2012), 
259–273. 
33 Helen Watanabe-O’Kelly, “Early Modern European Festivals: Politics and Performance, Event and 
Record,” in Court Festivals of the European Renaissance: Art, Politics, and Performance, eds. J. R. 
Mulryne and Elizabeth Goldring (Burlington: Ashgate, 2002), 15. 
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the most frivolous activities—feasting, dancing, and listening to music—served to 

establish social hierarchies that affirmed power structures.  

Drawing inspiration from this anthropological approach, I would argue that 

Christina’s presence during public religious rituals served to articulate Catholic triumph 

while simultaneously reminding viewers of her own authority, particularly when she 

chose to disregard her scripted duties, consciously breaking the rules of decorum. Within 

the more private quarters of the Palazzo Riario, Christina negotiated her power through 

décor and the theatrics of display. For example, her use of crimson silks, taffeta, and 

damasks can be seen as one of the ways she sought to elevate the status of her home to 

match the splendour of Rome’s most ornate palazzi, including the papal apartments at the 

Vatican.34 The colours and textures set the tone of Christina’s court, adding another layer 

of majesty to her opulent stage, where visitors to the Palazzo Riario were frequently 

invited to attend theatrical performances, musical concerts, and lectures. Indeed, 

Christina frequently controlled her image through the decorative arts and the company 

                                                
34 Although Queen Christina arrived in Italy in December of 1655, she did not have her own household 
until she signed a lease at the Palazzo Riario in 1659, four years after her arrival in Rome. In addition to 
revealing the extent of the queen’s financial troubles after her sojourn in Hamburg, many of the letters 
composed by Decio Azzolino, her trusted friend, reveal that Christina actively sought to put together an 
impressive art collection despite for money. The Azzolino Archive at the Biblioteca Communale di Jesi 
contains countless letters regarding the renovation and decoration of the Palazzo Riario (Archivio 
Azzolino, Buste 107-136). These buste include letters between Azzolino and other noble families (such as 
the Del Monte and Borghese) as well as evidence of exchanges between merchants throughtout Europe and 
deliverymen. In busta 135 of the Archivio Azzolino, one of Decio Azzolino’s letters describes materials—
crimson silks and damasks—for Christina’s palazzo. In addition to the written description, the letter 
features a quick sketch of a lose arabesque pattern, the sort of design that was often woven into fabrics for 
clothing and wall treatments. Although Enzo Borsellino and Tomasso Montanari have written at length 
about these archives and even published the contents of certain buste, this document has not yet been 
discussed. In this respect, it would be interesting to consider how Christina’s palace décor may have 
reaffirmed her status as a figure of great importance in Rome, especially after scandalous rumours tarnished 
her image in the late 1550s and after Alexander VII, her protector, died. I would like to express my most 
heartfelt appreciation to Dr. Olga Melasecchi at the Jewish Museum of Rome for speaking with me about 
seventeenth-century fabrics and allowing me to view the spectacular Torah decorations, which is made 
from remnants of Queen Christina's coach curtains, originally designed by Gianlorenzo Bernini for her 
entry into Rome.  
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she kept. Thus, her home became a safe haven to discuss illicit scientific studies, such as 

alchemy, or to enjoy the kinds of musical and dramatic performances disapproved of by 

the more conservative members of the Roman Curia.35 Among this more conservative 

group was Pope Alexander VII, who prohibited women from acting on stage, and so 

female roles had to be sung by castrati.36 Nevertheless, the queen went to great lengths to 

hire famous commedia dell’arte actors, such as Tiberio ‘Scaramuccia’ Fiorilli (1608–

1694) and Antonio ‘Florindo’ Porrino (dates unknown).37 

Recently, food historians have also made significant contributions to the study of 

seventeenth-century ephemera. Their research has shown that Baroque banquets—and, 

more specifically, those held for Queen Christina—were designed as feasts for the senses 

involving every aspect of the arts. Platters of charcuterie masquerading as architectural 

buildings, sugar sculptures made to look like Murano glass, and marzipan renditions of 

religious scenes, such as the Crucifixion, playfully challenged the relationship between 

art and nature. Pioneers in the study of seventeenth-century Roman banquets, like June di 

Schino and Charlotte Birnbaum, have brought to light new source material concerning 

the kinds of elaborate dishes served at Christina’s table while simultaneously exploring 

issues regarding seventeenth-century table etiquette and decorum.38 In particular, Di 

                                                
35 When examining the 1689 inventory of the Palazzo Riario (ASR, AC Lorenzo Belli, 917.), Queen 
Christina’s collection of Latin books on Alchemical procedures stands apart from any other category of 
books, confirming her interest in the study of alchemy. Susanna Åkerman has written at length about 
Queen Christina’s interest in alchemy, particularly in relation to her “libertine” sympathies and religious 
beliefs. See, Susanna Åkerman, “Christina of Sweden (1626-1689), the Porta Magica and the Italian poets 
of the Golden and Rosy Cross,” accessed May 1, 2017. 
http://www.levity.com/alchemy/queen_christina.html 
36 Urban VIII allowed women to act on stage, a law that was reverted when Flavio Chigi became Pope 
Alexander VII in 1655. See Torgil Magnusson, Rome in the Age of Bernini (Stockholm: Almqvist & 
Wiksell International, 1986), 153.  
37 Enzo Borsellino, “Cristina di Svezi collezionista,” Ricerche di Storia dell’arte 55 (1994): 5.  
38 June di Schino has published several studies regarding banquets held in Queen Christina’s honour, 
making many archival sources, such as particular recipes, available to readers; see June di Schino, I fasti 
del banchetto barocco (Rome: Diomeda Centro Studi e Richerche, 2005); and June di Schino, Il cuoco 
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Schino’s most recent publication, Magnificense a tavola: Le arti del banchetto 

rinascimentale (2012), has demonstrated how—through profoundly artful events—these 

ceremonies followed strict codes of conduct. One account of Pope Clement IX 

Rospigliosi’s (1600–1669) banquet for the Swedish queen (1666) recorded how those 

holding the ceremonial positions of banquet master and coppiere (cupbearer) signalled 

their level of importance at court. He writes:   

Shortly after dinner was brought in, and with Monsignor 
Giordano as banquet master and the Housekeeper 
Monsignor Rocci as cupbearer serving with saucers and 
goblets of solid gold, Her Majesty dined under the canopy 
and She made the first toast to Azzolino, who was seated 
on a simpler chair beside Her; at which His eminence stood 
up and bared his Head, and remained thus until Her 
Majesty had finished drinking. The banquet was served on 
a regal platter, with small platter beside, and the dishes 
were all finely chopped beforehand so that this task should 
never be done by the royal guest.39 

 

These studies have demonstrated how food not only served as sumptuous décor but also 

how these precious creations often acted as props that allowed guests to perform their 

status.  

Further, Peter Gillgren and Mårten Snickare’s recent volume, Performance and 

Performativity in Baroque Rome (2012), has drawn an awareness to the inherent 

dissimilarities between types of performances. By researching the anthropological clues 

embedded in spectacles, their work has shed new light on the development of cultural 

                                                
segreto dei papi: Bartolomeo Scappi e la confraternita dei cuochi e dei pasticceri (Rome: Gangemi, 2007). 
For an English translation of some of the recipes served at Pope Clement IX Rospigliosi’s 1666 banquet for 
Queen Christina, see Charlotte Birnbaum, On the Table: Three Banquets for a Queen (Berlin: Sternberg 
Press, 2011).  
39 Birnbaum, On the Table, 35. 
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practices. For instance, these scholars have maintained that rehearsed productions, such 

as plays featuring professional actors and noble amateurs, dramatically differed from 

ceremonies and rituals, where participants did not necessarily practice beforehand. 

Snickare, an expert in seventeenth-century Swedish ceremonies, has argued that “the 

meaning of ceremony is not limited to the symbols, images, and the allegories that it 

makes use of, but is created in and through participation, that is, what it meant for the 

historical person to participate in a ceremony.”40 Meanwhile, the dance historians 

Camilla Kandare and Stefano Fogelberg Rota have followed in a similar vein of research. 

In particular, Kandare has shown how Queen Christina’s participation in certain religious 

ceremonies enabled her to control the kinds of social and political messages she 

conveyed to audiences, depending on whether she chose to follow or break the rules of 

decorum. Kandare’s doctoral dissertation and essay, “CorpoReality: Queen Christina and 

the Embodiment of Sovereignty,” demonstrated that her physical presence during public 

performances allowed her to control her own image during her life in Rome.41 By 

contrast, Stefano Fogelberg Rota has discussed Christina’s symbolic presence as a patron 

of the arts by focusing on her patronage of scholars in her Academia Reale. His research 

has shown how, over the course of the queen’s thirty-year sojourn in Italy, Christina 

                                                
40 Mårten Snickare, Enväldets riter: Kunklia fester och ceremonier i gestaltnin av Nicodemus Tessen den 
Yngre (Stockholm: Raster Förlag, 1999), 18–19. For a deeper exploration of the way in which Roman and 
Swedish Baroque architecture affected ceremonies and rituals see, Mårten Snickare, “The Interplay 
between Architecture and Ceremony in the Work of Tessin,” Konsthistorisk Tidskrift 72 (2003): 23–32. 
40 Their studies were based on previous research on Swedish court masquerades conducted by F. J. Fielden. 
See F.J. Fielden, “Court Masquerades in Sweden in the Seventeenth Century,” The Modern Language 
Review 16 (1921): 150–165. Also see F.J. Fielden, “Court Masquerades in Sweden in the Seventeenth 
Century I,” The Modern Language Review 16 (1921): 47–58.  
41 Camilla Kandare, “CorpoReality: Queen Christina of Sweden and the Embodiment of Sovereignty,” in 
Performance and Performativity in Baroque Rome, eds. Peter Gillgren and Maarten Snickare (Surrey: 
Ashgate, 2012), 51. 
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“collected” interesting individuals, as well as artworks, books, and manuscripts.42 Not 

surprisingly, then, the Palazzo Riario became an epicentre of forward-thinking people 

and the site of many important cultural exchanges, including dinner parties, dances, and 

informal gatherings, as well as the home base for an academy. Thus, we know that 

Christina set the standard for artistic taste, inspiring advances in music and theatre, which 

would colour her posthumous identity. Her position in Rome has continued to inspire 

new research in the hopes of better understanding this elusive historical figure.  

 

 

2.2 Life and Times of Queen Christina: Books, Biographies, Memoires, and More 
 

In the mid-seventeenth century, Catholic religious propaganda, in the form of printed 

treatises recounting Queen Christina’s journey and entry into Rome on December 23, 

1655, were especially popular because many cities chose to publish their own accounts, 

which then circulated throughout Europe as a source of local pride. Printed descriptions 

of ceremonies, festivals, and pageants made up a large part of the texts sold at the time. 

Written texts, such as those commemorating Christina’s journey from Sweden to Italy, 

were numerous. They were part of an established genre of literature, which, since the 

sixteenth century, had increased dramatically in volume because of the technological 

advances of the printing press, a growing desire to share news items, and a taste for 

                                                
42 See Stefano Fogelberg Rota, “Organizzazione e attività poetica dell’Accademia Reale di Cristina di 
Svezia,” in Letteratura, arte, e musica alla corte romana di Cristina di Svezia: Atti del convegno di studi, 
ed. Rossana Maria Caira and Stefano Fogelberg Rota, (Rome: Arcane, 2004), 129–50. Also, see Stefano 
Fogelbergo Rota, “Queen Christina’s Heroic Virtue and its Religious Implications,” Early Modern Culture 
Online 3 (2012): 1–13. 
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displaying power through grand spectacles.43 Rich in detail, these texts have left behind 

important traces. They are windows into the world of seventeenth-century festival 

culture, and they reveal the role civic rituals played in giving shape to new power 

dynamics. Indeed, so many archives and museum collections across the globe contain 

copies of early printed books recounting Christina’s abdication and arrival in Rome that 

they could be studied as a sub-genre of triumphal literature.  

The most frequently cited treatise, the Historia della Sacra Real Maesta di 

Cristina di Svezia (1656), written by Galeazzo Gualdo Priorato, was published in 

February 1656, immediately following the carnival season. It contains a detailed account 

of the sumptuous festivities held throughout Italy on her journey toward the Holy See and 

pays special attention to the way in which the polite interactions unfolded. Leading 

scholars of Christina’s Italian period have focused their research specifically on the final 

portion of the text, Book Seven, which chronicled her arrival in Rome. However, the first 

six books of the Historia also reveal valuable information about the way in which the 

ceremonies and spectacles shaped Christina’s new identity to become Rome’s “regina.” 

Most importantly, Gualdo Priorato’s rich descriptions of the numerous processions in the 

Historia contain excellent details about the ways in which ephemera and public 

performances expressed social hierarchies. Regardless of a town’s size or economic 

status, Gualdo Priorato’s account reveals that every city was expected to prepare a 

banquet featuring apparati, processions, and banquets brimming with edible delights 

from around the world—edible mappae mundi that served as evidence of the church’s 

global dominion. From the bustling port city of Venice to the small Umbrian town of 

                                                
43 Laurie Nussdorfer, “Print and Pageantry in Baroque Rome,” The Sixteenth-Century Journal 29, no. 2 
(Summer 1998): 449.  
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Spoleto, every stop on Christina’s journey to Rome celebrated the Swedish queen with 

similar pomp and circumstance. In fact, the author stressed how every public procession 

and civic gathering followed a similar program. Each entry was staged with precision, 

choreographed like a dance set to the pulsing of cannon fire, the drumming of marching 

soldiers, the ringing of church bells, and the sounds of trumpets. Bodies were carefully 

positioned to move rhythmically through city streets; renovated buildings were decorated 

with colourful drapery hanging from windowpanes; and fresh food, dusted with rare 

spices from the Orient, were imported as welcome gifts for the queen. Anna Vergelli, one 

of the few scholars to have examined the Historia in detail, has linked Gualdo Priorato’s 

description of these celebrations to the grand triumphal festivities held in ancient Rome, 

highlighting the inextricable connection between art, space, and cultural memory.44 

Moreover, her work illustrated how contemporary festival literature—an art in its own 

right—shaped Rome’s global image in the seventeenth century.  

Recent studies in travel literature have continued to expand our understanding of 

Queen Christina’s journey from Sweden to her new home in Rome. Most recently, Roma 

e Cristina di Svezia: Una irrequieta sovrana (2016) has examined her travels through a 

number of printed treatises. Focusing particularly on her trip through the Papal States in 

November and December of 1655, this collection of essays is especially relevant to the 

current dissertation in its treatment of the theme of travel. Most authors, however, have 

chosen to focus specifically on the social, religious, and political events, giving little 

attention to the artworks created on the road to Rome. Francesca de Caprio’s essay, 

                                                
44 Anna Vergelli, “Roma in scena dietro le quinte. Dall’Historia di Gualdo Priorato ai documenti 
d’archivio,” in Letteratura, arte, e musica alla corte romana di Cristina di Svezia: atti del convegno di 
studi, ed. Rossana Maria Caira and Stefano Fogelberg Rota (Rome: Arcane, 2004), 95–96. See also Anna 
Vergelli, Roma in scena dietro le quinte (Rome: Arcane, 2006).  
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“Trionfo e Pellegrinaggio: Il viaggio di Cristina di Svezia nell’opera di Festini ed altri 

autori coevi” (2016), is pertinent to my work because she considers how Christina’s 

chroniclers, particularly Carlo Festini (c. first quarter of the seventeenth century–1678), 

structured their tales of this epic journey. She suggests that Festini recounted the former 

Swedish queen’s story as a kind of religious pilgrimage, understanding Festini’s 

descriptions of each event—noting the gestures, words, and events—as embodiments of 

the political and religious culture that moved the pope to host the queen.45 While I agree 

that Christina’s arrival in Rome signified a victory over Protestantism, I approach 

Festini’s attention to these celebrations as evidence of ephemera’s allure and its 

expressive power in seventeenth-century Italian culture. As a result, this doctoral thesis 

approaches contemporaneous accounts, such as Festini’s I Trionfi della Magnificenza 

Pontificia nello Stato Ecclesiastico, e in Roma, per la Maestà della Regina di Svetia 

(1656), Valeriano Castiglione’s La Regina di Svezia a Torino (1656), Bartolomeo 

Lupardi’s Relatione della solenne cavalcata fatta in Roma nell’ingresso della real 

Maestà di Christina di Svetia (1656), and Guiseppe Francesco Mostarda’s Festosi 

applausi fatti nella sapienza e Collegio Romano, & Altri luoghi di Roma alla serenissima 

Christina, Regina di Svetia (1656), as documentary testimonies.  

Though roughly faithful accounts of what transpired, primary sources are not, of 

course, devoid of personal or cultural biases. Festini, for instance, a proud native of 

Ferrara, spends more than four pages singing the praises of his hometown after relating 

the events of the queen’s journey. Yet, while it is important to be aware of these inherent 

                                                
45 Francesca di Caprio, “Trionfo e pellegrinaggio: il viaggio di Cristina di Svezia nell’opera di Festini ed 
altri autori coevi,” in Roma e Cristina di Svezia: Una irrequieta sovrana, ed. Gaetano Platania (Viterbo: 
Sette Città, 2016), 100–141.  
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biases, the treatises’ recounting of Christina’s arrival in the Papal States and entry into 

Rome do nevertheless contain essential information about the status and function of 

ephemera and the decorative arts. These texts show, for example, that ephemera aided in 

working out solutions to unprecedented questions of decorum for which no social codes 

yet existed. In Mostarda’s Festosi applausi, for example, the author noted that an 

apparato doubled as a podium, which then literally set the stage for a lecture at the 

Collegio Romano during Queen Christina’s first visit.  

In the third location, Father Antonio Santini Somasco gave 
the queen a lesson in mathematics. But because her Royal 
Highness could not hear the Father’s low voice [poca voce] 
over the large distance between them, she ordered that he 
get down and join her on the ground level [solio] to 
continue his demonstrations.46 

 

Mostarda’s text also reveals that impromptu changes in any performance could occur at a 

moment’s notice, such as, in this case, forcing the theologians in attendance to adapt to 

the queen’s wishes, regardless of whether they approved of rearranging the space or not. 

More broadly, however, this anecdote speaks to the degree of fluidity that characterized 

public spectacles, a world where viewers were also participants, and as such, were 

anything but passive players—least of all Christina, for whom the rules of decorum were 

manipulated to carve out a position of importance at court. It is also useful to read these 

works in conjunction with Renaissance and Baroque treatises on etiquette, such as 

                                                
46 Giuseppe Francesco Mostarda, Festosi applausi fatti nella Sapienza, Collegio Romano, & altri luoghi di 
Roma alla Serenissima Regina (Rome: Il Moneta, 1656), 2. Author’s translation: “Nel terzo loco […] il 
padre Antonio Santini Somasco iui dimostrò la sua lettione di Matematica; ma perche la serenissima Regina 
per cagione della distanza, e poca voce del Padre non l’intendevea, ordinò che scendesse & andasse sù’l 
Solio di Sua Maestà, sì come fece, à darle ad intendere quelle dimostrationi.”; see online resource: 
http://special-1.bl.uk/treasures/festivalbooks/pageview.aspx?strFest=0304&strPage=3. 
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Baldassare Castiglione’s Book of the Courtier (1528) and Giovanni della Casa’s Il 

Galateo (1558), since many later authors hinted at social transgressions that occurred 

over the course of her life in Rome. Giovanni Battista de Luca’s (1614–1683) treatise on 

seventeenth-century etiquette, entitled Il cavaliere e la Dama overo Discorsi familiari 

nell’ozio Tusculano (1675), was dedicated to Christina because she possessed the 

qualities of a dama (court lady), yet maintained the status of a rè (king).47  

My thesis references many of these treatises to show how ephemera functioned 

within courtly life (i.e., customs, rules, and rituals).48 Although these texts were written in 

the sixteenth century, they are essential for understanding the social customs and the rules 

of etiquette which were devised and implemented specifically for the queen’s arrival in 

seventeenth-century Rome. While there is no proof Christina read conduct books, such as 

The Courtier, she did own a portrait of Castiglione. The final inventory of her home, the 

Palazzo Riario alla Lungara (now Corsini), reveals that a “three-quarter length portrait of 

Baldassare Castiglione made by the hand of Giulio Romano (1499–1546)” hung 

alongside portraits and mythological paintings by Titian (1490–1576), Jacopo Tintoretto 

(1519–1594), Jacopo Palma, known as Palma Vecchio (1480–1528), and Giorgione da 

Castelfranco (1478–1510).49  

                                                
47 Giovanni Battista de Luca, Il cavaliere e la dama overo i discorsi familiari nell’ozio tusculano (Rome: 
Dragonelli, 1674).  
48 See Patricia Waddy, Seventeenth-Century Roman Palaces: Use and the Art of the Plan (Cambridge: The 
MIT Press, 1990), 5–13.  
49 It is unclear whether the paintings listed in the final inventory were lost originals or copies. Nevertheless, 
the fact that the queen’s household staff and notaries considered these original works by some of the most 
important artists of the sixteenth century reveals that they were treated as such. The note stipulating 
Castiglione’s portrait reads: “Un quadro con ritratto di Baltassar Castiglione in piedi più di mezza figura di 
mano di Giulio Romano in tela in piedi, alto palmi cinque, et un quarto scarsi, e largo palmi cinque, et un 
dito con cornice intaliata indorata alla genovese”; see ASR, Lorenzo Belli, 917, p. 570–571.  
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Late seventeenth- and eighteenth-century writers, though somewhat less 

laudatory, were equally fascinated by Queen Christina’s unusual politics and religious 

sensibilities. It is also interesting to note that although they often romanticized her 

patronage of the arts and sciences, certain biographers chastised her for her conduct, as 

well as for her controversial dress and “homely” or masculine physical appearance.50 

Also, without a land upon which to exert her rule, some of the queen’s biographers saw 

her as a political threat, particularly because she sometimes made decisions that led to 

scandal. Contemporary French writers capitalized on the faux-pas she committed in 1657 

at the court of Louis XIV(1638–1715), two years after she settled in Rome. French 

courtiers and writers were especially hostile toward her after she broke the rules of 

decorum at Fontainebleau when she ordered a public execution without the Sun King’s 

consent in 1657. By exercising her right to condemn her escuyer (shield-bearer) 

Neapolitan Gian Rinaldo Marchese Monaldeschi (1626–1657) to death, she created a rift 

between her and the French court from which her reputation would never recover. Pater 

le Bel, the prior of the Monastery of the Trinity at Fontainebleau, to whom Monaldeschi 

confessed before his execution in the Gallerie des Cerfs, portrayed the queen as both 

determined and cold-hearted, writing:  

The queen’s guard beat him with the sharp edge of the 
blade, and in trying to parry the blow [he] lost off four 
fingers from his hand. Finally weakened by numerous 
blows, the queen’s head guard and his men threw 
themselves on Monaldeschi strangling him to death. Her 
Royal Swedish Highness watched from the side of the 
Gallerie des Cerfs, convinced of her royal authority and 
justice. She told me that she would do it if it had to be 
done. The court took the whole affair very badly even 

                                                
50 Galeazzo Gualdo Priorato reocrds that she was dressed in men’s clothing. He writes: “Era vestita la 
Regina d’un casacchino di velluto nero piano da huomo, col collaro, e guarnelletto bigio, e nero, senza il 
quale sarebbe parsa veramente un huomo.” See, Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real Maestà, 137. 
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though the queen made every submission imaginable to 
make up for her lack of obedience toward the king.51  

 

Christina’s actions weighed so heavily on Pater le Bel that, in addition to his account of 

the event, he wrote a treatise entitled Could or Should the queen Have Killed Her Escuyer 

Monaldeschi (Si la Reyne de Suède a pû ou a du faire mourir son Escuyer 

Monaldeschi).52 Although he concluded that the queen’s God-given power authorized her 

to condemn Monaldeschi to death, her brazen actions forever altered her image in French 

eyes. She would never again be invited to stay at the French court.  

Absolutist sentiments, such as those of Pater le Bel, were not universal. Later 

memoires differed widely in tone as a result of much slander and gossip that followed the 

Monaldeschi affair. Francoise de Motteville (1621–1689), Elizabeth-Charlotte Duchesse 

D’Orléans (1652–1722), and Christian Gottfried Franckenstein (1661–1717), for 

instance, portrayed Christina as an eccentric, suggesting that as early as in Christina’s 

own lifetime, she had become a source of absurdity and satire, especially in France.53 In 

Elizabeth-Charlotte’s description, she presents Christina as the target of much humour at 

the French court. She writes:  

Our late King told me the following anecdote of Queen 
Christina of Sweden: That Princess, instead of putting on a 

                                                
51 Author’s translation of manuscript by Pater Le Bel entitled “Procez verbal sans ornement ny exageration 
mais simplement nud et avec verité sur la mort de Monaldeschi, escuyé de la Reine de Suède”: “Il lui 
donna un coup d’Estramasson que le patient voulant parer eut quatre doigts de sa main coupés. En fin 
l’ayant affaibli de quelques coups. Il se jetta dessus luy en assisté de quelques Gardes il l’egorega. Sa M.te 
Suedoise estoit dans la Gallerie durant cet Execution regardant pourtant d’un autre costé et persuadée de sa 
Souveraine authorité comme dela justice de ses raisons Elle m’a intint qu’elle le feroit si elle avoit à le 
faire. La cour a pris la chose assez mal et cette reine fait toutes les soubmïssions imaginables pour satisfaire 
a ce qu’elle a manqué en vers le Roy”; see British Library, Harlein MS 3493, fol. 2r.  
52 British Library, Harlein MS 3493, fol. 8r–110v. 
53 Elizabeth-Charlotte, duchesse d’Orléans, Memoirs of the court of Louis XIV and of the regency. Being 
the secret memoirs of Elizabeth-Charlotte, duchesse d'Orléans, mother of the regent (Boston: L. C. Page, 
1899), 385.  
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nightcap, wrapped her head up in a napkin. One night she 
could not sleep, and ordered the musicians to be brought to 
her bedroom; where, drawing the bed-curtains, she could 
not be seen by the musicians, but could hear them at her 
ease. At length, enchanted at a piece which they had just 
played, she abruptly thrust her head beyond the curtains, 
and cried out, “Mort diable! but they sing delightfully!” At 
this grotesque sight, the Italians, and particularly the 
castrati, who are not the bravest men in the world, were so 
frightened that they were obliged to stop short.54 

 

Such harsh criticism of the queen’s uncouth appearance and use of vulgar language (Mort 

Diable! Meaning quite literally meaning ‘death to the devil’ or ‘damn devil’) can be 

traced back to Christina’s first breach in decorum at Fontainebleau. 55  Considering the 

highly codified French court of Louis XIV, associating the queen with a beast whose bold 

actions frightened the castrati to the point where they could no longer sing may have 

indeed been an apt comparison.  

Despite her infamy in France, Roman authors generally honoured Queen 

Christina by dedicating their works to her. While the most erudite citizens of Rome 

adopted Christina as a symbolic patroness, other Italians made a living from satirizing her 

peculiar lifestyle and precarious place at court. Known as a writer of biographies and a 

harsh critic of nepotism in the Catholic Church, Gregorio Leti (1630–1701) composed a 

satirical play entitled Il puttanismo romano (1668), where he cast Queen Christina as the 

leader and protector of Rome’s whores who convene in her palace.56 While Leti made his 

                                                
54 Elizabeth-Charlotte, duchesse d’Orléans, Memoirs of the court of Louis XIV and of the regency, 385.  
55 I would like to express my sincerest thanks to Dr. Guy Deniau for his help with this translation, 
particularly in relation to the expression of “mort diable.” As stated in the text, it translates as death (mort) 
and devil (diable), or damn devil.  
56 I would like to thank Paolo Fasoli for his enlightening paper entitled, “The queen at the Conclave,” 
which considered the way Gregorio Leti cast Christina, a female monarch living outside traditional norms, 
as the protector and “leader” of the Roman prostitutes in his satire, Il puttanismo romano. This paper was 
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censure public, most of Christina’s contemporaries were far less outspoken. Carlo 

Cartari’s (1614–1697) ledgers (ASR, Cartari-Fabbei, Effemeridi, buste 80–100) and 

Sforza Pallavicino’s (1607–1667) letters to the queen (published in 1825), for instance, 

tracked her movements and relationships with a less critical eye.57 As a result, these 

sources remain invaluable evidence of Rome’s reception and response to the foreign 

queen’s presence in the Eternal City.  

Rumors of narcissism and lesbianism also shaped Christina’s identity, inspiring 

playwrights such as John Dryden (1667), Alexandre Dumas (1830), and most recently 

Michel Marc Bouchard (2013), to write historical fictions about Christina’s unusual 

politics and love life.58 These accounts drew upon literary themes, such as hyperbole and 

tragedy, furtherer complicating her story. Paradoxically, these entertaining tales of illicit 

sexual liaisons have largely stemmed directly from her own autobiography, La vie de 

Christine de Suède faite par elle même, dédié à Dieu (begun in 1666; revised in 1681).59 

In Queen Christina’s incomplete memoir, she admitted to having been mistaken for a boy 

at birth due to her booming voice and because a large part of her body was covered with 

                                                
part of the queens of Fiction: Female Power and the Literary Imagination session at the Renaissance 
Society of America conference held in Chicago, Illinois on Saturday April 1st, 2017.   
57 Elisa Rotelli’s Ph.D. dissertation is based primarily on a transcription of Carlo Cartari’s comments 
regarding Queen Christina’s arrival in Rome. She includes a transcription of Volumes 77 and 78 of his 
Diario dell’ anno 1655. She also includes transcriptions of other treatises, each of which focuses on 
Christina’s arrival in Rome. See Elisa Rotelli, “Viaggio e Soggiorno Romano di Una Regina: Christina di 
Svezia” (Ph.D. diss., Università Degli Studi della Tuscia, 2013). 
58 John Dryden (1631–1700) wrote Secret Love, or The Maiden Queen as a tragicomedy in 1667. It was 
based loosely on the love intrigues of Count Magnus de la Gardie (1622–1686), one of Christina’s favourite 
courtiers in Stockholm. In 1830, Alexandre Dumas (1802–1870) published Stockholm, Fontainbleau et 
Rome: trilogie dramatique sur la vie de Christine, cinq actes en vers, avec prologue et épilogue. In 2013, 
Michel Marc Bouchard published his play, Christine, la reine garcon(ne), which explores the apogee of her 
reign in Sweden (c.1649). The play was staged in Montréal in 2011.  
59 See Christina, Queen of Sweden, Apologies, ed. Jean-Francois de Raymond (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 
1994), 91. These documents are in the Bibliotheque Universitaire de Montpellier, Manuscrits de la Reine 
Christine (M.C.), IV, c. 385. Today, two versions of the manuscript exist, one at the Library of Medicine in 
Montpellier, and the other at the Royal Swedish Archives (Azzolino Samlingen, K 430).  
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hair. As she says at one point, “I was born with hair from my head to my knees, having 

but my face, arms, and legs free of hair. This fooled the women taking care of me into 

thinking that I was male.”60    

Although it is unclear why Christina chose to emphasize her masculinity, 

questions regarding her sexuality and gender have been hotly debated topics in the 

historiography. Twentieth- and twenty-first-century biographers, such Sven Stolpe (1966) 

and Sarah Waters (1994), for example, touched on the question of her sexuality, 

suggesting that she was perhaps lesbian, and in love with her lady in waiting, Ebba 

Sparre (1629–1662).61 Whereas Veronica Buckley (2004) suggested that the queen was 

likely bisexual, having later in life fallen in love with her good friend, her soprintendente 

d’arte (supervisor of artworks), Cardinal Decio Azzolino (1623–1689)—a topic which 

was first discussed by Baron Carl Nils De Bildt.62 In general, the older biographies 

understood Christina’s sexuality as a catalyst for her religious conversion and abdication, 

despite there being no mention of lust or carnal desire in any of the letters Christina left 

behind. Other scholars have gone as far as to suggest that she may have been 

transgender.63 Among these authors was Carl-Herman Hjortsjö, a Swedish doctor, who 

measured her skeleton in search of evidence of physical abnormalities after her body was 

                                                
60 Author’s translation. “Je naquis coiffée depuis la tête jusqu’au genoux, n’ayant que le visage, les bras, et 
les jambs libres, ce qui fit croire aux femmes occupée à me recevoir que j’étais un mâle”; see Christina, 
Queen of Sweden, Apologies, 91. 
61 Sarah Waters has remarked on how Christina’s gender and sexuality continues to divide scholars; see 
Sarah Waters, “‘A Girton Girl on a Throne’: Queen Christina and Versions of Lesbianism, 1906–1933,” 
Feminist Review 46 (1994): 41. See also Sven Stolpe, Queen Christina of Sweden (New York: Macmillan, 
1966), 66; and Veronica Buckley, Queen Christina (London: Fourth Estate, 2004), 266. 
62 See Baron Carl Nils De Bildt, ed. Christine de Suède et le Cardinal Azzolino: Lettres inédites (1666-
1668) avec une introduction et des notes (Paris: Libraire Plon, 1899). 
63 E. Essen-Möller’s 1937 study hypothesized that Christina may have been “intersexed,” which he 
described as an “anthropological problem.” After reading her letters to her lady-in-waiting, Ebba Sparre 
(1629–1662), Essen-Möller was also the first scholar who proposed that Queen Christina was transgender 
and lesbian; see E. Essen-Möller, Drottning Christina: En människostudieur läkaresynpunkt (Lund: 
C.W.K. Gleerup, 1937).   
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exhumed from her tomb in Saint Peter’s Basilica in 1966.64 While this controversial study 

(which has since been discredited) was inconclusive, Hjortsjö research reveals the extent 

to which seventeenth-century prejudices shaped later attitudes toward this unique 

monarch. The mystery of Queen Christina’s gender and sexuality has remained a point of 

fascination. In fact, a film of Hjortsjö measuring her body in her tomb in Saint Peter’s 

Basilica, entitled the Legend stoft Verklinghet (2008), plays continuously as part of the 

exhibition of the queen’s burial cloak at the Livrustkammaren (Royal Armoury) in 

Stockholm.  

The issue of Christina’s sexuality may never be answered because there is 

insufficient evidence to prove her sexual orientation. Because it is beyond the scope of 

this study, I will not be addressing it in this dissertation. Instead, I hope to show that 

regardless of gender or social status, art and ephemera were used as social tools to 

negotiate social relationships. Christina’s critics, many of whom openly commented on 

her “masculine” appearance and chastised her as unlady-like may have compared her to 

other women when in fact Christina was educated as king and expected to socialize with 

men from an early age. Because it is impossible to separate these criticisms from their 

cultural contexts, I choose not to discuss Christina’s sexuality in this dissertation as I do 

not believe it should affect the way we perceive her journey through the Papal States. 

Curt Weibull and a generation of scholars that followed, including Nils Ahnlund, 

Sven Stolpe, and Sven Ingemar Olofsson, were among the historians involved in the first 

                                                
64 In his study, Hjortsjö argued that a person’s bone structure could reveal traces of “intersexuality,” or 
what he called “hermaphrodism.” His experiment was to take measurements of every part of the queen’s 
remains, focusing especially on the size, thickness, and length of her skeleton, to prove whether Christina, 
in fact, had “male” physical characteristics. He focused on the pelvic region, searching for traces of what he 
called ovenial/testicular tissue; see Carl-Herman Hjortsjö, “Queen Christina of Sweden: A 
Medical/Anthropological Investigation of her Remains in Rome,” Acata Universitatus Lundensis Secto II: 
Medica, Mathematica, Scientiae Rarum Naturalium 9 (1966): 13. 
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1966 European exhibition on Queen Christina, which amassed thousands of archival 

documents, sources, and artworks and also united scholars from across the globe to 

explore the life of this fascinating monarch. They contributed foundational texts that 

transformed the discipline. They consisted largely of focused examinations that primarily 

dealt with the abdication crisis of 1654, the renunciation of the throne of Sweden, and 

Christina’s religious conversion. Their research put forth the idea that Christina’s 

Catholic sympathies began long before the arrival of Jesuit missionaries and Frenchmen, 

such as René Descartes (1569–1650) and Pierre Chanut (1601–1662). Their thorough 

archival research also set the tone for subsequent generations of researchers. More 

recently, Marie-Louise Rodèn, Susanna Åkerman, and Jean-Francois Battail were the first 

wave of scholars to reexamine the source material in the 1990s, bringing about a renewed 

interest in studies on Queen Christina. Their provocative and interdisciplinary studies 

have brought to light previously unknown archival sources, which alongside Johan 

Arckenholtz (1695–1777) and Baron Carl Nils De Bildt’s (1850–1931) publication of 

letters, have presented a more holistic image of the elusive Queen of Sweden.  

 

 

2.3 The Queen and the Arts: Beyond the Picture Frame, Outside the Sculpture 
Gallery 
 

Art historians have long explored Christina’s taste as a collector, focusing primarily on 

her patronage of paintings, sculpture, and drawings. They have shown how the queen’s 

collections of ancient sculpture, medals, and paintings offered this stateless monarch 

dominion over the arts. Yet, even though much ink has been spilled regarding her 
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patronage of the ‘high’ arts, little attention has been paid to the ‘minor’ and ‘decorative’ 

arts at the Palazzo Riario. With the exception of Eva Nylander’s Mild Boredom of Order 

(2011), which investigated Queen Christina’s manuscript collection, few scholars have 

acknowledged her relationship to objects of material culture falling outside the traditional 

canons of art. Apart from rare footnotes that state the presence of tapestries, furniture, 

medals, gems, and coins at the Palazzo Riario, art historians continue to disregard over 

750 pages of her 1689 inventory detailing the kinds of decorative objects at her palace. 

Nevertheless, these objects existed and played an instrumental role in shaping Christina’s 

identity, some being her own purchases while others were acquired as gifts.  

 Today, records such as inventories, letters, and memoirs, chronicle the lives of the 

objects whose precise function in Queen Christina’s collection has been lost. Inventories 

attest not only to their existence and place in her home but also, in certain cases, provide 

information regarding provenance, physical appearance, function, and, most importantly, 

the object’s relationship to the queen and her courtiers. The first inventories of Queen 

Christina’s collection were composed in 1652 by her court librarian and fellow art 

collector Raphaël Trichet, Marquis Du Fresne (1611–1661). Trichet’s Inventaire des 

raretez qui sont dans le cabinets des antiquitéz de la serenissme Reine de Suède (1652) 

and Över drottning Kristinas semlingar (1652) include notes about the objects’ original 

locations, and highlight the booty stolen from Holy Roman Emperor Rudolph II’s (1550–

1612) palace after Queen Christina’s troops sacked Prague in 1649.65 More broadly, these 

documents, which today are preserved in Sweden’s Kunglia Bibliotek (National Library) 

                                                
65 These manuscripts are stored in the Kunglia Biblioteket in Stockholm (KB S4). However, Christina’s 
inventory of manuscripts and books was compiled by Isaac Vossius (1618–1689). This work is entitled 
“Catalogus Librorum Manuscriptorum” and is housed at the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana (Vat.lat.8171).  
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in Stockholm, speak to Christina’s early collecting practices and taste, which featured an 

abundance of Netherlandish artworks, most of which were left in Stockholm when she 

moved to Italy. Art historians, such as Frans Baudouin, have interpreted Christina’s 

taking of paintings by Italian masters from her collection in Stockholm as evidence of her 

predilection for Italian Renaissance masters, namely Raphael Sanzio (1483–1520), 

Leonardo da Vinci (1453–1519), Michelangelo Buonarroti (1475–1564), Antonio da 

Correggio (1489–1534), Titian, and Paolo Veronese (1528–1588). 66 More recently, in 

2003, Martin Olin considered the evolution of Christina’s personal taste by examining the 

inventories of the objects she brought from Sweden, as opposed to those she acquired in 

Rome. Even though her palace contained works by Northern artists, including Pieter 

Breughel the Elder (1523–1569) and Anthony van Dyck (1599–1641), Olin has suggested 

that the queen had a particular penchant for classical subjects painted by Renaissance 

masters; Martin Olin judged this to be true because she brought to Rome Correggio’s 

Danaë (c. 1531) and Leda and the Swan (c. 1532), in addition to mythological paintings 

by Titian, Veronese, and Tintoretto.67 

Subsequent inventories, from 1666 and 1689, composed in Italy, focused less on 

the objects’ origins and instead emphasized their function at Christina’s court. In 

particular, the recently restored 1689 topographical inventory (ASR, AC, Lorenzo Belli, 

917), today located in the Archivio di Stato di Roma, includes some of the most 

fascinating information regarding the décor and running of the Palazzo Riario at the time 

                                                
66 Frans Baudouin, “Deux tableaux de la collection de la Reine Christine: ‘Hercule et Omphale’ et ‘La Mort 
d’Adonis’,” in Queen Christina, ed. Platen von Magnus (Stockholm: Nationalmuseum, 1966), 20. 
67 Martin Olin, “La regina Cristina collezionista di opere d’arte,” in Cristina di Svezia: le collezioni reali, 
ed. Fondazione Memmo (Milan: Electa, 2003), 160–2. 
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of Queen Christina’s death on 9 April, 1689.68 Notes recording frameless paintings (senza 

cornice), tattered (guasto) and smelly (odorosa) servants’ uniforms, furniture bleached 

(slavati) by the sun, and rusted (arrugginito) kitchenware fill the document, giving 

readers a clear sense of the most used objects and trafficked spaces. Guardarobbiere (a 

high-ranking steward in charge of maintaining arworks, armor, mending clothing, and 

repairing objects and furnitre stored in the guardaroba) Sebastiano Bevilacqua (dates 

unknown), who helped produce both the 1666 (Riksarkivet, K 441) and 1689 inventories, 

documented every object’s monetary worth and physical condition while also, 

occasionally, including personal anecdotes. For example, among the objects listed in the 

guardaroba (a large storeroom where artworks, decorative objects, arms, and furniture 

were stored), Bevilacqua thought to mention certain missing items. The following entry, 

for example, calls attention to a missing cushion, which he notes was given to Saint 

Peter’s and was to rest in Christina’s tomb. He writes:  

A cushion made of red velvet cushion on top and damask 
on the bottom with a silk fringe, which was given to the 
Sacristy in Saint Peter’s, in lieu of another with red 
broccade given by the church to put in the coffin under Her 
Majesty’s head when she was buried.69 

 

                                                
68 ASR, AC, Lorenzo Belli, 917. The 1689 inventory, entitled “Inventorium honorum hereditatis gloriosae 
Christianae Alezandrae Svecorum reginae in Alma Urbe defunctae,” was compiled over the course of 
several months by many working under the primary notary, Lorenzo Belli. The following names were 
recorded throughout the inventory: Pietro Antonio Bandiera, Marco de Martino, Mattheo de Avanzis 
Romanis, Domenico Morello, Josepho Maria Magnano, and Jacobo Copistono. These notaries worked 
closely with the household staff, such as with the guardarobi (stewards) Signori Sebastiano Bevilacqua and 
Giuseppe Broncoli; the dispensiere (butler) Signore Andrea Suenzonij; the banderari Giovanni Battista 
Bersaglia and Signore Giovanni Battista Scala; and Domenico Simoni, who oversaw the grand gallery on 
the piano nobile.  
69 ASR, AC, L. Belli, 917, p. 41. The text reads: “Un cuscino di velluto Cremisino di sopra, e di sotto di 
damasco, con frangetta di seta, il quale è stato dato al Sacristaio di S. Pietro, in luogo d’un altro di broccato 
rosso dato dalla Chiesa per metterlo nella Cassa sotto la testa di S. Maestà, quando fu sepolta.”  
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Interestingly, he goes on to stipulate that this pillow was not the one the queen intended 

to be used, revealing intimate knowledge about the running of a seventeenth-century 

palazzo. It also gives a sense of her personal wishes since the inventory suggests that an 

object was missing from the collection because the queen or an important member of her 

entourage opted to use a different cushion. More broadly, this kind of information sheds 

light on the ever-changing interplay between the décor, the architecture, and those people 

inhabiting these spaces.  

Considering the information recorded by the Palazzo Riario’s staff, it is somewhat 

surprising that the 1689 inventory was never published in its entirety, particularly given 

that select portions were made available as early as the nineteenth century. Giuseppe 

Campori’s Raccolta di cataloghi ed inventari inediti (1870) and Olof Granberg’s La 

gallerie des tableaux de Christine de Suède (1897) made listings of the queen’s 

collections of painting, sculpture, and ancient medals available to the public. Shifting the 

focal point toward the display of tapestries, arms, decorative objects, and furniture, 

however, would have allowed for a more comprehensive conceptualization of seventeen-

century interior spaces. Such a document may one day carry the same level of importance 

as Nicodemus Tessin the Younger’s Travel Notes (1673–77 and 1687–88) and his Traictè 

de la décoration interieure (1717), primary sources which subsequently inspired 

groundbreaking studies, such as Ambiente Barocco (1999) and The Display of Art in the 

Roman Palace, 1550–1750 (2014). Recently, research on the art objects in the Palazzo 

Riario has been on the rise. Both Therese Sjøvoll and Tess Kutaz’s doctoral dissertations, 

though not public, concern themselves with Christina’s palace décor.70  

                                                
70 Therese Sjøvoll has not yet made her dissertation public; Therese Sjøvoll, “Queen Christina of Sweden's 
Musaeum Collecting and Display in the Palazzo Riario” (Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 2015). 
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Twentieth-century art historians have continued to speculate on Christina’s taste 

as a collector. In 1966, a multitude of publications emerged in conjunction with the 

European Council Exhibition on Queen Christina in Stockholm. The exhibition 

catalogue, edited by Carl Nordenfalk, then-director of the Nationalmuseum, remains the 

most comprehensive collection of archival sources, involving the work and expertise of 

museum curators, librarians, archivists, and connoisseurs from around the world. 

Although the catalogue covers a wide range of themes, those assisting Nordenfalk also 

contributed many publications that continue to hold pride of place within the 

historiography. Magnus von Platen’s Queen Christina: Documents and Studies (1966); 

the Analecta Regiensisa, Volumes I, II, and III (1966); and Johan Regerten Altena’s Les 

dessins italiens de la reine Christine de Suède (1966) helped inspire new methodologies 

and bring new topics of study to the fore, such as Christina’s patronage of the theatre. For 

instance, Lars Gustafsson explored how the Swedish queen fashioned her image through 

drama. He argued that during her performance in Descartes’ play, La naissance de la 

Paix (1648), viewers were supposed to associate the queen’s stage presence with the 

allegories of prudence, justice, and honour. According to the author, she used a similar 

tactic when she performed in Diane victorieuse (1649), which overtly likened her to the 

virtuous and pure Roman goddess.71 Her interest in the theatre led Stig Vänje, another 

contributor, to view the construction of her own classically-inspired theatre in the Palazzo 

Riario as an attempt to surround herself with intellectuals in her academy, who met to 

discuss classical poetry, pastoral literature, science, theology, and philosophy.72 

                                                
71 Lars Gustafsson, “Amor et Mars vaincus: allégorie politique des ballets de cour de l’époque de la Reine 
Christine,” in Queen Christina, ed. Platen von Magnus (Stockholm: Nationalmusem, 1966), 88–97. 
72 Stig Vänje, “Queen Christina and the Vitruvian Theatre,” in Queen Christina, ed. Platen von Magnus 
(Stockholm: Nationalmusei, 1966), 376–7. 
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Consisting of short essays written in various languages, these volumes present Christina’s 

patronage of the arts as tools she used to control her public image—a topic that would 

inspire later studies on the construction of identity, such as Stephen Greenblatt’s research 

on political self-fashioning in the Renaissance.73 

Since the 1960s, most art historians have continued to explore issues of 

connoisseurship and provenance of “high” art, focusing exclusively on drawings, 

paintings, and sculpture. Michael Mahoney, Marcel Roethlisberger, and Andreas 

Stolzenburg studied Christina’s extensive collection of drawings, but without considering 

their display or function in the Palazzo Riario. These authors helped established a line of 

provenance by tracing Christina’s drawings from Cardinal Azzolino’s collection to their 

current home in the Teylers Museum in the Netherlands. Their research brought to light 

the fact that Christina’s cabinet of drawings passed in its entirety to Pompeo Azzolino in 

1689. They also discovered that in 1692 Livio Odescalchi (1658–1713) outbid other 

prominent nobles vying for Christina’s collections, purchasing her “medals, paintings 

[275 in number, 140 of which were Italian], statues, columns, tapestries, furniture, 

weapons, etc for 123, 000 scudi, which he placed in his new palace at Piazza SS. 

Apostoli.”74 Although many art historians have focused exclusively on the provenance 

and connoisseurship of Christina’s drawings, their research has also shed light on the 

dispersal of her collections, as well as their influence on future patrons. Their work has 

                                                
73 Stephen Greenblatt coined the term Renaissance self-fashioning, which he described as the process of 
constructing one’s identity based on a set of socially-accepted moral codes and ideals. See, Stephen 
Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning: From Moore to Shakespeare (Chicago: Chicago University 
Press, 1980), 2.  
74 Marcel Roethlisberger wrote that the objects sold to Livio Odescalchi were meticulously documented. 
“Proviene dalla regina” (comes from the queen’s collection) was written beside each entry purchased from 
Pompeo Azzolino; see Marcel Roethlisberger, “The Drawing Collection of Prince Livio Odescalchi,” 
Master Drawings 23/24 (1985/1986): 7. 
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shown how subsequent art collectors from across Europe, Britain, and North America 

coveted works she owned precisely because they were originally hers, revealing how an 

object’s prestige can be profoundly affected by its provenance. In the 1980s, Francis 

Haskell and Nicholas Penny’s Taste and the Antique (1982) touched on Christina’s 

penchant for classical sculpture by situating her collection in relation to subsequent 

antique markets. More importantly, their work helped track the dispersal of Christina’s 

collections, which they argued affected the development of European taste, particularly 

after Philippe II, Duke of Orléans (1674–1723), purchased a large portion of Christina’s 

collection from the Odescalchi for 93, 000 scudi in 1720–21.75 They also demonstrated 

how these objects rose in popularity and status over the course of the eighteenth century. 

Indeed, one of Christina’s sculptures, the Castor and Pollux (now in the Prado Museum), 

was eventually sold to Philip V of Spain (1683–1746) for 12,000 doubloons (a Spanish 

gold coin minted in Mexico).76  

The more recent studies of Christina’s sculptures have shifted their focus to 

examine broader themes and motifs in Christina’s collection. Silvia Danesi Squarzina and 

Lilian Zirpolo, for example, connected the queen’s collection of contemporary and 

antique sculpture to her political self-fashioning. Danesi Squarzina argues that Christina 

coveted ancient statuary precisely because these objects were rare—a quality, Danesi 

Squarzina believes, Christina saw in herself, as one of the few female patrons active in 

the seventeenth-century Roman art market. In fact, the author goes so far as to suggest 

that when Christina commissioned Bernini to restore the ancient sculptural group The 

                                                
75 Francis Haskell and Nicholas Penny, Taste and the Antique (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1981), 
173.  
76 Roethlisberger, “The Drawing Collection of Prince Livio Odeschalchi,”16. 
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Muses and Europa and Cupid, she saw herself as an exceptional supporter of the arts, 

capable of “becoming the ninth muse in flesh and blood.”77 In a similar vein, Zirpolo 

believes that the queen commissioned Bernini to design the mirror  Truth Revealed by 

Time (after 1670) in order to literally reflect her purity and intellect.78 Although 

Christina’s personal relationships with specific art objects remain unclear, her close 

friendship with art theorists such as Giovan Pietro Bellori (1613–1696) may have 

inspired her to take a personal interest in the conceptualization of space and the display of 

the art at the Palazzo Riario.  

Enzo Borsellino and Tomaso Montanari, two Italian art historians working in the 

mid-1990s and early 2000s, published parts of the 1689 inventory, making certain 

portions of the collection accessible to scholars all over the world. Thanks to their 

extensive research in the Azzolino family archives in the Archivio di Stato in Fermo, the 

Biblioteca Communale di Jesi, and at the National Archives in Stockholm, their research 

has prompted a new wave of interest in Christina’s collecting practices. Their 

investigations have led them to see the selection of masters and copyists in the palace as a 

reflection of the Marchigian tastes of Cardinal Azzolino, the soprintendente d’arte in 

charge of renovating and ornamenting the palazzo.79 Borsellino highlighted Azzolino’s 

                                                
77 Silvia Danesi Squarzina wrote that, “voleva essere la nona musa, in carne e ossa”; see Silvia Danesi 
Squarzina, “La collezione di Cristina di Svezia, un cupido riconsiderato e due inventari,” in Cristina di 
Svezia: le collezioni reali, ed. Fondazione Memmo (Milan: Electa, 2003), 51. 
78 See Lilian H. Zirpolo, “Christina of Sweden’s Patronage of Bernini: The Mirror of Truth Revealed by 
Time,” Women’s Art Journal 26 (2005): 38–43.  
79 Borsellino’s argument is especially convincing because Christina spent a great deal of time away from 
Rome immediately after 1656 because of the plague and while her palazzo was being renovated. In 1659, 
she travelled to Hamburg to sort out her finances with her banker, Manoel Texeira (dates unknown). She 
would not return to Rome until 1661. Christina also travelled to Hamburg in the hopes of visiting Sweden 
between 1666–1668; see Enzo Borsellino, “Cristina di Svezia collezionista,” Ricerche di Storia dell’arte 54 
(1994): 7. Enzo Borsellino has also suggested that, because Christina adored ancient history, she drew 
inspiration from ancient sculpture as an exemplum vitae; see Enzo Borsellino, “Cristina di Svezia 
collezionista,” Ricerche di Storia dell’arte 54 (1994): 11. 
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role in shaping the queen’s taste in favour of antique sculpture and paintings by Raphael 

and his followers. Both Borsellino and Montanari agree that the number of paintings by 

Bolognese artists (e.g., Annibale Carracci [1560–1609], Giovanni Lanfranco [1582– 

1647], Giovanni Francesco Barbieri, best knowns as Guercino [1591–1666], and Pietro 

da Cortona [1596–1669]) attest to Azzolino’s influence, as the Bolognese school was, at 

that time, considered the most prestigious in the Marches where he was raised.80 

Moreover, they found that the number of copyists from the Marche region, namely, Carlo 

Cesi (1622–1682), Giuseppe Ghezzi (1634–1721), and Benedetto Menzini (1646–1704), 

hired to complete minor renovations at the palazzo, served as evidence of Azzolino’s 

involvement. While Borsellino and Montanari’s findings have brought to light many 

details concerning the acquisition of artworks—particularly regarding the patronage of 

minor artists—many scholars continue to interpret the paintings listed in Christina’s 

inventories as evidence of her personal taste. Veronica Biermann and Katherine Aune, for 

instance, maintain that Christina coveted paintings of sacred and profane heroines so that 

she could surround herself with images of powerful females and historical leaders, such 

as Alexander the Great (365 BCE–323 BCE), with whom she identified.81  

Despite having been written nearly fifty years ago, Per Bjurström’s Feast and 

Theatre (1966) remains one of the most innovative and thought-provoking studies about 

Christina’s patronage of the arts because it connects material culture to her participation 

                                                
80 There is some overlap between the arguments made by Montanari and Borsellino, as both authors 
published parts of the Azzolino family archives following the conference entitled La regina Cristina di 
Svezia, il cardinal Decio Azzolino e Fermo nell’arte e nella politica della seconda metà del Seicento, held 
in Fermo, Italy, September 4–5, 1995.  
81 See Veronica Biermann, “The Virtue of a King and the Desire of a Woman? Mythological 
representations in the collection of Queen Christina of Sweden” Art History 24 (2001): 213–230; and 
Katherine Aune, “Display as Identity: Queen Christina of Sweden’s Construction of a Public Image 
through her Stanza dei Quadri” (M.A. thesis, Florida State University, 2015). 
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in ephemeral ceremonies and spectacles. Although this text does not explore the social, 

political, or religious meanings of spectacles, it nevertheless serves as an important 

methodological model for my own work. By employing drawings, etchings, and 

engravings, Bjurström explored how festivals transpired and how they shaped Christina’s 

reception in Rome. For example, he cited Pierre Paul Sevin’s (1650–1710) drawings of 

Christina (now part of the Tessin-Holleman Collection at the Nationalmuseum in 

Stockholm) as evidence of her appetite for ostentatious decoration. However, though 

Bjurström amassed many drawings of Christina’s participation in seventeenth-century 

spectacles, he did not offer any broader conclusions about the function of the decorative 

arts or their potential as outlets for commentary. Instead, he saw the images of ephemera, 

such as Giovanni Battista Falda’s (1643–1678) engraving of the 1666 carnival season 

(Fig. 5), as confirmation of the queen’s presence during the celebration. Nonetheless, 

Falda’s work reveals a great deal about the way objects of material culture transformed 

public spaces during public festivities. The crown-shaped apparato, for example, likely 

served a dual function, where the fringed fabrics protected the queen and her entourage 

from exposure to the elements while simultaneously drawing the crowd’s attention to her 

presence. In other words, the flamboyant apparato made the queen even more noticeable 

as she performed her figurative status as Rome’s “regina” on a sumptuous stage, which 

also doubled as a rich backdrop for the citizens participating in the masquerade in 

Rome’s bustling Piazza San Marco, situated below.  

Even though studies of Queen Christina’s life and collecting practices are on the 

rise—particularly in the wake of the Livrustkammaren’s exhibition Bilder av Kristina 

(2013), Erik Petersson’s Drottning utan land: Kristina i Rom (2013), and the recent 
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doctoral dissertations by Therese Sjøvoll (2015), Nathan Popp (2016), and Tess Kutaz 

(2017)—most examinations still consist of symposia papers.82 Consequently, our image 

of this extraordinary figure remains somewhat fragmented, in part, because no English-

speaking art historian has yet written a complete study of Christina’s vast collections 

aside from her paintings and collection of classical sculpture.  

 

 
Figure 5: Giovanni Battista Falda, 1666 Carnival Season in Piazza San Marco, c. 
1660s, etching, The Getty Collection of Festival Prints, 1530-1887, Los Angeles. 
  

                                                
82 See Nathan Popp, “Expressions of Power: Queen Christina of Sweden and Patronage in Baroque Europe” 
(Ph.D. diss., University of Iowa, 2015).  
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Chapter 3 

Décor and the Rules of Decorum: Queen Christina Enters Ferrara 

 

 

Every great story begins with a journey. Despite the endless succession of sumptuous 

feasts, parades, and masquerades held during Queen Christina of Sweden’s travels 

through Italy, this voyage was not one for the faint of heart. When she arrived in Ferrara, 

the first city of the Papal States she entered, on Monday, 22 November 1655, she was 

welcomed with a series of celebrations.83 From the sounds of piercing cannon fire to the 

sight of a thousand flickering torches, firsthand accounts of Christina’s sojourn in Ferrara 

are peppered with anecdotes that speak to the ongoing negotiations of the queen’s status, 

as well as ephemera’s critical role. These celebrations served multiple functions. They 

marked the unprecedented event of Christina’s travels, dazzling the queen with 

spectacular artworks, music, poetry, costumes, and the latest advances in scenography as 

exemplars of vaghezza (lovely, alluring, and ravishing style or a chaste sensuality) and 

                                                
83 There are conflicting dates in the primary sources. The documents in the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana 
(Vat.Lat.12346) suggest that Christina arrived on 23 November, 1655. However, the works of Festini and 
Galeazzo Gualdo Priorato discussed the festivities that had taken place in Ferrara, as she departed Figarolo 
on the morning of 22 November 1655. See Galeazzo Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real Maestà di 
Christina Alessandra Regina di Svezia (Rome: Nella stamperia della Rev. Camera Aposto, 1656), 137; and 
Carlo Festini, I Trionfi della Magnificenza Pontificia nello Stato Ecclesiastico, e in Roma, per la Maestà 
della Regina di Svetia (Rome: Stamperia della Reverissima Capella Apostolica, 1656), 6. Luciano Capra, 
the only scholar that explored the festivities in Ferrara, also dated the start of the festivities to November 
22,1655; see Luciano Capra, “La regina Cristina a Ferrara,” in Queen Christina of Sweden: Documents and 
Studies, ed. Magnus von Platen (Stockholm: Nationalmuseum, 1966), 74. Although it is beyond the scope 
of this work, Christina’s journey through the Veneto was also published in 1655; see Marchesi, Il 
passaggio della regina Cristina per li stati Veneti nel 1655 (Urdine: Atti dell’Accademia di Udine, Ser. 2, 
Vol. IX, 1891). I have chosen to focus specifically only on the journey in the Papal States to focus 
exclusively on the queen’s experiences in lands ruled by the pope.  
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venustà (Venus-like beauty).84 While these artful, often ingenious displays acquainted the 

ex-monarch of Sweden with the contemporary fashions and taste of her new home, they 

also worked to solidify her image as “la regina di Roma” (Rome’s “queen”), who was 

considered a symbol of religious triumph. Yet behind the façade of the elaborate parades, 

firework shows, and lavish banquets, the Ferrarese celebrations were highly scripted 

performances that clearly situated the pope as the pinnacle of the church, a power that 

was claimed to have derived directly from Christ. However, the festivities also reminded 

Roman society and every member of the church—from the highest-ranking archbishops 

to those in the humblest monastic orders—that the Swedish queen held a unique, 

although somewhat precarious, position in the Papal States. On one hand, she was Pope 

Alexander VII’s honoured guest, whose presence was considered a victory against 

Protestantism. On the other hand, however, her arrival had the potential to disrupt 

Rome’s political climate since, like the pope, she too received her legitimacy from God. 

Regardless of Christina’s God-given right to rule Sweden, Pope Alexander VII sought to 

maintain control of his own territory by establishing a special protocol, which stipulated 

how the court should treat and comport themselves in the queen’s presence.  

                                                
84 Oscar Garstein briefly touched upon these in his chapter entitled the “Hour of Triumph” in Rome and the 
Counter-Reformation in Scandinavia (1992). In his work, Garstein discussed these celebrations, noting that 
they functioned as one of the most important ways in which Alexander VII and his papal court expressed 
their pleasure in receiving Queen Christina; however, Garstein did not go into any real depth; see Oscar 
Garstein, Rome and the Counter-Reformation in Scandinavia: The Age of Gustavus Adolphus and Queen 
Christina of Sweden 1622–1655 (Leiden: Brill, 1992), 752–757. More recently, in 2016, Patrick Barbier’s 
Voyage dans Rome baroque: le Vatican, les princes, et les fêtes musicales considers the different types of 
dramatic representation that took place in Rome under the rule of the baroque popes. While this study does 
not revolve explicitly around Queen Christina, it serves as an interesting window into the culture of theatre 
and drama in Baroque Rome. Although it focuses explicitly on the Roman context, the types of 
performances that took place in the Eternal City may reflect the kinds of practices that occurred in certain 
cities in the Papal States. See Patrick Barbier, Voyage dans Rome baroque: le Vatican, les princes, et les 
fêtes musicales (Paris: Bernard Grasset, 2016).  
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This chapter explores how, in the age of absolutist monarchs, whose power was 

said to have emanated from God, Queen Christina’s invitation to live near the seat of 

ecclesiastical control brought about new customs and implemented unprecedented 

religious practices that helped insert her into the highly competitive atmosphere of 

seventeenth-century Rome.  

Although Christina eventually moved into her own home at the Palazzo Riario, 

she first lodged at the papal apartments at the Torre dei Venti, rising above the Belvedere 

courtyard during her first weeks in Rome.85 Before renting the Palazzo Riario (now 

Corsini) in March 1659, the queen stayed at the Palazzo Mazzarino, which was being 

used as a French residence in Rome.86 It was therefore important to establish a protocol 

for interacting with a foreign queen well before her arrival in the Eternal City. In this 

chapter, I consider how art objects functioned as social actors during these highly 

choreographed social gatherings that portrayed the queen as an emblem of Catholic 

devotion and fame. Shrouded in courtesy and politeness, I argue, the pageantry, 

decadence, and luxury displayed during the Ferrarese ceremonies and celebrations were 

used as tools to cement Christina’s status as a prominent member of Rome’s elite. By 

considering how objects functioned in those social situations, my work sheds light on the 

relationship between art and protocol, which expressed courtly ideas nonverbally, 

through gesture, movement, and the senses. In focusing on the double entendres and 

hidden messages embedded in these festivities, my research uncovers how ephemera 

helped implement new codes of conduct that made room for the remarkable arrival of a 

                                                
85 Georgina Masson, Queen Christina of Sweden, 299-303. 
86 Georgina Masson, Queen Christina of Sweden, 299-303. 
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foreign female monarch living at the papal court.87 It demonstrates how, on the road to 

Rome, public behaviour and decorum were even more scripted than the fantastical 

speeches delivered on stage.  

 

3.1 The Meaning of Movement: Queen Christina Arrives in the Papal States  

Queen Christina’s presence in Italy in 1655 kindled an aura of mystery and excitement 

that altered the fabric of daily life. Although the viewing expectations of the popular and 

elite audiences differed widely, most Italians saw her as an anomaly, an exceptional 

Lutheran monarch who chose to convert to Catholicism. More generally, however, they 

thought of her as an odd woman for refusing to marry and for traversing such great 

distances in an age when only on rare occasions (such as military conquests or marriages) 

did monarchs stray so far from their homelands. Envoys, courtiers, and royal 

representatives usually made long journeys in their stead because of their lower social 

rank allowed it. Bernini, for instance, was named Pope Alexander VII’s official 

representative to Louis XIV’s court in France in July 1664.88 Thus, informed and 

uninformed audiences understood Christina’s travels through the Papal States as an 

exceptional event and therefore a cause for extraordinary celebrations requiring a distinct 

                                                
87 Georgina Masson, Queen Christina of Sweden, 299-303.  
88 Louis XIV requested Bernini’s presence at his court. Domenico Bernini (1657–1723), the artist’s son, 
recorded that there was great competition between the most powerful rulers of Europe to have Bernini work 
at their courts. Nevertheless, his presence at the French court was made possible thanks to Alexander VII’s 
support, who reluctantly suspended Bernini’s services, thus allowing him to go. Domenico described the 
moment stating, “To extract Bernini from Rome, it took nothing less than a war, a war that held Italy for 
three years in a state of agitation and disarray”; see Domenico Bernini, The Life of Gian Lorenzo Bernini, 
trans. Franco Mormando (University Park: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 2011), 185–186.  
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protocol.89 Yet, despite the spirit of anticipation surrounding Christina’s visit, seeing her 

in person—particularly with her masculine-style attire—shocked the Italians. For 

example, one onlooker noted that, “the queen was dressed in a man’s black velvet jacket 

with a grey and black collar, without which she would have really seemed like a man.”90 

Another nobleman recorded that her hair (zazzara, from zazzera) was coiffed in a 

masculine fashion.91 For his part, Annibale Bentivoglio (latter half of the sixteenth 

century–mid-seventeenth century), one of Ferrara’s most prominent nobles, was quite 

pointed in his criticism of the queen’s behaviour. In a letter he sent to the pope, he wrote: 

“Although she is (very civilized) most benign on the whole and delicate (well-liked), she 

does not take the advice of others, and she says that she wants to live as though she were 

still Queen of Sweden. In every way, she seems more man than woman.”92 The Ferrarese, 

                                                
89 I make the distinction between informed and uninformed audiences to underscore the different viewing 
experiences between audiences who were aware of the rules of decorum and understood the expectations of 
courtly conduct, such as the Cardinals, as opposed to lower-class laymen. Informed audiences would have 
looked to late sixteenth- and seventeenth-century etiquette treatises, such as works by Francesco Sestini da 
Bibiena, Girolamo Lunadoro, and Gregorio Leti, which informed their readers as to how to act in the 
presence of guests of higher or lower rank. These authors, however, did not account for a situation as 
peculiar as Queen Christina’s. See Patricia Waddy, Seventeenth-Century Roman Palaces: Use and the Art 
of the Plan (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1990), 5–13.  
90 Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real Maestà, 137.  
91 Capra, “La regina Cristina a Ferrara,” 74. Capra’s transcription of the queen’s appearance reads: “Era di 
Statura piccolo alquanto, occhi un poco bianchi ma vivaci, naso aquiline, la zazzara come un uomo, sino su 
gli occhi. Un ghelero di velluto nero schietto, con un adorno al collo, bianco di tela, che pareva come un 
fazzoletto alla soldatesca. Et una sottana di lana berrettina. Intesta una scoffietta nera che le copriva le 
treccie, e pareva come un berettino alla francesa. Et è di età d’anni ventinove, essendo nata l’anno 1626, ma 
tanto esperta, vivace, leggiadra, vezzosa, domestica, affabile e cortesa, che famigliarmente parlava e si 
domesticava, particolarmente con ogni sorte di donne mascherate, che erano andate in castello a vederla. Le 
quali, alzandosi la maschera, le baciavano le mani, che a tal effetto teneva esposte fuori. Ansi, che le 
guardie dicevano, per la gran moltitudine delle genti: State indietro allontanatevi. E la Regina diceva 
dimostrando ne grande gusto e piacere: Lasciateli venire avanti. A tal segno che avevano ridotta la Regina 
in un cantone della camera. Si dice che questa sia una donna dotta.” 
92 Capra, “La regina Cristina a Ferrara,” 78. The letter states: “Se bene è (civilissima) benignissima nel 
tratto, è (delicate) sostenuta, e (tocca) toccata ne’ puntigli non vuole sentire esempio d’altri, ma solo dice 
(com’ella) che vuole come se fosse vivente Regina di Svezia. (Ogni moto è) Sembra più da uomo che (da) 
donne.” Note: Capra includes words in parentheses because they were scratched out in the copy of the letter 
housed in the Bentivoglio archives in Ferrara.  
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like most who saw her, did not know what to make of her; never had a queen (raised as a 

king) lived in Rome under the pope’s rule.93  

Interestingly, although Christina’s abdication and conversion to Catholicism 

captured the imagination of her contemporaries, her journey through the Papal States has 

been neglected by scholars. Luciano Capra’s essay in Documents & Studies (1966) 

remains the only scholarly publication and specifically concerns her time in Ferrara. 

Basing his research on the sources in the Archivio Communale Antico and the Archivio 

di Ferrara, he explored the noble Bentivoglio family’s role during her visit. Rather than 

connecting the Ferrarese documents found in Ferrara to those in Rome and at the Vatican, 

Capra chose instead to highlight the rising tensions between the local noble families and 

the clergymen living in Ferrara, whose administrative powers encroached on the 

nobility’s sense of freedom. Most notably, his essay includes a transcription of a letter 

from Annibale Bentivoglio to Pope Alexander VII describing the queen’s appearance, 

attitudes, and ideas, which suggests that Bentivoglio served as the pope’s eyes and ears. 

Capra suggested that Christina’s visit to Bologna helped draw attention back to the 

Bentivoglio family, who had held positions of importance during the reign of Pope Urban 

VIII Barberini (1568–1644) but had since fallen out of favour.  

The abundance of primary sources concerning the Swedish queen’s arrival in the 

Papal States reveals there was more than meets the eye to seventeenth-century party 

planning. Despite the extravagant costs (the Giostra delle Caroselle performed in 

February 1656 alone cost 1,429.50 scudi), amassing the necessary funds to host so many 

                                                
93 Mason, Queen Christina of Sweden, 36.  
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parties, parades, plays, and concerts was the least of the pope’s worries.94 Even though 

these celebrations were both expensive and ostentatious, the practical concerns regarding 

how the court should conduct themselves in these public ceremonies and during more 

private encounters were more pressing matters. Particular issues, such as where Queen 

Christina should sit, stand, and move in relation to the Cardinal Legate—the pope’s 

representative during her journey—as well as the objects that were to be present to 

represent papal power, were supremely important. Spatial relationships played a major 

role in establishing Christina’s identity as “la regina”—a newly-crafted social position 

that gave her an important place at court without superseding Pope Alexander VII’s 

authority.  

Moreover, certain questions, from how the queen should be addressed in front of 

the pope to how this foreign female monarch would fit into the competitive, male-

dominated world of seventeenth-century Rome, had to be sorted out prior to her arrival. 

A financial ledger (BAV. Vat.Lat.12346) recording the papal expenses in fall 1655, 

which is housed today in the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, shows that Pope Alexander 

VII and his advisors were anxious to determine Christina’s physical place at court as a 

visual manifestation of her symbolic place within the church hierarchy. Among these 

documents there exists a letter entitled the Instruzionamento per i Cardinali Legati sopra 

                                                
94 Frederick Hammond, “The Creation of a Roman Festival: Barberini Celebrations for Queen Christina of 
Sweden,” in Ambiente Barocco: Life and Decorative Arts of Seventeenth-Century Rome, eds. Stephanie 
Walker and Frederick Hammond (New Haven: Yale University press, 1999), 64. Nobles in each city were 
expected to pay for certain parts of the celebration while locals oversaw the practical aspects of the 
festivities. A list of names of people in charge in the Vat.Lat.12346, 59r–60r bundle, including a 
transcription of the document. However, unlike other cities, no name is listed for Ferrara. Richard Spear’s 
essay, “Rome: Setting the Stage,” recorded a total sum of nearly 7,000 scudi. Spear writes: “Alexander 
VII’s banquets for the clergy during Holy Week in 1656 cost 1,820 scudi; his three months of 
entertainment of Queen Christina of Sweden almost 7,000 scudi”; see Richard E. Spear, “Rome: Setting the 
Stage,” in Painting for Profit: The Economic Lives of Seventeenth-Century Italian Painters, eds. Richard 
Spear and Philip Sohm (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2010), 34.  
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l’incerto accompagnamento recevimento e partenza della Regina di Seuetia, e portata 

dal Signore Cardinale legato di Ferrara (Instructions for the Cardinal Legates on 

uncertainties when accompanying, receiving, and seeing off Queen Christina of Sweden, 

brought to Monsignor Cardinal Legate of Ferrara) (BAV Vat.Lat.12346, 20r–25v), 

which reveals that the papacy sought to establish clear protocol precisely because another 

monarch’s presence (as a future inhabitant of Rome) was unusual, and could potentially 

pose a threat to the pope’s power. The document outlines the newly-devised rules of 

decorum that were implemented to make room for the queen at court.95 The list, including 

twenty-five directives, was sent to the Ferrarese Cardinal Legate prior to her arrival. It 

informs him of Pope Alexander VII’s specific expectations for Queen Christina’s 

welcome reception, which was to begin outside the walls of Ferrara, on the banks of the 

Po River, and then ushering her company of travellers to the heart of the city. For 

example, the first directive of the Instruzionamento established a clear succession of the 

events and explained how and when each participant of the parade should move, 

gesticulate, and conduct themselves to welcome the queen while simultaneously 

expressing the pope’s authority.  

First, the Cardinal Legates must be (dovranno trovarsi) on 
the other side of the Po river with their companies, without, 
however, letting carriages (carozze) or coachmen 
(carozzali) pass, only His Holiness’ chair. Therein, they 
must comply (dovranno complire) and the bucentaurs 
(bucintori) to the queen. And then they must come back to 
serve the queen as she boards, where there must be the 
well-decorated (ben addobbato) bucentaur and boats for the 

                                                
95 A list of Christina’s entourage (including other nobles, their servants, soldiers, and horses) is housed in 
the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana. Vat.Lat 12346 fol.70r–71v. This list included the names of important 
nobles such as Don Antonio Pimentel de Prado, who was appointed by the King Philip IV of Spain (1605–
1655) as his representative. The imperial ambassador, Count Raimondo Montecuccoli (1609-1680), was 
also listed as part of Christina’s company. For more details about Christina’s retinue, see Garstein, Rome 
and the Counter-Reformation in Scandinavia, 752. See Appendix A.  
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rest of the company to use to prevent confusion (senza 
confusion) and maintain order (con ordine).96 

 

The pope’s instructions moved members of the court around the banks of the Po like 

chess pieces. These detailed instructions, such as where to stand (on the banks), when to 

move (after his sedan chair), and how to act (in a manner that prevents convusion), 

suggest that there was no room for improvisation. Like actors on a stage, Queen 

Christina, the Cardinal Legate, and the nobility were expected to follow their cues to 

ensure a seamless crescendo of events, leading to the events at Ferrara’s main gate.  

Why would the pope would go to such lengths to script a procession that could 

unfurl naturally? Like other courts, rank and nobility at the Roman court were determined 

through placement and precedence.97 Despite the endless succession of transitory popes 

and their nipoti (papal nephews), the rules of precedence remained unchanged. They were 

a fixture of the court, firmly set in place as expressions of power. These rules fostered a 

sense of uniformity and stability in the face of constant change. The precision of the 

placement of the attendees during Christina’s welcome to Ferrara described in the 

Instruzionamento can be compared to contemporary religious processions, which also 

observe strict rules based on precedence. The painting Corpus Domini Procession in 

Piazza San Pietro (1650) (Fig. 6), for instance, shows a packed Piazza San Pietro, filled 

                                                
96 Author’s transcriptions and translation. BAV. Vat.lat.12346, 21r. “Pmo i Signori Nunzij dovranno trovarsi 
di là del Po con le loro comitive, senza però far passar carrozze nè carrozzali, ma solo la sedia di Sua 
Santità ivi dovranno complire e presentar i Bucintori di [illegible] e poi venir servendo la Regina 
all’inbarco, ove dovran esser il Bucintoro ben addobbato, e barche da passar tutta la comitiva con ordine 
senza confusione.” Carlo Festini provided more details, recording that the boats were made partly of 
bronze, lit with smoking torches. He writes: “così illustre con bocche di bronzo ad [sic] un animo bellicoso, 
e con globi di fumo che lasciò le Corone Reali, come pompe di leggiera e vana ambitione.” see Festini, I 
Trionfi, 9. 
97 Michael Snodin and Nigel Llewellyn, eds. Baroque: Style in the Age of Magnificence (London: V&A 
Publishing, 2009), 24.  
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with worshipers entering and exiting the Basilica. Despite the mass of people, 

everyone—the religious orders, noblemen, and merchants—knows his or her place. From 

the Franciscans entering Saint Peter’s Basilica on the left to Pope Innocent X Pamphilj 

(1574–1655) exiting the piazza in his sedan chair on the right, the organized movement 

of the devout honoured their belief in Christ’s presence during the sacrament of the 

Eucharist. The painting also reveals that objects played a significant role during 

processions, since they sometimes shielded and sometimes drew attention to the most 

important participants. For instance, the painting shows that only the clergy could 

proceed underneath the temporary canopies decorated with garlands that were erected in 

the piazza, whereas the laity, seen next to the canopies, were exposed to the elements. 

Similarly, those watching the procession unfold, such as servants and a merchant selling 

chestnuts, also knew not to cross into the piazza where the sacre rappresentazioni 

(religious plays) were taking place.  

Objects and their physical movements were extraordinarily powerful because they 

communicated meaning wordlessly. During Christina’s entry procession into Ferrara, 

Pope Alexander VII’s sedan chair, which served as his physical embodiment and 

presence, compelled Christina to yield. At the same time, conveying status through the  

 
Figure 6: Unknown Artist, Corpus Domini Procession in Piazza San Pietro, 1650, oil 
on canvas, Museo di Roma, Rome. 
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movement of objects and the placement of figures was also a gamble: it gave audiences 

of every social stratum the chance to interpret the meanings of the movements, so that 

even the slightest breach in decorum might be seen as an affront to the pope by giving the 

impression of chaos and instability. The level of detail described in the Instruzionamento 

suggests that seventeenth-century audiences and performers were attuned to interpreting 

the meaning of visual and kinetic performances. In fact, viewers were mindful of the 

messages expressed through the movement of bodies precisely because sacred dramas, 

mystery plays, and other religious celebrations that required some degree of spiritual and 

intellectual engagement occurred frequently in city streets and civic squares.98 Given the 

unprecedented nature of Christina’s arrival, then, it is not surprising that the first point of 

the Instruzionamento used strong modal verbs, such as “must be” (dovranno trovarsi) 

and “must comply” (dovranno complire), to convey a sense of imperativeness. The 

wording provided little room for subordination precisely because ceremonies cemented 

social hierarchies. They were, therefore, highly scrutinized events. Thus, ensuring 

Christina’s carriage cross Ferrara’s most important bridge, the Ponte Lagoscuro, after 

Pope Alexander VII’s sedan chair simultaneously demonstrated the church’s embrace of 

this displaced foreign monarch and the maintenance of the pope’s supreme authority. For 

                                                
98 Pamela Jones has examined the reception of religious art in Rome in the seventeenth century by studying 
a wide range of primary sources such as paintings, prints, sermons, plays, letters, diaries, and public rituals 
to name a few. She has shown that viewers related to the sacred art in a personal way, often reinterpreting 
the kinds of images and scenes depicted in Church interiors and presented on city streets. For more a more 
detailed discussion on the wide range of seventeenth-century perspectives and attitudes towards sacred art 
and its functioned, see Pamela M. Jones, Altarpieces and Their Viewers in the Church of Rome from 
Caravaggio to Guido Reni (London: Ashgate, 2008). Also see, Pamela M. Jones, “Female Saints in Early 
Modern Italian Chapbooks, ca. 1570–1670: Saint Catherine of Alexandria and Saint Catherine of Siena,” in 
From Rome to Eternity: Catholicism and the Arts of Italy, ca. 1550–1650, eds. Pamela M. Jones and 
Thomas Worcester (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 89–120.  
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Christina, this gesture of compliance provided her with an opportunity to show her 

obedience and subservience—a message that may have needed clarification, considering 

her divinely-sanctioned right to rule and her infamous headstrong character. It 

demonstrated to all of Ferrara that the queen knew her place. 

Galeazzo Gualdo Priorato (1606–1678) and Carlo Festini (c. first quarter of the 

seventeenth century–1678), two treatise-writers who chronicled Christina’s journey 

through the Papal States, recorded her sojourn in Ferrara as an uninterrupted exchange of 

courtesy and pleasantries. Although the texts were printed as Catholic propaganda, 

likening the queen’s journey to a divinely-sanctioned pilgrimage, these firsthand accounts 

contain invaluable information. They describe nearly every exchange in extraordinary 

detail, suggesting that both authors were part of her inner circle. For instance, both 

authors note the same sequence of events as stipulated in the first point of the 

Instruzionamento, confirming that the pope’s sedan chair did indeed cross the Ponte 

Lagoscuro before the queen. Festini’s account paints an even richer picture of the 

formality of these exchanges, as he included additional information about how the events 

transpired and how the courtiers acted. He mentioned that Christina demonstrated her 

respect by bowing to his representative as soon as she disembarked from her carriage on 

the banks of the Po river, noting that “upon first seeing the Cardinal, Her Majesty 

disembarked from her carriage.”99 A monarch such as Christina would not normally leave 

her carriage to pay her respects to cardinals but did so here because of the Cardinal’s 

exceptional role as the pope’s representative.100 More broadly, however, such vivid 

                                                
99 Author’s translation. “Alla prima vista del Signor Cardinale Sua Maestà scese di carrozza”; see Festini, I 
Trionfi, 6-7.  
100 John M. Hunt has discussed how the rules of decorum associated with riding carriages and notes that 
these were often cause of dispute. Quarrels often started if a person of a higher rank was not given the right 
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details resolved any unanswered questions, thus enabling readers to “witness” the 

extraordinary events that transpired.  

The gestures of respect underscore the fact that even upper-middle-class 

observers, such as Festini, readily took note of physical movements, knowing they 

carried meaning. Gualdo Priorato also emphasized the queen’s courteous manners while 

recording their first encounter before crossing Ferrara’s bridge:  

The queen ordered her carriage to come to a halt (fatta 
fermar la sua carrozza) ten paces away from the Cardinal, 
then disembarked. And there followed a compliment in 
which the queen always addressed the Cardinal with the 
title of ‘Your Eminence’ (Eminenza). Having been offered 
the Cardinal’s arm, he also entered the same coach, and Her 
Majesty followed him.101 

 

In this case, he took note of how closely (ten paces) Christina’s carriage stopped before 

she disembarked to pay her respects to the pope’s representative. He also noted that she 

made sure to addresse the Cardinal Legate as ‘Your Eminance’ as she took his arm. 

Further, by entering the carriage after the Cardinal Legate, Christina demonstrated her 

deference.  

                                                
of way in seventeenth-century Rome. See John M. Hunt, “Carriages, Violence, and Masculinity in Early 
Modern Rome,” I Tatti Studies in the Italian Renaissance (Spring 2014): 175-196. The fact that Queen 
Christina stops to descend from her carriage to greet the Cardinal Legate suggests that she understood that 
these objects could cause potential breaches in decorum. In this instance, it seems she opted to show the 
utmost respect. Similarly, Patricia Waddy has also discussed way etiquette influenced the running of the 
seventeenth-century Palazzo. She states that it was designed to reflect and adhere to the rules of decorum, 
which included paying attention to social distinctions within the hierarchy of the Church. See, Patricia 
Waddy, The Seventeenth-century Roman Palazzo: Use and Art of the Plan (New York: The Architectural 
History Society, 1990), 4.   
101 Author’s translation. “La Regina, fatta fermar la sua carrozza dieci passe lontano dal Cardinale, smontò 
ancor essa, e quivi seguì il complimento, nel quale la Regina trattò sempre il Cardinale con titolo di 
Eminenza; rientrò poi la Maestà Sua in carrozza servita di braccio dal medesimo Cardinale, il quale salì 
pure nella sua carrozza, e seguitò Sua Maestà.”; see Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real Maestà, 
137. 
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Using seventeenth-century treatises on etiquette as evidence of the rules of 

decorum, the historian Patricia Waddy has shown that similar social distinctions also 

existed within the hierarchy of the church.102 The nipote (cardinal nephew of the reigning 

pope), for instance, was not expected to greet or host a lesser cardinal or prelate from 

outside Rome (such as Ferrara or Bologna) as he might welcome a foreign ambassador.103 

In our case, however, the Ferrarese Cardinal Legate acted as Pope Alexander VII’s 

presence—his physical representative in Ferrara and a symbol of the pope’s presence as 

Christ’s vicar on earth—which placed him in a position of superiority. Christina’s 

interaction with the Cardinal Legate can thus be understood as a synecdoche, standing in 

for the overarching pledge of respect and reverence Christina makes in exchange for 

sanctuary.  

 

 

3.2 Proximity and Power: Entering the Duomo of Ferrara  

Christina’s distinct social standing granted her special access to Ferrara’s most sacred 

areas, an honour that occasionally overrode the rules of decorum in favour of showing 

hospitality, courtesy (cortesia), and civility (gentilezza).104 For instance, during a tour of 

the city, she was taken to the Church of S. Maria in Vado and to San Cristoforo alla 

Certosa, where she could view the adjacent monastery, a place normally forbidden to 

                                                
102 Waddy, Seventeenth-Century Roman Palaces, 5–6.  
103 Waddy, Seventeenth-Century Roman Palaces, 5–6. 
104 These words are continuously repeated throughout Festini and Gualdo Priorato’s treatises, suggesting 
that they were concetti (concepts) Christina’s hosts wished to display with bravura. Consequently, I have 
included the Italian words in italics to draw attention to their constant repetition throughout these treatises. 
Festini, a native of Ferrara, is especially laudatory in his praise of the city’s welcome celebrations, which 
can surely be understood as a form of civic pride.  
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women.105 On all occaisions, it seems that spatial relationships between people were as 

important as being near luxury objects and ephemera. During Christina’s tour of Ferrara, 

for example, the nobility used the decorative arts—works traditionally marginalized in 

the canon of art—such as carriages, baldacchini (canopies), carpets, triumphal arches, 

and trionfi, to illustrate their own rank as well as her acceptance at court. Décor played a 

particularly important role in Ferrara, where Pope Alexander VII was keen to present 

Christina as his trophy. Thus, artworks not only embellished spaces but were also used as 

social actors—tools that reinforced identity, signaled power, and, in certain cases, helped 

negotiate political alliances. Luxury items, imported materials, and lavish commodities 

served a symbolic function during Christina’s journey to the Duomo, which was lit with 

torches and decorated with tapestries. As she arrived at the church, these art objects 

served a utilitarian function. The ninth point of the Instruzionamento directed participants 

to use the sumptuous pillows, carriages, and clothing to convey their status during 

Christina’s ceremonial entry into the Duomo, where she performed her devotion before 

ordinary citizens and courtiers: 

9th: The queen must make her way directly to the Cathedral 
and, at the chain gateway, dismount from her carriage. In 
the meantime, the Bishop, dressed in his white cope and 
mitre, will meet the queen. […] And in the same place 
inside the chain gateway, she shall kneel on a cushion lined 
with gold brocading, placed on an elevated platform 
covered with a carpet. Immediately the Bishop will entreat 
that Majesty to kiss the crucifix. […] And lastly, Her 
Majesty will be taken and guided by secular magistrates 
underneath the baldachin of silver to the church doors.106  

                                                
105 Capra, “La regina Cristina a Ferrara,” 75. 
106 Author’s transcriptions and translations. Bav.Vat.lat.12346, 22r–22v: “9o Dovrà la Regina portarsi à 
diritura alla Catedrale, et alle catene di quella, smontar la Carozza nel qual tempo uscendo dalla Chiesa il 
Cardinal Vescovo parato d’amitto Piviale bianco e mitra […] si farà incontro alla Regina, et alla medesima 
inginocchiata nel piano dentro le catene sudette sopra un gran’ tapeto, e cuscino di broccato di oro, 
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The red pillow here served a dual function. Its rich material demonstrated Christina’s 

noble lineage while its bright colour simultaneously drew attention to her in the act of 

kneeling—a gesture of modesty and submission, which worked to underscore both her 

devotion and Pope Alexander VII’s command.  

Thus, objects enabled her to display her rank while also showing her humility as a 

benevolent Catholic, even though she had only recently renounced her Protestant faith. 

Not only did these handcrafted commodities accentuate the queen’s changing status as a 

monarch who chose to live under the pope’s jurisdiction, they also provided Ferrara with 

an opportunity to display its wealth and prestige. Using such lavish objects was a rare 

honour. However, for the elite of Ferrara, the more sumptuous (sontuoso), pompous 

(pomposo), obsequious (ossequioso), triumphant (trionfante), and rich (ricchissimo) the 

welcome, the better the host.107 Further, because Ferrara was one of the church’s furthest 

administrative provinces, governed by an archbishop and frequented by highest-ranking 

prelates, it was of the utmost importance that the Ferrarese embraced the queen with 

precious luxuries, ephemera, and art objects. For instance, when she and her company 

passed through Ferrara’s city gate, a temporary triumphal arch was erected to 

commemorate her physical and spiritual journey. Although images of the structure have 

not survived, Festini recorded its Latin inscription: Christina Queen of Sweden/ To 

Alexander VII Pont. Max. Walking Swiftly/ Successfully met and followed the wishes of 

                                                
immediatamente giunto il Cardinal Vescovo pregerà a quella Maestà la croce per baciarla. […] E 
nell’ultimo […] sarà presa e condotta Sua Maestà da magistrati secolari sotto il Baldacchino di lama 
d’argento fino alla porta della Chiesa.”  
107 I include the Italian words to draw attention to the fact that this is the sort of language that Christina’s 
chroniclers continuously repeat when describing her entry and stay in the city.  
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the Cardinal S. Susanna/ Beside the Legate/ And SPQR/ On the Royal Bridge/ Of the 

Flamini region Imposed upon the Year of Our Lord/ 1655.108 The inscription paid 

homage to the bridge, upon which she was formally welcomed to the city. Moreover, 

Festini added that participants actively enhanced the city’s appearance, stating:  

In addition to Allabardieri’s guards, who were dressed in 
the city’s colours of black and white, there were also a 
many footmen (staffieri) and pages in addition to much of 
the public, whose rich (ricca) and alluring clothing (vaga 
livrea) pompously adourned them in a manner that 
complimented Her Majesty.”109  
 

Thus, as audiences viewed the queen pass underneath the temporary arch, clothed bodies 

of various social statues and professions helped articulate the city’s hospitality. It also 

reinforced the message of a Catholic victory over Protestantism by employing the same 

language of victory used by ancient Roman emperors, who traditionally proceeded 

through an arch from the city limits to the Senate, the political heart of Rome.110 For the 

queen, participating in this procession and viewing so many unfamiliar faces dressed in 

                                                
108 I am indebted to Anna-Maria Moubayed for her assistance in translating this text. Festini, I Trionfi, 8. 
Origianl Latin inscription reads: Christina Svetia Regina / Ad Alexandri VII Pont. Max. pedes aduolanti / 
Prosperis votis occurrens Card. S. Susanna / De Latere Legatus / ET SPQR / Regale Pontem / Regio 
Flamini Superimponi curarunt Ann Dom / MDCLV. See Festini, I Trionfi, 8.  
109 Author’s translation. “Oltre la sua guardia d’Allabardieri, vestiti di bianco e nero, divisa della Città, e da 
buon numero di Staffieri, e Paggi, tanto della publica, quanto della propria ricca, e vaga livrea, 
pomposamente adornati, humilmente complì con Sua Maestà.” See Festini, I Trionfi, 9. Also see Galeazzo 
Gualdo’s description of the same moment: “Questi era all’hora Giudice de Savij, e doppo col Magistrato, 
Collegio de Dottori, e con la di lui guardia d’alabardieri vestiti con la divisa solita della Città, e con gran 
numero di Servitori, s’avanzò a complire con la Regina, che lo ricevette col solito della sua affabile 
gentilezza: Egli doppo il complimento la servì, cavalcandogli avanti con tutta la sua comitiva, tra la quale 
furono 24 paggi di nobil nascita, vestiti di veluto nero piano, destinati a servire la Maestà Sua.” Galeazzo 
Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Maestà, 138-139.  
110 Marcello Fagiolo has demonstrated that the city of Rome has shown the importance of fleeting 
spectacles on early modern Roman culture, linking the practice of celebratory processions to the times of 
classical antiquity. For more information on the history and tradition of festival culture in Rome and 
throughout Italy see Marcello Fagiolo, “Roma sacra e Roma profana: la città dei Trionfi e delle Basiliche,” 
in La Festa a Roma, Vol. 1, ed. Marcello Fagiolo (Rome: J. Sands, 1997), 31.  
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white and black must have reminded her of her unique social position as the first foreign 

monarch who was to reside permanently in Rome as their people’s “pseudo-queen.”   

Although there are some conflicting accounts regarding the décor in Ferrara’s 

streets and piazze, the city’s ornamentation played an instrumental role in welcoming the 

queen. The decorations were such an important topic that Giovanni Andrea Ceriani (c. 

first quarter of the seventeenth century – late seventeenth century) chastised the Cardinal 

Legate in his Cronaca di Ferrara dal 1651 al 1673 (Chronicles of Ferrara from 1651 to 

1673) (a manuscript in the Biblioteca Comunale Ariostea di Ferrara) for not adorning the 

city well enough. He wrote: “the streets in which the queen passed were not at all (punto) 

sufficiently decorated, nor was she greeted by carriages or knights because the Cardinal 

Legate neglected to visit nobles at home, reminding them of their duties.”111 However, 

others felt differently. For example, Festini and Gualdo Priorato, perhaps exaggerating 

the grandeur of the festivities, described an enormous and sumptuous procession. In their 

accounts, colourful fabrics hung from the window sills as the light from flickering 

candles and torches demarcated Ferrara’s most important piazze and palazzi, a common 

practice employed during sacred and secular festivals.112 In the painting Corpus Domini 

Procession in Piazza San Pietro, for example, there are large red and blue cloths 

billowing in the wind, embellishing the surrounding palazzi to mark a time of celebration. 

If indeed Ferrara’s streets were as highly decorated as Festini and Gualdo Priorato 

                                                
111 Author’s translation. “Le strade per quali passò la regina non furono punto addobbate, nemmeno fu 
incontrata da numero di carrozze e cavalieri: e ciò perché il Cardinal Legato no li avvisò a casa, ma in 
piazza gliene fece far un semplice motto”; see Capra, “La regina Cristina a Ferrara,” 74. 
112 Leading Roman families and the wealthiest Italian nobles often used their forecourts, balconies, and 
building façades as spaces to display political alliances and to flaunt their wealth; see Thomas Dandelet, 
“Setting the Noble Stage in Baroque Rome: Roman Palaces, Political Contest, and Social Theatre, 1600-
1700,” in Ambiente Barocco: Life and Arts in the Baroque Palaces of Rome, eds. Stephanie Walker and 
Frederick Hammond (New York: Bard Graduate Centre for Studies in the Decorative Arts; Yale University 
Press, 1999), 39. 
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boasted in their accounts, its citizens—including opulently-dressed standard-bearers, 

pages, and soldiers in uniform—would have seemed like sculptures come to life.  

Behind closed doors, however, décor could be more playful and complex. Masked 

noblewomen, for instance, greeted Queen Christina as living decorations when the 

procession arrived at the Palazzo Pubblico, where she was to lodge during her stay. 

During this ceremonial welcome, “over one hundred sumptuously dressed ladies were 

standing, shoulder-to-shoulder bowing deeply to revere her.”113 Noblewomen were 

transformed into décor, offering the queen an art of flesh and bone—Pygmalion’s dream 

brought to life. This artfully-staged greeting was intended to flaunt Ferrara’s erudition 

and courtly culture by presenting its most important female members as alluring 

sculptures for her personal viewing pleasure. They were presented to her like sitters in 

uomini e donne famosi (famous men and women) paintings and fresco cycles, a 

Renaissance tradition that Christina would continue in her own Palazzo Riario.114  

Inviting the queen to view rows of living beauties was precisely the kind of 

erudite message that titillated learned audiences. Their presence challenged the viewer’s 

imagination, inviting them to question the relationship between nature and art, a motif 

that stimulated their minds and their senses in a manner that left a lasting impression. 

                                                
113 Author’s translation. “Si trovarono ivi in spalliera da una, e dall’altra parte più di cento Dame 
sontuosamente adobbate, che tutte con profondi inchini la riverirono”; see Gualdo Priorato, Historia della 
Sacra Real Maestà, 149. 
114 Although scholars have not explicitly likened Christina’s gallery of paintings to a display of uomini 
famosi, her final inventory (ASR, Lorenzo Belli, AC, 917) revealed that she owned many portraits in 
addition to mythological and religious paintings. The portraits, which were all grouped together, may 
indeed have been arranged as a series of uomini famosi. Recent research on Queen Christina’s palace 
undertaken by Therese Sjøvoll and Tess Kutaz—neither work has been published yet—will surely add to 
our understanding of the display of art in the Palazzo Riario. Their studies will complement Lilian Zirpolo 
and Charlotte Birbaum’s investigations of Christina’s collection of mythological subjects; see Lilian H. 
Zirpolo, “Christina of Sweden’s Patronage of Bernini: The Mirror of Truth Revealed by Time,” Women’s 
Art Journal 26 (2005): 38–43; and Veronica Biermann, “The Virtue of a King and the Desire of a Woman? 
Mythological representations in the collection of Queen Christina of Sweden,” Art History 24 (2001): 213–
230.  
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Moreover, this was an excellent advertisement for the people of Ferrara wanting to gain 

Christina’s favour.115 In Alessandro Bresciani’s (dates unknown) Memoriale d’alcune 

cose notabili occorse nella citta di Ferrara, principato dell’anno 1640 (Memories of 

various important things that happened in Ferrara since the year 1640) the author 

revealed that when Christina was greeted by these women, they were wearing masks, 

which they slowly lifted to get a better glimpse of the queen, but also to allow her to see 

them.116 This information underscores the fact that these women were rarely seen outside 

of their homes, suggesting that the gift they offered Christina was not only their beauty 

but also the exclusive knowledge of their appearance.117 Bresciani’s account also reveals 

that as Queen Christina was introduced to the Ferrarese ladies, they were so eager to meet 

her that they swarmed her to kiss her hand, which caused her guards to shout “stay back, 

keep away,” even though the queen herself obliged them, replying “let them come 

forward.”118 For the noblewomen, kissing Christina’s hand offered them a chance to 

welcome her politely.  

When the queen arrived in her private apartments at the end of the evening, she 

was treated to a spectacular firework show, which she viewed from her private balcony. 

As a gesture of hospitality and respect for her rank, she was given the best vantage point 

to watch the fireworks as they exploded from two towers in the distance. By giving her 

the place of honour—the best view in the castle—the Ferrarese elite were expressing 

their welcome. Yet, there was also another purpose; they subtly inserted her body into a 

                                                
115 We have little documentation regarding Queen Christina’s first day in Ferrara, as she dined privately. 
Gualdo wrote that immediately after her reception at the palazzo, she retired to her private rooms, where 
she was entertained privately by a group of musicians, providing her with a glimpse of the festivities 
planned for the following day; see Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real Maestà, 147–148. 
116 Capra, “La regina Cristina a Ferrara,” 74.  
117 Waddy, Seventeenth-Century Roman Palaces, 26.  
118 Capra, “La regina Cristina a Ferrara,” 74. 
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temporary work of art visible only to the citizens below. Thus, what must have seemed 

like a mere pyrotechnic spectacle to Christina, in fact, held a much clearer message for 

the citizens watching from below, who saw the queen silhouetted against an apparato 

that championed the supremacy of the pope.119 Only the Ferrarese below were privy to 

this overt message of power, since they alone could see that the apparato was,  

On a long and alluring railing made of pyramids, a large 
figure representing Faith stood with the Papal arms as well 
as those of Her Majesty and His Eminence, between which 
were included various images of lions, symbols of this 
land.120  

 

Although images of the apparato no longer survive, Festini’s account provides an 

unambiguous description of its design, enabling readers to imagine Christina framed by 

an ephemeral work of art that placed her squarely within the church’s hierarchy. 

Spectators could see the allegory of Faith, holding three coats of arms (those of the pope, 

Queen Christina, and the Cardinal Legate) beside lions, symbols of Ferrara, as a 

representation of a new social hierarchy. While uneducated viewers might not have 

understood the full meaning of Christina’s heraldic imagery in the composition, they 

would likely have understood the ephemeral sculptures as part of the visual language 

                                                
119 Ephemeral artworks that included fire were especially powerful because they were composed using one 
of the four elements, and indeed one with a destructive nature. Macchine (machines) created to spew fire 
were extremely popular and were used during some of the most important spectacles to articulate strong 
political statements. For more information on the status of fireworks in seventeenth-century Rome see 
Flavia Matitti, “La Festa come ‘laboratorio’ del Barocco,” in La festa a Roma, Vol. 1, ed. Marcello Fagiolo 
(Rome: J. Sands, 1997), 82–86. For more information on the representation of European fireworks in 
drawings and paintings see Kevin Salatino, Incendiary Art: The Representation of Fireworks in Early 
Modern Europe (Los Angeles: The Getty Research Institute Publications and Exhibitions, 1997).  
120 Author’s translation: “Sopra una lunga, e vaga ringhiera a tal effetto fabricata con piramidi, & una gran 
figura significante la fede con l’armi del Papa, di Sua Maestà, e di Sua Eminenza, fra le quali erano 
compartite varie imagini di Leoni, insegna di questa Patria.”; see Galeazzo Gualdo, Historia della Sacra 
Real Maestà, 149.  
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used to welcome the foreign monarch to the Court of Rome. At the very least, they would 

have understood Faith’s embrace as an artistic expression of harmony and Catholic 

triumph. Privately, educated audiences, such as Annibale Bentivoglio who criticized 

Christina in his letter to the pope, may have rejected such an image. They may have seen 

the Swedish queen’s presence as a threat. Regardless of the message that the apparato 

impressed upon its viewers, its placement above Queen Christina’s balcony was not 

arbitrary. This decorative object drew attention to her physical location in space (once a 

ducal palace, controlled by the Cardinal Legates) and showcased her symbolic position at 

court.  

 

 

3.3 Metaphors at Mealtime: Dining in Ferrara  

Ephemera’s power lays in its ability to enthrall the senses through touch, taste, smell, 

sight, and sound, carving a place in the recesses of human memory. Behind closed doors, 

Queen Christina’s celebrations made full use of the senses, blurring the boundaries 

between the ceremonies that cemented power structures and the spectacles that performed 

ideas symbolically. Firsthand accounts of the banquet served on 24 November at the 

Palazzo Pubblico tell us that although the audience was smaller than in Bologna (the 

second city she visited of the Papal States), the events were no less formal. The banquet 

was one of the most carefully arranged ceremonies of Christina’s sojourn to Ferrara. 

Beneath the veneer of lightheartedness and indulgence, this highly choreographed 

performance of politeness and courtesy also expressed power and status through the 

movement of bodies and their placement in space. During dinner, the queen was expected 
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to follow the rules of decorum laid out in advance by the pope. The Instruzionamento 

reveals that she was, again, compelled to make use of utilitarian objects, such as 

canopies, chairs, silver and flatware, carpets, and clothing, to reenact Rome’s social 

hierarchy during mealtime:  

13th: The queen’s table must be prepared with the place 
setting for a single person under the baldacchino (canopy) 
with her own predella. However, wanting (volendo) to 
honour the Cardinal Legate, the queen will summon him 
(chiamandolo) to the table so that he too sits (partecipare) 
under the Baldacchino where the Cardinal, in this case, 
must give his benediction (doverà benedir) over the meal 
rather than giving the queen her washcloth (la salvietta).121 

 

The thirteenth point of the Instruzionamento—the only time it instructed Christina on 

what to say—also requested that the queen invite Pope Alexander VII’s representatives to 

join her under the baldacchino hanging over the head of her table. The placement and the 

proximity to the luxury objects were scripted by the pope as part of his rhetoric of power, 

revealing that the court was expected to use the art objects as signs of rank, but also, to 

communicate specific messages, in this case, his supreme authority. Urging Christina to 

want (volendo) to honour the Cardinal Legate and summon (chiamare) him to her side to 

share the place of honour confirms that physical contact with the luxury objects was 

intended to display nobility. These objects directed the audience’s attention to the most 

important people in the room, a fact made clear by Pope Alexander’s request to seat his 

representatives beside Christina. Thus, by reorganizing the space at the start of the 

                                                
121 Author’s transcriptions and translations. BAV. Vat.lat.12346, 23r. “13o La Tavola della Regina dovra 
prepararsi con una posata sola sotto al Baldacchino con la sua predella, e volendo la Regina honorar il 
Cardinale Legato in Chiamandolo alla tavola, in modo però che partecipa del baldacchino, nel caso dovra il 
Cardinale benedir la mensa ma non però dar la salvietta.”  
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banquet, he reinforced her subservience, both visually and kinetically. The act of 

rearranging Christina’s table allowed those present to embody and visualize Rome’s new 

social hierarchy. In this case, the physical reshuffling of bodies and tableware illustrated 

Queen Christina’s acceptance of the pope’s authority and displayed her willingness to 

follow his instructions.  

Banqueting enabled the Ferrarese to display their wealth and good breeding by 

showing off their experience using expensive commodities with poise and grace. For her 

part, Christina’s familiarity with the customs of dining in Italy displayed her familiarity 

and acceptance of traditional Italian banqueting rituals. For example, she received a 

salvietta (washcloth) between courses from Innocentio Conti, a local nobleman, a task 

considered to be a great honour. Additionally, in spite of the many changes made to the 

seating arrangement before the banquet commenced, Christina named Marchese Ippolito 

Bentivoglio (1611–1685) as her coppiere (cupbearer), offering him the figurative role of 

making sure her wineglass remained full. She also honoured her host city by placing Don 

Luigi Pio di Savoia, Prince of S. Gregorio (1634–1665), in charge of her washbasin, 

demonstrating her willingness to employ foreign customs to follow the rules of 

decorum.122  

Not surprisingly, the various foods served during the meal reflected the highest 

standards of Italian artistry and ingenuity. Dinner was a veritable feast for the senses: 

sugar sculptures, candied fruit, jellies, and flavoured ices were found in the room, and 

these objects produced lively conversations, enabling the guests to display their wit, 

                                                
122 Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real Maestà, 143. For more information on the structure and roles 
of seventeenth-century Roman kitchens and eating practices, see Waddy, Seventeenth-Century Roman 
Palaces, 35–41.  
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humour, and maniere galantose (gallant manners) with sprezzatura. Despite their 

fleetingness, platters brimming with food and elaborate trionfi were presented as both 

edible gifts and entertainment. They appealed to human emotion and intellect through 

sight, touch, taste, smell, and sound. As such, they enveloped audiences in a sensory 

drama of foreign dishes that playfully invited guests to nibble on artistic ingenuity and 

beauty. The act of eating left a particularly strong impression on guests specifically 

because the use of the senses during banquets may have also evoked contemporary 

devotional practices, which preached a sensory perception of the Catholic faith. Jesuit 

Ignatius of Loyola’s (1491–1556) “composition of place” from his Spiritual Exercises 

(1548), for instance, stimulated the imagination of worshipers through the sight, sound, 

smell, and taste of martyrdom.123 In Ferrara, however, sensory modes conveyed both 

political and religious messages. For example, when Festini described the food (vivande) 

served at the banquet, he remarked on the variety of gusti (flavours), stating that the 

platters were especially “delicate and made up of a thousand unadulterated flavours, 

giving no doubt of their pure taste.”124 Although it is unclear which foods Festini actually 

ate at the dinner—it is impossible to know whether he dined with the court or watched as 

a spectator—his comments nonetheless call attention to the church’s access to the various 

ingredients and spices as signs of papal wealth and power. Festini’s anecdote goes as far 

as to imply that the more spices used by the cuochi (cooks) to flavour a dish, the better its 

taste. Indeed, he suggested that the flavours highlighted throughout the meal were 

carefully selected by the scalco (steward who planned the meal) to demonstrate the 

                                                
123 Gauvin Bailey, Between Renaissance and Baroque (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003), 7–9.   
124 Author’s translation. “Le vivande furono delicate, e mille adulterati sapori diedero occasione di dubitare 
al gusto che fossero.” See, Festini, I Trionfi, 13.  
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court’s esteem for Christina while also showing her the church’s easy access to costly 

resources, which had been imported from across the globe.  

However, a letter from Queen Christina’s staff sent to the Vatican prior to her 

sojourn to the Papal States, entitled Particulars Regarding the queen’s Tastes and Eating 

Habits (Cose particolari quanto al gusto, e mangiamento della Regina), revealed her 

penchant for relatively simple foods.  

The queen drinks only the lightest (leggiera) and the purest 
(pura) water that has been prepared, which must be served 
to her throughout her journey. She often drinks water with 
ices (neve) because she prefers to drink it as cold as 
possible—even frozen if possible. She also enjoys exquisite 
fruit, and likes it when they have been frozen in water.  

She likes oysters, and willingly eats fresh sardines as well 
as fresh fruit. She does not eat—actually, loathes and I 
quote—ostrich cooked in lard or pork fat. Instead, good 
butter, veal fat, or the best quality olive oil should be 
served. 

She allows herself to eat meat on ‘lean’ (magro) days, and 
in between lean days, the cook can prepare some sort of 
fatty dish (qualche piatto di grasso).125  

 

                                                
125 The following is a transcription of the first part of BAV Vat.lat12346, 106r. 

Cose particolari quanto al gusto, e mangiamento della Regina 
 Non havendo la Regina altro che acqua pura al pasto bisognia fare provisione di acqua pura e 

leggiera tra pasto beve volontieri acqua concia. Beve sempre con la neve il piu freddo che sia possibile, 
negli sarebbe in guardo fredo qualche tazza da bevere congelata di giaccio.  

Mangia volontieri frutti exquisti e gli piacerebbe farne congelare alcuni nel giaccio. 
Mangia volontieri ostreghe sardelle fresche e simili frutti et non mangia anzi abborisce ogni cibo 

lardato o fatto con strutto o grasso di porco però bisognia servirci della tavola e bocca sua di butiro buono o 
grasso di vitella o d’olio exquisito.  

Ha licenza di mangiar carne li giorni di magro e percio tra li cibi di magro si puo fare qualche piatto di 
grasso. 
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From this, it seems Christina cared little for laborious dishes; she preferred ice water to 

wine and wished to eat lean fish instead of fatty exotic meats, such as ostrich.126 

Although the scalco and cuoco were likely aware of the queen’s unique gusti, staging a 

papal banquet necessitated that exotic flavours and elaborate cooking practices be used to 

impress guests. They too were a gift, a gesture of welcome that sought to flaunt Ferrara’s 

refinement, overshadowing any obligation to please her palate.  

Many of the dishes were infused with exotic flavours, which reflect Ferrara’s 

wealth and by extension reminded guests of the church’s access to global trade routes. 

Yet regardless of such pageantry, Queen Christina did not allow herself to be outshone. 

Festini and Gualdo Priorato recorded that she used her knowledge of agricultural 

practices and the commerce of spices to flaunt her intellect and display her understanding 

of Italy’s economy. For instance, as dessert was served, Gualdo Priorato remarked that 

the queen seemed highly informed (si mostrò informatissima) when discussing current 

affairs:127  

A continuous stream of platters brimming with food 
appeared as the queen praised Italy as a land that has 
everything except spices (droghe). “Such as sugar!” 

                                                
126 Una D’Elia has explored the representation of ostriches in from classical antiquity to the late sixteenth 
century in Italian Renaissance art. In Raphael’s Ostrich (2016) she notes that ostrich meat was popular in 
the Renaissance, and generally served during ostentatious occasions, such as a wedding. She notes that the 
delicacy was often served at the most extravagant of banquets, and includes two recipes for sweet and sour 
made to accompany ostrich meat. Because, as D’Elia asserts, animal anatomy and symbolism were linked, 
it would be interesting to consider whether ostrich meat was consumed in the early modern Europe for one 
of its many (often contradictory as D’Elia highlights) associations or simply because it was known as a 
delicacy. See Una Roman D’Elia, Raphael’s Ostrich (University Park: The Pennsylvania University Press, 
2015), 17.  
127 In addition to food, she also discussed art. On page 144, Gualdo Priorato states that she seemed well 
informed about current taste in music. He continues to recount the evening’s affairs, stating that that after 
her first sip, three pieces of artillery were fired; then, the company of nobles began debating the most 
beautiful “Temples of Europe,” which Christina concluded were Saint Peter’s in Rome, Saint Paul’s 
Cathedral in London, and the Duomo of Milan. However, she stated that the most beautiful was Saint 
Peter’s in Rome. She also discerned that best contemporary artists were Pietro da Cortona and Cavaliere 
Bernini, while also proclaiming her admiration for the castrato singer Bonaventura, who had been invited to 
perform; see Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real Maestà, 144–155.  
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interjected the Cardinal Legate and to which she replied: 
“These are in Sicily!” And with that, the nobles passed the 
time broaching similar speeches (discorsi) throughout the 
banquet until the sweets came out, and the tables were 
cleared.128  

 

This quote—the only time Gualdo Priorato repeated her exact words during her time in 

Ferrara—reveals an important cultural consciousness regarding current affairs. Moreover, 

this playful exchange imitated the kind of witty dialogue that was characteristic of the 

courtly discorsi in treatises on etiquette. In Castiglione’s Book of the Courtier (1528), this 

kind of polite conversation is supremely important for any courtier. In his treatise, nobles 

of Urbino, ruled by Guidobaldo da Montefeltro (1472–1508) and Elisabetta Gonzaga 

(1471–1526), discussed the qualities of an ideal courtier as a form of evening 

entertainment.129 Over the course of several evenings the court of Urbino delights in 

heated discussions—sometimes featuring a great deal of interruptions—surrounding the 

topic of an ideal courtier. When Christina exhibited her knowledge of Italian art and 

geography, she demonstrated her interest in her new homeland by interrupting the 

Cardinal Legate—similar to the characters’ dialogue in Castiglione’s book, although, in 

Christina’s case, drawing inspiration from the foods served at the table. The queen’s 

exchange illustrates that the banquet table was adequate milieu for the kind of verbal 

                                                
128 Author’s translation. “Settentrione, la Regina se ne compiacque; finalmente non cessando mai di 
comparire nuove vivande, lodò l’Italia, che havesse tutto in sé, eccetto le droghe; il Cardinal Legato 
soggionse; come zuccari? la Regina ripigliò: questi ci sono in Sicilia; E con tali, e simili discorsi, che 
sogliono esser i passatempi de’ Grandi nelle ricreationi delle mense, e de’ conviti, si sparecchiò la tavola”; 
see Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real Maestà, 155. 
129 In Castiglione’s Courtier, the distinguished diplomat, Federico Fregoso (1408–1541), suggested that 
they broach the subject as a kind of game to pass the time. He declared, “I would like our game this 
evening to be this: that one of us should be chosen and given the task of depicting in words a perfect 
courtier.” Castiglione’s dialogue not only serves today as an important example of sixteenth-century 
courtly ideals but also reveals information about then-contemporary attitudes toward art, religion, and 
philosophy, as well as more frivolous subjects, such as sports and fashion. See Baldassare Castiglione, The 
Book of the Courtier, trans. George Bull (London: Penguin Books, 2003), 51.  
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sparring and witty exchanges Castiglione penned in The Courtier. More importantly, it 

reveals that these conversations drew inspiration from ephemeral objects, such as the 

sugar sculptures and the artfully arranged food platters. Here, trionfi literally provided 

food for thought, steering the conversation like props enabling the performance of self.  

Never-ending meals evoked ancient banquets. They had become hallmark signs of 

social status and wealth long before Christina’s arrival in Italy. The Sienese papal banker 

Agostino Chigi (1466–1520), a distant relative of Pope Alexander VII, for example, 

hosted some of the most ostentatious banquets of the sixteenth century. In 1518, when 

Lorenzo Leone’s child was christened, Chigi held a banquet so outrageous that he 

reportedly instructed his servants to toss the gold and silver vessels used for the banquet 

into the Tiber rather than collecting them to be cleaned.130 This was the ultimate 

performance of sprezzatura (casual nonchalance). Although Chigi ordered nets to catch 

the valuable objects, such gestures of extravagance not only represented a host’s wealth 

but also spoke to the playful spirit associated with impressive early modern banquets in 

Italy. Like Chigi’s banquet, the Ferrarese meal was so elaborate that it seems the food 

was used to entertain the mind more than nourish the body. Festini recorded the food’s 

iconography above all other aspects, writing:  

The table was enriched with ingenious trionfi. And since 
they were designed by a Roman, accustomed to conquering 
cities, he designed a banquet representing Carthage.131  

 

                                                
130 Eugène Muntz, Raphael: His Life, Works, and Times, trans. Walter Armstrong (London: Chapman, 
1888), 326.  
131 Author’s translation. “La tavola fu ricca di trionfi ingegnosi, e si come a un Romano, solito d’espugnar 
Città, fessi in un convuto, rappresentar Cartagine”; see Festini, I Trionfi, 13. I would like to thank Konrad 
Eisenbichler for his assistance with this translation.  
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Thus, rather than commenting on the taste, smell, or texture—primary concerns when 

eating—Festini drew his readers’ attention to the erudite nature of the subject, which he 

attributed to the scalco’s civic pride. However, given the extraordinary levels of planning 

that went into orchestrating Christina’s journey through the Papal States, it is also 

unlikely that the steward alone selected the Carthage theme.132 Nonetheless, it is 

reasonable to suppose that the trionfi served at the Ferrarese banquet followed a playfully 

complex decorative program that made guests feel as though they were in the ancient 

Phoenician city of Carthage, a place rich in history and culture, sure to inspire good 

conversation. 

Of course, selecting such a complex historical and mythological theme was not 

arbitrary. The theme of Carthage was both a fitting and stimulating motif for the first of a 

series of banquets, as it recalled Rome’s rich cultural history. Many attendees would have 

associated the theme with one of the Roman Empire’s most glorious victories against the 

Carthaginians, which occurred between 149 and 146 BCE. This series of battles brought 

about the end of the Punic Wars, destroying Carthage and allowing the Romans to 

transform it into one of their strongest and most important outposts. On the other hand, 

the theme would have also resonated with guests for its strong ties to classical poetry. 

The banquet’s theme might have reminded the guests of a famous episode at the 

beginning of Virgil’s epic, The Aeneid (29–19 B.C.E.); a story about a journey much like 

Christina’s that was considered one of the most important myths of Italy’s founding.133 In 

                                                
132 While seventeenth-century scalchi oversaw the banquet’s planning and execution, the fact that so many 
were scheduled to occur during the queen’s journey through the Papal States suggests that each banquet 
may have been loosely related, or, at the very least, part of an overarching program leading up to the 
carnival season in Rome in February 1656.  
133 As an extremely learned woman, Christina surely would have been familiar with Virgil’s The Aeneid. 
Records of her final inventory made in spring 1689 (ASR, AC, Lorenzo Belli, 917.) after her death showed 
that she had collected the works of Virgil in addition to many other authors, such as Macrobius, Cicero, 
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the poem, the hero, Aeneas, journeys to Carthage after fleeing his home, the fallen city of 

Troy. For him, Carthage becomes a place of hope—a refuge after the destruction of his 

homeland and a haven from the perils at sea. It is a location of peace and stability where 

Aeneas and his countrymen are well received by the beautiful and powerful Queen Dido, 

who celebrates their arrival with a banquet as a sign of hospitality, generosity, and 

political support—messages the church also sought to convey in Ferrara by treating 

Christina to a similar banquet. As Virgil writes:  

She sent  
Twenty bulls to the shore, a hundred swine,  
Huge ones, with bristling backs, and fatted lambs,  
A hundred of them, and their mother ewes –  
All gifts for happy feasting on that day.  
 
Now the queen’s household made her great hall glow  
As they prepared a banquet in the kitchens.  
Embroidered table cloths, proud crimson-dyed,  
Were spread, and set with massive silver plate,  
Or gold, engraved with brave deeds of her fathers,  
A sequence carried down through many captains  
In a long line from the founding of the race.134  
    (1.866–1.877)  
 

 

The banquet’s theme would have surely resonated with Queen Christina, as someone 

who, like Aeneas, had journeyed to a new land, where she was treated hospitably by the 

Ferrarese. Thus, what Carthage represented for Aeneas, Ferrara was for Christina. It was 

only fitting that the Ferrarese should present Christina with a feast as sumptuous as the 

one Dido offered to Aeneas. Indeed, the program of the banquet was especially ingenious 

because it put a spotlight on both the guest of honour and the hosts, who were likened to 

                                                
Homer, and Boethius. For more information on Christina’s library, see Eva Nilsson Nylander, The Mild 
Boredom of Order: A study in the History of Manuscript Collection of Queen Christina of Sweden (Lund: 
Lund University, 2011).  
134 Virgil, The Aeneid, trans. Robert Fitzgerald (New York: Vintage Classics, 1990), 26.  
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the Carthaginians. By comparing Ferrara to Carthage and Queen Christina to Aeneas, the 

banquet welcomed this foreigner and suggested to the attendees that, like the hero of 

Virgil’s poem, she, too, would alter the course of Roman history. However, it is unclear 

whether this parallel was entirely positive since Aeneas eventually destroyes Carthage 

causing Dido to commit suicide.  

At the end of the meal, the queen was honoured with an opera entitled Oritia 

(1655), written by Dottor Almerico Passarelli, composed by Signor D. Andrea Mattioli 

(1611–1676), and with scenography by the macchinista, Carlo Pasetti (c.1610s– 

1660s).135 The play was based on book six of Ovid’s Metamorphosis. It tells the story of 

unrequited love between Boreas, the god of the Northern Wind, and the Athenian 

princess Orithyia, who vows never to marry. In Ovid’s poem, Boreas yearns for Orithyia 

until he realizes that to achieve his desires, he needs only to act, and thus, abducts her.    

Boreas, a Northerner like Tereus 
Of Thrace, was blamed for what his kinsman did,  
and for a great long while, the god was kept 
From Orithya, the prize he sought, 
While he proceeded by pleas and prayers  
To court her rather than by using force.  
 And when his fancy speeches got him nowhere, 
Reverted to his usual harsh anger: 
“Why did I ever give my weapons up?” 
he asked. “For without Cruelty and Might,  
my Rage and Menace, I deserved to lose!” 
 “Most unbecoming to me to rely  
on prayers to move them! Force is my strong suit.136 
   (Book VI, 988–1000) 

 

In the Metamorphosis, Ovid portrays a violent man of action who, much like Jupiter, 

could make sexual advances without rebuke. Although Mattioli’s music has been lost, the 

                                                
135 Gualdo Priorato notes that the commedia was paid for by Marchese Cornelio Bentivoglio; see Gualdo 
Priorato, Historia Reale della Sacra Maestà, 145–146.  
136 Ovid, Metamorphoses, trans. Charles Martin (New York: W.W. Norton, 2004), 218–219. 
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manuscript of Oritia, now in the Biblioteca Comunale Ariostea in Ferrara, reveals that 

Passarelli completely rewrote the North Wind’s character, transforming the story into a 

tragicomedy.137 Unlike Ovid’s myth, the seventeenth-century version changed Boreas 

into the hero, whose constancy and commitment to Orithyia saved her and the people of 

Athens from Clito, the Macedonian tyrant bent on destroying the city. If Ovid’s rendition 

of the myth of Boreas and Orithyia put forward the idea that fortune favours the bold, 

Passarelli’s seventeenth-century equivalent advocated that even foreigners could possess 

virtù.138   

The choice to rewrite Boreas as a less violent character must have piqued the 

audience’s interest since sixteenth- and seventeenth-century depictions of the North Wind 

generally followed Ovid’s description. Moreover, educated audiences would have been 

familiar with other mythological abduction scenes, making Passarelli’s reinterpretation of 

the episode in the Metamorphoses seem even more peculiar. Giovanni Francesco 

Romanelli’s (1610–1662) painting of Boreas and Orithyia (first half of the 17th c.) (Fig. 

7) was a contemporary example that quoted another well-known abduction scene,  

 

                                                
137 Tragicomedies blossomed in central Italy in the sixteenth century. Pastoral tragicomedy tempered 
elements of high tragedy with base comedy. Dramatists such as Giambattista Cinzio Giraldi (1504–1573), 
Torquato Tasso (1544–1595), and Giovanni Battista Guarini (1538–1612) looked to several ancient sources 
while blending literary genres. For an in-depth explanation of the foundation of tragicomedy, see Bernard 
Weinberg, A History of Literary Criticism in the Italian Renaissance (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1961).  
138 Machiavelli’s use of virtù and fortuna (fortune) were unusual for the times. In The Prince, virtù did not 
relate to being a virtuous Christian, but referred to a ruler’s military skill and ability to rule, encompassing 
traits such as intelligence, ingenuity, and skill, as well as by bestowing gracious acts and by understanding 
the importance of friendships. See John M. Najemy, “Machiavelli and Cesare Borgia: A Reconsideration of 
Chapter 7 of The Prince,” The Review of Politics 75 (2013): 539–556. Also, see Albert Russel Ascoli and 
Victoria Kahn, Machiavelli and The Discourse of Literature (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1993); and 
Christopher S. Celenza, Machiavelli: A Portrait (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2015).  
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Figure 7: Giovanni Francesco Romanelli, Boreas and Orithyia, first half of the 17th 
c., oil on canvas, Galleria Spada, Rome. 
 
 
Bernini’s sculptural group, Rape of Proserpina (1621–1622) (Fig. 4). Romanelli, a 

student of Pietro da Cortona (1596–1669), and once the head of the Accademia di San 

Luca, reused Bernini’s composition, placing Boreas and Orithyia in nearly the same pose 

as Pluto and Proserpina. In this work, the North Wind grabs Orithyia by the waist with 

the same force and aggression, a fact emphasized by the flexed muscles of Boreas’ 

forearm placed in the centre of the composition. Additionally, although Boreas is 

depicted flying, his stance—specifically, the placement of his legs—evoked Pluto’s 

posture, which he held to balance the weight of his struggling prize, Proserpina, who is 

pulling away. Despite working in two different media, both artists portrayed the rapists 
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with long beards and hair, reinforcing the age difference between them and their victims, 

and signifying the transgression against social norms. Romanelli’s Orithyia shares many 

similarities with Bernini’s Proserpina. Both use their arms to push away from their 

respective abductors. Just as Proserpina knocks Pluto’s head, jostling the curls of his 

beard, Orithyia also pushes herself away from her abductor’s shoulder. Similarly, they 

both look toward the sky, stretching their arms outward, as each woman searches for a 

reprieve from their abductor, all to no avail.  

Scenes of rape, abduction, and unrequited love were part of a popular and well-

established literary and visual genre of the time. This suggests that Passarelli’s active 

changes to the myth were, in fact, political. Placing the North Wind in a favourable light 

as the story’s protagonist, a man of passion, strength, and virtù, was an homage to 

Christina and her northern heritage. These characteristics come through in the dialogue 

and were displayed visually using elaborate costumes and the latest advances in 

scenography, which raised Boreas and the other characters into the air, creating the 

illusion of wind. Pasetti, the play’s macchinista, spared no expense in creating a set that 

recalled the air and the wind. He devised a pulley system that was strong enough to raise 

the actors and move them across the stage as though they were flying in the sky. Festini 

recorded that the guests were so amazed by Pasetti’s set that it was considered a 

marvelous feat of engineering.  

The first macchine dell’Innocenza (Innocence) e dell’Inganno 
(Trickery) stupefied the audience. While these fell quickly to 
the floor with impressive force, other macchine were raised to 
the skies, including four putti that flew around the stage. Two 
of these putti moved diagonally across the room. Then, Jupiter 
riding an eagle descended, turning in various directions. 
Spring fell from the sky, joining the part of the scenography 
resting on the stage floor, which carried four people toward 
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the skies as it was being raised. An unearthed wooded 
landscape hung from the ceiling changed the locus amoenus 
into a garden frosted by the Northern Wind, Boreas, 
containing a gilded statue of Jupiter’s queen, Juno. 
Sumptuous costumes made it hard to believe – though it was 
true – that Signore Dottore Almerico Passarelli composed and 
learned the music, created the costumes, ordered the 
macchine, and painted the scenes in so little time. Such 
ingenious transformations were undertaken to please the 
queen with lively and delicate entertainment. She enjoyed it, 
and when the work was finished, she returned to the Castle, 
had a little food and returned to ped as the hour was late.139  

 

Rather than summarizing the plot, Festini listed important set changes, suggesting that the 

artistic ingenuity of the scenography—Pasetti’s ability to simulate flight and the wind—

overshadowed Passarelli’s poetry and Mattioli’s music. For instance, Festini described 

the macchine of Innocenza and Inganno as especially entertaining because they moved 

through air, even though there were two other allegorical figures, Ossequio (Deference) 

and Allegrezza (Happiness), who appeared and sang first in the prologue. Such specificity 

suggests that he and the audience were indeed captivated by the visual effects brought 

about by certain macchine.  

Comparing Festini’s description with the stage directions in the printed 

manuscript of Oritia paints an even better picture as to how the play was staged. For 

                                                
139 Author’s translation. “La prima machina dell’Innocenza, e dell’inganno fè stupire, mentre questi con 
velocissima caduta precipitosi soterra, l’altra ne salì al Cielo. Quattro amori che voloro in giro, e poi due di 
loro, con intreccino obliquo volante. Un Giove sopra un’Aquila, raggirata con varij modi. La Primavera 
scesa dal Cielo, con moto retto escorrendo sul piano della scena, e congiungenosi con parte del pavimento, 
carico di Quattro persone, ritornata alle Stere; uno spiantamento d’una selva al soffito impertuboso di 
Borea ingelosito, e cangiamento d’essa in un’ameno giardino, la Regia di Giove tutta d’oro, i vestimenti 
ricchissimi di personaggi, e delle comparse, non lasciarono credere, e pure è la medesima verità, c’in 
pochissimi giorni fossero composte le parole dal secondo ingegno del Sig. Dottore Alemrico Passarelli, 
fatta & imparata la musica, allestriti gli habiti, ordinate le macchine, dipinte le scene, che furono di molte, 
& ingenose mutationi basta il tutto seguì in modo c’il delicato, e vivacissimo intendimento della Regina se 
ne compiacque, & essa finite l’opera giunta in Castello, preso un poco di cibo, andossene scendo l’hora 
assai tarda, a dormire”; see Festini, I Trionfi, 16–17. 
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example, notes stating “Innocence is lowered on a globe of clouds with Trickery chained 

at her feet” and “Trickery falls on a large rock that swallows the figure up” reveal that the 

backdrop glorified the North Wind, and by extension Christina.140 Furthermore, Pasetti’s 

machines translated motion into wind, stupefying audiences, particularly during act one, 

scene nine, when Amore Sacro (Sacred Love) and Amore Profano (Profane Love) took 

flight, moving diagonally across the stage while reciting their lines. Using stage design 

techniques, Pasetti’s macchine surprised audiences by translating the themes in the story 

into visual motifs that left a lasting impression on viewers. This approach also recalled 

practices used by Bernini during the staging of his play, La Fontana di Trevi (1638), held 

in Rome during the carnival season of 1638. During the play, he involved audiences in 

the drama on stage by surprising spectators with the prospect of being drenched by the 

illusionistic waves that came so close to those sitting in the front row that several people 

reportedly jumped out of their seats in fear.141 Bernini tricked his audience, menacing 

them with a familiar scene many would have readily remembered because the Tiber had 

flooded just a year earlier. The ingenuity of Pasetti’s macchine, like Bernini’s designs, 

was in their ability to surprise and impress viewers by using tactics that blurred the 

boundaries between fiction and reality.  

                                                
140 The stage direction included in Passarelli’s manuscript for Oritia reads: “Raise the first canvas covering 
the proscenium (Alzata la prima tela del proscenion comparisce) for the prologue on page of the published 
manuscript 12. Similarly, the second canvas descends from the ceiling, and the rest of the scene remains 
visible. (Portono la seconda Tela di Volo, e resta scoperta la scena) noted on page 14”; see Passarelli, 
Oritia Drama Morale del Dott. Almerico Passarelli. Alla Sacra Maestà di Christina Regina di Svetia. Nel 
di lei Passaggio recitato in Ferrara d’Ordine del Signor Marchese Cornelio Bentivoglio con la Musica del 
Signor D. Andrea Mattioli, e macchine del Signor Carlo Paseti. Publicato in Ferrara (Ferrara: Franco 
Suzzi Samperia Cam. Con Licenza de’ Superiori, 1655), unnumbered.  
141 Erika Fischer-Lichte, “Transforming Spectators into Viri Perculsi: Baroque Theater as Machinery for 
Producing Affects,” in Performance and Performativity in Baroque Rome, eds. Peter Gillgren and Maarten 
Snickare (Surrey: Ashgate, 2012), 88. 
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Queen Christina did not act in Oritia despite being no stranger to the stage. 

During her reign in Sweden, she both patronized and performed in several ballets and 

masquerades.142 Christina also summoned Antoine de Beaulieu (d.1663) to her court, 

making the French nobleman her maître d’hôtel (master of the house), who instructed the 

aristocracy on the latest forms of dance. She also invited German, Italian and French 

musicians to her court, including the distinguished French soprano Anne Chabanceau de 

la Barre (1628 – 1688).143 To assist de Beaulieu, she invited the theatre architect Antonio 

Brunati (dates unknown) to build sets for Beaulieu’s productions.144 Unlike her more 

conservative Swedish predecessors, Christina fashioned her image through court dramas. 

For instance, the historian Lars Gustaffson has argued that during her performance in 

René Descartes’ play, La naissance de la Paix (1648), viewers were supposed to 

associate the allegories of prudence, justice, and honour with her reign. She used a 

similar tactic when she performed in Diane victorieuse (1649), which overtly likened her 

to the virtuous and pure Roman goddess.145 With this background, we should consider 

why she did not perform in Italy. It seems that her arrival in the Papal States as Pope 

Alexander’s honoured guest transformed Queen Christina’s status. It is unclear whether 

Christina became a more reluctant performer or if she was forbidden from performing on 

stage. Regardless, we know that she never again performed in a public spectacle after 

                                                
142 Gunilla Dahlberg, “The Theatre around Queen Christina,” Renaissance Studies 23 (2009): 165. 
143 Tessa Murdoch, “Queen Christina of Sweden as Patron of Music in Rome in the Mid-Seventeenth 
Century,” in The Music Room in Early Modern France and Italy: Sound Space and Object, eds. Deborah 
Howard and Laura Moretti (Oxford: Published for the British Academy by Oxford University Press, 2012), 
260. 
144 Tessa Murdoch has studied other plays Christina patronized in Sweden, including Le Vainu de Diane 
(1649), where she notes that Christina danced the role Diana, a part meant to symbolize the triumph of 
virginity. During the performance, she wore a costume made of silver lace and gauze. See, Tessa Murdoch, 
“Queen Christina of Sweden as Patron of Music in Rome in the Mid-Seventeenth Century,” 259. 
145 Lars Gustafsson, “Amor et Mars vaincus: Allégorie politique des ballets de cour de l’époque de la Reine 
Christine,” in Queen Christina, ed. Platen von Magnus (Stockholm: Nationalmusei, 1966), 88–97. 
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moving to Rome. Becoming “la regina di Roma” compelled her to relinquish some of her 

former freedoms, and performing on stage was among those pleasures. Indeed, she could 

not afford to challenge her rank publicly by acting in a production. Had the queen 

participated in Oritia, for example, her presence on stage as the North Wind would not 

only have challenged her gender role but also would have likened her to a mythological 

deity, whose power may have challenged the pope’s authority.  

Passarelli, however, displayed his skill in the art of diplomacy by offering a 

solution for the queen whose love of the theatre was very well known. He incorporated 

both Queen Christina and Pope Alexander into the play by mentioning their names during 

several important monologues. For instance, Boreas mentions them as he pines for 

Orithyia in act two, scene seven, stating:  

The ragin furies  
Of blind squadrons will make Christina turn over a new leaf, 
That invincible queen, 
Who, to follow the path of the true God,   
Stripped naked of her old clothes,  
Bids farewell to the scornful Kingdom. 
With pity, with faith, 
With honesty, with virtue 
I adorn that royal heart; 
Even the North Wind will not be able to crack [it] open;  
To my long nights eternal is the day.   
On the Tiber it will bring other plans, 
Where Alexander, the Just, the Grand, the Pious, 
To win for God   
A true Treasure from this Royal Soul  
I shall see the gracious hand 
Of Joy pours showers of gold.  
I have never seen a greater wonder revealed  
In the mysteries of Fate.146  

                                                
146Author’s Translation. I would like to express my deepest thanks to Gauvin Bailey for his assistance with 
this translation.  
“I rabidi furori  
Di cieche squadre, emenderà Christina,  
Quel’ invitta Regina,  
Che per servir del vero Nume al piede  
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In the play, Boreas calls out Christina’s name as an omnipresent goddess, a beacon of 

faith, honesty, and virtù. Yet, although he addresses her as a fellow northerner, his speech 

still situates her under Pope Alexander VII’s control. Indeed, the speech suggests that her 

arrival in Rome will bring about a new way of life, “other plans,” ruled by Alexander 

“the Just, the Grand, the Pious.” By making the story’s protagonist speak directly to 

Christina and the pope, Passarelli placed real political figures at the pinnacle of power in 

his mythological fiction.  

In a letter penned to Alexander on 23 November, Queen Christina thanked the 

pope profusely for his and Ferrara’s hospitality. Regardless of how she felt about the 

degree to which every person at court had been expected to follow a strict protocol, she 

felt the need to thank the pope for his generosity, stating:  

Dearest Holy Father,  

While I have sent this letter to your Holiness’ feet via 
Count Montecuccolo, there are multiple favours from your 
hand that continue to strike me.  

There are new and infinite deeds that I see as evidence of 
extraordinary kindness. Your Holiness honours me with 

                                                
L’alte vestigia ignude  
Fia d’un Regno Sprezzante.  
Di pietade, di fede,  
D’Honestà di Virtu de  
Quel Rigio Cuore adorno  
Aprir saprà nè l’Aquilone algente  
A le notti mie longhe eterno il giorno.  
Sù il Tebro porterà l’altere piante,  
Ove Alessandro, Il Giusto, il Grande, il Pio,  
Per l’acquistato à Dio  
Di quel’ Alma Real vero Tesoro,  
Vedrò con man clemente 
D’Allegrezza versar profluvi d’oro.  
Portento ancor maggior vidi svelato 
Ne gli arcani del Fato”; 
see Passarelli, Oritia, act 2, scene 7, p. 40. 
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your extraordinary Legates (Nunzi) and with Your 
Goodness, and with the most human greeting and the fine 
treatment I continue to receive through the Papal States, 
which remain forever inferior to the debt the terms of the 
humblest thanks that I must pay, which I am preparing to 
voice. I beseech Your Holiness to believe that everything 
that could ever be said expressing my most devout and 
faithful affection cannot come close to expressing what I 
feel and will ever carry in my heart until my spirit endures. 
I give my leave with a kiss and with every submission to 
Your Blissfulness’ feet, I reconfirm myself,  

Yours,  

From Ferrara, on 23 November 1655.147 

 

Like many of the actions performed by the courtiers, this letter was clearly penned as a 

sign of respect, suggesting that life on the road to Rome was just as rehearsed as the 

dramas performed on stage. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
147 Author’s transcription and translation. BAV Vat.Lat.12346, 18r–18v. See Appendix B, entitled Letter 
from Ferrara: Queen Christian to Pope Alexander VII.  
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Chapter 4 

Tra devoto e profano: Bologna Hosts Queen Christina 

 

 
 
On Friday, 26 November, 1655, Queen Christina and her retinue arrived in Bologna, the 

second of the cities she visited in the Papal States.148 Known for her patronage of the arts, 

sciences, and letters throughout her reign, this centre of learning must have piqued her 

interest.149 Many renowned intellectuals of the day called the city home, including the 

Catholic Reformation theologian Bishop Gabriele Paleotti (1522–1597), the naturalist 

Ulisse Aldrovandi (1522–1605), and the historian Carlo Sigonio (1524–1584), all of 

whom taught at the Università di Bologna, the oldest universities in Europe.150 By the 

seventeenth century, humanist ideas about history, devotional practices, art, and nature 

had permeated Bologna, creating an extraordinarily learned atmosphere—a fact that led 

Carlo Cesare Malvasia (1616–1693) to describe its inhabitants as possessing a general 

                                                
148 Conflicting dates recording Christina’s arrival in Bologna exist in the primary literature. One source, the 
Breve racconto dell’arrivo in Bologna della Serenissima Regina Christina di Svezia et de’ trattenimenti, e 
partenza di S. Maestà (1655) states she arrived on 25 November 1655. Whereas Festini and Gualdo 
maintain she arrived on 26 November 1655, the date scholars generally take to be true. 
149 Queen Christina’s academic interests and her patronage of the arts and sciences varied enormously over 
the course of her life in Rome. When she moved to the Palazzo Riario in July 1659, she filled her home 
with ancient sculptures and paintings along with an enormous collection of incunabula, manuscripts, books 
and medals. The palazzo was a veritable artistic and scientific centre of exploration, which boasted a well-
manicured garden, a theatre, music rooms, and a lecture hall. Marie-Louise Rodèn, Martin Olin, Stefano 
Fogelberg Rota, Susanna Åkerman, Enzo Borsellino and forthcoming works by Therese Sjøvoll and Tess 
Kutasz are among the most recent scholars to explore queen’s academic interests and patronage of the arts 
during her lifetime in Rome. Although each has presented a different interpretation of her collections, they 
generally agree that her interests were vast. See Enzo Brosellino, Palazzo Corsini alla Lungara: storia di 
un cantiere (Fasano: Schena, 1988). 
150 Gabriele Paleotti, Discorse on Sacred and Profane Painting, trans. William McQuaig (Los Angeles: The 
Getty Research Institute, 2012), 16.  
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prontezza d’ingegno (predisposition toward ingenuity) in his treatise on Bolognese artists 

entitled Felsina Pittrice (1678).151  

Bologna welcomed Queen Christina with ceremonies and spectacles that 

displayed grand hospitality and showcased the many facets of the city’s rich religious and 

cultural history. Chapter 4 considers how celebrations for Christina differed depending on 

audience and location. It explores the numerous public, religious ceremonies and rituals 

that demonstrated piety and humility—values that echoed post-Tridentine ideals—in 

contrast to the nonspiritual entertainments that occurred in select, secular quarters where 

it was accpetable to be sensuous and frivolous, even sexual. From the city-wide 

procession announcing her arrival to the spectacular joust staged in her honour of her 

departure, each expression of religiosity and served as a complementary counterpart to 

princely extravagance, a juxtaposition that demonstrated the queen’s willingness to 

adhere to the balance of sacred and profane celebrations that occurred in seventeenth-

century Italy. Queen Christina explored these aspects of the city’s identity explored 

during her sojourn, which solidified her position as a member of Pope Alexander VII’s 

court.  

 
 

4.1 Texts and Images of Bologna’s Urban Landscape  
Art, politics, and religion were inextricably linked in seventeenth-century Bologna. 

Visual culture was so important in that time and place that the city’s council of eight 

ruling magistrates (known as the Consiglio degli Anziani) and the Gonfaloniere di 

                                                
151 See Carlo Cesare Malvasia, Felsina Pittrice: Vite de pittori bolognesi alla maesta christianissima di 
Luigi XIV re di Francia e di Navarra, Primo Tomo (Bologna: Domenico Barbieri, 1678). 
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Giustizia (Justice of the Peace) commissioned drawings to chronicle local historical 

events.152 The city’s government, which placed eight of the city’s eldest and wisest 

members in control for a period of two months, prided itself on preventing corruption and 

preserving cultural heritage. 153 In 1572, at the height of their power, the Anziani 

employed artists from the Accademia degli Incamminati (Academy of the Progressives, 

founded around 1582), commissioning them to produce drawings every two months that 

commemorated important events, a practice that lasted until 1796.154 Unlike written 

chronicles, which represent history as a linear sequence of events, these drawings, now 

part of the Insigna degli Anziani Collection in the Archivio di Stato di Bologna, offer an 

imaginative retelling of the past. They serve as a rare visual record of history that 

reflected contemporary taste and ideas.  

In 1655, the Anziani and Gonfaloniere di Giustizia Gian Nicolò Tanara (dates 

unknown) commissioned the work Queen Christina’s Entry into Bologna (1655) 

(Archivio di Stato di Bologna, Insigna degli Anziani, Vol. 8, Fols. 9r-10r, Watercolour) 

(Fig. 8). This drawing is an especially compelling graphic account of the city’s response  

 

                                                
152 In 1954, the Archivio di Stato di Bologna catalogued and published the Insigna degli Anziani del 
Commune di Bologna from 1530-1796. The source records written descriptions of each drawing, and 
serves as an invaluable resource with which to navigate its 16 volumes. The introduction also offers 
important information regarding the evolution of the Consiglio degli Anziani, revealing that although the 
Consiglio degli Anziani was founded in 1228, its power reached an apogee in the late sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries. See, Archivio di Stato di Bologna, Le Insignia degli anziani del commune: dal 1530 
al 1796 (Roma: Ministero dell’interno. Publicazioni degli archivi di stato, 16), 1954, ix. 
153 Bologna’s system of government placed eight of the city’s eldest and wisest members in control for a 
period of two months to prevent corruption. Each council member could serve but one term per year. The 
council members at the time of Christina’s arrival were: Signor Dottor Vittorio Vittorij, Giovan Battista 
Albergati, Count Girolamo Capra, Count Costanzo Zanbeccari, Caleazzo Protefilao Malvezzi, Conte 
Francesco Maria Chslieri, Carlo Andrea Leoni, and Signor Senator Carlo Luigi Scappi. See Archivio di 
Stato di Bologna, Le Insignia degli anziani del commune, ix. 
154 Archivio di Stato di Bologna, Le Insignia degli anziani del commune, xii.  
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Figure 8: Unknown Artist, Queen Christina’s Entry into Bologna, 1655, watercolour, 
Anziani Collection. Vol 8. Fols. 9r-10r, Archivio di Stato, Bologna. 
 
 
to Christina’s arrival because it instantly transports viewers to seventeenth-century 

Bologna. Immediately, we are amid busy city streets, where we can view both the 

audiences who gathered to view the queen as well as those who participated in her entry 

procession. Attempting to distill what was a lengthy affair into a cohesive narrative, the 

artist depicts several events and monuments simultaneously. The drawing’s aerial view of 

the city and use of various vanishing points collapses time and space, recording 

Christina’s entry into Bologna from various angles.  

This visual approach to record-keeping differs dramatically from Carlo Festini 

and Galeazzo Gualdo Priorato’s treatises, which recount the way in which the procession 
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unfurled as a chronological sequence of events. Whereas the drawing invites observers to 

view multiple events at once, Christina’s chroniclers portray history as linear. Each 

statement reflects a single moment in a succession of various occurrences as they list 

specific dates and times that help situate the reader in a specific historic moment. They 

also maintain a sense of protocol and etiquette in the way that they structure their 

account. For instance, in Gualdo Priorato’s Historia della Sacra Real Maestà di Christina 

Alessandra Regina di Svetia (1656), his prose literally places the pope at the pinnacle of 

Roman society because he mentions the Cardinal Legate being the first among the other 

performers/participants to greet the queen. He writes:   

The following morning, continuing on the road to Bologna, 
the Cardinal Legate [Giovanni Girolamo Lomellino (1607–
1659)] joined the caravan with over forty carriages filled 
with nobles, three companies of Cavalry, who made their 
way to meet [the queen] at the Villa di Funo, five miles 
outside the city, where streets were lined with soldiers 
(spallierate di soldatescha) and people (popolo) who came 
to see this great Princess.155  

 

By listing Pope Alexander VII’s physical representative in Bologna first, Gualdo Priorato 

ensures that his readers also understand his prominent social position. The author’s list of 

participants—first the Cardinal Legate (the pope’s representative) followed by nobles, 

then cavalrymen, and finally the common people—confirms that the social relationships 

were indeed acted out on the public stage but more importantly that these social 

hierarchies were also maintained in their retelling. When compared to Queen Christina’s 

                                                
155 Author’s Translation. “La mattina seguente seguitò il viaggio verso Bologna, di dove uscito il Cardinal 
Legato con più di 40 carrozze a sei ripiene di nobiltà, e tre compagnie di Cavalleria, si portò ad incontrarla 
sin alla Villa di Funo cinque miglia distante, restando tutte le strade spallierate di soldatesca, e di numeroso 
popolo concorso per vedere questa gran Principessa.” Galeazzo Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real 
Maesta di Christina Alessandra Regina di Svetia (Rome: Stamperia della Rev. Camera Apost. 1656), 148.  
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Entry into Bologna, key players mentioned in Gualdo Priorato’s text are less clearly 

delineated. In fact, the artist omits Cardinal Legate Lomellino and the guest of honour 

entirely. This may not be surprising since the Historia della Sacra Real Maestà was 

composed for public consumption and published through the Vatican printing press (La 

stamperia della Rev. Camera Apost. 1656), a fact that obliged the author to adhere to the 

papacy’s strict rules of precedence—a social ranking outlined by the pope in his 

Instruzionamento as discussed in Chapter 3—that reinforced Alexander VII’s place at the 

pinnacle of society.  

Artists commissioned by private patrons, such as the Anziani, were at liberty to 

depict several historic events simultaneously. These works were created for small groups 

of educated elites, who reviewed them in private quarters. Queen Christina’s Entry into 

Bologna was composed for the city’s archives, a place accessible only to the most 

respected and important Bolognese citizens. As such, it is far more ambiguous in its 

representation of etiquette than in the Historia della Sacra Real Maestà. Yet, unlike 

Gualdo Priorato’s text, which mentions specific individuals such as Cardinal Legate 

Lomellino and Vice-legate Ranuccio Ricci da Monte Reale (d. 1656), key political and 

religious figures are indistinguishable from the crowd. The drawing focuses instead on 

the pageantry displayed by the collective. In this visual retelling of an event, various 

social groups come together to catch a glimpse of the queen, their excitement visible in 

the way viewers contort their bodies and some point toward the procession. The artist 

even includes a small dog leaping toward a row of soldiers, reinforcing the sense of great 

commotion brought about by her grand entrance. The popolo (ordinary citizens) takes 

precedence, forming arabesque lines with their bodies that create a temporary stage upon 
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which the flamboyantly-dressed Swiss Guards march and nobles being driven in their 

carriages. Even potential breaches in decorum—visible in the lower right corner of the 

drawing, where soldiers hurl spears toward a raucous crowd of spectators—gives the 

impression of a holistic record made for those interested in reliving the city’s past. 

Perhaps the Anziani sought an unadulterated portrait of their city at the time Queen 

Christina’s arrival, even though this may have included moments of disarray, 

disorganization, and improvisation.  

When compared to Orazio Marinari’s (1605–1657) etching of Queen Christina 

Riding into Rome Flanked by Cardinals Orsini and Costaguti on 23 December, 1655 

(Fig. 9), for example, the drawing of her entry into Bologna seems especially chaotic. In 

the etching, social distinctions are made clear by the fact that the queen rides alongside  

 

Figure 9: Orazio Marinari, Queen Christina Riding into Rome Flanked by Cardinals 
Orsini and Costaguti on 23 December 1655, 1655, (HP CHR A 78) Kungliga 
Bilbioteket, Stockholm. 
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Cardinals Virginio Orsini of Bracciano (1615–1676) and Vincenzo Costaguti (1612– 

1660), a gesture that suggests they hold a similar status as Christina as she entered Rome. 

Meanwhile, by contrast, the Roman audience is relegated to the fringes of the drawing; 

small and practically indistinguishable from one another, their inclusion in the 

composition expresses hospitality without taking away from the most important 

participants in the ceremony. As etchings were reproduced in great number (like 

Gualdo’s printed treatise), it is perhaps not surprising that Marinari’s image focused on 

the most prominent political figures, specifically, the queen and the pope’s Cardinal 

Legates.  

The Insigna degli Anziani Collection drawings were made by and for the 

Bolognese audiences. They provide us with a distinctively intimate perspective on the 

city’s past. As a tribute to the city, Queen Christina’s Entry into Bologna features a large 

statue of Felsina (Velzna or Felzna, the Latinized word for the ancient Etruscan name for 

Bologna). She stands as a proud artistic embodiment of local civic virtues and ideals, but 

also as a representation of the city itself. Interestingly, she takes the place of 

Giambologna’s (1527–1608) Fountain of Neptune (1563–1567) (Fig. 10), which was 

visible from the western part of Piazza Maggiore. The monumental bronze sculpture of 

Neptune was commissioned by Pope Pius IV de’ Medici (1499–1556) and was designed 

as one of Bologna’s most important public artworks. Its complex hydraulic system had 

long been associated with the region’s prosperity and papal generosity—themes also 

highlighted during Christina’s entry procession.156 Curiously, however, the artist chose  

                                                
156 Richard J. Tuttle’s The Neptune Fountain in Bologna: Bronze Marble and Water in the Making of a 
Papal City delves into the civic function of Giambologna’s fountain. The study, which focuses primarily on 
the collective of artists (such as the Sicilian architect Tommaso Laureti, called Il Siciliano [c.1530–1602]) 
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Figure 10: Giambologna, Fountain of Neptune, 1563–1567, bronze and stone, 
Bologna. 

 

instead to draw Felsina herself, replacing Giambologna’s statue with an unmistakable 

sign of civic identity and pride. She presides over the scene like an eyewitness to the 

celebrations, and is shown with her traditional attributes, including a cornucopia, books, 

and armour—signs of the city’s values. The books splayed at her feet, for example, 

underscored the historic university, which prided itself on the merits of knowledge and 

study; the feathered helmet and standard alluded to Bologna’s ancient heritage; and her 

cornucopia, brimming with fresh fruit and flowers, symbolized the city’s abundance of 

natural resources.157 Yet, although Felsina is depicted with her usual iconographic 

                                                
and patrons (including Pier Donato Cesi, Bishop of Narni and Pope Pius IV) who affected the fountain’s 
artistic program. See, Richard J. Tuttle, The Neptune Fountain in Bologna: Bronze Marble and Water in 
the Making of a Papal City (Turnhout: Brepols Publishers, 2015), 1–19.  
157 Bologna was conquered by the Romans in ca. 189 B.C.E., who first constructed its main street, the Via 
Emilia. It was the heart of the city’s economy, and its governing body, which modelled itself on that of 
Republican Rome. Recent excavations in 1957–59 have brought to light the extent of the city’s size. It 
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attributes, her pose differs slightly from other, more traditional representations. For 

example, when the Felsina in this work is compared to her representation (Fig. 11) in 

Malvasia’s Felsina Pittrice—one of the most important and widely published treatises on 

Bolognese art and culture—her pose in the Anziani drawing conveys a critical message: 

in Queen Christina’s Entry into Bologna, the artist has Felsina set down her cornucopia 

to point at the procession, exchanging her usual sign of abundance to highlight the 

pageant, where citizens flaunt their prosperity through a parade. This gesture suggests 

that that the spectacle was so extravagant that it functioned as a surrogate for Felsina’s 

traditional symbol of plenty.  

 

 
Figure 11: Unknown Artist, Felsina on page 25 of Carlo Cesare Malvasia’s Felsina 
Pittrice, Tome 1, published in 1678 in Bologna via l’Erede di Domenico Barbieri. 

                                                
included hydraulic waterways and advanced drainage systems lining roadways, a forum, and a piazza. The 
core of the city, roughly 10,000 inhabitants lived near Piazza Nettuno. See Naomi Miller, Renaissance 
Bologna: A Study in Architectural Form and Content (New York: P. Lang, 1989), 10–12. Raphael’s ostrich 
in the Sala di Costantino in the Vatican drew on the animal’s ancient associations with Justice, an apt 
decorative addition to Felsina’s helmet. For a detailed explanation of the ostrich feather’s association with 
Justice in ancient Egyptian culture see, Una Roman D’Elia, Raphael’s Ostrich (University Park, 
Pennsylvania: Pennsylvaia State University Press, 2015), 8–10, 13–15, 73.  
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Figure 12: Antonio Alessandro Scarselli, The Visit of Frederick Christian of Poland 
to the Istituto delle Scienze of Bologna (November/December 1739), illustration on 
parchment, Insigna degli Anziani, Vol. 8, fol. 140. Archivio di Stato, Bologna. 

 

Other drawings in the Anziani archive reveal that the addition of Felsina was not 

standard practice when the city welcomed monarchs and foreign diplomats. For example, 

The Visit of Frederick Christian of Poland to the Istituto delle Scienze of Bologna 

(November/December 1739) (Fig. 12) by Antonio Alessandro Scarselli (1684–1773) does 

not include Felsina. Instead of commemorating the monarch’s entry, as was done in 

Christina’s case, Scarselli reduces Frederick Christian’s entire sojourn into a single 

encounter. The scene takes place in the laboratories of Bologna’s Istituto delle Scienze, 

where military weapons were designed, anatomical studies were conducted, and 

instruments for geographic and astrological analyses were devised. While these 

compositional changes reflect the eighteenth-century predilection for ornamental 
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frames—such as the inclusion of cartouches, shells, and foliage-like scrolls—the subject 

of Scarselli’s drawing does not place the same emphasis on the people of Bologna or 

symbols of their civic pride.158 Rather, it shows only one notable facet of Bolognese 

identity, namely, the importance of scientific research and intellectual pursuits. Thus, 

while Scarselli recorded one specific aspect of local culture, Queen Christina’s Entry into 

Bologna, which illustrated Felsina overlooking the city’s most important piazza, drew 

attention to the collective.159   

Key participants are indistinguishable in Queen Christina’s Entry into Bologna. 

Yet, various social groups are visible, some shown playing key roles in welcoming her to 

the city. For example, the eight Anziani council members are visible as a distinct group in 

the lower right corner of the drawing. Their white ruff-collared chemises, black capes, 

and pantaloons trimmed in black Siberian (zibellino) fur distinguish them from the 

crowd, making them especially noticeable as they march in uniform while holding the 

baldacchino alongside the queen’s carriage.160 Such special regalia not only made their 

presence seem more prominent within the crowd, their colourful outfits helped decorate 

Bologna’s streets with bodies that moved like living works of art. Written chronicles by 

Gualdo Priorato, Festini, as well as the anonymous author of The Brief Account of Her 

                                                
158 For a more detailed explanation of the rise of the Rococo and its impact on interior décor and ornament, 
see Gauvin Bailey, Baroque and Rococo (London: Phaidon, 2012), 257–258.  
159 In 1580, Michel de Montaigne (1533–1592) described Bologna as, “a city all adorned with beautiful and 
broad porticoes and a great number of beautiful palaces.” While this remained true during Christina’s entry, 
the anonymous artist does not focus on the city’s characteristic porticoes, arcades and long axes of streets, 
which made movement in the hot sunshine less difficult. Indeed, rather than drawing the city’s iconic 
palazzi, it focuses the viewer’s attention on the way in which its citizens rallied together and moved in its 
piazze and streets to welcome the queen. For more information about the city’s urban structure and Michel 
de Montaigne’s perception of the city see, Miller, Renaissance Bologna, 33.  
160 Carlo Festini, I Trionfi della Magnificenza Pontificia nello Stato Ecclesiastico, e in Roma, per la Maestà 
della Regina di Svetia (Rome: Stamperia della Reverissima Capella Apostolica, 1656), 22. The text reads: 
“I signori Anziani [erano vestiti] con rubboni neri soderati di Zibellino...”  
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Majesty Queen Christina’s Arrival, Stay, and Departure from Bologna (Breve racconto 

dell’arrivo in Bologna della serenissima Regina Christina di Svezia et de’ trattenimenti, 

e partenza di S. Maestà) note that nobles and high-ranking clergymen were expected to 

receive the queen in official dress.161 For instance, in Gualdo Priorato’s treatise, he makes 

a point of mentioning that participants donned “their formal attire” (gli loro habiti 

solenni), revealing that clothing not only distinguished rank but also served as an 

important sign of propriety, courteousness, and hospitality.162 Similarly, the anonymous 

author of the Brief Account notes that noble apparel (nobile livrea) was of the utmost 

importance:  

Friday morning His Eminence [Cardinal Giovanni 
Girolamo Lomellino], unfolded (haveva spiegato) once 
again his most noble livery as he led two companies of 
military cavalrymen in addition to the knights of his guard, 
who made their way to meet the queen. Behind him were 
roughly forty carriages drawn by six horses, filled with the 
flowers of nobility.163 

 

In addition to visualizing social distinctions and illustrating professions, the Cardinal’s 

“noble livery” and indeed clothing more generally brought alluring colours and 

                                                
161 The Breif Account was printed by Giovan Battista Ferroni (c.1628-1678). Although the document was 
published separately from other accounts, the style of writing bears striking similarities Gualdo Priorato’s 
Historia della Sacra Real Maestà di Christina Alessandra Regina di Svetia (1656). It includes more details, 
which suggest it may have been written for Bolognese readers. See Breve racconto dell’arrivo in Bologna 
Della Serenissima Regina Christina di Svezia et de’ Trattimenti, e partenza di S. Maestà (Bologna: 
Giovanni Battista Ferroni), 1655). British Library digital collections of Renaissance Festival Books, 
813.g52 (3) http://www.bl.uk/treasures/festivalbooks/BookDetails.aspx?strFest=0299  
162 Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real Mesatà, 149.  
163 Author’s translation. “Il Venerdì mattina S. Emin. che haveva spiegato di nuovo una molto nobile 
Livrea, precedendo due Compagnie di Cavalli di Militia, oltre quella de’ Cavalliggieri di sua Guardia, 
s’inviò ad incontrare la Regina, col seguito di circa 40 Carozze a sei Cavalli, ripiene di fiorita Nobiltà.” 
See, Breve racconto dell’arrivo in Bologna Della Serenissima Regina Christina di Svezia et de’ 
Trattimenti, e partenza di S. Maestà (Bologna: Giovanni Battista Ferroni), 1655). British Library digital 
collections of Renaissance Festival Books, 813.g52 (3), 
https://www.bl.uk/treasures/festivalbooks/pagemax.aspx?strFest=0299&strPage=001.  
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interesting textures—including cottons, sumptuous silks and colourful damasks—onto 

the streets. These materials would have made the city’s palazzi seem as though they had 

been turned inside out. Thus, it was the people—rather than the artworks, decorative 

objects, and furniture—who exemplified Bologna’s riches by literally parading 

embroidered fabrics, gilded trimmings, and colourful cloths for Christina’s entertainment.  

The Swiss Guard’s lavish uniforms, composed of striped pantaloons and 

breastplates also decorated Bologna’s streets. However, their presence evoked a militant 

language, flaunting the kinds of clothing and arms displayed in private armouries, 

displaying the most expensive weapons and uniforms—a collection of luxury art objects 

that had become fashionable in seventeenth-century Rome.164 Their presence represented 

Pope Alexander VII’s unified ecclesia militans, which appear to be made up of the 

highest calibre of soldiers. They stood as physical embodiments of his princely control 

and specifically his command over Queen Christina. Interestingly, one of the pope’s only 

requirements for the queen’s entry stipulated that his soldiers should accompany 

Christina to Piazza Maggiore in their uniforms. In his Instructions for the Cardinal 

Legates on uncertainties when accompanying, receiving, and seeing off Queen Christina 

of Sweden, brought to Monsignor Cardinal Legate of Ferrara (Instruzionamento per i 

Cardinali Legati sopra l’incerto accompagnamento recevimento e partenza della Regina 

di Seuetia, e portata dal Signore Cardinale Legato di Ferrara), he writes:   

For the whole trip, the same rules will be observed as were 
implemented in the confines of the Papal States [Ferrara]. 
[…] In the city, Magistrates with the principal Gentlemen 
on horseback will meet the queen outside the gates [Porta 
Galliera] and will serve her on horseback until the palace. 

                                                
164 Maria Giulia Barberini, “The Brince Defended: Arms and Armor in Seventeenth-Century Rome,” in 
Ambiente Barocco: Life and the Arts in the Baroque Palaces of Rome, eds. Stefanie Walker and Frederick 
Hammond (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999), 83–85.  
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Decorations will be placed on windows and streets. There, 
the Swiss Guards will also serve her while she is in the city. 
The Cardinal Legates will make her acquaintance, ensure 
her accommodation and accompany her as is stipulated 
above.165 

 

Their presence—especially when wearing their armour—visualized Pope Alexander 

VII’s expansive power and may explain why Festini recalled that, “the queen was 

explicitly shown (le facero vedere) the processions (sfilate) featuring squadrons of 

different military companies.”166 

Queen Christina’s Entry into Bologna also focuses on the role the Swiss Guards 

played during her entry, suggesting it was indeed a magnificent performance of military 

might. Squadrons of infantrymen, cavalrymen, and knights replace traditional festival 

ornamentation, such as apparati, carri, and trionfi. Their bodies fill the piazza, frozen in 

their bold gestures and dominant stances. The cavalrymen in the lower left corner flaunt 

their skill in dressage as they ride in perfect formation. Whereas the other Swiss Guards 

in the centre of Piazza Maggiore show off their grace as they take a series of balletic 

poses. The drawing shows them extending their arms and legs outward as they place one 

foot before the other, capturing a sense of refined movements that reinforce the elegance 

and vigour of the papal army. Their limbs reach outward as though they preparing to leap 

into the air in a demonstration of their athleticism and skill in the art of war. Their 

                                                
165 Author’s transcription and translation. BAV Vat.lat12346, f. 24r. “Per tutto il viaggio si osserveranno 
regolamente le cose infatte A i confini delle legatori; […] Nella Città principale andaranno i Magistrati con 
i principali Gentilhomini à Cavallo ad incontrare la Regina fuori della porta e la seviranno a cavallo fino al 
Palazzo. Si metteranno addobbi alle fenestre e nelle strade. Ivi sono guardie de’ suizzeri la scriveranno 
dentro la Città i Cardinali Legati faranno i suoi incontri, alloggi, et accompangamenti come si e detto di 
sopra.”  
166 Author’s translation. “Se le facero vedere sfilate, oltre uno squadrone, diverse compagnie di militia.” 
See Festini, I trionfi, 21.  
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movements give the impression of complete control—traits traditionally exemplified by 

the most sophisticated knights. 

Bodily movement not only signified physical strength but also a classical 

humanist education.167 Hunting, wrestling, and other forms of extreme physical training 

recalled ancient Greek and Spartan heroes, whom Renaissance princes and their courtiers 

sought to evoke.168 Baldassare Castiglione’s (1478–1529) Book of the Courtier (1528), 

for instance, admired physical activity as a necessary counterpart to a life of study. The 

best courtier, he writes, “should be an avid hunter, skilled in swimming, jumping, 

wrestling,” while also exhibiting “grace in all his movements.”169 By the seventeenth 

century, dance had also became an increasingly popular way of demonstrating the kind of 

erudite blend of intellect and physical strength Castiglione praised.170 Although 

condemned by some as an art form that fuelled sexual desire, the kind of controlled 

athleticism associated with dance—particularly the ability to jump, leap, and turn 

abruptly—became closely associated with masculine courtly activities, such as 

hunting.171 In fact, these skills were so enmeshed with displaying one’s masculinity at 

court that dance masters were as likely to train nobles to perform the tarantella as they 

                                                
167 Anthony F. D’Elia, Pagan Virtue in a Christina World: Sigismondo Malatesta in Renaissance Italy 
(Cambridge Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 2016), 69–111. 
168 Anthony F. D’Elia, Pagan Virtue in a Christina Worls, 104. 
169 Baldassare Castiglione, Book of the Courtier, trans. George Bull (London: Penguin Books, 2003), 65.  
170 Anthony F. D’Elia notes that masculine forms of dance existed in the Renaissance but that they were 
especially common during times of celebration. For example, when Sigismondo Malatesta’s (1417–1468) 
son Roberto Novello was born in 1437, his father granted the citizens of Rimini a three-day holiday where 
dancing took place in the streets. See D’Elia, Pagan Virtue in a Christian World, 102. Also see Iain 
Thompson, The Sun King’s Garden (London, Bloomsbury, 2006), 134. In his exploration of Louis XIV’s 
gardens, Thompson argues that the king’s garden performances provided him with an opportunity to dress 
up as a hero. They offered him a chance to perform in the guise of a powerful knight, displaying his 
equestrian skills and physical strength, the combination of which confirmed his virility and solidified his 
stronghold over his country. He stresses that dance and drama visualized strength and masculinity, which 
Louis XIV employed to shape his image and assert his supremacy despite being a young monarch ruling in 
the wake of La Fronde (1648–1653), a civil war which saw nobles rebel against the Sun King’s rule.  
171 Thompson, The Sun King’s Garden, 134.  
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were to instruct them on how to fence.172 For example, François Collignon’s (1609–1657) 

etching, Banquet Hall for the Sarrazin Giostra held in Piazza Navona on the 25th 

February 1634 in honour of Alexander Charles Wasa [1614-1634] (c. 1634) (Fig. 13), 

commemorates an energetic dance performed primarily by a series of youthful, strong 

male dancers. 173 The etching highlights the vigorous bodily training necessary to perform 

physically demanding moves such as cabrioles (springs into the air wherein the dancer’s  

 
Figure 13: François Collignon, Banquet Hall for the Sarrazin Giostra held in Piazza 
Navona on the 25th February 1634 in honor of Alexander Charles Wasa [1614-1634], 
1634, etching, Gabinetto Comunale delle Stampe, Rome. 

                                                
172 Patri J. Pugliese, “Dancing and Fencing from the Renaissance through the Nineteenth Century: A Brief 
Overview of Issues,” in On Common Ground 4: Reconstruction and Re-creation in Dance before 1850: 
Proceedings of the 4th DHDS Conference, March 2003, ed. David Parsons (Stock, Essex: Dometch 
Historical Dance Society, 2003), 69–78. 
173 The young Alexander Charles Vasa of Poland was the fifth son of King Sigismund III of Poland (1566–
1632), a relative of Queen Christina. He died of smallpox at the age of twenty during his return to his 
homeland of Poland after his visit to Rome. This drawing is in the Gabinetto Comunale delle Stape in 
Palazzo Braschi in Rome, inv. GS 70. See Simonetta Tozzi, Incisioni barocche di feste e avvenimenti: 
Giorni d’allegrezza (Roma: Gangemi, 1997), 143–149.  
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legs are beaten together) and sequences of turns while maintaining a sense of rhythm.174 

Placed at the heart of the composition, the dancers perform in the centre of a crowded 

room. The artist depicts the dancers’ tunics billowing, suggesting they were performing a 

series of quick movements. Cast shadows drawn on the floor also confirms the difficulty 

of the poses. Some dancers raise their legs and stand on the balls of their feet, revealing 

that they were capable of holding challenging aerial poses. Their costumes speak to their 

athleticism. The dancers’ tights reveal the musculature necessary to propel their bodies in 

the air as a testament to their stamina and brawn. On the other hand, however, 

Collingon’s etching reveals that the courtiers dancing for Alexander Charles Wasa were 

selected because they had full control over bodies but also their minds. Indeed, these 

virtuosi also wore crowns of laurel leaves, as a sign of their erudition. As such, these 

dancers embodied the ideal balance of the vita attiva (the active life) and the vita 

contemplativa (contemplative life). 

The Swiss Guard in Queen Christina’s Entry into Bologna—like the dancers in 

François Collingon’s etching—hold themselves with equal parts elegance and 

athleticism. Such energetic poses evoke seventeenth-century Italian regole (dance 

moves), such as the salto del fioccho (bow leap) (Fig. 14), which is outlined in Cesare 

Negri’s (1535–1605) treatise on dance, entitled the Nuove inventioni di balli (originally 

published in 1602 as Le gratie d’amore). In fact, the bow leap bears a striking 

resemblance to the general pose held by the Swiss Guard, a stance that conveys physical 

strength because carrying out this move required agility, coordination, and physical force. 

                                                
174 Wendy Hilton, Dance of Court and Theatre: The French Noble Style (Princeton: Princeton Book Co., 
1981), 37.  
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To perform a bow leap, dancers had to exhibit coordination by lifting their right arms and 

left legs simultaneously while gathering enough momentum to propel themselves into the 

air before landing on their opposite foot. The salto del fioccho forces the body to twist 

 
Figure 14: Unknown Artist, Salto del fioccho (bow leap) from page 64 of Cesare 
Negri’s treatise, Nuove inventioni di balli (originally published as Le gratie d’amore 
in 1602), etching, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 
 

like a figura serpentinata (a serpentine figure based on an exaggerated form of the 

contrapposto pose seen in the dynamic figures of Mannerism). Executing it was as 

beautiful as it was healthly and vigourous. Thus, by requiring Pope Alexander VII’s 

militia to conduct themselves like the most refined court dancers, his army wooed 

Christina with the same kinetic language of authority employed by the most refined 

contemporary monarchs. These included King Louis XIV (1638–1715), who danced the 

lead role of Apollo in Le ballet de la nuit (1651) at the age of thirteen; by doing so, the 

young king demonstrated to his subjects that he was physically ready to control rebel 
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nobles and rule France as its absolutist monarch.175 Queen Christina, also an avid dancer 

during her reign in Sweden, danced several lead roles herself, each of which articulated 

her political and religious ideals.176 Thus, by requiring the pope’s Swiss Guards to act 

like courtiers, the pope was reminding Christina of his supreme authority using with 

elegance and finesse to make his point.   

The Swiss Guards in Queen Christina’s Entry into Bologna differ dramatically 

from other drawings of royal entries featuring a military presence. Nicholas Hogenberg’s 

(1500–1539) forty-eight etchings of Holy Roman Emperor Charles V’s (1500–1558) 

imperial coronation in Bologna, which occurred on 24 February 1530, focus primarily on 

the relationship between Pope Clement VII de’ Medici (1478–1534) and the Holy Roman 

Emperor.177 In one of the most well-known etchings of the series (Fig. 15), Hogenberg 

demotes the papal army to the background—a compositional choice that explicitly places 

                                                
175 Marie-Françoise Christout discusses Louis XIV’s use of dance as a political tool. For example, she 
shows how, in 1565, he hosted a celebration at Essonne in honour of Queen Christina of Sweden’s journey 
to Italy during her short sojourn in France. Before the court realized a spectacle was about to take place, the 
King reportedly invited the monarch to admire his chambre à l’italienne in the palace, where props for 
theatrical productions were stored. Upon entering this space with the King, the walls reportedly 
transformed into an elaborate stage, lined with rows of Doric columns and Roman ruins before the queen’s 
eyes. The seamless transformation of the room—meant to appear as though changed using magic—was 
supposed to astonish the queen and reaffirm the Louis’ place at the forefront of heatrical advances and 
technology. In other words, it was through the art of theatre—a language Christina cherished—that he 
chose to express his power. See Marie-Françoise Christout, Le ballet de cour de Louis XIV (1643–1672: 
mises en scene (Paris: Centre national de la danse, 2005), 88–89. 
176Lars Gustafsson has gone as far as to argue that the stage played an important role in Christina’s political 
self-fashioning. He suggests that she financed productions such as Diane victorieuse because dancing the 
role of the chaste goddess Diana presented her as virtuous – an important image to maintain as an 
unmarried woman. Documents and Studies. Gunilla Dahlberg, has gone as far as to argue that Queen 
Christina’s patronage of dance launched the tradition in Sweden. Prior to her ascension to the throne, most 
public performances were used as tools for Lutheran Propaganda. See Gunilla Dahlberg, “The Theatre 
around Queen Christina,” Renaissance Studies 23 (2009): 161–162.  
177 Konrad Eisenbichler considered how Charles V’s coronation in Bologna in 1530 lowered their 
aspirations for the celebration of the coronation ceremony, it was a momentous event for the Bolognese that 
raised the city’s status. Eisenbichler notes, however, that the city was not featured in Hogenberg’s etchings 
precisely because Pope Clement VII and Charles V did not want to draw attention to a coronation held 
outside of Rome for fear that others might question its legitimacy. Thus, images presented the pope as a 
descendant of Saint Peter and Charles V of the ancient Roman Caesars. See Konrad Eisenbichler, “Charles 
in Bologna: The Self-Fashioning of a Man and a City,” Renaissance Studies 13 (1999): 433.  
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Pope Clement VII and Charles V in the foreground. In this work, the soldiers’ spears and 

armour appear to serve more of a decorative function than articulating any real military 

threat; in fact, the armour can be seen as a lavish backdrop for the protagonists, both of 

whom are also sumptuously clothed in luxurious fabrics while riding horses covered in 

ornate tack.178 Here, Pope Clement VII and Emperor Charles V are portrayed as evenly 

matched in both wealth and power, despite any lingering discord after Rome was sacked 

by the Holy Roman Emperor’s troops in 1527, decimating the population.179 In the spirit 

of diplomacy, the etching portrays the two as equally forceful  

                                                
178 The inclusion of military figures in this engraving are extremely important, especially considering the 
horrors inflicted at the hands of Charles V’s armies during the Sack of Rome, which occurred only three 
years prior. A Roman seeing this print would surely have understood the sharp edges of the soldiers’ spears 
as a reminder of the weapons used by the Holy Roman Emperor’s landsknechts. Although threatening, the 
soldiers’ faces are not treated with the same sense of detail, which places the pope and Charles V in 
positions of authority.  
179 The early 1520s were very difficult years for Rome. From February to July 1524, plague wreaked havoc 
on the city, and broke out again in September 1525 and once more in January 1526, killing many citizens 
including members of the papal household. Terrible flooding caused the Tiber to overflow, destroying parts 
of the city. On 5 May 1527, Bourbon, Spanish, Milanese, and German armies commenced the attack at four 
in the morning, and breached the ancient city walls by daybreak. While Clement VII prayed from the safety 
of the Vatican, harquebus fire and heavy guns from the Castel Sant’Angelo could not match the fury of the 
imperialist armies who sought to breach the city. The city was lost as soon as the walls were breached 
between six and seven. The imperialists, led by Gian d’Urbina, killed every person they encountered in the 
streets. The sick and dying of the Hospital of Santo Spirito were thrown into the Tiber, fated to drown alive 
whereas the orphans of the Pietà were slaughtered along with horses and donkeys—any animals that could 
be used to transport Romans (and money) out of the city. The troops plundered shops and private homes, 
and tortured prisoners. Eventually, quarrelling between the Spanish and German troops caused even more 
violence. Such a long and bloody siege destroyed and uprooted Rome’s cultural atmosphere. Sculptures 
were defiled, libraries lost, and buildings destroyed. Artists—particularly the school of Raphael—was 
broken up after some died of plague. Perino del Vaga (1501–1547) and Giulio Clivio (1498–1578), on the 
other hand, were tortured and robbed of all their possessions. See Judith Hook, The Sack of Rome (New 
York: Palgrave-MacMillan, 2004), 156–180.  
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Figure 15: Nicholas Hogenberg, Procession of Pope Clement VII and the Emperor 
Charles V, etching, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 
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rulers.180 By contrast, in the Anziani drawing, the queen’s participation is implied 

through the presence of a large, sumptuous carriage, which conspicuously conceals her 

body.181 Even though driving in a carriage permitted her to rest comfortably during the 

ceremony, it also placed the former Swedish monarch in a passive role; with her 

movements and gestures concealed, her stage presence was removed. Her exclusion from 

the scene reflects a distinct shift in tone from the festivities in Ferrara that placed her 

squarely among the local nobles and Cardinal Legates. In this sense, the decision to 

replace Christina’s body with her carriage reveals a different approach to displaying 

social hierarchies—one that, at least for a short while, effaced her from the ceremony and 

thus demoted her to a spectator at her own celebration. Although it is unknown whether 

Queen Christina’s actual role during her arrival in Bologna was indeed as subdued as the 

Anziani image suggests, the artist’s choice to hide her in the drawing confirms that the 

city willingly transformed all parts of itself into an elaborate backdrop for Pope 

Alexander’s military display on this distinctly Bolognese stage. 

 

                                                
180 Pope Clement VII and Charles V did not have a happy friendship. Theirs was a relationship marred by 
struggle. Judith Hook examined Pope Clement VII’s difficult position when Charles V entered Italy, 
arguing that his entry evoked the ancient struggle between pope and emperor. His arrival was threatening 
because his status as the Holy Roman Emperor gave him “a legal cloak for anything he chose to do.” See 
Judith Hook, The Sack of Rome, 37–8. 
181 Carriages were fashionable in mid-seventeenth-century Rome precisely because they offered sitters the 
ability to conceal their bodies from other participants/spectators. See Patricia Waddy, Seventeenth-Century 
Roman Palaces (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1990), 34. In 2014, John M. Hunt discussed carriages as objects 
used to assert virility and masculinity in seventeenth-century Rome. He points out that even though these 
objects were generally associated with femininity, their overwhelming presence in the streets of Rome 
caused tensions particularly between young men vying for power. See John M. Hunt, “Carriages, Violence, 
and Masculinity in Early Modern Rome,” I Tatti Studies in the Italian Renaissance (Spring 2014): 176. 
Martin Olin briefly discussed the ornamentation of carriages in his analysis of surviving drawings of 
Bernini’s designs for Christina’s mirror, Truth Revealed by Time. See Martin Olin, “Disegni romani per 
mobile barocchi nella collezione Tessin del Museo Nazionale di Stoccolma,” Collezionisti, disegnatori 1 
(2010): 17. 
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4.2 Touring Bologna’s Churches and Sacred Spaces 
Following Queen Christina’s entry, she was taken on a tour of several important 

Bolognese churches where she participated in intimate ceremonies that demonstrated her 

piety and displayed her willingness to adhere to Catholic doctrine. These excursions were 

an opportunity to show the queen some of the city’s most splendid sacred spaces, while 

also enabling her to demonstrate to her hosts that, despite her recent conversion, she fully 

embraced Catholicism. These religious encounters presented her as devout and learned—

ideal qualities for a symbol of Catholic triumph.  

On Saturday, November 27, Cardinal Legate Lomellino and a select group of 

nobles and high-ranking religious officials accompanied her to a mass by the Spanish 

Dominican father, Giovan Battista Guemes (dates unknown), at the Church of San 

Domenico. There, after his mass had ended, chroniclers record that Christina was shown 

a rare manuscript of the Four Books of Ezra (c. fourth century B.C.E.), an important text 

of the Bible, and a part of the Old Testament written in Hebrew.182 While this interaction 

drew attention to Bologna’s collection of precious materials, the act of reading several 

passages before a crowd demonstrated her earnest engagement with ancient religious 

artefacts, and especially with primary sacred texts. Festini recorded that the audience 

marvelled at the queen’s abilities and her devotion, writing:   

On Saturday, the 27th, she wanted to attend mass at the 
Sepulchre of San Domenico, perhaps to assure the people 
of her faith. The sepulchre contains (che racchiude) a 
precious treasure (pretioso tresoro), where rising from the 

                                                
182 Christina kept very close relations with many Jewish bankers and intellectuals, among them was her 
trusted financial advisor the Portuguese Manoel Texeira (c.1630–1695). For a more detailed discussion of 
Christina’s relationship with Jewish Bankers see Susanna Åkerman, Queen Christina and her Circle: The 
Transformation of a Seventeenth-Century Philosophical Libertine (Leiden: Brill, 1991), 178–195. Also see, 
David S. Katz, “Menasseh ben Israel’s Mission to Queen Christina of Sweden, 1651–1655,” Jewish Social 
Studies 45 (1983), 57–72.   
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ashes and untouched by the passage of time, eternity itself 
was presented to her as the most ancient book of Ezra, 
written in Hebrew on a scroll. Her Majesty read a few 
words, and I marvelled at how fluently she spoke the 
language of God for she speaks from her heart. The core of 
divine wisdom (Sapienza) permeated those exclamations, 
and there could not exist a more adequate vessel upon 
whom to inscribe the divine prophecies.183 

 
Festini describes this event as near-miraculous, suggesting a kind of sacredness in 

Christina’s spontaneous reading.184 He likens her words to whirlwinds of “divine 

wisdom,” and her body to a vessel of “divine prophecies,” suggesting perhaps that the 

queen’s reading rekindled the aura of sacredness surrounding this precious text.  While it 

is unclear why she was moved to read aloud the passage of the text, her chroniclers (and 

those who read these printed accounts) understood the reading as a sign of her devotion.  

During the second day of her tour of Bolognese churches, Queen Christina 

performed Catholic rituals frowned upon by Protestants. She spent the day venerating 

saints and praying alongside the city’s most powerful religious paintings and 

sculptures—acts that demonstrated the function of sacred art and her devotion to the lives 

of saints. These devotional practices explicitly recalled the judgments of the twenty-fifth 

session of the Council of Trent (1563), when On the Invocation, Veneration, and Relics 

of Saints, and on Sacred Images was composed to define the function of art as a didactic 

                                                
183 Author’s translation. “Il Sabbato, che fù li 27 volle andar a udir Messa al sepolcro di S. Domenico, forse 
per assocurar’ à i Popoli la sua fede. […] Sepolcro che racchiude pretioso tesoro, ove da quelle ceneri, non 
misurarsi filato il tempo, ma l’eternità le fù presentato l’antichissimo libro d’Esdra, scritto in Ebraico nelle 
scorze d’arbori, e S. M.ne lesse alcune parole: non mi maraglio, essendo così pratica del linguago d’Iddio, 
anche quando al cuore le parla: il midollo della Sapienza divina, c’entro quelle corteccie s’ascondeva, non 
ricercava materia piu adattata, per iscrivere del Cielo gli oracoli.” Festini, I trionfi, 25.  
184 Françoise Kermina writes that Christina knew Hebrew and Arabic by age fourteen. She writes: “a 
quatorze ans, elle saurait plusieurs langues, dont de très superflues, comme l’arabe ou l’hébreu.” See, 
Françoise Kermina, Christine de Suède (Paris: Perrin, 1991,) 25. 
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tool.185 This document was drafted as a rebuke to the accusations of lasciviousness, 

excess, and lucre in sacred art set forth by Protestant reformers. Further, in addition to 

defending Catholic artworks against charges of iconoclasm, it also encouraged artists to 

reduce artifice and nudity and to ensure that biblical narratives were correct.186 As such, 

the queen’s journey through Bologna’s churches also brought to life the ideas of Catholic 

reform expounded by trattatisti (treatise writers) such as Cardinal Giovanni Andrea Gilio 

da Fabriano (d. 1584), the archbishop of Bologna, Gabriele Paleotti (1522–1597), and his 

student Federico Borromeo (1564–1631) (the younger cousin of Saint Carlo Borromeo 

[1538–1584]).187 While Northern European Protestant churches were whitewashed and 

their chapels stripped of ornamentation, these trattatisti fought to dispel the notion that 

sacred art distracted from the worship of God. They argued that sober religious artworks 

served as powerful tools to illustrate the faith for the illiterate, move the masses and 

cultivate piety. For instance, in his treatise, Dialogue on the Errors and Abuses of the 

Painters… with many notations on the Last Judgment of Michelangelo…with 

clarification of how they should paint sacred images (1562), Gilio da Fabriano provided 

                                                
185 See Marcia Hall, The Sacred Image in the Age of Art: Titian, Tintoretto, Barocci, El Greco, Caravaggio 
(New Have: Yale University Press, 2011), 118, 271.  
186 Gauvin Bailey’s Between Renaissance and Baroque: Jesuit Art in Rome (2003) delves into the ways in 
which the Jesuits encouraged a sensory experience of the faith. It considers how Catholic Reformation 
trattatisti and the artists and artisans they commissioned produced powerful works that encouraged a 
sensory experience of the faith. See Gauvin Bailey, Between Renaissance and Baroque: Jesuit Art in Rome 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003). For a more in-depth exploration of theme of the sensuous in 
post-Tridentine art, see Marcia Hall and Tracy Cooper, eds. The sensuous in the Counter-Reformation 
Church (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013).  
187Giovanni Gilio da Fabriano wrote Degli errori dei pittori (1564), which he dedicated to Alessandro 
Farnese, Pope Paull III. He emphasized the fact that altarpieces should be religious illustrations rather than 
creative art. To maximize the viewer’s response to piety, he suggested painters find the correct balance of 
earlier and modern styles. Federico Borromeo also wrote a treatise, entitled Sacred Painting (1624) and 
Museum (1625), where he echoes the ideals of his mentors, Gabriele Paleotti and Saint Carlo Borromeo 
regarding the abuses in sacred painting. His Ambrosian Museum, put many of these ideas into practice and 
served as a teaching tool for students studying at the Academy of Design. See Federico Borromeo, Sacred 
Painting; Museum, ed. Kenneth S. Rothwell and Pamela M. Jones (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The I Tatti 
Renaissance Library, Harvard University Press, 2010), ix-xxvi. 
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patrons with specific guidelines for commissioning religious artworks that avoided 

historical inaccuracies. Because he and his younger contemporary, Paleotti, took issue 

and warned against the excessive ornament of the late maniera (Late Mannerist) 

paintings, they cautioned painters not to take too many artistic liberties. Yet, they also 

firmly believed in the moving power of sacred images, seeing them as the bible for the 

illiterate. In Paleotti’s Discorso intorno alle imagini sacre e profane (1582), he suggested 

that artists draw inspiration from ancient orators, such as Cicero (106 B.C.E–43 B.C.E.) 

and Quintilian (35 C.E.–100 C.E.), whose speeches were, in his eyes, pure and 

unencumbered by ornament.188  

Although Paleotti’s treatise was composed for a Bolognese audience, it quickly 

became an authoritative guide on religious images known to wealthy patrons.189 Yet, 

while learned elites discussed the importance of maintaining the classical tradition in a 

manner that did not obscure religious doctrine in sacred paintings, illiterate painters, 

sculptors, and architects adapted their own initiatives to fill the demand for powerful 

religious images. They, too, looked to classical Ciceronian modes of rhetoric to delight 

(delectare), to teach (docere), and to move (movere) the faithful.190 In so doing, they 

honed their ability to manipulate emotions by using exaggerated perspective, striking 

colours, and dramatic lighting—qualities that art historian Marcia Hall has characterized 

as an “affective power.”191 It is precisely this kind of affective art that Pope Alexander 

VII and his entourage presented to Christina as a tool with which to worship in Bologna. 

                                                
188 Hall, The Sacred Image in the Age of Art, 123. 
189 Stephen Ostrow, “The Counter-Reformation and the End of the Century” in Rome, ed. by Marcia Hall 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 277.  
190 For a detailed explanation of the concepts of delectare, docere, movere see Gauvin Bailey, Baroque and 
Rococo (London: Phaidon, 2012), 49–51.  
191 Marcia Hall, The Sacred Image in the Age of Art, 143. 
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Festini, for instance, describes the following church on the queen’s tour, as filled with 

splendid architecture that did not detract from devotion and piety.  

Having admired that bountiful and beautiful convent, where 
the most erudite architecture (erudite architettura) of that 
apparatus contrasts the most devout piety of the religious 
order [of Clarissan nuns of the contemplative Second Order 
of Saint Francis], the company went to visit those public 
churches and the most famous schools, theatres of the most 
elevated European ingenuity. Those walls were still telling 
of the glories of the many valiant gentlemen. Those floors 
that also preserved the steps of the greatest literati (maggior 
Letterati) of the centuries. Not a step without the doubt of 
offending such singular memories.192  

 

Festini confirms that humble piety and the ornamentation of Churches were not mutually 

exclusive. The convent’s beauty, he writes, did not hinder the nuns’ faith; rather, 

beautiful décor reflects their ingenuity serving as an adequate home for Bologna’s literati 

whose bodies were laid to rest under the pavement part of the church’s foundation.   

Interacting with these objects enabled Queen Christina to demonstrate her support 

of devotional artworks. On Sunday, November 28, 1655 she spent the day praying 

alongside sacred images and venerating the lives of saints. In the morning, she attended 

mass in the cloister of San Michele in Bosco, which as Gualdo Priorato pointed out, 

included cloisters (chiostro) “painted by the most famous Bolognese painters, the 

Carracci and Reni.”193 It is not surprising that these artists were singled out as  

                                                
192 Author’s translation. “Ammirato quell’ampio, e bel Convento, dove la più erudite architettura di quella 
machina, facea contrasto alla più devota pietà di quei Religiosi, andò sù quelle pubbliche, e famose scuole, 
Teatro de’ più elevati ingegni d’Europa. Quelle pareti ancor loquaci delle glorie di tanti valent’huomini, 
quei pavimenti che conservano pur’anche le vestigia de maggiori Letterati de’ secoli, non lasciavano porre 
il piede, senza il dubbio d’offendere memorie tanto singolari.” Festini, I trionfi, 25. 
193 Author’s Translation. “Si compiacque sommamente nel vedere quel Chiostro dipinto da’ più rinomati 
Pittori Bolognesi Caracci, e Reno.” Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real Maestà, 150.  
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Figure 16: Annibale Carracci, Crucifixion with Saints, 1583, oil on canvas, Santa 
Maria della Carità, Bologna. 
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manifestations of Bolognese artistic ingenuity, as they were among the most successful 

local artists, known for painting altarpieces that enveloped viewers in dramatic history 

paintings, devoid of excessive ornament or idealization that could potentially disrupt the 

story’s narrative. Annibale Carracci’s (1560–1609) Crucifixion with Saints (1583) (Fig. 

16), for example, is the first post-Tridentine altarpiece of its kind. Its naturalism, alluring 

colours, and engaging composition grounds the scene in a way that invites viewers to 

contemplate Christ’s suffering.194 The work responds to the reforms Gilio and Paleotti 

had put forth because it focuses on Christ’s intense suffering on the cross. Silhouetting 

his emaciated figure with dramatic lightning, which emanates from a background of dark, 

ominous clouds, Annibale captures the torture of Christ’s death. It highlights his pallid 

flesh, clinging to his lifeless body. In the foreground, by contrast, Annibale portrays the 

Virgin Mary and saints Francis and Petronius, who worship at his feet. Rather than using 

idealized, classical features placed in weightless poses, Annibale’s saints look like 

ordinary people whose bodies anchor the scene and serve as a model for how to pray. 

Their hands express sorrow and invite observers to feel as though they, too, are part of 

the scene. Baring his feet to the audience, Saint Francis’s kneeling pose shows humility 

and piety. This gesture of modesty not only complies with the beliefs of the Order of 

Saint Francis, but it also reflects the wave of sobriety associated with late sixteenth-

century church reforms. Saint Petronius, the patron saint of Bologna, is distinguishable 

by his attribute, a model of the city of Bologna, which Annibale placed in prominent 

view at the saint’s feet as an homage to his home town. Petronius also wears a lavish 

white and gold cope and mitre, the same accoutrements he may have worn when he ruled 

                                                
194 Gauvin Bailey describes this painting as one of Annibale’s most radical works. He points out that 
viewers rejected it when they first saw it in San Niccolò in Bologna. See Bailey, Baroque and Rococo, 42. 
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as bishop of the city in the fifth century. Annibale uses a combination of colour triads (an 

effect called cangiantismo) to contrast Saint Petronius’ robes from those of Saint Francis. 

By so doing, he draws the viewer’s attention to Bologna’s wealth but also to the artist’s 

own abilities—which lure and envelop viewers in this religious scene—demonstrating 

how both form and content could inspire religiosity while also expressing civic pride.195   

When Queen Christina later entered the adjacent Convent of the Corpus Domini, 

she was shown an artwork by another well-known student of the Accadamia degli 

Incamminati, Alessandro Algardi (1598–1654). His bronze sculpture, Saint Michael 

Overcoming the Demon (mid-seventeenth century) (Fig. 17), also complied with Gilio 

and Paleotti’s demands for chaste, yet sensuous religious artworks. Nothing about Saint 

Michael is outwardly indecorous; it represents the biblical story correctly. Yet, the work’s 

serpentine composition absorbs audiences and tempts them to take in the interplay of 

textures—undulating fabrics, smooth armour, taut musculature, uneven dragon scales—

drawing the viewer’s gaze toward the climax of Michael’s struggle as he deals the final, 

destructive blow that would defeat the thrashing monster. Like Annibale’s Crucifixion 

with Saints, Algardi’s violent depiction of Michael’s distills the story in a captivating 

manner while adhering to post-Tridentine ideals of reform.  

Showing Christina an artwork that celebrated Saint Michael not only showed the 

queen how sacred artworks functioned, but it also underscored the local importance of the 

cult of saints, a religious belief that Protestants rebuked. This encounter set the tone for 

                                                
195 Although born in Bologna, Annibale’s inclusion of Bologna in the scene may have explicitly evoked 
Bartolomeo Passerotti’s (1529–1592) Virgin and Child with Sts Petronius, Dominic, and Peter Martyr 
(1570–1575), which is in the Church of San Petronio. See Clare Robertson, The Invention of Annibale 
Carracci (Milan: Silvana, 2008), 46–48.  
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her following visit to the holy shrine of the Blessed Saint Catharine of Bologna (1413–

1463) later that day, where she was expected to go one step further: she was  

 
 

 
Figure 17: Alessandro Algardi, Saint Michael Overcoming the Demon (mid-
seventeenth century), bronze, Museo Civico Medievale, Bologna.  

 

required to pray to the body of a local legend who had not yet been canonized despite 

being worshiped from the fifteenth century onward as a local legend and a symbol of 

good luck for Bolognese artists.196 Some worshippers reported that while praying to the 

body of the Blessed Saint Catherine, a sweet odour emanated from her body while blood 

flowed from her feet and hands. Seeing and smelling Catherine’s body must also have 

                                                
196 The Blessed Saint Catharine of Bologna was canonized in 1712 by Pope Clement XI Albani (1649–
1721).  
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called to mind other contemporary religious practices, such as Jesuit founder Ignatius of 

Loyola’s (1491–1556) ‘composition of place’ from the Spiritual Exercises (1548), which 

stimulated piety by imagining of the sights, sounds, smells, and tastes of martyrdom 

during prayer.197  

The performance of Catholic beliefs—both worshipping of saints and using art as 

a prompt for devotion—confirmed Christina’s new image as the symbol of Catholic 

victory against Protestantism and, ultimately, the embodiment of personal triumph for 

Pope Alexander VII. By participating in these brief encounters with religious artworks 

and objects, she was able to perform the most hotly-contested and controversial Catholic 

rituals, thus making visible her support of sacred imagery and her veneration of the 

saints, displaying of post-Tridentine religious practices.  

 
 

4.3 Evening Entertainments in Bologna 
On Sunday, 28 November 1655, Bologna honoured the queen with a series of artistic 

entertainments that included a sumptuous feast and an elaborate nighttime joust. These 

spectacles demonstrated that profane entertainments were acceptable in secular spaces, 

such as the palazzo or the theatre. In these select spaces, cardinals and princes lived in 

splendour, decorating their private residences with rare and costly decorative objects that 

promoted their status and erudition as they vied with each other for power. These 

collectors, many of whom were also churchmen, did not follow the Church’s proscription 

of pagan themes and nudity in their private homes because these censures did not apply 

to private artworks. For instance, Annibale—the same Bolognese painter capable of 

                                                
197 Gauvin Bailey, Between Renaissance and Baroque (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003), 7–9.   
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displaying intense religious emotionality in his Crucifixion with Saints—was also 

commissioned to paint a series of mythological frescoes for Cardinal Odoardo Farnese’s 

(1573–1626) palace in Rome.198 He filled the Galleria Farnese (1597–1600) (Fig. 18) 

with quadri riportati (frescoes of false framed paintings) of sensuous classical nudes that 

disguised the vaulted ceiling and transformed the Galleria into an opulent, feigned art 

gallery full of false architecture and medallions depicting figures that almost seem to 

interact. Although art historians are still unsure about how to interpret the erotic nature of 

these mythological scenes, contemporaries understood the décor as befitting the courtly 

standards of a princely cardinal nephew (nipote).199 For instance, Odoardo Farnese’s 

tutor, Gabriele Bombasi of Reggio Emilia (1549–1602), praised Annibale’s design, 

seeing the décor as appropriate. In his eyes, the Galleria Farnese was a place where, 

Noble studies, rare music, a flourishing school of chivalry, 
conversation that is rich, gay, diverse and mixed with every 
noble procession, in such a way that while everyone is 
virtuously entertained according to his taste, he never 
labours, but constantly delights and takes pleasure.200  

 

Décor and decorum, as Bombasi suggests, was of the utmost importance precisely 

because it reflected the patron’s taste and the erudition of his court. Moreover, Bombasi’s 

                                                
198 Walter Friedlander and Denis Mahon first characterized Annibale’s altarpieces as possessing the same 
kind of emotionality as Caravaggio’s religious paintings. Their assertions have enabled scholars to see 
Annibale as more than Caravaggio’s rival. See, A.W.A. Boschloo, Annibale Carracci in Bologna: Visible 
Reality in Art after the Council of Trent, Vol. 1, trans. R.R. Symonds (New York: Government Publishing 
Office, 1974), 5. 
199 Scholars are undecided about the meaning of Annibale’s ceiling. It may represent the theme of omni 
vincit amor (love conquers all, from Virgil’s Aeneid) as Charles Dempsey or more generally reflected the 
close relationship between painting and poetry, a conceit known as ut picture poesis. And although it has 
been suggested that room’s decoration was selected to evoke the sculptures contained in the gallery—a 
space near the garden, where mythological creatures and deities were more acceptable—it the space 
adhered to contemporary standards of decorum. See Clare Robertson, The Invention of Annibale, 146–161. 
Also see Charles Dempsey, Annibale Carracci: The Farnese Gallery, Rome (New York: Braziller, 1995). 
200 Clare Robertson, The Invention of Annibale, 115–116.  
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statement confirms that even though there existed a very strict standard regarding public 

artworks, private secular spaces, where viewership was strictly controlled, were held to a 

different standard. In these private realms, princes and cardinals were at liberty to 

decorate interiors to their own gusti (taste). For instance, Cardinal Vincenzo Giustiniani 

(1564–1637), a contemporary of Odoardo, infamously hid Michelangelo Merisi da 

Caravaggio’s (1571–1610) Amor Vincit Omnia (1601-2) (Fig. 19)—an unabashedly 

naked young boy, exhibiting his pre-pubescent body in the guise of Eros—behind a green 

silk curtain for his personal viewing delectation.201  

The banquet held for Queen Christina of Sweden in Bologna was so extravagant 

that, like Annibale and Caravaggio’s nudes, it too was appropriate only for the intimate 

quarters of the seventeenth-century palazzo. There, guests were served a wide variety of 

dishes, including charcuterie (such as salami and mortadella), egg pastas (tagliatelle), 

jellied fish (gelati di pesce), meats (vivande), and sculptures of candied fruit (frutti 

canditi).202 In the privacy of the seventeenth-century palace, scalchi (the stewards who 

orchestrated banquets), cuochi (cooks), and artisans did not hold back in creating 

elaborate dishes flavoured with exotic herbs and spices that excited both the palate with 

their exoticism.  

                                                
201 Catharine Puglisi, Caravaggio (London: Phaidon, 1998), 106.   
202 June di Schino’s studies on seventeenth-century banqueting have transformed our understanding of the 
art of eating in the most splendid courts of Italy. For more information on specific recipes, the trading of 
ingredients, and the iconography of trionfi see Magnificenze a Tavola: Le arti del banchetto 
rinascimentale, eds. Marina Cogotti and June di Schino (Rome: De Luca Editori d’Arte, 2012). Also see 
June di Schino, Arte Dolciaria Barocca: I segreti del credenziere di Alessandro VII intorno a un 
manoscritto inedito (Rome: Gangemi, 2016). For more information regarding the banquets held in honour 
of Queen Christina see June di Schino, I fasti del banchetto barocco, (Roma: Diomeda Centro Studi e 
Richerche, 2005) and June di Schino, Il cuoco segreto dei papi: Bartolomeo Scappi e la confraternita dei 
cuochi e dei pasticceri (Roma: Gangemi, 2007). For an English translation of some of the recipes served at 
Pope Clement IX Rospigliosi’s banquet for Queen Christina in 1666 see, Charlotte Birnbaum, On the 
Table: Three Banquets for a Queen (Sternberg Press, 2011).  
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Figure 18: Annibale Carracci, Galleria Farnese, 1597–1600, fresco, Palazzo Farnese, 
Rome. 
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Figure 19: Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio, Amor Vincit Omnia, 1601-1602, oil 
on canvas, Gemäldegalerie, Berlin.    
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Ateneo (dates unknown), the scalco who oversaw the program of the meal, devised a 

Wunderkammer of shapes, smells, sounds, textures, featuring flavours curated to flaunt 

the fat of the land as well as the city’s access to various trade routes from the furthest 

corners of the world. The program for the banquet thrilled Festini so much that he 

described it as an erudite lesson in geography, a feat of artistic ingenuity that displayed 

Bologna’s riches through a sensory experience of local and foreign spices:  

No less did the invention of the trionfi tickle the palate, 
which instructed (c’erudisse) ingenuity. The wise (sagiò, 
from saggio) and good steward Ateneo’s first mission was 
to explore the flavours of the globe as an edible lesson in 
geography, whereby he showed off history, architecture, 
and the most erudite (erudite) part of the meal: the food 
(viviande; can also mean a dish).203 

 

Food, Festini suggests, is the key to experiencing the riches of world. In this respect, it is 

considered a gift crafted by Ateneo to impress Christina. More broadly, the Bolognese 

feast exemplifies the way in which artistry and ingenuity ran wild in the private walls of 

the princely palazzi. Mealtime was thus more than an opportunity to take food; it 

functioned as an intellectual playground where courtiers sampled dishes peppered with 

rare and exotic spices, which inspired conversation and encouraged guests to exchange 

ideas about a range of subjects, from business (such as the spice trade) to geography.  

An anonymous account of the Bolognese banquet Ateneo’s program for Queen 

Christina’s banquet in greater depth than her two main chroniclers. This document—

penned in an especially rough hand—may have been part of a draft of a letter sent to the 

                                                
203 Author’s translation. “L’invenzione de’ trionfi non meno stuzzicò il palato c’erudisse gli ingeni; e sagià 
un buon Cuoco Ateneo per primo requisito assegnò l’esser Geografico, nella mensa preparata quivi sessi 
vedere le scalco, e d’historie, e d’architetura e dell più erudite adorno: le vivande.” Festini, I trionfi, 28.  
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pope. Thus, it highlights details about the contents of the feast, such as the combination 

of fruits, sugar sculptures (trionfi di zucchero), plants, and flowers ornamenting the table. 

It states:    

The trionfi closest to the baldachin [under which Christina 
sat] included an oak tree planted on six munsi (papal crests, 
presumably those of the Cardinal Legate) on top of which 
was a banner of material adorned with keys (chiavi, 
presumably the keys of Saint Peter), around which were 
satyrs dancing. Next to it was another trionfo with four 
figures holding up an urn in the shape of an olive. 
Underneath, there was another figure surrendering itself 
and adorned with verses, representing pleasure. Then, there 
was another trionfo depicting a dance of the Passions, 
where the figures stood among others in a circle around a 
decorative plate that was leaning against a tree. […] There 
was another trionfo with two hares kneeling on a wooden 
pedestal offering sitters the queen’s royal coat of arms and 
those of the Cardinal Legate. There was another plate 
called the dolphin that came to sing an aria and was driven 
by another character holding two strips of crimson. There 
was also a plate of jellies. […] In the middle of the 
confectionaries table there was a plant of [illegible], citron 
and other candied fruits. Then there was a laurel treewith 
another of biancolelli figs, another of oranges, and another 
of candied almonds in addition to two tall statuettes, one 
representing the Catholic Faith and another of [?]iuschia. 
And among to these trionfetti (small trionfi) were also 
various trunks of diverse confectionaries.204 

 

                                                
204 Author’s transcription and translation. BAV Vat.lat.12346, f. 128v: “I trionfi della tavola il primo verso 
il baldacchino era una quercia piantato sopra sei munsi e sopra d’ella il tisuto con le chiave e in torno un 
ballo di satiri; apressoci era un altro trionfo di quattro figure che sostenevano una urna dette olivo, e sotto 
una figure cedente e adornata di verse d’altri rapresentante il piacere. Poi ci era un altro trionfo d’un ballo 
di Passioni; che ivi cerchio stavano intanto dette con altre, che in mezzo al piato serava un ornamento […] 
appoggiato ad un arbre.” Continued on BAV Vat.lat.12346, f. 129r: “Un altro di due lievri con piedestallo 
di legno strato che ginocchiori portavano a la Maestà che ci stava reali di Suezia da una parte con il 
Cardinale illustro li era un altro piato detto un delfino; che benvenuto la cantarci aria portava un’ Animo 
che la guidava con due fettucie cremesine, et all’istanto c’era altro piato di gelatina. […] Nella tavola detta 
confetture istessa in mezzo ci era una pianta di [illegible], cedri, et alti fruti canditi; e poi un arbre di lauro, 
con altro di biancolelli un altro di melaranci, e un altro di mandorle frutti canditi oltre due alte statuette; una 
rapresentante di fede Cattolica, e l’altra di [?]iuschia e fra questi trionfetti ci erano diversi bauli di 
confetture diverse.” 
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The banquet’s complex blend of mythological and religious imagery was acceptable only 

in a private atmosphere, where learned guests could spend the evening discussing its 

iconographic program. This document confirms that only in private did sacred and 

profane themes—crafted out of sugar and other exotic spices, served alongside other 

fruit, confectionaries, and delicacies—coexist, perhaps challenging their guests to discuss 

classical and religious subjects simultaneously.  

Following dinner, after nightfall, an elaborate joust (giostra) was held, which 

continued the mythological themes expressed during dinner. Although the performance 

was public, it did not treat religious themes. Thus, it was acceptable to portray 

mythological themes in the theatre setting. The performance was staged in a theatre 

erected specifically for Queen Christina’s arrival. The structure spanned from the fish 

markets on the outskirts of the city to Piazza Maggiore. In their accounts, the queen’s 

chroniclers specifically recorded that its shape was designed to evoke the Argo, the ship 

used by Jason and the Argonauts on their quest for the Golden Fleece.205 The myth, from 

Ovid’s Metamorphoses, celebrates Jason as an unlikely hero, who beats the odds using 

cunning and intellect. In the story, his company of sailors face life-threatening challenges 

during their journey that attempt to derail them from their mission. They evaded the 

harpies’ tempting songs and avoided the devastating forces of the clashing rocks that 

threatened to destroy their boat, escaping the clutches of death using logic and reasoning. 

With the help of the sorceress, Medea, Jason also vanquished a bull and bested an army 

before snatching the Golden Fleece from a fire-breathing dragon.  

                                                
205 Author’s translation. “Questa era in forma d’una garan nave, doveva varcar tanti Eroi all’accquisto del 
velo d’oro di Gloria,” Festini, I trionfi, 29. 
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The story of the Golden Fleece was among the most popular mythological stories 

retold on the seventeenth-century stage. Giambattista Giraldi Cinzio’s (1405–1573) 

tragicomedy, Ercole (1557) was partly set on the Argo during Jason’s pursuit of the 

Golden Fleece.206 The play was enormously successful and performed in Florence, 

Modena, and Parma—cities with a prominent theatre culture. The selection of the story of 

Jason and the Argonauts also held special importance to Bologna because it was the 

subject of the first fresco cycles painted by the Carracci in the Palazzo Fava-Magnani.207 

The Sala di Giasone (1591–1592) was decorated with a frieze-like series of frescos 

depicting the story of the Golden Fleece. Although scholars are still unsure as to why the 

Fava family selected Jason’s quest as the visual program for the room, Malvasia states 

that it was chosen for its “copious and fertile subject that allowed for the playful 

elaboration of a great variety of inventions.”208 A story of another long journey may have 

resonated with Christina. Her travels were also filled with new rites of passage that—like 

Jason—changed her identity.  

Today, a watercolour drawing of the theatre, entitled Giostra for Queen Christina 

(1655) (Insigna degli Anziani, Vol. 8, Fols. 11v-12r, Archivio di Stato di Bologna) (Fig. 

20), serves as an important visual record of the theatre’s appearance.209 The drawing, 

which was commissioned by the Anziani alongside Queen Christina’s Entry into 

                                                
206 Carracci scholars argue that the Palazzo Fava was decorated with fresco cycles depicting Jason and the 
Argonauts because Cinzio’s play had become so famous. See Andrea Emiliani, Le storie di Gioasone in 
Palazzo Fava a Bologna di Ludovico, Agostino, e Annibale Carracci (Bologna: Bononia University Press, 
2010), 30–32. Also see Clare Robertson, The Invention of Annibale, 77. Also see Stephen E. Ostrow, 
“Annibale Carracci and the Jason Frescoes: Toward an Internal Chronology,” in The Art Bulletin 46 
(1964): 86–89. 
207 Clare Robertson, The Invention of Annibale, 77. 
208 Clare Robertson, The Invention of Annibale, 27. 
209 The drawing is in the Archivio di Stato di Bologna and is part of the collection of the Insigna degli 
Anziani, Vol. 8, Folio 11v–12r.  
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Bologna, records how the theatre balanced form with function. For instance, the 

anonymous artist, likely the same artist responsible for Christina’s Entry into Bologna, 

incorporated subtle references to the quest for the Golden Fleece by filling the space with 

luxurious objects that supported the viewer’s experience—sumptuous items that were so 

precious that they recalled the Golden Fleece, Jason’s coveted prize. Yards of drapery, 

for instance, hung from every balcony, sheltering viewers from the elements while 

simultaneously providing the commedia dell’arte performers with a secondary stage upon 

which to perform. The drapery also served a decorative function, adorning the structure’s 

walls with alluring textures and colours. Hundreds of candlesticks and chandeliers lit the 

theatre making the nighttime seem like day, thus defying the laws of nature.210 

Christina’s chroniclers admired the fact that “over three hundred white wax candles (più 

di 300 torcie) created an abundance of light (abondanza di chiaro).”211 Each life-sized, 

three-pronged candelabrum created an aesthetically-pleasing design that illuminated the 

space while creating an intricate decorative pattern. In awe of this design, Gualdo 

Priorato not only commented on the way in which light transformed the Bolognese 

theatre in the dark of night but also marvelled at “the heat caused by so many glorious 

candles burning.”212  

                                                
210 In the seventeenth-century alchemy—the study of chemical transformations—was a source of pride for 
the Bolognese, who had a prestigious academy. Known at the time as a kind of magic, depictions of the 
sorceress Medea painted by the Carracci in the Palazzo Fava association must have resonated with 
Christina, who met Gian Domenico Cassini (1625–1712), a future member of her Accademia Reale. For 
more information on Christina’s interest in alchemy and her academy in Rome see, Stefano Fogelberg 
Rota, Anna Vergelli, Anna Maria Partini, and Susanna Åkerman.  
211 Author’s translation. “Il Teatro, ch’era coperto, haveva nella sommità alcune gran lumiere, e 
d’ogn’intorno eran distribuite regolatamente più di 300 torcie, & altri lumi minori, che davano abbondanza 
di chiaro.” Galeazzo Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Maestà, 151.    
212 Author’s transcription and translation. BAV. Vat.lat 12346, f. 130r: “Tutti i palechi erano adorni di 
panni e d’arazzi, e tutto il teatro era coperto di tele ritenute di diverse corde; Solo che una trintiva longa del 
mezzo, quale fu lavorato scoperto; perché non si accendeva dal calore di quanto lumiere dette glorie 
coperte da pato con pane di sotto. Il teatro era illuminato da diverse torcie e trefel e fa loro qualchedun 
sola.” 
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Figure 20: Unknown Artist, Giostra for Queen Christina, 1655, watercolour, Insigna 
degli Anziani, Vol. 8, Folio 11v-12r, Archivio di Stato, Bologna. 
 
 

The Giostra for Queen Christina also sheds important light on the program for the 

joust. Set against a backdrop of flickering candlelight, music, and brightly-dressed 

servants, knights, and nobles, the drawing displays a series of parades taking place 

alongside a joust. Because these two aspects of the spectacle did not occur 

simultaneously, the artist once again collapses time and space to document many 

different aspects of the performance. His composition draws attention to the elaborate 

carro (a float or decorated, moving cart), which held pride of place during the festivities 

because it was, “covered with masks and gold arabesque figures, topped in the shape of a 
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shell.”213 It also functioned as a kind of raised platform to support actors playing the part 

of Felsina, in the guise of Pallas Athena, alongside the allegories of Peace, War, and 

Fame. These allegorical figures opened the celebration with an elaborate exchange of 

song and poetry. Although the sheet music and accompanying lyrics have not survived, 

descriptions of the opening act suggest that Felsina and the allegories served as masters 

of ceremony, intermediaries between the action and the audience, helping to propel the 

joust’s storyline forward. In his description of the giostra, Festini goes so far as to 

suggest that Felsina’s songs brought the action to life: 

Having stopped in front of Her Majesty’s balcony, Felsina 
began to sing some verses that expressed how, not too far 
from Bologna, the most famous battle for control of the 
Roman Empire raged between Mark Anthony, Lepidus, and 
Octavian, which means of the world, because in centuries 
past this part of the Roman Empire had not rightfully 
divided. So to decide they held that joust (Quintana) where 
Knights on horseback met with spears to measure the 
advantages of their pretensions.214 

 
He also noted that her music helped explain and guide the complex battle scene, which 

featured three squadrons of knights on horseback representing the Second Triumvirate 

(formed on 27 November 43 BCE). An important moment in Rome’s history, this 

political alliance united Gaius Octavian (known as Octavian, or Caesar Augustus) (23 

September 63 BC–19 August 14 CE), Mark Antony (14 January 83 BCE–1 August 

30 BCE), and Marcus Aemilius Lepidus (c. 89 BCE–13 BCE) as leaders of the Roman 

                                                
213 Author’s translation: “Introdussero un Carro trionfale, inargentato con diversi mascaroni, & arabeschi 
Dorati. Questo con una gra circonferenza, di sopra terminava in una conchiglia.” Festini, I trionfi, 30.  
214 Author’s translation. “Fermatosi avanti al palco di Sua Maestà, cantò Felsina alcuni versi, co i quali 
esprimeva, che tra Antonio, Lepido, & Ottaviano, che gia poco lontano da Bologna, facero la tanto famosa 
divisione dell’Impero Romano, che vuol dir del Mondo, perche ne’secoli andati non fosse giustamente 
diviso era con contesa, e però per deciderla conducevano Cavalieri, c’ella Quintana & all’incontro con le 
lancie misurassero i vantaggi delle loro pretensioni.” Festini, I trionfi, 31. 
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Republic. Festini’s turn of phrase suggests that Felsina guided the narrative and 

maintained the event’s sense of order. For example, she may have helped the audience 

keep track of the various groups of knights, who wore different regalia, depending on the 

political leader they represented: knights wearing white, yellow, and red embodied 

Octavian whereas those representing Lepidus wore red-orange (fuoco), black, and white. 

By contrast, performers representing Mark Anthony wore turquoise, white, and red. 

Indeed, it must have been useful to have her music introduce each team partaking in the 

joust to help dispel any confusion between them. 

Although Festini does not speculate on the selection of this specific theme, the 

choice to reenact the events of the Second Triumvirate during the joust for Queen 

Christina was not arbitrary. I believe the combat on stage likened Octavian, Mark 

Anthony, and Lepidus to the pope, Queen Christina, and Cardinal Legate Lomellino. Like 

members of the Second Triumvirate, who brought about significant social and political 

change, such as by enacting new laws, including the Lex Titia, which gave them the 

power to make or annul laws without approval from either the Senate or the people, the 

spectacle acknowledged Christina’s arrival to the Papal States as a moment of similar 

change. Thus, representing another pivotal moment of significant political change in 

Rome’s history helped establish a historical precedent for this unusual political 

situation—in the current case, the arrival of a monarch to Rome.  

This comparison between Rome’s classical past and its future was reinforced 

visually through the theatre’s décor and its ephemeral works of art. The Giostra for 

Queen Christina reveals that the structure included the heraldic coats of arms of all three 

political figures—Pope Alexander VII, the arms of the Cardinal Legate on the right, and 
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Queen Christina’s royal heraldry of the Vasa Family, which includes crowns, visible on 

the left of the temporary archway.215 The coats of arms on the inside of the doorway (a 

threshold dividing the audience from the drama on stage) reflected a unified vision of 

Rome’s new political and religious atmosphere, which—like the Second Triumvirate—

included three distinct, powerful figures at its helm. The exact placement of the coats of 

arms revealed Christina’s position within this complex social hierarchy: symbolically, 

she is shown to be inferior to Cardinal Legate Lomellino, whose crest was given pride of 

place to the pope’s right.  

The boundary between fiction and reality was complicated by the costumes worn 

by Bolognese noblemen who participated in the spectacle. Chroniclers recorded that they 

donned enormous feathered headdresses. The Maestri di Campo, a group of twenty or so 

noblemen, marched through the theatre dressed in the guise of the Greek hero Perseus 

carrying “shields in their left hands painted with an effigy (effigiata) of Medusa, whose 

mouth spewed flames of light, burning up every obstacle.”216 These costumes referenced 

another mythological story that praised the merits of shrewdness and intellect. In his 

Metamorphoses, Ovid recounts the tale of the demigod Perseus, who bested the gorgon 

Medusa, even though her lethal gaze transformed anyone who looked directly at her into 

stone:  

[Perseus] too had once looked upon her image,  
But it had been reflected in the shield  
of bronze our hero bore in his left hand;  
And while sleep held Medusa and her snakes,  

                                                
215 Christina seems to have two coats of arms. Her royal heraldry, which is evident in royal prints features 
crowns. Yet after arriving in Rome, she begins to adopt another coat of arms which features the Vasa wheat 
sheaf. I discuss the differences in these different coats of arms in greater depth in the conclusion.  
216 Author’s translation. “Dalla mano sinistra in un scudo, portavano effigiata Medusa, dalla cui bocca, più 
che per render lume, per abbruggiar ogni ostacolo.” Festini, I trionfi, 35. 
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he struck her head off; from their mother’s blood  
sprang swift Pegasus and his brother both.217 

(Book IV, 1067-1072) 

 
Using the reflection in his shield to view the monster indirectly, Perseus found the right 

moment to attack the gorgon. He was rewarded for his ingenuity by claiming Medusa’s 

extraordinary powers for himself, as her decapitated head retained its ability to turn 

onlookers to stone. Dressing Bologna’s nobles in the guise of Perseus was meant to 

suggest that the citizens were as cunning as the demigod Perseus. Festini made this idea 

clear when he notes that the shields also spewed flames, suggesting perhaps that the 

costumes also served the utilitarian function of illuminating parts of the stage where the 

most action was taking place. The Maestri di Campo not only dressed like Perseus but 

they also acted like him, gripping their shields in their left hands so as to use the same 

stance as the Greek hero when he defeated the gorgon. Such attention to detail presented 

the Bolognese nobility as Perseus himself—a message that would have been meant to 

underscore the city’s rich humanistic culture and intellectual atmosphere. Moreover, it 

was important that many citizens be dressed as Perseus to reference Bologna’s political 

system in which power was shared among the members of the Senate, the Anziani 

council, and the Gonfaloniere di Giustizia. Indeed, by placing Medusa’s lethal gaze in the 

hands of many people, as opposed to a single person, the Maestri di Campo called 

attention to the strength of the Bolognese system of a shared power.  

The joust set Bologna’s system of government apart from other cities. For 

instance, it distinguished the performance from another well-known spectacle that had 

                                                
217 Ovid, Metamorphoses, trans. Charles Martin (New York: W.W. Norton, 2004), 155. 
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been held in Florence nearly fifty years prior to Christina’s arrival in the Papal States. 

Both myths, Jason and the Argonauts and Perseus and Medusa, were performed during 

the nuptial celebrations of Grand Duke Cosimo II de’ Medici (1590–1621) and 

Archduchess Maria Maddalena of Austria (1589–1631), which occurred in Florence in 

1608. The city commemorated their union with a series of naval battles and 

processions.218A print entitled Vessels of the Argonauts (Fig. 21), by Remigio 

Cantagallina (1582–1656), after Giulio Parigi (1571–1635) (now in the British Museum, 

1861,0713.1472), reveals how décor and ephemera playfully evoked the myth. The ship’s 

design evoked of the body of a dolphin and concealed rowers below deck, leaving an 

unencumbered view of the architectural details that highlight parts of Jason’s quest. The 

bodies of the harpies (Jason’s opponents), for example, were sculpted into classical 

arcades decorating the ship.  As the ephemeral vessel sailed on the Arno River for the 

celebration, audiences were meant to understand Cosimo as Jason. On land, however, 

Cosimo II presented himself in the guise of Perseus when he carried Michelangelo Merisi 

da Caravaggio’s (1571–1610) Medusa (1597) (Fig. 23) with him during the celebratory 

procession, thereby likening himself to Perseus. As the ruler of Florence, he alone  

                                                
218 Elizabeth Cropper, “The Petrifying Art: Marino’s Poetry and Caravaggio,” The Metropolitan Museum 
Journal 26 (1991): 202–204. 
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Figure 21: Remigio Cantagallina after Giulio Parigi, Vessels of the Argonauts for the 
wedding celebration of Cosimo de’ Medici in 1608 / Reale dell’armata delg’Argonauti 
dove era Giasone rappresentato dal Ser. Sposo, etching, British Museum 
(1861,0713.1472), London. 
 
symbolically wielded the power of Medusa’s gaze in his hands.  

These momentous occasions transformed Cosimo’s image using ephemera, a fact 

underscored by Giambattista Marino’s (1569–1625) poem honouring Caravaggio’s 

shield. The poem addresses the shield-bearer directly, stating:  

Now what enemies will there be who will not become cold 
marble in gazing upon, my lord, in your shield, that Gorgon 
proud and cruel in whose hair horribly voluminous vipers 
make foul and terrifying adornment? But yet! You will 
have little need for the formidable monster among your 
arms: for true Medusa is your valour.219 

                                                
219 Transcription and translation by Elizabeth Cropper. In her article, she also includes the original Italian 
text, which reads as follows. See Cropper, “The Petrifying Art: Marino’s Poetry and Caravaggio,” 204.  
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Figure 22: Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio, Medusa, 1597, oil on canvas 
mounted on wood, Uffizi, Florence.  

                                                
Or quai nemici sian, che freddi marmi 
non divengan repente  
in mirando, Signor, nel vostro scudo  
quel fier Gorgone, e crudo,  
cui fanno orribilmente  
volumi viperini 
squallida pompa e spaventosa ai crini? 
Ma che! Poco fra l’armi  
a voiFSia d’uopo il formidabil mostro:  
ché la vera Medusa è il valor vostro.  
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Marino flatters Cosimo II by stating that Medusa’s power rests in his hand. More 

importantly, however, his statement reveals ephemera’s transformative power and ability 

to represent political messages symbolically. For Marino, Caravaggio’s shield altered the 

beholder’s identity, elevating him to the status of a demigod. In a madrigal of 1603, the 

poet Gaspare Murtola (1570–1625) likens Caravaggio’s Medusa as though it were truly 

imbued with the ability to petrify viewers. He writes: “Flee, for if your eyes are petrified 

in amazement, she will turn you to stone.”220 Blurring the boundary between art, fiction, 

and reality, he suggests that Medusa was arrestingly violent—so well-painted that 

audiences became near-frozen upon seeing it.221 

In Bologna, the ephemera used to stage the giostra created a parallel between past 

and present and fiction and reality, encouraging spectators to interpret the meaning 

behind art and artifice as Marino and Murtola had in their poems. Thus, Christina’s 

sojourn in Bologna brought into focus the various facets of Bolognese culture. Most 

importantly, it demonstrated to the entire court that Christina understood the importance 

of tempering the tone of boisterous, profane entertainments with public displays of pious 

behaviour and devotion. As such, the queen’s encounters with sacred and profane art 

objects and ephemera in Bologna crystalized her position in at the Roman court.  

 

                                                
220 Gloria Fossi, Uffizi: Art, History, Collections (Florence: Giunti, 2003), 531.  
221 In a madrigal of 1603, the poet and writer of madrigals, Gaspare Murtola, described Caravaggo’s 
medusa writing, “Flee, for if your eyes are petrified in amazement, she will turn you to stone.” Murtola’s 
playful statement refers to medusa’s power to turn anyone who meets her gaze into stone. Yet beyond 
showing off his powers of Ekphrasis and playfulness as an author, his statement speaks to the ways in 
which sixteenth- and seventeenth-century audiences approached ephemeral ceremonies and spectacles. For 
Murtola, like his contemporaries, ephemeral art objects, costumes, challenged the relationship between 
fiction and reality just as seeing a painted reflection of medusa posed a threat to viewers.  
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Chapter 5 

Forlì and Pesaro: Ephemeral Celebrations in Minor Italian Courts 

 

 

Leaving Bologna marked an important turning point for the remainder of Queen 

Christina’s travels because from this point forward, the road to Rome consisted mostly of 

small towns where she stayed for shorter periods of time, often just a day or an evening. 

As the queen and her retinue crossed into the Emilia Romagna region of Italy on 29 

November 1655, they were greeted by several noblemen. Here, Cardinal Legate Rossetti 

also joined her caravan as they made their way through the region en route to the cities 

along the Adriatic coast. They passed through Imola and Faenza, and then rested in Forlì 

on Tuesday, 30 November.  

Despite Forlì’s relatively small size, its celebrations were no less elaborate than 

those held in the larger and wealthier cities of the Papal States, namely Bologna and 

Ferrara. Just as in these richer, larger communities, in Forlì as well ephemera played an 

important role in welcoming such an illustrious guest. In fact, trionfi served a particularly 

vital role in the decoration of the city because the buildings were smaller and more 

modest.222 As a result, these temporary artistic structures stood out strongly, serving as 

focal points that compensated for the city’s smaller size and fewer palazzi. Here, 

ephemeral works were used to draw attention away from the older buildings, some in 

                                                
222 Although the cities discussed in this chapter were indeed smaller, they nevertheless maintained a strong 
sense of cultural identity. For a more comprehensive discussion about political identity in minor 
seventeenth-century villages, see Caroline Castiglione, “Political Culture in Seventeenth-Century Italian 
Villages,” The Journal of Interdisciplinary History 31 (2001): 523–552.  
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ruins, and instead to place a literal spotlight on artworks that embodied Forlì’s civic pride 

and rich cultural heritage. Using the celebrations held for Queen Christina in Forlì and 

Pesaro, situated in Le Marche, as case studies, Chapter 5 shows how the smaller cities of 

the Papal States curated more modest programs of festivities that nevertheless entertained 

their illustrious guest of honour and her entourage of diplomats, nobles, and high-ranking 

cardinals. With fewer churches and historical monuments to visit, the smaller cities held 

their guests’ attention with lavish artworks that drew on literary themes and erudite 

motifs from ancient myths, religious accounts, and popular poetry. Chapter 5 

demonstrates how these learned themes set these small, yet distinguished towns apart 

from their larger counterparts—particularly Ferrara, Bologna, and Rome—where a strong 

religious presence obliged these hosts to follow the rules of decorum closely. It also 

illustrates how, farther from public scrutiny, the mythological and allegorical motifs and 

concetti flourished, bringing to life a world that delighted the courtiers precisely because 

these themes had the potential to spark a certain level of controversy. By having classical 

Roman deities roam the streets and bygone sixteenth-century poets such as Lodovico 

Ariosto (1474–1533), Torquato Tasso (1544–1595), Giambattista Marino (1569–1625), 

and Gaspare Murtola (1570–1624) rise from the dead to recite poetry for the queen, the 

smaller cities of Forlì and Pesaro offered Christina the gift of imagination. Allegory, 

metaphor, and the ideals expounded in courtly treatises took her on a journey of the mind, 

where music, poetry, dance, and elaborate costumes titillated audiences while 

crystallising Christina’s image as a central member of Pope Alexander VII’s Roman 

court.  
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5.1 Forlì: Trionfi as Experiences of Local History  

As Queen Christina arrived in Forlì, night was falling, and parts of the city were fading 

into darkness. Yet, light emanating from numerous torches perched on the city’s walls 

and ramparts glowed. Making their way toward the city’s centre, the piazza in front of the 

church of Saint Mercurialis, the queen and her entourage were greeted by a trionfo of 

fire, a spectacle of artifice and flame. Although only a few accounts of her entry into 

Forlì survive, Carlo Festini (c. first quarter of the seventeenth century–1678) and 

Galeazzo Gualdo Priorato (1606–1678) noted that the trionfo was composed of four 

wooden posts planted deep into the ground. These posts then supported a baldachin of 

leaves and fresh foliage from which the queen’s royal coat of arms—decorated with 

crowns and lions rather than the Vasa Family wheat sheaf—was also suspended. Hanging 

from each beam were four enormous pans of fire illuminating the piazza. The structure’s 

name, the ornamento del fuoco (ornament of fire), was derived from this great display. 

This trionfo must have seemed especially impressive because it was presented under the 

cover of darkness, lights flickering in the night air, oscillating the city surroundings 

between light and deep shadow.  

Incorporating fire into a work of ephemeral art not only displayed artistic bravura. 

Fire also played a particularly significant part in the city’s history because it suffered 

devastating fire that brought about a miracle in the fifteenth century, which I discuss in 

greater detail below. Thus, this was a message that the local artists sought to reference in 

their designs intended to honour Queen Christina’s arrival. Yet, the Forlì artists and 

artisans who created the trionfo were not alone in their taste for using natural resources, 

such as fire as part of the décor; for instance torches and candelabra were part of the 
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ornamentation at the Bolognese theatre. Incorporating fire into the trionfo’s designs 

surpassed traditional materials, such as wood or plaster; fire created a sophisticated, 

visually pleasing design that placed Forlì’s ornamento del fuoco in line with works 

produced by artists such as Gianlorenzo Bernini. A drawing by Pierre Paul Sevin (1646–

1710) (Fig. 24) in the Nationalmuseum in Stockholm (Tessin-Holleman Collection), for 

instance, records Bernini’s use of fire in his designs for a trionfo erected outside the 

Palazzo Farnese in Rome in June 1668, created specifically for the arrival of the French 

ambassador.223 Capturing the illusion of thick smoke, accomplished through a contrast of 

cast shadows and bright highlights, Sevin’s drawing shows how Bernini made use of fire 

as part of a composition so ephemeral that the light illuminating the structure 

continuously changed as the smoke rose into the sky and the flames flickered.224 

Although this later ephemeral structure has no direct  

                                                
223 Jennifer Montagu discusses how Sevin’s interpretation of the spectacle in his drawing does not highlight 
Bernini’s iconographic program (an enthroned allegorical figure of the Papacy sits next to War who 
presents a word and Peace who offers a palm). Rather, she points out that it is more of an artistic 
interpretation, which highlights the way smoke, clouds, and shadow and light created an alluring and 
entertaining trionfo. See Jennifer Montagu, Roman Baroque Sculpture: The Industry of Art (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1989), 185. 
224 Per Bjurström also discusses Sevin’s drawing of Fireworks in the Piazza Farnese, June 1668 in his 
seminal study, Feast and Theatre. In his text, he includes the French ambassador’s report of Bernini’s 
trionfo. Dated 27 June 1668 from the Divertissement donné par le duc de Chaulnes pour la Paix, the note 
states: “Comme tout le but de cette fête était de faire voir au public en raccourci ce qui s’était passé dans la 
négociation de la paix, de laquelle la gloire était du à Sa Sainteté, la représentation en était d’un monde en 
l’air, sous lequel paraissaient un nombre infini de flammes et au-dessus étaient trois figures: l’une, au 
milieu et plus élevée, représentait la majesté pontificale, et les deux autres la victoire et la guerre l’une de 
ces deux dernières soumettant les palmes, et l’autre ses armes, aux pieds de la première, laquelle en les 
recevant sauvait le monde de l’embrasement dont il était menacé.” See Bjurström, Fest and Theatre in 
Queen Christina’s Rome (Stockholm: Nationalmuseum, 1966), 49–51. For a discussion on the 
technological advancement and use of fire in ephemeral scenography see, Maurizio Fagiolo dell’Arco, “La 
Festa come ‘storia sociale’ del Barocco,” in La Festa a Roma, Vol. 1, ed. Marcello Fagiolo (Rome: J. 
Sands, 1997), 75. In his essay, he highlights the way in which Bernini used the smoke rising from flames to 
engulf the allegorical figure of Discord during the celebration for the birth of the Dauphin of France which 
took place of the Church if the Trinità dei Monti in 1662. Fire, he stresses, was a medium used as part of 
the spectacle.  
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Figure 23: Pierre Paul Sevin, Drawing of Gianlorenzo Bernini’s Firework Display, c. 
1666, pen and ink on paper, Nationalmuseum (THC 3611), Stockholm.  

 
correlation to the ornamento del fuoco in Forlì, Sevin’s expressive drawing sheds light on 

the way in which fire was perceived as an artistic medium. Moreover, as Jennifer 

Montagu has suggested, Sevin’s drawing conveyed this artist’s profound fascination with 

the way fire changes its shape and glimmers, creating the effect of motion. Montagu 

pointed out that Sevin’s drawing seemed to focus more intensely on capturing the effects 

of the fire rather than recording Bernini’s iconographic program. Indeed, in Sevin’s 

drawing, the enthroned allegorical figure of the Pope who sits next to the allegories of 

War and Peace, seems almost entirely overshadowed by the seemingly rhythmic 

composition of the deeply cast shadows and bright highlights, recording the way flames 

twinkled, as though dancing in the darkness.  
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Similarly, Festini’s description of the ornamento del fuoco overlooked the 

iconographic programs, focusing instead on describing the trionfo’s appearance:  

In the piazza several posts were planted, covered in 
greenery so that they formed a perfect square. These were 
united by other pieces of wood braided together to support 
multiple arms of Sweden. On each spike hung pans filled 
with fire.225  

 

As in Sevin’s drawing, Festini’s words emphasize the trionfo’s materiality: its wood, 

foliage, and the way the fire struggled to burn, perhaps causing bubbles of water to pop 

and crackle in the damp winter weather. When Festini returns to describe the ornamento 

del fuoco in a later passage, he again chooses to disregard its symbolism. Instead, he 

draws a visual comparison between the way in which light radiated from the trionfo and 

the mythological Phlegethon River, which was made of fire and flowed in the “seventh 

circle of hell” in Dante Alighieri’s (1265–1312) Inferno (1472). Here, Festini records: 

Torrents of flames, were it not for the horrible humid 
weather, were meant to represent waters of a river they not 
have been wet by rainfall that wet the powder. Yet the 
injuries to the trionfo caused by rain water were vindicated 
by the fire emanating from the rays, which rumbled in the 
air, almost crying out against the temerity of the rainfall, & 
there waves of thousands of strips of light, seen clearly 
coming from one river to join the Phlegethon River while 
waves of fire also flowed outward.226  

                                                
225 Author’s translation. “Nella piazza molti legni piantati, ciniti di verdure formavano un quadro perfetto; 
Questi erano uniti da altri legni, di sopra pure nella medesima guisa intreciati, da quali pendevano molte 
armi di Svetia. Sopra ogni legno diritto rispendevano padelle di foco.” Carlo Festini, I Trionfi della 
Magnificenza Pontificia nello Stato Ecclesiastico, e in Roma, per la Maestà della Regina di Svetia (Rome: 
Stamperia della Reverissima Capella Apostolica, 1656), 43. 
226 Author’s translation. “Questa hauria mandati torrenti di fiamme, se la cattiva, & humida qualità del 
tempo, per raccordarle, che rappresentava un fiume, non havesse bagnato la polve; pure l’ingiurie 
dell’acque furono vendicate col foco di tanti raggi, che rimbomborono per l’aria, quasi sgridandola della 
sua piovosa temerità, & ivi ondeggiando, con mille striscie, ben mostravano che venivano da un fiume, mà 
a guisa di Flegetonte, mentre scorrevano con onde di foco.” Festini, I trionfi, 45–46 
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Fire stands as the ultimate ephemeral medium that burns with a rhythmic pulse, 

continually changing intensity, scintillating in the cold, dark, vindicating the people 

against the rainfall, which threatened the festivities honouring the queen’s arrival.  

As much as the fire made for an impressive and functional form of decoration in 

the ornamento del fuoco, this medium also reflected an important chapter in Forlì’s 

religious history. Specifically, it referenced the city’s patron saint, the Madonna del 

Fuoco (Fig. 25), who was sainted in the fifteenth century when divine intervention saved 

a print of the Virgin and Child from a fire that devastated Lombardino de Ripetosa’s 

humble home on February 4, 1482.227 As with the Madonna del Fuoco’s  

 
Figure 24: Unknown artist, Madonna del Fuoco, xylograph, Cattedrale di Santa 
Croce, Forlì. 
                                                
227 Lisa Pon is among the few to have examined Forlì’s Madonna del Fuoco. Her article calls into question 
the relationship between artistic media and their monetary and symbolic value. She explores how this 
ordinary woodcut (a relatively inexpensive art object) became a cult object of devotion when it was 
miraculously spared from a fire. In particular, she explores how the woodcut gained importance in the latter 
half of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in the wake of the Catholic Reformation thanks to Giuliano 
Bezzi Il Fuoco Trionfante (1636) and Bartolomeo Ricceputi (late 17th-c chaplain of the Cathedral of Santa 
Croce in Forlì)’s treatise considered how cult images could still be used as devotional tools. See, Lisa Pon, 
“Place, Print and Miracle: Frolì’s Madonna of the Fire as Functional Site” in Association of Art Historians 
(2008): 303-321. 
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miraculous preservation, the ornamento del fuoco was designed to surround the queen’s 

crest with flames without burning her insignia, creating a visual parallel between the 

two.228 Thus, by surrounding her coat of arms by fire, the trionfo likened Queen Christina 

to Forlì’s patron saint, cementing her position of religious triumph and thereby 

confirming her high status in Pope Alexander VII’s court. Moreover, comparing 

Christina to the Madonna del Fuoco—the effigy rather than the person—was especially 

important given the amount of interest the printed story had sparked, especially after 

Protestant reformers called the function and use of sacred art and the cult of the Virgin 

into question.  

Next to the ornamento del fuoco, the citizens of Forlì placed a second, more 

elaborate trionfo that depicted the Rubicon River. The Rubicon trionfo was given pride of 

place, situated on a large pedestal on a rampart leading to the Rocca Sforzesca. Festini 

records that,  

It stood on top of a pedestal with four facets in a large shell 
(una gran conca), where the figure of the Rubicon River, 
made of simulated bronze (finto di bronzo), reclined against 
an urn. Four standards evoking those of the ancient Romans 
(degli antichi Romani) surrounded the statue, which was 
holding a cornucopia filled with flowers and fruit.229  

An anonymous drawing of the Rubicon (Fig. 26) survives in the Riksarkivet in 

Stockholm, and serves as a precious record of the level of detail and planning that went 

                                                
228 Miracles connected with minor works of art, such as images or statues of the Virgin, were common in 
Renaissance and Baroque Italy. Jennifer Montagu has argued that these sacred phenomena were in fact 
quite frequent. She writes: “Miracles might rise to two or three a year. Most of these related to images, 
usually small and unassuming pictures of the Virgin attached to walls, which would suddenly start to weep, 
speak or cure the halt and the blind.” See, Jennifer Montagu. Roman Baroque Art: The Industry of Art 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), 173.  
229 Author’s translation. “In mezzo quello di rimpetto al palazzo, era posto un gran piedistallo à Quattro 
facce, e sopra d’esso in una gran conca, una figura del fiume Rubicone, finto di bronzo, c’appoggiato sopra 
d’un Urna, attorniato da Quattro stendardi nella forma di quella degli antichi Romani, teneva sotto i braccio 
un Cornucopia pieno di fiori, e di frutti.” Carlo Festini, I trionfi, 43–44. 
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into devising ephemeral works of art, even for the smallest cities of the Papal States. As 

Festini described, the drawing depicted the Rubicon reclining in the traditional pose 

associated with the river gods. Nestled in the inside of a shell, he leans against an urn and 

holds a cornucopia filled with fruit and flowers. The Rubicon is made even more 

identifiable by the four standards topped with symbols relating to Forlì. For example, the 

artists included a profile portrait of Saint Mercurialis of Forlì (359–406), after which the 

city’s basilica was named. The artists also included a standard with the initials S.P.Q.R, 

standing for the Latin phrase Senātus Populusque Rōmānus, referring to the government 

of the ancient Roman Republic, composed of the Senate and the people of Rome. In 

keeping with the other references to Forlì’s heritage, one of the standards also featured 

the Hohenstaufen eagle of Holy Roman Emperor Frederick II of Sicily (1194–1250) (still 

found on the Forlivese flag today), who wished to maintain imperial rule. The city’s 

Ghibelline sympathies clashed with Pope Gregory IX (1145–1241) and his Guelf 

supporters, who declared war in 1241.230 Although it is unclear whether there was any 

lingering enmity that existed toward the papacy, much earlier Forlì had been officially 

acquired as a part of the Papal States in 757. However, Ghibelline sentiments were 

rampant. As a result, Forlì saw a long list of despotic lords who controlled the fortress  

 

                                                
230 Hohenstaufen Holy Roman Emperor Frederick II of Sicily was excommunicated by Pope Gregory IX 
for his support of the Ghibellines. The Guelfs (named after the German family opposed to the 
Hohenstaufen dynasty of Emperor Frederick II of Sicily) tended to be associated with the mercantile 
leaders and with supporters of the papal role in Italy. The Ghibellines (named after a German imperial 
fortress) on the other hand were associated with the nobility and with the support for an imperial Role in 
Italy. This conflict nearly brought about Forlì’s destruction at the hands of the Guelf armies in 1241. 
Nevertheless, the Forlivese maintained their allegiance to the Hohenstaufen Holy Roman Emperor and still 
maintain Frederick II’s eagle on their flag. For a detailed explanation of the Guelf and Ghibelline factions 
and their conflicts throughout the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries see, Sergio Alfonso Scaramella, Le 
guerre tra guelfi e ghibellini: fazioni dinastiche ed aggregazioni politiche nella turbolenta vi (Rome: 
Edizioni Chellemi, 2015).   
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Figure 25: Unknown Artist, Rubicon, 1655, Riksarkivet, Stockholm.  
 

and surrounding territories until the late eighteenth century when Napoleon Bonaparte 

(1769–1821) overthrew their regime during his occupation of Italy.  

While the designs on the Rubicon reflected Forlì’s landscape and its natural 

resources, the Latin inscription on the pedestal referenced local history while honouring 

their guest. It praised Queen Christina while also drawing a parallel between her journey 

and Julius Caesar’s (100–44 BCE) crossing of the Rubicon River, which had taken place 

just outside of Forlì. Although today it is merely a shallow stream, in ancient times it 

marked the northern limit between Cisalpine Gaul and Italy.231 It was also the site of a 

historic event. On 11 January 49 BCE , Julius Caesar crossed the Rubicon with his 

                                                
231 Anthony Kamm, Julius Caesar: A Life (London: Routledge, 2006), 100.   
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northern troops (the Thirteenth Legion). 232 By leaving Cisalpine Gual, he lost his 

command of the territory. But more importantly, when his soldiers entered Italy, this 

invasion was understood as an act of aggression that officially proclaimed him an enemy 

of Rome.233 Caesar’s crossing of this territory was an illegal political and military 

manoeuvre that launched the Great Roman Civil War (49–45 BCE), eventually bringing 

about the end of the Roman Republic (509–27 BCE), which then gave rise to the Roman 

Empire (27 BCE–476 CE).234  

Recalling this historic event, the Latin inscription on the trionfo brings to mind 

Caesar’s fateful decision, and perhaps draws a parallel between him and Christina, who 

also found herself on a journey toward an unknown political world.235 In this sense the 

trionfo suggested that just as Julius Caesar’s crossing of the Rubicon River launched the 

beginning of a new era for Rome, so, too, would Christina journey through the Papal 

States alter the fate of Catholicism.236 Connecting Christina’s travels with the historic 

                                                
232 Kamm, Julius Caesar, 100.  
233 Kamm, Julius Caesar, 100.  
234 For a more detailed explanation of Julius Caesar’s crossing of the Rubicon River and the fall of the 
Roman Republic see, Erik Hildinger, Swords Against the Senate: The Rise of the Roman Army and the Fall 
of the Roman Republic (Cambridge, M.A.: Da Capo Press, 2002).   
235 Anke Rondholz considered how Caesar’s decision to cross the Rubicon was described as the most 
important political move of his career by important writers including Lucan (39–65 C.E.), Plutarch (46–120 
C.E), and Suetonius (69–122 C.E.). Yet because each story differs slightly, the author maintains that these 
writers each made use of topoi and motifs to write a pleasing story. The speed with which Caesar and his 
troops travelled, his willingness to face geographic obstacles, and awareness of the consequences of his 
actions are among some of the most frequently used and important themes employed by classical authors. 
Anke Rondholz, “Crossing the Rubicon. A Historiographical Study,” Mnemosyne 62 (2009): 432–450.  
236 My most heartfelt gratitude to Anna-Maria Moubayed for her assistance with this translation. Translated 
from Festini, I trionfi, 44.  

Christina 
Pia mento, 
Regno se abdicanti 
Effusus in Flammas, 
Nunc[?] Plaudit 
Rubicon 
Qui 
Ca[e]sarem 
Ampio ausu 
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moment that “the once detested Caesar” not only drew attention to the importance of the 

site but also subtly suggested that Christina’s arrival in Forlì marked a point of no 

return—a historic event with lasting repercussions. Indeed, since the time of classical 

antiquity, writers such as Suetonius (69–122 C.E.), who recorded the life of Julius 

Caesar, considered his crossing of the Rubicon as a point of no return, implicated in a 

decision that could not be undone. In his account, Suetonius noted that as Julius Caesar 

crossed the Rubicon, he uttered the phrase “alea iacta est,” meaning “the die is cast.”237 

The trionfo with its allegory of the Rubicon River thus served as a reminder of the 

consequences of one’s actions. This was a poignant message for Christina, whose 

presence during these ceremonies and spectacles were designed to assist her in shedding 

her former identity as the ruler of Sweden and adopting her new mantle as Rome’s 

symbol of Catholic triumph.  

                                                
Imperio in[h]iantem, 
Diffusu in Acuas 
Detestatus est olim 

237 Rondholz records that Plutarch and Appian recorded this sentence in Greek whereas Suetonius wrote 
that Caesar uttered these words in Latin. See Rondholz, “Crossing the Rubicon,” 433.  

For a translation of Suetonius’ passage see Kamm, Julius Caesar, 1.  “So when it was reported to 
Caesar [in Cisalpine Gaul] that the tribunes’ veto had been rejected, and that they had left Rome, he 
immediately sent several cohorts ahead secretly. He himself, so as not to arouse suspicion, concealed his 
intentions by attending a public stage performance, inspecting the plans of a training school for gladiators 
that he was sponsoring, and dining as usual with a crowd of hangers-on. Then, after sunset, he set out 
silently, with a small escort, in a carriage drawn by mules commandeered from a local bakery. His lights 
failed, he lost the way, and he blundered about until at last at dawn, having found someone to give him 
directions, he finished the journey on foot along barely discernible paths.  

Having caught up with the cohorts at the river Rubicon, which marked the boundary of his 
province, he stopped for a moment, and then reflected on the enormity of what he was about to do. Then he 
turned to those around him: ‘We can still go back,’ he said. ‘But once we cross that little bridge, it will be 
fighting all the way!’ While he paused, as though in doubt, there came a sign. A huge, magnificent 
presence suddenly materialized close by, sitting down and playing on a pipe. When not only shepherds 
flocked around to listen, but also soldiers, among whom were several trumpeters, left their posts to join the 
audience, the apparition snatched an instrument from one of them, ran to the river, sounded the advance 
with a tremendous blast, and crossed to the other side.  
 At that, Caesar cried, ‘Let us go, where the signs of the gods and the unjust cuase of our enemies 
call us! The die is cast.’” 
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Still, it is interesting to contemplate why they chose to reference Caesar’s 

crossing of the Rubicon over every other possible historic moment or personage, as Forlì 

was also linked to several historical battles and important people—including several 

women—whose stories would likely have resonated with the queen. For instance, some 

150 years before Christina’s journey, Caterina Sforza (1469–1509) had been praised for 

her warrior-like qualities. Although she rebelled against Rome, in 1499 she had defended 

her castle, the Rocca Sforzesca, against Cesare Borgia (1475–1507), who took her 

children hostage as a ransom for the castle.238 Niccolo Machiavelli (1469–1527), an 

exigent critic, recorded these events in both his Discourses on Livy (1531) and the 

Florentine Histories (1532), stating that rather than succumbing to her emotions when 

her children were captured by the enemy, Caterina lifted her skirts to bare her genitals, 

showing Cesare she was unfazed by his actions because she had the means to produce 

more children.239 Perhaps it was deemed unwise to praise the deeds of such a strong 

woman, especially given Christina’s noble lineage and Caterina’s rebellion. Thus, 

instead, it seems they chose to emphasize a pivotal episode in Roman history, one which 

held lasting repercussions for Forlì, a city close to the Rubicon River. It also clearly 

referenced the queen, who, like Caesar, was journeying toward Rome on a trip that had 

never been undertaken before. It is perhaps for this reason that Gualdo Priorato described 

Christina’s entry as the crossing of a threshold, a tour that would ultimately strengthen 

the seat of Catholicism:  

She passed the famous Rubicon, but with greater glory than 
Caesar because he moved onward to take the freedom of 

                                                
238 Julia L. Hairston, “Skirting the Issue: Machiavelli’s Caterina Sforza,” Renaissance Quarterly 53 (2000): 
689. 
239 Hairston, “Machiavelli’s Caterina Sforza,” 659–660.  
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his country; only after she renounced her paternal kingdom, 
she came late to arrive at the Empire of Christ.240 

 

Crossing the Rubicon itself as the site of an important milestone, the place where 

Christina reaffirmed her renunciation of “her paternal kingdom” in exchange for “the 

Catholic Empire of Christ.”  

Although the Rubicon referenced a significant moment in Forlì’s history, it was 

also meant to represent a mythological deities traditionally associated with the artificial 

language of the villa gardens.241 River gods represented a region’s fertility. As signs of 

nature and abundance, they were often incorporated into gardens, courtyards, and were 

sometimes even paraded through the streets during triumphal entries and festivities.242 

Because they were “shorthand signifiers of place,” as Claudia Lazzaro has pointed out, 

river gods were especially well-suited subjects for ephemeral performances meant to 

reference any sort of topographical landscape, natural resource, or political alliance.243 

Even though river gods were mythological figures, Pope Leo X (1475–1521) chose to 

include a Hellenistic sculpture of the Tiber River (Fig. 27), unearthed in 1512, during the 

celebrations on the Capitoline Hill honouring both his brother, Giuliano (1479–1516), 

and his nephew, Lorenzo de’ Medici the Younger (1492–1519), to whom he had just 

conferred Roman citizenship in 1513.244 Una d’Elia has shown how river gods and other 

                                                
240 Author’s Translation. “Passò il famoso Rubicone, ma con maggior gloria di Cesare; poiché se questi vi 
si avvanzò per occupare la libertà della Patria; essa doppo haver rinunciato il Regno paterno, vi si è 
inoltrata per arrivar all’Imperio di Christo.” See, Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real Maestà, 168. 
241 Marcello Fagiolo, Roman Gardens: Villas of the Countryside (New York: Monacelli Press, 1997), 11. 
242 Claudia Lazzaro, “River Gods: Personifying nature in sixteenth-century Italy,” Renaissance Studies 25 
(2011): 77. 
243 Lazzaro, River Gods, 80. 
244 Lazzaro, River Gods, 77. Also see, Marcello Fagiolo and Maria Luisa Madonna, “Il possessso di Leone 
X: Il trionfo delle prospettive,” in La festa a Roma, Vol. 1, ed. Marcello Fagiolo (Rome: J. Sands, 1997), 
42–49. 
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visual evocations of nature were deeply rooted in the popular culture of the time.245 She 

has argued that throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, their stories were 

recounted in songs, poems, and prose. Additionally, their renown as some of the most 

coveted antiquities granted them a place in Marten van Heemskerk’s (1498–1574) 

reimaging of the fall of Troy; his painting Panorama with the Abduction of Helen Amidst 

the Wonders of the Ancient World (1535) (Fig. 28 and Fig. 29) is brimming with peristyle 

temples, classical arches, ruins, and statues emerging from the landscape. Here, however, 

the river gods hold pride of place, reclining in front of the entrance of the temple of 

Venus.  

 
Figure 26: Unknown Artist, The Tiber, Louvre, Paris. 
 

                                                
245 Una Roman D’Elia, “Giambologna’s giant and the cinquecento villa garden as a landscape of suffering,” 
in Studies in the History of Gardens & Designed Landscapes 31 (2011): 9.  
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Figure 27: Marten van Heemskerk, Panorama with the Abduction of Helen Amidst 
the Wonders of the Ancient World, 1535, oil on canvas, The Walters Art Museum, 
Baltimore. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 28: Detail, Marten van Heemskerk, Panorama with the Abduction of Helen 
Amidst the Wonders of the Ancient World, 1535, oil on canvas, The Walters Art 
Museum, Baltimore. 
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Further, although the represented sculptures deviate slightly from the studies of the river 

gods that the artist copied in the Belvedere courtyard (Fig. 30), their placement in the 

painting suggests that river gods quickly became synonymous with an all’antica style.246 

In fact, by the seventeenth century, they were so inextricably linked with Roman culture 

and power that the river gods adorning the fountains at the crossing of the Quattro 

Fontane (today the intersection of Via del Quirinale and Via delle Quattro Fontane) were 

left intact next to Francesco Borromini’s (1599–1667) Spanish Trinitarian Church of San 

Carlo alle Quattro Fontane (1638–1682) (Fig. 31). Thus, reclining with a cornucopia 

under a  

 
Figure 29: Marten van Heemskerk, View of the Nile and Tiber in the Vatican 
Belvedere Statue Court, 1532-33, drawing on paper, British Museum 
(1946,0713.639), London 

                                                
246 In his study of Roman villas and villegiatura, Marcello Fagiolo points out circular buildings descended 
from Venus herself. He asserts that there was, “a symbiosis between goddess and the form of a round 
temple of Venus.” Fagiolo, Roman Villas, 12. Also see, David Coffin, The Villa in the Life of Renaissance 
Rome (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1979).  
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canopy of trees and stalactites, one can see Carlo Borromeo (1538–1584), one of the most 

important Catholic Reformation saints, sharing the church façade with a river god.  

Considering that Julius Caesar’s crossing of the Rubicon River played such a central role 

in Forlì’s trionfo, it is not surprising that the artists looked to other representations of 

river gods for inspiration. The Rubicon, for which no ancient allegorical figure has 

survived, references other well-known ancient sculptures, such as the works Tiber and 

Arno (Fig. 31). Interestingly, Forlì’s Rubicon makes use of a combination of 

distinguishing features from several representations of Italy’s most important waterways. 

For example, the Rubicon wears a laurel crown and has a beard, which evokes the Tiber’s 

appearance. Both sculptural figures also recline in a similar pose and hold horns of plenty 

in their right hands. Yet, the Rubicon leans against an urn, an attribute that represented fl 

the source of the river, and came to signal the Arno River (Fig. 32). Forlì’s ephemeral 

river god deviates from traditional models, however, because it rests on a large shell 

rather than on a bed of stone. In his work, Bernini contrasted soft flesh and hard stone, 

flaunting his genius as the sculptor of Pope Innocent X’s (1574–1655) commission for 

the Fountain of the Four Rivers (1651) (Fig. 33). Bernini’s fountain in the Piazza Navona 

featured river gods representing the rivers of the Danube, Ganges, Nile, and Río de la 

Plata. Further, their bodies ripple and bulge outwardly as they recline on top of crystalline 

rock formations, none rest on shells. The Rubicon also differs from traditional 

representations of river gods in its faux bronze finish. Because river gods were generally 

sculpted out of marble, the decision to use a costlier medium caught the viewer’s 

attention, drawing awareness to the city’s affluence. Genevieve Warwick has 

demonstrated how the choice of artistic media does much to shape the reception of an 
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artwork, potentially augmenting the creator’s status. For example, she discovered that 

Bernini won the commission for the Fountain of the Four Rivers because he sculpted the 

preparatory design out of the costly—high and therefore erudite—medium of silver. An 

anonymous source among Filippo Baldinucci’s (1624–1697) manuscript papers reveals 

that,  

Bernini did not win the Fountain in Piazza Navona because 
his model was more beautiful than the others but because it 
was worth more than the others […]. The others made 
theirs of clay or of wax, and he made his of silver and in 
giving it to Donna Olimpia [Maidalchini (1591 – 1657)] he 
gained the world from which one sees that he was a greater 
courtier than sculptor and architect.247  

 

Figure 30: Unknown artist, River-god (next to Francesco Borromini’s façade of San 
Carlo alle Quattro Fontane, 1638–1682), marble, Rome. 
 
 

                                                
247 Genevieve Warwick, Bernini: Art as Theatre (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2012), 137–138.  
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Figure 31: Unknown Artist, Arno/Tigris, marble, Vatican Museums, Vatican City. 
 
Thus, as Warwick argues, Bernini secured the commission despite having fallen out of 

favour with the pope because his bold gesture showed his understanding of the hierarchy 

of genres and media, which mirrored social, religious, and political hierarchies.248 By 

using a medium that deviated from the norm—just as the Forlivese chose to do for their 

ephemeral Rubicon sculpture—Bernini commanded the respect of his audience.  

More generally, bronze sculptures were purchased as small, extravagant luxury 

items and were displayed in private palaces and studioli (studies). They were often 

coveted and exhibited by wealthy collectors as symbols of their culture, erudition, and 

taste.249 In fact, small-scale bronze works were so highly valued that many of the most 

illustrious patrons immortalized themselves holding, stroking, admiring, or otherwise 

interacting with these objects in their painted portraits. Agnolo Bronzino’s (1503–1572)   

                                                
248 Warwick, Bernini: Art as Theatre, 138. 
249 Geraldine Johnson, “In the Hand of the Beholder: Isabella d’Este and the Sensual Allure of Sculpture,” 
in Sense and the Senses in Early Modern Art and Cultural Practices, ed. Alice E. Sanger and Siv Tove 
Kulbrandstad Walker (Surrey: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2012), 183. 
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Figure 32: Bernini, Fountain of the Four Rivers, marble, 1651. (Left: Rio de la 
Plata, centre: Danube, right: Ganges, missing: Nile.) 
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Portrait of a Young Man Holding a Lute (1532–34) (Fig. 34), for example, portrays a 

statuette of a nymph with an inkpot. In this painting, Bronzino uses the statuette to 

associate the art of writing with music. Moreover, the object’s placement in Bronzino’s 

composition reinforces its practical function—a container with writing ink—while also 

personifying the arts. The statuette’s foot, which looms over the pot of ink, playfully 

mimics the writer’s quill. In imitating the art of writing with her body, the nymph echoes 

the popular saying, “to dip one’s quill into an inkpot,” reinforcing the connection 

between procreation and artistic invention. Thus understood, her inkpot is the vessel for 

poetic creation, and the ink is the fluid that animates the writer’s text. Bronzes were much 

enjoyed by learned patron within the confines of their own homes, much like trionfi, 

apparati, and sugar sculptures were erected in places with a strictly controlled 

viewership. The artists responsible for the Rubicon were playful in their portrayal. They 

reinterpreted the popular motif while making small changes that broke from the norm by 

placing the bronze river god in a shell. Representations of male mythological figures 

seated in shells were uncommon, as the shell was traditionally associated with depictions 

of Venus and symbols of femininity. Even in the more playful genre of small, bronze 

statuary, which often encouraged creativity, masculine evocations of nature seated on 

shells were uncommon. Severo da Ravenna’s (1465–1543) Arion Seated on a Shell (first 

quarter of the sixteenth century) (Fig. 35) and the Ravenna Inkwell in the Form of a Child 

Carrying a Shell (c.1510–1520) (Fig. 36) are two rare exceptions. Yet, neither tells a 

narrative story; rather, they embody a poetic ideal, much like the statuette of the nymph 

in Bronzino’s Portrait of a Young Man Holding a Lute. 
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Figure 33: Agnolo Bronzino, Portrait of a Young Man Holding a Lute, 1532–34, oil 
on wood, Uffizi, Florence. 
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Figure 34: Severo da Ravenna, Arion Seated on a Shell, first quarter of the sixteenth 
century, bronze, National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. 
 

 
Figure 35: Workshop of Severo da Ravenna, Ravenna Inkwell in the Form of a Child 
Carrying a Shell, c.1510–1520, bronze, National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.  
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This kind of fluid approach to viewing small bronze statues affected the tone of the 

Rubicon. Indeed, the medium of bronze—although made of “simulated” bronze as 

Christina’s chroniclers reported—visualized Forlì’s wealth. It also invited learned 

audiences to engage with this fleeting artwork in the same enthusiasm and searching for 

meaning. Just as trionfi and apparati were constantly being reused and renovated for 

carnivals, processions, and dramatic performances, so too did bronze statuettes move 

from room to room and surface to surface. Thus, by giving the Rubicon trionfo an 

artificial bronze finish, the Forlivesi welcomed the queen with an ephemeral object that, 

on its surface, paid homage to her arrival while subtly referencing the its longstanding 

dynastic associations—it had been ruled by the Malatesta and Sforza families since the 

fourteenth century.  

 

 

5.2 Pesaro: Drama and Dance as Expressions of Courtly Culture  

Queen Christina and her entourage departed Forlì early on 2 December, making their way 

through Cesena and Rimini as the travelled toward the Adriatic coast. They arrived in 

Pesaro, the first city of the Marche region on 3 December, where they were greeted by 

Marchigian knights on horseback, Swiss Guards, foot soldiers, and local citizens eager to 

get a glimpse of the queen. The celebrations honouring Christina’s arrival in Pesaro did 

not revolve around specific trionfi, as they had in Forlì. Instead, they focused on the 

citizenry, particularly on the nobles and professional performers dressed in sumptuous 

clothing and costumes who were stationed throughout Pesaro to welcome her. Rather 

than displaying their interest in the visual arts as the Forlivesi had through their elaborate 
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trionfi, the Pesaresi entertained their guest with performances that paid homage to local 

history, specifically reflecting the culture of militaristic despotic lords (namely the 

Sforza, Malatesta, della Rovere, and Montefeltro families) who, for centuries, had vied 

with one another for control over the Marche region.250  

The celebrations in Pesaro were orchestrated by the Pesarese poet Francesco 

Maria Santinelli (1627–1697). In addition to the usual processions, masses, and banquets 

staged as part of Christina’s welcome, Santinelli’s performances flaunted the region’s 

reputation for having the best dancers and the greatest intellectuals, as well as a rich court 

culture—qualities that were evoked in Baldassare Castiglione’s Book of the Courtier 

(1528), set in the nearby Marchigian city of Urbino. Nestled in the labyrinthine 

mountains some thirty-five kilometres inland from Pesaro, the city of Urbino was not part 

of Queen Christina’s journey to Rome. Yet, to pay homage to Urbino’s important period 

in the region’s history, Santinelli based his dramatic performances on the medieval 

chivalric codes, classical virtues, and humanist ideals discussed in Castiglione’s treatise. 

He then went one step further: Santinelli transplanted the entire court of Urbino to 

Pesaro, where they recreated the atmosphere of The Courtier. By performing dances and 

staging dramas, the people of the Marche invited Queen Christina to feast and experience 

one of Italy’s most famous courts, a unique experience that offered her a taste of its 

cultural riches.   

From the moment Christina entered the city, Santinelli designed the celebrations 

to underscore Pesaro’s passion for kinetic movement. He replaced apparati and trionfi 

with constellations of nobles in carriages, military soldiers on horseback, and clusters of 

                                                
250 Festini, I trionfi, 52–53. 
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citizens—bodies in full regalia who were posed like sculptures, creating human 

ornaments against the facades of the city’s palazzi. Their placement was highly 

choreographed, as they were strategically situated to enhance the city’s appearance. As in 

other cities in the Papal States, the location of the nobles and military showcased the 

city’s wealth and prosperity, drawing attention to their sumptuous clothing and perfectly 

pressed uniforms. In Pesaro, however, the most extravagantly dressed figures also played 

the most important roles in the performances held for Queen Christina. Cardinal Legate 

Luigi Omodei (1607–1685), Francesco Maria Santinelli, and his brother, Count Alfonso 

Santinelli (dates unknown), for instance, were especially visible during her welcome 

ceremony. They followed directly behind her carriage as it moved through the city’s most 

important religious and civic spaces, including the piazza in front of the Duomo and the 

Palazzo Ducale. As in the Forlivese trionfi, their presence served as a focal point that 

anchored the viewer’s gaze and altered the queen’s sightlines. It is precisely for this 

reason that when recounting the Pesarese festivities, Gualdo Priorato took the time to 

describe the details of the nobles’ clothing and the ways in which the soldiers and 

servants were dressed:  

… fifty Swiss Guards on foot, one hundred knights on 
horseback, dressed in their finest black robes, […] another 
twenty gentlemen also dressed in black velvet came, joined 
by four trumpetters. Twenty-four palafrenieri, dressed in 
flesh-coloured clothing with strips of white velvet, greeted 
the queen.251  

 

                                                
251 Author’s Translation. “Cinquanta Svizzeri della sua guardia a piedi, e più di cento Cavaglieri cospicui a 
cavallo, con ricchi, e sontuosi vestiti, e vaghe livree; […] altri venti Gentilhuomini pur vestiti di honorevoli 
habiti neri, con quattro trombetti, e 24 Palafrenieri, con bellissima livrea di panno incarnato, guarnito con 
listoni di velluto bianco.” See Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real Maestà, 172–173.  
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Unlike in Forlì, where Gualdo Priorato recounted the appearance of the ephemeral 

structures in detail, in Pesaro, he specified the number of people decorating the space, 

revealing that the highly-adorned bodies were, in fact, compensating for a lack of trionfi. 

Indeed, Festini went so far as to suggest that the lavish clothing played an important part 

in creating an appealing artistic composition. For example, when describing Cardinal 

Legate Omodei’s servants (aiutanti di camera), he suggested that their physical 

appearance affected the space’s appearance, helping to give the modest palazzo an aura 

of polished allure. (The same kind of décor applied to palace exteriors in larger cities, 

such as Ferrara and Bologna.) Festini also remarked on the fact that each servant wore the 

same black velvet uniform with sleeves covered in restagno (strips of material), which 

seemed to have made the “lavish apparecchio (apparatus, a kind of extravagant of 

display) filled with candied food and confectionaries” even more captivating.252 The 

placement of the bodies was so central to the presentation of the confectionaries in Pesaro 

that Festini linked the scene with the idea of courtly duty. He wrote that, “it was the 

court’s duty (dovere) that the palate should enjoy the same sweetness as the ear and the 

eyes, and to the harmony and dances that were no less pleasurable.”253 Just as the ideal 

courtier and the best dancers displayed a harmonious combination of attributes and skills, 

he talked of how ephemera also had to appeal to all the senses. Sight, sound, taste, touch, 

and smell were to reflect how the court communicated its values.  

In Pesaro, Queen Christina dined privately, then later in the evening, she was 

treated to a ball. In fact, dance played a principal part in the celebrations honouring her 

                                                
252 Described as, “un lauto apparecchio di confetture, e conditi.” Festini, I trionfi, 53. 
253 Author’s translation. “Era il dovere, c’il palato godesse le sue dolcezze, quando indi a poco l’orecchie, e 
gli occhi dovevano, e all’armonia, & a balli haverne non men soavi trattenimenti.” Festini, I trionfi, 53. 
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arrival in almost every city in Italy.254 Castiglione, also a proponent of dance, stressed the 

importance of dance in court culture, seeing it as a pastime that helped achieve a balance 

between the vita contemplativa (contemplative life) and the vita attiva (active life). He 

wrote that the ideal courtier should “laugh, jest, banter, romp and dance, though in a 

fashion that always reflects good sense and discretion.”255 Dance was used as a 

persuasive visual and kinetic sign of power. This light form of physical exercise had long 

since been considered a courtly pastime. It also held specific local importance because 

Pesaro was the home of one of the first Italian dance masters, Guglielmo Ebreo da Pesaro 

(c. 1420–1480). For much of the fifteenth century, he had taught his choreography to the 

most powerful Renaissance princes, serving such illustrious patrons as the Aragon kings 

of Naples, the house of Montefeltro of Urbino, the Sforza of Milan, and Este of Ferrara. 

His written work Trattato dell’arte del ballo (1455) not only explained the moves to 

specific dances but also clarified the philosophy behind dance, arguing for its importance 

as a display of power that demonstrated skill and refinement. Ebreo’s treatise suggested 

that dance required both soundness of mind and physical strength, a combination of 

qualities that came to represent the epitome of courtly refinement. For Ebreo, dancing 

necessitated misura (understanding of tempo and rhythm), memoria (the ability to 

remember each step), partire di terreno (spatial reasoning, or being able move across the 

whole dance floor), aiere (the ability to leap into the air), maniera (graceful mannerisms), 

and movimento corporeo (agility).256 It is perhaps not surprising the humanist poet Filelfo 

                                                
254 Social dance was an important part of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century culture because they were 
closely linked with courtly conduct and manuals. As such, these spectacular performances of status were 
part of an exchange of etiquette and a performance of self. See Margaret M. McGowan, Dance in the 
Renaissance (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2008), 209–228. Also see Iain Fenlon, Music and culture 
in late Renaissance Italy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002).  
255 Baldassare Castiglione, Book of the Courtier, trans. George Bull (London: Penguin Books, 2003), 64. 
256 Guglielmo Ebreo da Pesaro, Trattato dell’ arte del ballo (Bologna: Romagnoli, 1873).   
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(1426–1480) likened Guglielmo’s teaching of dance to a gift from the gods, which 

transforms the performer.  

So much grace and angelic harmony is in the sweet music 
of Guglielmo Ebreo. So much elegance is in the beautiful 
dancing that it would make Maccabeus put his weapon 
away, Solomon lose his wisdom, and King David be 
embarrassed. Were it Judith, she would dance, and 
Socrates, Aristotle, Plato, and Someone born more rational. 
Dancing would captivate Cato, make Diana bow to her 
followers, and make Scipio quit his noble enterprise.257  

 

Dance is not only beautiful but it has a transformative power. It is no wonder, as 

Margaret McGowan and Anthony D’Elia point out, that this form of art—which mirrored 

the grace and rhythmic movement of the heavens—seemed especially mystical and 

embodied a sense of heroic virtue.258  

Wanting to reflect Pesaro’s long lineage of courtly dancers, Santinelli prepared a 

spectacle that treated the queen to an evening of dance. It first featured a gagliarda (a 

sectional dance with a five-step pattern executed in a moderato triple or duple time) 

performed by the courtiers of Pesaro and Urbino.259 Gualdo Priorato recorded that 

Christina was so impressed with the ease and elegance exhibited by the performers that 

she asked to see a second dance:  

                                                
257 Filelfo’s poem is originally recorded in Roberto Valturio’s (1405–1475) De re militari (1472). 
This is Anthony F. D’Elia’s translation. See Anthony F. D’Elia, Pagan Virtue in a Christian World: 
Sigismondo Malatesta and the Italian Renaissance (Cambridge Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 
2016), 102.  
258 D’Elia, Pagan Virtue in a Christian World, 102.  
259 Lutio Compasso’s learned treatise, the Ballo della Gagliarda (1560), is the first manual to describe the 
immerging dance style of the gagliarda. Yet, because many variations (165 at the time of the Compasso’s 
treatise) existed, it is reasonable to suppose that it was being performed well before 1560. Although it is 
danced in 6/8 step-patterns, early renditions of the gagliarda likely included a fair amount of improvisation. 
On the whole, it was a small section of a balletto (a short dance-suite). By the seventeenth century, it had 
become the most popular type of dance performed in Italy. See Lutio Compasso, Ballo della Gagliarda, ed. 
by Barbara Sparti (Freiburg: fa-gisis Musik- und Tanzedition, 1995), 5–13.  
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They danced as knights, and the queen begged (pregò) 
them to remove their capes and swords so that she could 
better observe them dance for her own pleasure (per 
maggiore sua sodisfattione). They obliged her, and 
performed a gagliarda that Her Majesty liked so much, she 
declared (dichiarò) that she wished to see them beat a 
canario (Canary dance).260  

 

Thus, rather than admiring the choreography, Gualdo Priorato’s account suggests she was 

most struck by the performers’ agility and movements; a compliment she paid to them by 

asking to view their bodies unencumbered by the accoutrements of their status—their 

swords, which legally could be carried only by noblemen, and their capes.261 This 

appreciation for the dancers’ abilities suggests that even centuries after Ebreo’s time, 

Marchigian courtiers continued to follow Castiglione’s suggestion and hone their skills in 

the art of dance.   

The evening’s celebrations culminated with an elaborate dance performed by a 

troupe of professional dancers and acrobats. Their performance, entitled the Forza 

d’Ercole (Strength of Hercules), showcased the physical force of this group as they 

balanced precariously to form a human tower.262 Named after the ancient Greek demigod 

known for his unparalleled strength, the acrobats, who were primarily male dancers 

accompanied by a few male youths, used their bodies to form intricate patterns that were 

                                                
260 Author’s Translation. “Ballavano da Cavaglieri, la Regina gli pregò, che per maggior sua sodisfattione si 
levassero il mantello, e le spade d’attorno per meglio poterli essa osservare; ubidirono, e danzarono una 
gagliarda, che tanto piacque a S. Maestà, che si dichiarò desiderosa di vederli a battere ancora un canario” 
Galeazzo Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real Maestà, 175. 
261 For the legality of possessing the sword in Renaissance Italy see Steven C. Huges, Politics of the Sword: 
Dueling Honour, and Masculinity in Modern Italy (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 2007) 14-16. 
Also see Edward Muir, Mad Blood Stirring: Vendetta in Renaissance Italy (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1993), 166.  
262 Anthony D’Elia discusses the relationship between athleticism and masculinity in classical antiquity, 
emphasizing physical strength as a formative part of a young man’s education in the Renaissance, 
particularly at the Court of Sigismondo Malatesta. He associates this tradition with stories of Hercules. 
D’Elia, Pagan Virtue in a Christian World, 69–111. 
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transformed into different shapes. Stunned by the way in which their bodies represented 

Hercules’ characteristic force and vigour, Festini described the performance in depth, 

revealing the extent to which all the viewers appreciated the movements—the twists, 

turns, and cartwheels—and, more broadly, the way in which this kinetic art form 

challenged the relationship between nature and art.  

 

Their agility, twists, turns, and numerous cartwheels 
spliced the air, leaving no question about the merit of the 
level of applause, [but] only [about] who prevailed, 
whether the hands capable of writing rhymes or the skilled 
foot capable of dancing in a ball. As soon as everyone 
pulled themselves together after seeing those harmonious 
marvels more men appeared, whose arms and legs were 
bare but the rest of their bodies were covered in refined 
turquoise fabric inlaid with silver leaf, they also wore a red 
cap, and three youths in the same manner, but red material 
and with the arms of Sweden in silver inscribed on their 
chests. With yet more incredible force, to those present, 
they themselves made a living architecture, sometimes 
clinging to each other, sometimes forming a long chain 
among themselves sustained in the air, sometimes pushing 
each other, sometimes spinning in many forms.263 

 

An anonymous drawing of the Forza d’Ercole (Fig. 37) in the Riksarkivet in Stockholm 

provides us with a window into the climax of the performance, when the dancers created 

what Festini described as “a living architecture.” The illustration, which features both a 

                                                
263 Author’s Translation. “La loro agilità, intrecci, raggiri, li moltiplicati spezzamenti d’aria in una 
Capriola, gli fecero meritar gli applausi in dubio ancora però, chi meglio in loro prevalesse, ò la mano 
scrivendo rime, ò il piede raggirato nel ballo. A pena eransi gli animi raccolti da queste armoniose 
meraviglie, che comparevero più huomini, nudi delle braccia, e delle gambe, nel resto coperti di tela 
turchina, con fogliami d’argento, e berrette rosse in capo, e tre fanciulli, nel modo medesimo, ma di tela 
rossa, e con l’armi di Svetia d’argento nel petto scolpite. Questi con forze incredibili ancora, a chi ivi e 
stato presente, con una viva architettura di loro medesimi, hor s’aggroppavano insieme, hor l’uno, e altro 
con longo ordine sostenendosi in aria, hor premendosi, hor raggirandosi in tante forme.” Festini, I trionfi, 
54. 
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loose sketch and a more fully fleshed-out drawing of the same human pyramid, 

complements Festini’s description and sheds light on the number of dancers involved in 

the performance. With a few strokes of the pen, the artist was able to highlight the 

bulging calves, flexed abdominals, and taught quadrilateral muscles that formed a tower 

in the shape of a massive figura serpentinata.  

 

 
Figure 36: Unknown Artist, La forza d’Ercole, 1655, Riksarkivet, Stockholm. 
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While performing in a state of semi-undress certainly gave the Forza d’Ercole an 

erotic and alluring appeal, this quintessentially Baroque form invited viewers to imagine 

the strength of Hercules’ body. Further, while the dancers of the Forza d’Ercole 

delighted their audience with their physical strength, the movement of their bodies 

evoked erudite messages and motifs, such as the relationship between art and nature and 

metamorphosis. Santinelli communicated these subjects and ideas through the placement 

of figures in a figura serpentinata. In the Riksarkivet drawing, one sees bodies facing 

opposite directions, creating an alternating pattern that forces the eye upward, mimicking 

the appearance of a spiral column. In viewing this tower of bodies firsthand, Festini 

likened the theme of metamorphosis in the Forza d’Ercole to the ancient river god, 

Proteus, who was understood as the embodiment of the unpredictability of the sea. In his 

Metamorphoses, Ovid described Proteus as “inconstant,” an apt way of conjuring up a 

mental image of the ways in which the dancers moved, continuously altering their 

placement in space. Moreover, the theme of metamorphosis—and, indeed, Proteus’ 

association with change—would surely have resonated with Christina, who was in the 

process of shedding her former identity as the ruling monarch of Sweden to become a 

symbol of Catholic triumph. In fact, the use of her crest as part of the costumes worn by 

the dancers in the Forza d’Ercole suggests that she was supposed to identify with the 

dancers’ movements—their strength, of course, but more importantly, their flexibility. 

Taking this one step further, Festini suggested that the performance transformed bodies 

into sculptures, where their pale flesh gave the illusion of Carrara marble—the ultimate 

erudite metamorphosis.  
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Following the evening of dance, Santinelli presented the queen with a printed 

copy of his Canzoni (1655), a series of poems that he dedicated to Christina. The volume 

included a poem about her abdication and conversion to Catholicism. Instead of reciting 

it for her, however, Santinelli staged an elaborate, dramatic play that featured costumes, 

recitations, and speeches. Evoking the atmosphere of an accademia (a gathering of 

intellects who gave speeches and stimulated lively discussions), Santinelli set his drama 

on Mount Parnassus, the ancient mythological home of poetry inhabited by Apollo and 

other deities and creatures. To this group of poets, the author added several Italian poets, 

combining history and mythology to create what Festini and Gualdo Priorato described as 

an accademia drammatica (theatrical academy). Santinelli’s placing of the accademia 

drammatica on Mount Parnassus served as the basis for the original plot. The 

mythological home of poetry had long since been associated with court culture and was 

often represented in palace interiors for wealthy elites and princes. The paintings, 

tapestries, and frescoes depicted in palace interiors—particularly in studioli—often 

illustrated the poets of Mount Parnassus as a form of inspiration. For instance, during her 

rule of the court of Mantua, Isabella d’Este (1474–1539) commissioned a painting of 

Parnassus (1497) by Andrea Mantegna (1431–1506) for her studiolo, which was to 

embody the values of chastity and fidelity that she championed.264  Jennifer D. Webb has 

                                                
264 Isabella d’Este’s studiolo, where Mantegna’s work hung, drew inspiration from the courts of other 
important Renaissance princes, such as her sister Beatrice d’Este (1475–1497) of Milan and her sister-in-
law, Elisabetta Gonzaga (1471–1526) of Urbino. Mantegna’s Parnassus represents the harmony of mind 
and spirit, a balance Isabella sought to foster in her own life. A poem by Battista Fiera (c. 1465–1538), 
written sometime between 1489 and 1499, reveals that contemporaries understood the mythological figures 
in the painting, namely Mars and Venus, whose illicit union gave birth to Cupid, as Isabella and Francesco 
Gonzaga. The flourishing of the arts under her patronage, however, is represented through the Apollo and 
the Muses. For more information on Andrea Mantegna’s Parnassus see, Andrea Mantegna, eds. Jane 
Martineau, et al. (London: Thames and Hudson, 1992), 418–426. Also see, Stephen Campbell, The Cabinet 
of Eros: Renaissance Mythological Painting and the Studiolo of Isabella d’Este (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2004).  
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shown how Duke Federico da Montefeltro (1422–1482) of Urbino also filled his studiolo 

with artworks that embodied the intellectual spirit of his court. Webb argues that the 

wood intarsia designed to look like books, scrolls, music, and scientific instruments, 

along with the series of uomini famousi paintings, helped to ensure the duke remained a 

responsible ruler. Furthermore, these objects served as reminders of the importance of 

intellectual pursuits that contributed to enriching Duke Federico da Montefeltro’s 

experience of the vita contemplativa, a practise famously described by Machiavelli:  

When evening comes, I return home and go into my study. 
On the threshold, I strip off my muddy, sweaty, workday 
clothes, and put on the robes of court and palace, and in this 
graver dress I enter the antique courts of the ancients and 
am welcomed by them, and there I taste the food that alone 
is mine, and for which I was born. And there I make bold to 
speak to them and ask the motives of their actions, and 
they, in their humanity, reply to me. And for the space of 
four hours I forget the world, remember no vexation, fear 
poverty no more, tremble no more at death: I pass indeed 
into their world.265 

 

Santinelli did not write his accademia drammatica with Machiavelli’s words in mind; 

rather, these ideas were deeply rooted in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century court culture, 

particularly in the Marche, where its despotic lords prided themselves on having the most 

refined courtiers. It is perhaps for this reason that Festini describes Santinelli’s Parnassus 

as Apollo’s anticamera, a room found in a private palazzo where princes entertained 

illustrious guests such as Christina.  

                                                
265 Machiavelli wrote this letter to Francesco Vittori Letter about the Prince on 10 December 1513. See, 
Atkinson and Sices, Machiavelli and His Friends: Their Personal Correspondence (Dekalb: North Illinois 
University Press, 1996), 264.  
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The first act of the play recreated the heated rivalry between two famous late 

sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century poets, Giambattista Marino (1569–1625) and 

Gaspare Murtola (1570–1624). Remembered for their violent clash in the streets of Turin, 

Santinelli wrote the continuation of their bitter discord through a competition of poetic 

recitation held from beyond the grave on Mount Parnassus. Festini discussed how 

Santinelli brought the poets back to life in his work to settle their quarrel and entertain the 

queen:  

With diverse dances performed by a chorus of nymphs, the 
first atione (act) represented Parnassus, Apollo’s 
anticamera, where contests of song between Marino and 
Murtola flowed, who were favoured by their partisans, 
came [back to life] to open disputes […] for the Accademia 
that was ordered for the forthcoming announced arrival 
(avvisata) of the queen of Sweden that occurred in those 
districts, a recitation that also served as the second act.266 

 

Here, it seems that history achieved the status of myth, as Santinelli blurred the 

boundaries between fact and fiction, reality and imagination. Although the script has not 

survived, watching the poets spar verbally in a heated battle of rhetoric must have elicited 

a great deal of excitement, especially since the viewers would have known of Marino and 

Murtola’s scandalous feud. After living under the protection of the same patron in Rome, 

Melchiorre Crescenzi (1568–1612), the poets’ relationship quickly disintegrated as they 

competed for his favour. By 1608, hostility between the two poets had risen to such 

heights that Murtola made an attempt on Marino’s life, firing two shots that grazed his 

                                                
266 Author’s Translation. “Con diversi balli da un Choro di Ninfe la prima atione rappresentava in Parnaso, 
nell’anticamera d’Apollo, le gare decantate trà il Marini, e il Murtola, che favoriti da loro partegiani, venuti 
ad aperte contese, […] per un Academia, che si ordinò, per la prossima avvisata venuta in quelle contrade 
della Regina di Svetia, la qual poi recitata servì per la seconda atione.” Festini, I trionfi, 57. 
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arm and wounded an innocent bystander, Ettore Braida (d.1608).267 Despite Murtola’s 

efforts, Marino’s success overshadowed his rival. He became one of the most prominent 

poets of the seventeenth century, whose genius was compared to his sixteenth-century 

predecessors, Ludovico Ariosto (1474–1533) and Torquato Tasso (1544–1595). His 

reputation for witty wordplay, exaggerated descriptions, and excessive rhetoric granted 

him a host of followers throughout the seventeenth century, called Marinisti.  

Additionally, because of the violent nature of their relationship, the first act of 

Santinelli’s accademia drammatica also recalled one of the bloodiest rivalries of classical 

antiquity, recorded in chilling detail in Ovid’s Metamorphoses. This was the conflict 

between Apollo, the god of music and poetry, and a humble piper, Marsyas, which 

culminates with extreme violence. In the poem, Marsyas challenged the god, playing only 

on his humble panpipe, which could not compete with the sounds of Apollo’s lyre. For 

his arrogance, Apollo flayed Marsyas alive in one of the most gruesome passages of the 

Metamorphoses: 

And as he cries, the skin is stripped from his body  
Until he’s all entirely one wound:  
Blood runs out everywhere, and his uncovered  
sinews lie utterly exposed to view;  
His pulsing veins were flickering, and you  
Could number all his writhing viscera  
And the gleaming organs underneath his sternum.268  

(VI, 554–560)  
 

Those watching Santinelli’s accademia drammatica would have understood the parallel 

between the flaying of Marsyas and the poetic competition between Marino (the hero) 

                                                
267 Elizabeth Cropper, The Domenichino Affair: Novelty, Imitation, and Theft in the Seventeenth-century 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2005), 231.  
268 Ovid, Metamorphoses, trans. Charles Martin (New York: W.W. Norton, 2004), 205. 
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and Murtola (the antihero). Indeed, given the culture of artistic rivalries that took shape in 

the seventeenth century (including those of Bernini and Borromini, as well as Caravaggio 

and Annibale Carracci), the audience would have surely found the conflict between 

Marino and Murtola highly entertaining.   

Whereas the first act recreated a battle of wits between the two well-known 

seventeenth-century poets, the following two acts represented two famous stories told 

through dramatic performances, where, once again, dance was featured prominently. In 

the second act, Santinelli combined poetry and expressive dance to recreate an episode 

from Virgil’s Aeneid. Wanting once again to be original, however, Santinelli chose to 

reenact Juno’s disdain for Aeneas during his flight from Troy—an aspect of the story left 

out by Virgil—yet considered a central theme because it later impacts Aeneas’ journey 

and drives the plot forward. Festini recorded that Santinelli’s performance visualized 

Juno’s disdain for Aeneas while also entertaining audiences with a dance performed by 

the “furies,”  

Tasso followed Apollo’s commands, staging a Dramatic 
composition (una compositione Dramatica), which 
introduced Juno’s struggle to destroy Aeneas after she 
descended to the Inferno to ask Pluto for help to derail him 
from his journey from Troy and his quest to plant the seeds 
of the Empire of Italy [Lavinium]. Juno’s prayers then 
invoked the furies, who performed a little dance (balletto) 
and obliged her. This brought the end of the first 
intermezzo (intermedio) to a close.269 

 

                                                
269 Author’s Translation. “Il Tasso obbedì a i commandamenti d’Apollo con una compositione Dramatica, 
introducendo Giunone, che scendeva all’inferno, per chiedere aiuto a Pluto contro d’Enea, che passava da 
Troia, à piantar l’Impero in Italia, & da esso alle sue preghiere chiamate le furie, dopo d’un loro balletto, à 
volo si portorono per ademire i commandamenti di Giunone, e di Pluto, e con questo si diè fine al primo 
intermedio.” Festini, I trionfi, 57. 
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Festini’s account reveals a great deal about Santinelli’s approach to his accademia 

drammatica. It shows, for instance, that his intent was to use classical characters and 

storylines while adding his own personal twist. His choice to build his artistic 

performances based on familiar stories enabled him to insert his audience into a dramatic 

retelling that also flaunted the poet’s ingenuity.  

In act three, Santinelli chose to depict an episode from Orlando Furioso, another 

beloved epic poem, set at the chivalric court of Charlemagne in Paris. As in the previous 

acts, the final portion of the accademia drammatica did not portray the story’s 

protagonist, Roland, a Christian knight fighting against the Saracens’ forces, whose love 

for the beautiful Angelica drives him mad. Rather, it focused on one of its many subplots, 

which took place in the enchanted castle of Atlantes, where Santinelli placed the author 

Lodovico Ariosto. Festini’s recorded that,  

For the other [act], Ariosto made the enchanted palace of 
Atlantes appear, which conquered by Bradamante, was 
forced to serve liberated the warriors who were captured as 
prisoners and trapped inside the fortress. To represent their 
freedom, the warriors performed a well-illustrated dance 
that showed viewers they were no longer chained.270  

 

As a woman, Christina must have enjoyed seeing a female warrior such as Bradamante, 

whose espoused purity and chastity gave her the strength to vanquish the evil sorcerer 

Atlantes and free the imprisoned soldiers.  

The audience must have also appreciated Ariosto’s presence in Santinelli’s 

accademia drammatica; they would have seen this not only as an opportunity to imagine 

                                                
270 Author’s Translation. “Per l’altro l’Ariosto fè vedere il Palazzo incantato d’Atlante, che vinto da 
Bradamande fù costretto a liberar’ quei guerrieri, che teneva prigioni, che per assicurarsi d’esser fuori 
d’ogni catena, fecero un ben figurato balletto.” Festini, I trionfi, 57–58. 
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how the author of the story would have interacted with his own characters but also as a 

sign of Santinelli’s genius. While it might be tempting to think of this accademia 

drammatica as a seventeenth-century form of what we sometimes refer to today as “fan 

fiction,” Santinelli was, in fact, following a well-respected formula for writing poems. 

Dante, for instance, wrote his Inferno and Paradiso using the ancient poet Virgil as his 

protagonist’s guide. Indeed, it was Santinelli’s ability to combine history with reality, 

myth, and legend, as well as fact with fiction, that titillated his audience. This prompted 

Festini to praise its ingenious design:   

A scene imbued with vaghezza (alluring beauty), so well-
designed (ben intesa architettura) brought distant lands to 
life. […] Not to condemn the hands and feet […] but to 
applaud an opera with such an erudite blend of genres in a 
work (un opera) as a feat of ingenuity that illustrated 
Messers Santinelli’s talents.271  

 

Festini’s statement suggests that the audience understood Santinelli’s accademia 

drammatica in much the same way as private patrons and collectors coveted paintings of 

these stories. For example, Nicholas Poussin’s (1594–1665) Armida discovers the 

Sleeping Rinaldo (1629) (Fig. 38) and Bradamante and Fiordispina (1632–35) (Fig. 39), 

attributed to Guido Reni (1575–1642), represent two episodes from 

                                                
271 Author’s Translation. “La scena si vaga, e ben’ intesa architettura, con profondissime lontanaze, […] 
non à condannare i solecismi delle mani, e de piedi, [...] mà ad applaudere ad un’opra, c’in un erudito 
miscuglio haveva fatti apparire per ammirabili gli ingegni de Signori Santinelli, che ne furono gli inventori 
di tutta l’atione.” Festini, I trionfi, 57–58.  
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Figure 37: Nicholas Poussin, Armida discovers the Sleeping Rinaldo, 1629, oil on 
canvas, Dulwich Picture Gallery, London. 
 

 
Figure 38: Guido Reni (?), Bradamante and Fiordispina, 1632–35, oil on canvas, 
Depositi delle Gallerie, Florence.  
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Orlando Furioso. These works represent the same kind of reinterpretation and personal 

engagement with the text. Both Poussin and Guido, for instance, chose to portray their 

heroes more like classical Roman gods than medieval Christian knights. Indeed, Poussin 

went as far as to dress Rinaldo in the armour of the ancient Roman legion.  

With fewer riches to show the queen, the trionfi and performances held in the 

more modest cities of the Emilia Romagna and Marche regions drew attention away from 

lacunae (fewer resources, modest palazzi, limited space, less staff) by compensating with 

celebrations that featured noble performers, erudite themes, and spectacular feats of 

engineering. The trionfi placed in Forlì and the dances and accademia drammatica held 

in Pesaro exemplified strong civic pride. The Forlivese trionfi served as the visual 

embodiment of its ancient and more recent religious history. In viewing the ornamento 

del fuoco and the Rubicon, Christina was treated to works of art that visualized the city’s 

history using an expressive language that invited her to evaluate her changing identity. 

Similarly, in Pesaro, the arts of dance and drama flaunted the courtly ideals expounded by 

Marchegian courtiers, such as Federico da Montefeltro of Urbino—Castiglione’s 

inspiration for his Book of the Courtier. In this more isolated region of Italy, the queen 

was treated to complex and playful artworks that mixed themes and motifs in ways that 

some may have seemed indecorous in a more conservative religious setting, such as in 

Bologna. In this sense, the celebrations of Forlì and Pesaro, although different in both 

subject matter and media, entertained her with artworks and performances that offered 
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the guests a heightened taste of the more remote cities of the Papal States as she 

proceeded to her new life in Rome.272  

 
  

                                                
272 Queen Christina’s journey through the Marche followed the coastal road south toward Fano, Ancona, 
and Loreto (where she made a generous offering to the Holy Shrine of Loreto). During her short stay in 
Loreto, Queen Christina professed her belief in the image of the Virgin Mary. At the shrine, she offered a 
scepter mounted by a crown, which was placed in the hands of the sculpted Madonna. An excerpt from the 
donations register of Loreto in the Archivio Storico della Santa Casa di Loreto, Loreto, fol.225v. From 
Loreto, they made their way in-land passing though Macerata, Tolentino, and Camerino before entering the 
region of Umbria. 
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Chapter 6 

Umbria and the Economics of Ephemera 

 

 

The first three chapters of this dissertation explored the ceremonies (masses, formal 

processions, and banquets) and spectacles (plays, concerts, fireworks, and jousts) 

celebrating Queen Christina’s arrival in the Papal States. They highlighted the social, 

political, and religious messages embedded in these performances, focusing primarily on 

iconography. They showed how such ostentatious, though fleeting, artworks established 

strict protocols, reflecting social customs and local traditions while also concretizing 

Christina’s wholly unique political position at the court of Rome.  

Chapter 6 continues to follow the queen’s journey, chronicling her travels in 

Umbria. In addition to exploring how these festivities unfurled, it also considers the 

question of how ephemera—trionfi, apparati, and sugar sculptures, in particular—were 

commissioned, paid for, and prepared. This work is accomplished by comparing detailed 

descriptions of the ephemeral art objects commissioned for the local festivities with 

surviving records of payments logged in the financial ledger of Lodovico Chellini (dates 

unknown), the dispensiere (high-ranking steward) of the Camera Apostolica (ASR, 

Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655–1656; Spese per Cristina di 

Svezia), Thus, this chapter explores the economics of ephemera. Here, I dive into the 

price of the lavish artworks to explicate their elusive nature and function. Using the feasts 

held in Assisi, Spoleto, and Terni as case studies, this chapter considers the costs 

involved in creating the ephemeral works—down to the last baiocco (the smallest coin 
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exchanged as currency in seventeenth-century Rome)—to uncover their true place in 

Italian Baroque society.273 More specifically, I demonstrate the lengths to which the 

papacy went to ensure that Christina was welcomed with the same level of pomp and 

circumstance in even the most remote cities of Umbria—locales so removed from the 

beaten path that artists, cooks, kitchen assistants, pages, labourers, and deliverymen had 

to be brought in to help these minor courts welcome such a large party of nobles, 

servants, and soldiers. By bringing together the various printed accounts of the queen’s 

journey drawn from archival resources, Chapter 6 considers how the ephemeral works of 

art—literally designed to be consumed or destroyed in short order—were not soon 

forgotten by their audience, despite their quite playful and transitory nature. In fact, these 

artworks were coveted for their grandeur and appreciated as embodiments of artistic 

ingenuity. Moreover, because they were crafted out of temporary media for a very select 

audience, they tested the limits of imagination and, sometimes, challenged the boundaries 

of decorum. Ultimately, the current chapter reconsiders ephemera’s social and financial 

place within seventeenth-century society, a world where people revelled in artistry and 

craftsmanship, often paying exorbitant sums of money for ephemera. To them, the trionfi 

in public piazze and the sugar sculptures at the core part of the banquets’ scenography 

                                                
273 In the seventeenth-century, Roman currency was composed of the baiocco (pl. baiocchi), which was a 
coin of varying value. It was worth a tenth of giulio. A giulio was worth ten baiocchi or two paoli. One 
paolo was coin worth five baiocchi; the scudo was a coin worth ten giuli or twenty-five paoli. It was also 
worth one hundred baiocchi. Scudi and baiocchi were the most common form of currency used in the 
transactions for Queen Christian of Sweden. I have denoted the division between scudi and baiocchi with a 
period because they hold the same ratio as dollars and cents. I will therefore express the numerical 
relationship of one scudo and one baiocco as 1.01 in certain footnotes and in the appendix. Throughout the 
text, however, numbers will be written out, reflecting how they these were also recorded in primary 
sources. For a more detailed breakdown of seventeenth-century Roman currency see Renata Ago, A Gusto 
for Things: A History of Objects in Seventeenth-Century Rome, translated by Bradford Bouley (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2006), xxxvii. Also see, Richard Spear and Philip Sohm, Painting for Profit: 
Economic Lives of Seventeenth-century Italian Painters (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2010).  
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were neither “low” artistic genres nor marginal artworks. Rather, they denoted times of 

great celebration, and were given pride of place alongside the “high” arts of painting, 

drawing, sculpture, and architecture.  

 

6.1 Sugar Sculptures in Assisi: Spanish Political Propaganda  

Queen Christina crossed into Umbria on Sunday, 12 December 1655, making her 

way from Tolentino to Foligno, where she spent a quiet evening alone in her chambers. 

The following day, she and her entourage changed course, travelling northwest on a 

special pilgrimage to Assisi to worship and venerate the relics held at the Basilica of 

Saint Francis.274 As Queen Christina entered Umbria, she was greeted with the same 

solemnity to which she had, after several weeks of travelling in the Papal States, surely 

grown accustomed.  

As in every other city she visited, she was received in Assisi by its most 

distinguished citizens, including the Umbrian governor, Monsignor Marazzani, along 

with two companies of soldiers, who escorted her to the Palazzo de’ Venturini, where she 

was to be lodged. Like the other palaces hosting the queen, the Palazzo de’ Venturini was 

adorned with sumptuous decorations. It was filled with artworks and lavishly-dressed 

servants, as well as local nobles donning their finest attire, many of whom had come from 

Perugia to welcome the queen.  

                                                
274 Galeazzo Gualdo Priorato records that Christina’s stay in Foligno (and potentially the rest of her travels 
until her arrival in Rome) was financed by the pope. He writes: “Alloggiò nel Palazzo de’ Venturini a spese 
però della Camera Apostolica, e sotto gli ordini del detto Monsignor Marazzani.” See Gualdo Priorato, 
Historia della Sacra Real Maestà, (Rome: Nella stamperia della Rev. Camera Aposto., 1656), 201.   
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Despite Assisi’s history as one of Italy’s most important religious pilgrimage 

sites, Christina’s chroniclers actually devoted little time discussing the religious 

ceremonies that took place in the Basilica of San Francesco—the kind of sacred events 

examined at length in other cities.275 Rather, when writing about the queen’s travels in 

Assisi, Galeazzo Gualdo Priorato (1606–1678) and Carlo Festini (c. first quarter of the 

seventeenth century–1678) chose instead to focus primarily on the topography of the land 

and the area’s abundance of natural resources. Gualdo Priorato, for instance, offered a 

rich description of the Umbrian landscape, likening the surroundings to a work of art 

composed by nature’s hand. In his eyes, the road to Assisi was, 

[…] a very pleasant place situated in a fertile valley, which 
has been better cultivated than any land ever found; hills 
are dressed from one end to the other, covered in olives, 
vines, fruit, and homes, which give the impression of an 
alluring (vaga) scene.276  

 

                                                
275 When describing the trionfi in Assisi, Gualdo Priorato’s account is far richer than that of Carlo Festini, 
which suggests that both chroniclers did not have the same view during the banquet in Assisi. This is one of 
the few instances throughout the queen’s journey to Rome when both authors print conflicting information 
as Festini records the table being decorated with lions. Gualdo Priorato’s account spans for several pages, 
and never mentions lions. While there is no question Festini attended the banquet (he comments on the 
quality of the food and the particularly delicious types of wines, noting on page 101: “la delicatezza de 
moscatelli, e delle bevande”), it is possible that he was seated farther from the head table where the trionfi 
were placed. It is also possible that lions decorated other tables. Similarly, Festini records: “Al primo 
apparecchio della Tavola, nel veder certi leoni dorati, mi credei, che fosse il convito di Fraote, Rè dell’India 
fatto ad Apollonio Tianeo, in cui, come ne racconta Filostrato, c’erano intieri leoni, e cignali, e quasi mi 
stupij delle Spiche d’oro in mano, à quei fanciulli, che gli cavalcavano, come Tertulliano della Corona 
d’Iside, c’era di Spiche, chiamandola rem magis ventris.” See Carlo Festini, I Trionfi della Magnificenza 
Pontificia nello Stato Ecclesiastico, e in Roma, per la Maestà della Regina di Svetia (Rome: Stamperia 
della Reverissima Capella Apostolica, 1656), 100.  
276 Author’s Translation. “E’ un sito amenissimo, dentro il piano d’una valle delle più fertili, e meglio 
coltivate, che si possano trovare; è spondata dall’una, e dall’altra parte da colli tutti vestiti di olivi, di vigne, 
di frutti, e di habitazioni, sì che sembra una vaga scena.” Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real 
Maestà, 202. The use of the word amenissimo refers to a ‘locus amoenus.’ It is a trope from classical 
poetry. See Ernst Robert Curtius, European Literature and the Latin Middle Ages, trans. Wilard R. Trask 
(London: Routeldge & K. Paul, 1953).   
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This description beautifully transports readers to the province of Umbria, where fruit 

trees, vineyards, and homes blanket the earth’s undulating hills. While such high praise of 

the Umbrian soil seems at first peculiar for a treatise discussing Queen Christina’s travel, 

Gualdo Priorato’s emphasis on its beauty reflected the region’s fecundity—a source of 

wealth for its citizens, but also for the papacy, who benefitted from the collection of 

taxes.277 It portrays Umbria as a self-sufficient region, rich in food, water, and other 

resources—a source of cultural pride, which foreshadows the elaborate banquet that was 

to be held for the queen. This celebration was, as Gualdo Priorato recalls, filled with, 

foods (cibi) that were excellent precisely because they are a product of the land, born of 

its precious air and all the goodness hidden in its waters.278  

Although every banquet in the Papal States featured the highest quality foodstuffs 

and elaborate trionfi, Gualdo Priorato’s praise of the Umbrian countryside and its 

superior food stood apart because it coincided with one peculiar occurrence. After the 13 

December banquet, the Historia della Sacra Maestà records that Christina was so taken 

with the sugar sculptures decorating her table that she requested to see them a second 

time, long after the meal had ended:   

Having finished lunch, the queen retired to one of her 
rooms, where she called for Monsignor Holstenio [Lucas 
Holstenius, the Vatican librarian], who had just returned 
from seeing the Basilica of San Francesco, when she told 
him that she would very much like to see again the trionfi, 
or rather sugar sculptures, (i trionfi, o sian statue di 
zuccaro) that adorned her table again, one by one (ad uno). 

                                                
277 Caroline Castiglione, “Political Culture in Seventeenth-Century Italian Villages,” The Journal of 
Interdisciplinary History 31 (2001): 530.  
278 Author’s translation. “Per isprimere la lautezza, & isquisitezza de’ cibi, basterà dire, che vi si trovò, 
quanto di eccellente nasce dalla terra, quanto di pretioso si sostiene per l’aria, & in fine quanto di buono si 
asconde nell’acque.” Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real Maestà, 204.  
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They were immediately brought to Her Majesty, who 
admired their ingenuity and invention.279  

 

Thus, for the first time since her arrival in the Papal States, Queen Christina requested to 

view the trionfi ornamenting her table for a second time.280 This action, which may at 

first seem somewhat insignificant, actually reveals important information about the status 

and function of the sugar sculptures in seventeenth-century culture. Her reaction suggests 

that, although they were made of perishable materials, viewers engaged with trionfi as 

though they were lasting sculptures, of the same calibre as “high” art, such as marble, 

porphyry, or precious stone. While it is unclear precisely how long the sugar sculptures 

usually lasted, it was perhaps their temporary nature that encouraged the queen to attempt 

to fix them in her memory by viewing them again. More broadly, however, the queen’s 

request attests to the fact that these artworks were especially precious. Indeed, Christina’s 

desire to view these artworks a second time—presumably in a different room and perhaps 

a more intimate setting such as a camera d’udienza—indicates that she approached the 

sugar sculptures as costly artworks worthy of careful examination. Her demand suggests 

                                                
279 Author’s translation. “Finito il pranso, si ritirò la Regina alle sue stanze, e chiamato Monsignor 
Holstenio, ch’era nello stesso punto ritornato da S. Francesco, gli disse, che havrebbe havuto gusto di 
riveder ad uno i trionfi, o sian statue di zuccaro, de’ quali era stata adornata la sua tavola; furono portati 
subito a Sua Maestà, la quale ammirò l’ingegno, e l’inventione.” Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra 
Real Maestà, 204–5. 
280 Like many of the banquets previously discussed, the Assisani maintained the same protocol established 
in Ferrara. The division of tasks was equally important. For example, noblemen were charged with the task 
of designing and setting the table and Count Francesco degli Oddi, a nobleman of Perugia, acted as scalco 
(orchestrating the theme of the banquet).  The foremost citizens also sat in positions of importance. For 
instance, Cardinal Rondanini and his brother Marcello, served as coppiere, and sat with the queen along 
with Count Sforza Fiumi of Assisi, who gave her the salvietta. See Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra 
Real Maestà, 204. 
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that she and her contemporaries understood them as far more than mere food or 

decoration.281 

How did sculptures of transparent gelatin, ice, and sugar sculptures pique 

Christina’s interest to the point where she asked to view them a second time? What made 

these works stand apart from other trionfi she saw on the road to Rome, many of which 

also depicted erudite themes, motifs, and complex iconographic programs? Gualdo 

Priorato’s account reveals that most of the sugar sculptures in Assisi centred on 

mythological and allegorical subjects familiar to the queen, sometimes replicating motifs 

she had seen in other cities in the Papal States. For example, the scalco (steward) in 

charge of the banquet’s design, Count Francesco degli Oddi, adorned the queen’s table 

with sugar sculptures that represented the four cardinal virtues (prudence, temperance, 

fortitude, justice), Pallas Athena, and Apollo. Just as the Bolognese elite had presented 

Christina with an apparato of Pallas Athena during a joust, the Assisani also 

commissioned a sugar sculpture that evoked Christina’s reputation as the Minerva of the 

North. Furthermore, Count Francesco degli Oddi’s scenography included the allegorical 

figures of Fame, Time, and Immortality, all meant to reflect Christina’s impact on the 

history of Catholicism. The design for Immortality, for example, was created to praise of 

the queen’s conversion to Catholicism; in fact, it incorporated one of the queen’s portrait 

medals, suggesting that she would forever be regarded as a symbol of Catholic triumph. 

As Gualdo Priorato recorded,  

The figure of Immortality stood on a rectangular pilaster 
(pilastro quadrato), decorated with little gold masks. It 
stood holding a gold circle (cerchio dorato) with a medal of 

                                                
281 Marina Cogotti and June di Schino, Magnificenze a tavola: Le arti del banchetto rinascimentale (Rome: 
De Luca Editori, 2012), 87. 
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Her Majesty on its hands on its head. Works like this have 
no limits other than that which can be assigned as eternity. 
The edges of the piatto (the medal) were tripartite divisions 
with three  were three children (fanciulli), one of which 
represented painting on a gold table. With the paintbrush it 
was painting her portrait. The other held a chisel and 
represented sculpture. And the third was recording history 
with a pen, writing letters in a book while all three 
demonstrated their intent to immortalize (ad eternare) Her 
Majesty’s name.282  

 

Yet, while such praise undoubtedly pleased Christina, the sugar sculptures honouring her 

conversion were anything but novel. As such, they do not explain why she asked to see 

the Assisi trionfi a second time, long after the banquet had ended. Perhaps Christina, who 

was interested in alchemy, was fascinated by the production of the sugar sculptures, since 

some of their construction involved alchemical transformations, depending on whether 

they were dusted with sugar or designed from melted or modelled sugar.283 This process 

had been a source of fascination since the sixteenth century, inspiring many treatises on 

alchemical experimentations using sugar. Michiel de Nostradamus (1503–1566), for 

instance, discussed this process in his La façon et maniere de faire toutes confitures 

                                                
282 Author’s translation: “l’immortalità, qual sopra pilastro quadrato abbellito di mascaroncini d’oro ergeva 
con le mano sopra la testa un cerchio dorato, dentro di cui stava una medaglia con l’impronto di Sua 
Maestà, come questa non habbia altri confini, che quelli medesimi, che può assegnarli l’eternità, stavano 
tripartiti sopra gl’orli del piatto tre fanciulli, uno de’ quali simboleggiante la pittura su la tavola d’oro, 
formava col pennello il di lei ritratto, l’altro con il scalpello denotante la scoltura l’effigiava in mano, e’l 
terzo additan- do l’historia con la penna, formava caratteri sopra un libro unitamente dimostrando esser tutti 
tre intenti ad eternare il nome di Sua Maestà, tra questi erano tre vasetti ornati con mascaroncini coperti 
d’oro, che tenevano spighe di grano dorate, e ne’ spatij che nascevano tra i fanciulli, & i vasi spuntavano 
fiori di zuccaro di mirabil artificio, & il tutto posava sopra un candito, che terminava in un gratioso 
festoncino.” Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real Maestà, 207–208. 
283 For an explanation of Christina’s interests in alchemy see Susanna Åkerman, “Christina of Sweden 
(1626–1689), the porta magica and the Italian poets of the Golden and Rosy Cross,” online  
www.levity.com/alchemy/queen_christina.html (retrieved 10/01/2017). See also Susanna Åkerman, Queen 
Christina of Sweden and her Circle: The Transformation of a Seventeenth-Century Philosophical Libertine 
(Leiden: Brill, 1991), 25–33. 
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liquids, miel, qu’en vin cuit (The method and the way to make all jams, liquids, honesy, 

which are cooked) (1554). This work would serve as a stimulus for subsequent 

seventeenth-century Italian treatises, such as Il Convito (1615) by Ottaviano Rabasco; 

Disegni del Convito scalco Dell’Illustrissimo Signore Senatore Francesco Ratta (1693); 

and two works by Antonio Latini, Lo Scalco alla moderna overo l’arte di ben disporre I 

conviti con le recole più scelte di scalcheria insegnate e poste in pratica a beneficio de’ 

professori et altri studiosi (1694), and the unpublished Segreti di Girolamo Mei, 

credenziere di Alessandro VII.  

While the queen may have been interested in the process of making sugar 

sculptures, she also might have requested to view the trionfi a second time to see one 

particular sugar sculpture whose unique iconography she had not yet encountered on her 

travels. As described by Gualdo Priorato this work portrayed a rocca argentata, a silver 

mountain.   

Further, it had another round column (pilastro circolare) on 
which sat a silver mountain (Rocca argentata), its peak 
with a crown of laurel leaves. The side of the figure is 
transformed into a cliff (scoglio), from which a palm tree 
grew (s’inalborava una palma), which spread its branches 
above it, and it was embraced by the same with the left 
[branch] while the right indicated that it was ready to serve 
up the greens (herbe) which it produced, while these were 
arranced in that order: around the column four little 
columns were carved (erano intagliati Quattro pillastrini), 
where there were several other little putti with little cedar 
crowns (cornice di cedro) with petals inside. Between 
them, on the circular pillar, four bronze harpies emerged 
(Arpie di bronzo) holding gilded olives from Spain (olive di 
Spagna) in their hands, and with a gilded garland (festone), 
which emerged from them, each forming a little plate filled 
with pomegranates (granati), which then was partitioned 
with other compartments with pine nuts inside a little 
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gilded garland, and those united with rosettes of other  
fruits of the earth adorned with other carvings.284  

 

Although the Italian word “rocca” is generally used to describe a fortress, Gualdo 

Priorato makes clear that this trionfo in fact portrayed a silver mountain because he goes 

on to describe it as a “scoglio,” or cliff, from which springs a palm tree. While this is 

somewhat unusual linguistically, mountains were used as inspiration for trionfi. An 

example discussed in greater detail below was Francesco Ratta’s banquet at the Palazzo 

Vizzani (now Sanguinetti) in Bologna in 1693. The main trionfo was shaped as a 

mountain from which sprouted a palm tree that filled the room. Gualdo Priorato’s rocca 

argentata may have been more precise evocation of nature, specifically representing the 

Cerro Rico, or ‘Rich Hill’ of Potosí, the richest Spanish silver mine in the New World (in 

present-day Bolivia) founded in 1546.285  

The rocca argentata’s associations with Mount Potosí stood apart from the other 

sugar sculptures because it represented neither a heraldic nor mythological scene related 

to Assisi.286 Transforming this historic site of the New World into a sugar sculpture was a 

                                                
284 Author’s translation. “In oltre posava un altro pilastro circolare, a cui Rocca argentata premeva il crine 
cinto di corona d’alloro, l’estremità della figura si convertiva in scoglio, da cui s’inalborava una palma, che 
dilatava i rami sopra di quella, & era dalla medesima abbracciata con la sinistra, quando con la destra 
additava pronte a Regij servitij l’herbe, ch’ella produce, mentre queste erano in tal’ordine disposte, Intorno 
al pilastro erano intagliati quattro pilastrini, ove stavano altrettanti puttini con coroncine di cedro, entro le 
quali si scoprivano foglie de’ fiori tra essi appoggiate al pilastro circolare spiccavano quattro Arpie di 
bronzo con olive di Spagna dorate in mano, e con festone d’oro, che nasceva da esse, formava ciascuna un 
piattino ripieno di granati, ch’era poi tramezzato da altri, compartimenti di pignoli entro a festoncino 
dorato, e quelli uniti a rosoni d’altri frutti, che la terra produce, con intagli d’oro abbelliti.” Gualdo 
Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real Maestà, 207–208. I would like to express my deepest thanks to Gauvin 
Bailey for his assistance translating this passage.  
285 Guavin Bailey, The Art of Colonial Latin America (London: Paidon, 2005), 53. 
286 June di Schino, whose work on trionfi and sugar sculptures has been foundational for this research, 
divides sugar sculptures into two categories: single or complex subjects. Within these two categories, sugar 
sculptures can take any shape, from animals (real or mythological) to people or architectural structures. 
Scenes, however, were more complex and featured a combination of figures crafted out of different media 
(such as sugar and marzipan for example). For more on these broad categories, see June di Schino, Arte 
Dolciaria Barocca: I Segreti del Credenziere di Alessandro VII (Roma: Gangemi, 2016), 47.  
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radical departure from the usual sculptures Christina viewed during her travels to 

Rome—a fact that surely sparked her interest. Moreover, the subject of Mount Potosí, as 

an emblem of Spanish wealth, was also a unique, and therefore alluring subject, as it 

neither praised the church nor the guest of honour. Known throughout Europe as a place 

of almost mythical wealth, the silver mined from Potosí was a significant factor in 

Spain’s rise to power in the late fifteenth century. In fact, so much silver was mined at 

Potosí in such a short period that it transformed European markets.287 As such, Gualdo 

Priorato makes clear that the sculpture represented the literal means with which King 

Philip IV (1605–1665) and his brother, the Cardinal-Infante Ferdinand (1609–1641), 

governor of the Spanish Netherlands, were financing the queen’s journey to Rome. The 

rocca argentata’s silver sheen, Spanish olive leaves, and the plate of red garnets (a visual 

play on pomegranate seeds) were all specifically meant to allude to the riches of Spain, 

and thus, by extension, intended to show Spain’s political and financial support.  

In fact, a few years before Fabio Chigi was made Pope Alexander VII in 1655, the 

Spanish had started cultivating a relationship with Queen Christina of Sweden with the 

hope of converting her to Catholicism. Along with the Jesuit priest Malines (dates 

unknown) of the Collegio Romano, Philip IV had sent General Don Antonio Pimentel de 

Prado (1604–1672) to Stockholm to meet Christina as early as August 1652.288 The queen 

and Pimentel would become such close friends, in fact, that he was later chosen to 

accompany Christina to Rome, along with other Spanish representatives, such as the 

Dominican priest Juan Baptista Guemes (dates unknown) and Don Antonio de la Cueva  

                                                
287 Bailey, Art of Colonial Latin America, 53.  
288 Georgina Masson describes him as a military man. Masson writes that Pimentel was there to watch and 
report back to King Philip IV about the state of her conversion. Georgina Masson, Queen Christina of 
Sweden (London: Marin Secher and Warberg Limited, 1966), 175–183. 
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Figure 39: Peter Paul Rubens, Arch of the Mint (front), c. 1640, painting, Royal 
Museum of Fine Arts, Antwerp. 
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Figure 40: Peter Paul Rubens, Arch of the Mint (obverse), c. 1640, painting, Royal 
Museum of Fine Arts, Antwerp. 
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Sylva (dates unknown), both of whom were also listed as members of Christina’s 

entourage.289  

In addition to drawing attention to such a remarkable source of Spanish silver—

which was on the wane by the middle of the seventeenth century—Mount Potosí was also 

associated with some of the most extravagant designs of Baroque ephemera. Christina 

and the wealthiest members of her party, especially the Spanish ambassadors, may have 

connected the rocca argentata with Peter Paul Rubens’ (1577–1640) celebrated Arch of 

the Mint (1634) (Figs. 40 and 41), which was featured during a formal procession in 

Antwerp on 17 April, 1635. Rubens’ surviving drawings and the engravings done by 

Theodore van Thulden (1606–1669) (Fig. 42) reveal that Mount Potosí served as form of 

advertisement of the mint’s wealth. 290 Coins decorate the centre of the arch as 

references to the riches gained by the Spanish crown, and Mercury, the god of trade, also 

appears on the structure as a reminder of the way in which this newfound wealth aided 

commerce and transformed the country’s economy. Yet, the structure was primarily 

composed of a rocky surface, evoking the rugged terrain and perilous tunnels of Potosí,  

                                                
289 ASR, Camerale ASR, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655-1656; Rome; Roba 
della gente della Maestà della Regina di Svetia e delli Cavalieri che l’accompagnano. This document lists 
the nobles who accompanied Christina. Don Antonio de la Cueva Sylva is the first noble listed on the sheet, 
who brought a total of 32 people to serve him and his wife. Antonio Pimentel is listed on the third page.  

This archival source has not been discussed in relation to studies about Queen Christina, however 
scholars such as Jennifer Montagu are aware of its existence, having referenced it primarily in relation to 
Johann Paul Schor’s commission for sugar sculptures. One of the most challenging aspects of sharing its 
contents lies in the fact that the pages of Chellini’s folder were not numbered chronologically – neither by 
archivists or by his own hand. Only certain pages have been numbered as part of smaller bundles, which 
sheds light on the way in which each folder was stored. It seems Chellini kept documents related to each 
city in separate small folders. It is unclear, however, when the whole Folder was assembled. Thus, when 
citing this primary source, I have included the title of the document I am transcribing at the end of the shelf 
number so that anyone wishing to consult it in the Archivio di Stato will be able to find the document in 
question. 
290 Elizabeth McGrath, “Rubens Arch of the Mint,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 
37(1974): 192. 
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Figure 41: Theodor van Thulden, Arch of the Mint: Front Face (Arcus Monetalis: 
Pars anterior), c. 1641, etching with plate tone, Philadelphia Museum of Art, 
Philadelphia.  
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which actually claimed countless indigenous lives due to the unsanitary conditions and 

from  overwork.291 Although Rubens shows Potosí as a source of wealth, art historian 

Elizabeth McGrath has also pointed out that the mount motif was also frequently used in 

ancient Roman triumphal arches.292 In his treatise, Pompa Introitus Ferdinandi (1642), 

which van Thulden’s engravings of the Arch of the Mint, the humanist Jan Caspar 

Gavaerts (1693–1666) noted that Pompey (106–48 B.C.E.) used the mine-mountain 

motif, referencing expansive Roman gold mines, such as Las Médulas, the most 

important gold mine of the Roman Empire, today located in northwestern Spain.293 

Echoing the importance of these earthly riches, as well as the skill of the Roman 

inventors whose aqueducts provided enough water for hydraulic mining, Pompey’s 

triumphal arch took the form of a golden mount to honour his arduous victory over 

Mithridates VI of Prontus (134–63 B.C.E.).294  

The rocca argentata made for Christina was, in fact, composed of two 

extraordinarily costly materials cultivated by the Spanish in the New World: silver and 

sugar. Christopher Columbus had brought sugar cane (saccarum offinarum) to Santo 

                                                
291 Gauvin Bailey writes that the indigenous peoples mining in Potosí were selected through a pre-Hispanic 
mode of migrant rotational work called the mita system. Communities had to provide labourers over the 
course of a specific time and for a fixed salary. Bailey also points out that although the mita system was 
implemented by Europeans to aid the spiritual wellbeing of local indigenous people, it amounted to nothing 
more than slavery. See Gauvin Bailey, Art of Colonial Latin America, 53–54.  
292 McGrath, “Rubens Arch of the Mint,” 200. 
293 Although it is unclear precisely which Roman mine Pompey referenced in his triumphal arch, he very 
likely referenced a mine located in north-western Iberia, where gold, silver, copper, and tin required for 
coinage was extracted. Pliny the Elder, for instance, recorded that gold mining operations took place in 
north-western Spain. He writes that 20, 000 lbs. of gold arrived in Rome from Asturia Gallaecia, and 
Lusitania from higher-level alluvial terraces (mountains) alone. See Pliny the Elder, Natural Histories, Vol. 
9, trans. H. Rickam (Cambridge Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1952), 49. More recently, 
archeologists working in the 1980s and 90s confirmed the network of Roman mines in Spain. They 
maintain that no fewer than 231 Roman mines extracted gold from Spain in classical antiquity. See J. C. 
Edmondson “Mining in the Later Roman Empire and beyond: Continuity or Disruption?” The Journal of 
Roman Studies 79 (1989): 88–90.  
294 McGrath, “Rubens Arch of the Mint,” 207.   
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Domingo and the Canary Islands in 1493.295 As demand for this commodity increased, 

sugar became a new source of wealth for the Spanish crown. Symbolically, the 

cultivation of sugar represented the epitome of Spanish power because it required control 

over fertile lands and labourers, as well as the tools and knowledge of the procedures 

needed to refine it. Indeed, the production of sugar was considered so precious that when 

the first sugar cultivated in the New World arrived in Europe in 1516, it was offered as a 

diplomatic gift to Charles V.296 By the seventeenth century, this relatively new industry 

had had a drop in price, from 35 percent of an ounce of gold to a mere 8.7 percent.297 

Nonetheless, manufacturing sugar remained a very lucrative endeavor in general, 

dethroning the silver of Potosí as Spain’s most important source of revenue. Despite 

sugar’s positive associations in the eyes of seventeenth-century Spanish nobles, who 

enjoyed its flavour as much as the revenue it brought in, we know that the production of 

sugar destroyed countless lives and transformed the topography of the land, leading the 

eighteenth-century writer Jacques-Henri Bernardin de Saint Pierre (1737–1814) to 

exclaim, “I don’t know if coffee and sugar are essential to Europe’s happiness, however I 

know all too well that these two products have had a great deal to do with the 

unhappiness of two large regions of the world.”298 

The Spanish were keen to control the sugar market precisely because it had long 

been traded as a precious flavouring agent, and appreciated for its life-sustaining caloric 

content, since the age of classical antiquity. Pliny the Elder (23–79 C.E.) included sugar 

                                                
295 Elizabeth Abbott, Sugar: A bittersweet History (New York: Penguin, 2008), 73. 
296 Abbott, Sugar, 52.  
297 Abbott, Sugar, 47.  
298 June di Schino’s transcription of Jacques-Henri Bernardin de Saint Pierre reads: “Non so se caffè e 
zucchero siano essenziali alla felicità dell’Europa, so però bene che questi due prodotti hanno avuto mmolta 
importanza per l’infelicità di due grandi regioni del mondo.” June di Schino, Arte Dolciaria Barocca, 26.  
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in his Natural History (79 C.E.), noting that the substance was indigenous to India, 

named after the Sanskrit term sarkara (meaning granular), from which it derived its Latin 

name, saccharum.299 In the Middle Ages, it was used by apothecaries as an additive agent 

that could mask the bitter aftertaste of medicinal herbs and plants; it became especially 

popular in Europe after the first crusade (1096–1099), when Christian knights tasted it in 

the Middle East. European crusader, Albert Van Aachen (c. latter part of the 11th century 

– mid 12th century), for example, named sugar as the substance that saved many from 

starvation:  

In the fields of the plains of Tripoli can be found in 
abundance of honey reed which they call Zuchera; the 
people are accustomed to suck enthusiastically on these 
reeds, delighting themselves with their beneficial juices, 
and seem unable to sate themselves with this pleasure in 
spite of their sweetness. The plant is grown, presumably, 
with great effort, by the inhabitants. […] It was on this 
sweet-tasting sugar cane that people sustained themselves 
during the sieges of Elbarieh, Marrah, and Arkah, when 
tormented by fearsome hunger.300 

 

Having grown accustomed to the taste of sugar, the crusaders who returned home sought 

new ways to cultivate it on European shores. They planted specimens of sugar cane in the 

most southern parts of Spain, Sicily, and Cypress in the hopes that it might survive the 

Mediterranean climate. Carmelo Trasselli, for instance, recorded the history of sugar 

plantations in Sicily, describing how, in the Middle Ages, technological advances were 

developed and an enormous workforce of labourers were mobilized to feed the growing 

                                                
299 Elizabeth Abbott, Sugar, 47. 
300 Sidney W. Mintz, Sweetness and Power: The Place of Sugar in Modern History (New York: Viking, 
1985), 28–29. 
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market for this sweet substance.301 By the late fourteenth century, supplies of Sicilian 

sugar could not match demand. It was increasingly being used as a flavouring agent, a 

preservative, and, important for our discussion here, as an artistic medium, particularly in 

the wealthiest European courts.302 Thus, seeking to fill buyers’ needs and eager to make 

their fortune, Venetian traders began importing massive amounts of raw sugar cane from 

the East and refining it locally in Venice and Bologna to maximize the amount their ships 

could carry. Not surprisingly, Venetians became master confectioners, known for their 

candied nuts, fruit, and pastas, all dusted in various types of sugar.  

Sugar was thus a rare commodity that only the rich and powerful could afford.303 

As such, it was used as both an artistic medium and a flavouring agent for the foods 

served to Queen Christina of Sweden. While the rocca argentata surely pleased the large 

party of Spaniards, it also clearly symbolized the expanse of the Catholic empire. Again, 

this included the New World, where Jesuit missionaries oversaw the mining of silver, the 

cultivation of sugar, and, most importantly, the spiritual conversion of the indigenous 

peoples. It seems very likely that both the medium—the zuccarum album (white sugar) 

and the fioreton (the whitest sugar) used to dust sugar sculptures—as well as its complex 

iconography piqued the queen’s interests, leading her to ask to view the trionfi made of 

sugar a second time.304  

This sort of engagement sheds light on the reception of sugar sculptures in the 

seventeenth century. It shows that learned connoisseurs such as Christina enjoyed these 

                                                
301 Carmelo Trasselli, I priviledgi di Messina e di Trapani (1160–1355) (Palermo: Edizioni Segesta, 1949), 
48–50.  
302 Granular white sugar was especially useful for preserving food as the sucralose eliminated bacteria, and 
prolonged the life of fruit and vegetables. See June di Schino, Arte Dolciaria Barocca, 20.  
303 June di Schino, Arte Dolciaria Barocca, 27. 
304 Marina Cogotti and June di Schino, Magnificenze a tavola, 86.  
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fanciful creations with the same enthusiasm as both ancient and more modern sculptures, 

coins, gems, drawings, and paintings. Indeed, the queen’s actions suggest that during the 

theatrical banquets staged in her honour, there seemed to be little difference between the 

white crystalline lustre of a sugar sculpture and the bright sheen of polished Carrara 

marble.  

 

 

6.2 Spoleto’s Spese: Considering the Cost of Ephemera 

On Tuesday, 14 December 1655, Queen Christina arrived in Spoleto, a smaller city with 

a rich classical past dating back to first century C.E. Following the same protocol as in 

Assisi and in the other towns, she was greeted by the most important citizens. Cardinal 

Legate Cesare Fachenetti (1608–1683), the bishop in charge of overseeing the festivities, 

welcomed her with two companies of militia and nobles. Additionally, like in the 

previous minor cities Christina visited, the citizens of Spoleto displayed their reverence 

and respect for Pope Alexander VII’s program of events through a series of celebrations 

that drew attention to local customs and traditions. Rather than building new triumphal 

arches to honour of the queen’s arrival, however, the Spoletini commissioned smaller 

apparati, which they applied to fragments of ancient ruins, literally incorporating their 

classical past into her welcome. In his writings, for example, Gualdo Priorato discussed 

the fact that ephemeral decorations were added to the city’s most significant triumphal 

arch, the Arch of Drusus and Germanicus (23 C.E.). This arch had originally been erected 

to honour two local Roman politicians, Drusus (14 B.C.E.–23 C.E.) and Germanicus (15 

B.C.E–19 C.E.), and had long served as the gateway to the city’s centre, accessed through 
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its most important artery, the Via Flaminia. Gualdo Priorato recorded that parts of the 

ancient arch were renovated and incorporated into the trionfo for Queen Christina:  

Along the street in the city, diverse triumphal arches (archi 
trionfali) were each made more beautiful (abbelliti) with 
figures, inscriptions, and lively imprese (coat of arms). 
Between the aforementioned arches the most notable was 
on an ancient door of the city, where, in addition to its 
inscription, they placed one in honour of the queen.305  

 

Though somewhat descriptive, Gualdo Priorato’s description still leaves much to the 

imagination; he neither comments on the main arch’s iconographic program nor its 

inscription. In fact, such carefully measured words seem purposefully vague, suggesting 

that the structure’s appearance was less significant than the act of crossing through this 

threshold. Yet, by drawing the reader’s attention to Christina’s crossing under this 

structure, Gualdo Priorato shows how the queen’s ceremonial entry brought new meaning 

to a space inextricably connected to a glorious chapter in Spoleto’s history.   

In their treatises, both Gualdo Priorato and Carlo Festini are curiously brief when 

discussing the Spoleto festivities. Perhaps they found the formulaic nature of the queen’s 

entries too repetitive to describe with the same detail as they had with earlier cities the 

queen had visited. However, one archival source, not yet published, entitled the Folder of 

expenses paid by Lodovico Chellini, Dispensiero of the Palace, for the lodging of her 

Majesty the queen of Sweden on behalf of Pope Alexander VII (Quinternuccio de denari 

pagati da Lodovico Chellini Dispensiere di Palazzo Apostolico all’ Allogio fatto da 

                                                
305 Author’s Translation. “Per la strada nella Città erano stati eretti diversi archi trionfali, tutti abbelliti di 
figure, inscrittioni, & altre spiritose imprese. Tra gli archi sodetti il più riguardevole era quello risarcito 
sopra una porta antica della Città, ove oltre all’inscrittione postavi in honore della Regina.” Gualdo 
Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real Maestà, 213. 
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Nostro Signore Alessandro Papa VII alla Maestà della Regina di Svetia) sheds a new 

light on Spoleto’s welcome and, more importantly, on the prices paid for ephemeral 

works of art in the seventeenth century in general.306 This bundle, housed in the Archivio 

di Stato di Roma (ASR, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655–

1656), contains over seven hundred and fifty pages of detailed records. The Folder, a 

collection of receipts, signed sales slips, and lists of expenses, outlines the costs incurred 

during the final leg of the queen’s journey through Umbria—specifically, Spoleto and 

Terni—as well as parts of the Lazio region, namely, Bracciano, Caprarola, and, 

ultimately, Rome. It serves as important evidence of the church’s commitment to 

ensuring that each step of the queen’s travels was uniformly lavish and comfortable. 

More broadly, however, it also sheds light on the running of seventeenth-century palazzi 

during times of celebration. It shows us, for instance, that nobles did not oversee the 

special commissions or transactions, but rather, that these responsibilities fell on high-

ranking servants—the same members of the household staff who regularly paid local 

vendors, labourers, and artisans.307  

Roughly twenty pages in the Folder—a small portion of this enormous bundle of 

documents—concern the expenses incurred in Spoleto. The particular section, entitled 

“Lodging of the queen of Sweden and the expenses of Messer Giovanni Cristoforo 

Pauloferi Maestro di Casa of His Excellency Cardinal Facchinetti” (Conto dell’Alloggio 

                                                
306 The structure of Chellini’s ledger also sheds light on the way in which payments occurred over the 
course of Christina’s journey. It suggests that payments for other cities, though not included in the ledger, 
may have yet to be discovered. It is also possible, however, that larger cities (such as Bologna and Ferrara) 
were expected to pay for the queen’s reception. Whereas smaller cities such as Spoleto and Terni received 
money from the Camera Apostolica to offset the cost of upholding the level of pomp and circumstance 
Pope Alexander VII sought to maintain throughout the queen’s journey through the Papal States.  
307 June di Schino has provided a very helpful radial diagram of the running of seventeenth-century 
households during times of celebration. It specifically outlines the roles of the credenziere, showing who 
each servant oversaw down to the lowly deliveryman. See June di Schino, Arte Dolciaria Barocca, 84.  
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della Regina di Svetia e delle spese fatte dal Signore Giovanni Christofano Pauloferi 

Maestro di Casa dell Ecellentissimo Cardinal Facchinetti), shows that the Camera 

Apostolica paid a total of 2,751 scudi for the queen’s short sojourn to the city. These 

detailed records include signed letters with acknowledgements of payments and other 

receipts, as well as inventories of food stores and supplies compiled by Cardinal Legate 

Facchinetti’s maestro di casa, Giovanni Cristoforo Pauloferi. He recorded every expense 

for Chellini’s review, and ensured that the vendors were paid in a timely fashion. Indeed, 

most payments were made by the following month, suggesting that money from the 

Camera Apostolica could be moved quickly. One list of expenses, entitled “Most Revered 

Cardinal Facchinetti on the Lodging of the queen of Sweden” (Reverissimo Cardinale 

Facchinetti per conto dell’allogiamento della Maestà della Regina di Svetia), shows that 

Cardinal Facchinetti hired temporary staff for this trip to Spoleto, each of whom was paid 

shortly after their sojourn. For example, one listing states that “forty-nine scudi and 

seventy-five baiocchi were given to seven pages and kitchen assistants” to assist 

Spoleto’s scalco, Pietro Mariati (dates unknown), who, in turn, received seven scudi for 

his work.308 These detailed expenses confirm that Spoleto did not have the necessary 

infrastructure to accommodate such a large party, shortages the church sought to 

compensate for by hiring additional servants and artworks were procured well ahead of 

time.  

                                                
308 ASR, Camerale ASR, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655-1656; Spoleto; 
Reverissimo Cardinale Facchinetti per conto dell’allogiamento della Maestà della Regina di Svetia. “Et 
quarntanove scudi, 75 baiocchi pagato à cuochi, trovatosi da diversi Paesi in giustitione numero 7 ----------- 
49.75” On the following page reads: “Et sette scudi à Pietro Mariati scalco per 350 sale haveo, in 
guistizione numero 14 ------------------------------ 7.  
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Housing also seemed to be something an issue in Spoleto, as there simply were 

not enough inns and palaces to accommodate such a large party of nobles. Thus, the 

document includes an expense of 419 scudi made to various Spoletini, who hosted the 

nobles, servants, soldiers, and animals that were a part of Christina’s retinue. Although 

space was somewhat limited in Spoleto, the church fathers did their best to ensure their 

guests were comfortable as a sign of hospitality. Yet, such a large network of servants 

and staff at Pope Alexander VII’s disposal also demonstrated the church’s wealth. 

Additionally, money was also set aside to pay for important natural resources, such as 

firewood and coal for heating. These lists of expenses read: “twenty-nine scudi and ten 

cents were paid to Francesco Ridolfi for wood and coal for the home hosting the Spanish 

Ambassador.”309 Although these commodities were logged as one part of the hundreds of 

“necessities” listed as resources required to the queen’s entourage, access to food and 

supplies represented the stability of the pope’s rule and the fecundity of the lands under 

his dominion. 

Pauloferi’s ledger captures a vivid picture of how festivities unfolded. However, 

his accounts also attest to the financial strain the queen’s arrival placed on the smaller 

towns. Ephemeral decorations, a major way for these cities to show their hospitality, were 

especially costly and time-consuming. For instance, another bill of sale found in the 

Pauloferi’s ledger, the “Spese Diverse” (Various Expenses), shows several payments to 

painters who were brought in to assist in the construction of apparati. Here, one finds a 

                                                
309 ASR, Camerale ASR, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655-1656; Spoleto; 
Reverissimo Cardinale Facchinetti per conto dell’allogiamento della Maestà della Regina di Svetia. This is 
noted on the same page as the previous quotes. It reads: “Et vintinove scudi et 10 baiocchi al Signore 
Francesco Ridolfi per legna, e carbone servitor per la casa dove allogiava l’Ambasciatore di Spagna, et altri 
e si come per sua riceta, e giustificazione, no 15 -------- 29. 10”  
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payment of fifteen scudi was made to an artist named Dario Ferri (dates unknown) and 

his compagno (assistant, perhaps an apprentice), who travelled to Spoleto by horse. The 

note reads that they were “brought in for their help” (domandati per i loro bisogno), 

presumably to make up for a lack of manpower.310 Yet, while these documents reveal the 

need for more labourers during Christina’s sojourn in Spoleto, they also confirm that, 

despite the costs, Pope Alexander VII was intent on paying exorbitant sums of money to 

entertain her and her company of travellers.  

The church’s willingness to pay for ephemera confirms that these things were 

indeed important. Another bill of sale, entitled “Account of the Trionfo made by Signor 

Francesco Refini for Queen Christina’s Housing” (Conto del Trionfo fatto per l’allogio 

della Regina di Svetia dal Signore Francesco Refini), shows that skilled artists were also 

sought for their services. The best local artist, Francesco Refini (1615–1692), whose 

paintings hung in Spoleto’s churches and palazzi, was hired to make a large apparato; 

presumably, this was the same ephemeral structure applied to the Arch of Drusus and 

Germanicus, which Gualdo Priorato mentioned in his treatise. He was commissioned to 

create this apparato on 22 November, 1655, giving him less than one month for its 

completion. The bill of sale also sheds light on the way in which these transactions took 

place. The Conto shows, for example, that Refini was expected to cover the cost of the 

materials he used to create the sculpture; it was he who procured and paid for the 

supplies, including the wax for the modelling, cartapecora (vellum), glue (colla), planks 

of wood, iron wire, and gold and silver leaf, which cost him two scudi and twenty and a 

                                                
310 ASR, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655-1656; Spoleto; Spese Diverse. “Al 
signore Dario Ferri Pittore et al suo compagno Spediti a spoletto per cavalli; vitto loro, e domani 
Domandati per i loro bisogno  ———————————— 15.00.” See Appendix D for full transcription 
of the document.  
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half baiocchi.311 Refini’s signature confirms that he was then paid a total of eight scudi 

on 5 January 1656 to cover the cost of the materials and to compensate him for his 

artistry and craftsmanship. Overall, Refini’s commission puts into perspective 

ephemera’s place in seventeenth-century culture. It shows that these objects held 

tremendous symbolic meaning and that they were indispensable parts of the celebration. 

Indeed, eight scudi was a considerable sum, especially given that a portrait of Queen 

Christina commissioned for the same banquet by the well-known Roman artist, Mario 

Nuzzi, known as Mario dei Fiori (1603–1673), cost four scudi and forty baiocchi—nearly 

half the price of a Refini’s apparato.312  

Ephemera was also just as important inside the palaces as in the piazze and on the 

palace façades. Another document in Pauloferi’s bundle, “Accounts for the Lodging of 

the queen of Sweden for expenses incurred by Messer Giovanni Cristoforo Pauloferi, 

Mestro di Casa of Cardinal Facchinetti” (Conto dell’Alloggio della Regina di Svetia e 

delle spese fatte dal Signore Giovanni Cristoforo Pauloferi Maestro di Casa dell’ 

Illustrissimo Cardinale Facchinetti), records payments made for general household 

items, such as flatware.313 Additionally, over fifty scudi were spent on special table 

decorations, which were to serve as the backdrop for the artful sugar sculptures, food, and 

                                                
311 ASR, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655-1656; Spoleto; Conto del Trionfo 
fatto per l’allogio della Regina di Svetia dal Signore Francesco Refini. See Appendix E for full 
transcription of the document.       
312 Nuzzi’s commission, recorded in the Various Expenses [Spese Diverse], reads: “Ritratto della Regina 
con cornice dorata compiato dal Signore Mario de’ Fiori -------- 4. 40” See ASR, Camerale ASR, Camerale 
1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655-1656; Spoleto; Spese Diverse. See Appendix D for full 
transcription of the document.  
313 ASR, Camerale ASR, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655-1656; Spoleto; Conto 
dell’Alloggio della Regina di Svetia e delle spese fatte dal Signore Giovanni Cristoforo Pauloferi Maestro 
di Casa dell’ Illustrissimo Cardinale Facchinetti. Four scudi and ninety baiocchi were paid to Martio 
Tazzara for covering a fork, knife, and spoon in silver. The entry reads: “Scudi Quattro et baiocchi 90 
moneta à Martio Tazzara, Argentatore per forcine, cocchiaro, e cortello fatto rifare al Signore Aurelio 
Ridolfi, che si trovano di meno nell’alloggio sudetto, come per ric.ta no. 36 ----- 4.90”     
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confectionaries. This list includes luxury items, such majolica for ten scudi and forty-five 

baiocchi, as well as an order of two hundred fresh flowers, costing twenty-four scudi.314 

Tablecloths (le coperte per la tavola) were also rented especially from a local vendor 

named Monsignor Sabbatino Hebreo, who charged eighteen scudi and sixteen baiocchi 

for eleven pieces.315 Tovaglie (tablecoths) and salviette (serviette, or washcloths), though 

seemingly quotidian objects, were, in fact, part of the lavishness on display at the tables 

and credenze (buffets) during important banquets. June di Schino and Joan Sallas have 

argued that they were yet another artistic medium—credenzieri (butlers) and scalchi—

used to orchestrate their imaginative scenography.316 

Although from a later period, Alexandre Francois Desportes’ (1661–1743) Still 

Life with Silver (c. 1720s) (Fig. 43) shows various types of items, and even a napkin, 

similar to those that would have been used during the banquets held for Queen Christina. 

Still Life with Silver captures the way in which materials functioned during such 

theatrical events.317 The objects appeared in conjunction with fresh flowers, fruit, and 

                                                
314ASR, Camerale ASR, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655-1656; Spoleto; 
Reverissimo Cardinale Facchinetti per conto dell’allogiamento della Maestà della Regina di Svetia. The 
list reads: “Et dieci scudi e 45 baiocchi ad Antonio d’Anibale à conto di maiolica cerata de Cerusa, in 
giustificazione no 12 ------10.45”  
315 ASR, Camerale ASR, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655-1656; Spoleto; 
Reverissimo Cardinale Facchinetti per conto dell’allogiamento della Maestà della Regina di Svetia. The 
list reads: “Diciotto scudi 60 monete a Sabbatinio Hebreo per sensilone per le coperte per la tavola, in 
giusto numero 11 ----------- 18.60”  
316 Marina Cogotti and June di Schino, Magnificenze a tavola, 84. Also, see Joan Sallas for a more detailed 
description of napkin-folding and display, particularly for the nuptial celebrations of Marie de Medici. For 
instance, Sallas notes that there were two different kinds of napkins, the functional sort, which were used to 
wipe one’s mouth during mealtime (also nicely folded) and purely decorative ones. She also points to the 
fact that table cloths were store in a credenza or sometimes in a guardaroba, which meant that they would 
often be creased, needing refolding. They would be folded according to the material and size of the banquet 
table. Decorative napkins were removed from the table before the first course was served, and were 
occasionally displayed elsewhere within the room. See Joan Sallas, “L’arte Italiana dei trionfi piegati con 
tovaglioli e la descrizione di Michelangeo Buonarroti il Giovane,” in Dolci trionfi e finissime piegature: 
sculture in zucchero e tovaglioli per le nozze Fiorentine di Maria de Medici, eds. Giovanna Giusti and 
Riccardo Spinelli (Livorno: Sillabe, 2015), 39–43.  
317 “Still Life with Silver,” The Met: All Collection Records, accessed August 17, 2017, 
http://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/436186  
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cured meats. They were also displayed alongside art objects, such as china, blown 

glassware, gilded serving trays, and silver wine jugs, meant to bombard the senses and 

tempt attendees to enjoy the pleasures of touch, taste, and smell in their surroundings. For 

example, by including a turquoise velvet tablecloth, strewn across a dark green marble 

buffet, Desportes’ work demonstrates how touch heightened the dramatic experience of 

eating. Its textured surface contrasts with the marble, a juxtaposition that makes the latter  

 

 
Figure 42: Alexandre Francois Desportes, Still Life with Silver, c. 1720s, oil on 
canvas, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.  
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seem even colder and smoother by comparison. Similarly, the crumpled white linen 

napkin leads the viewer’s gaze to the ripe, half-eaten cantaloupe—evidence that someone 

has succumbed to temptation by taking a bite of the ripe, juicy fruit.  

Returning to Christina’s banquet, the fresh fruit, vegetables, meats, and fish 

nourished the guests while also symbolically communicating the church’s seemingly 

limitless wealth. Most of Pauloferi’s ledger consists of payments for imported foods from 

a large number of Italian cities, suggesting that the Spoletini only imported the best 

quality foods from expert cooks and producers. It is also clear that Spoleto’s network of 

farmers, fishermen, and artisans planned well in advance to ensure foods of the highest 

quality were imported. “Cardinal Facchinetti’s account of the Lodging of the queen of 

Sweden,” for example, shows that a fishmonger named Marco Facci was paid seventy-

four scudi and twenty baiocchi for fresh fish (pesciarole). Additionally, Luciano 

Benincasa received forty-two scudi and fifty-three baiocchi for three bushels of oysters 

from Ancona. Another list of expenses recorded by Pauloferi includes mortadella 

imported from Bologna, costing six scudi and ninety baiocchi.318 Whereas, for his part, 

Monsignor Vicentini was compensated with thirty-four scudi and sixty baiocchi for one 

hundred and ninety-six fresh truffles.  

Much of Pauloferi’s ledger is, in fact, devoted to recording the costs of the 

foodstuffs, shedding light on how difficult it was to provide sufficient nourishment for 

such a large party of nobles, servants, and soldiers, to say nothing of their animals. It is 

                                                
318 ASR, Camerale ASR, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655-1656; Spoleto; Nota 
delle Spese fattosi in Roma d’ordrine dell’ Ecellentissimo e Reverentissimo Signor Cardinale Fachinettij 
per l’allogio della Regina di Svetia in Spoleto. The note reads: “Sei scudi 60 baiocchi in Mortadelle di 
Bologna lib 46 n.0 12 à scudi 15 la lib. ------------- 6.90” See Appendix C for full transcription of this 
document.  
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also interesting to note that while the nobles feasted on dishes brimming with wildly 

expensive butter (butiro), nuts, and fresh fruit—such as pears (pere sabatine and pere 

bergamotte), apples (mele appione), and dried prunes—the hired help seemed only to be 

served bread (pagnotte) and water.319   

The documents show that the most money was spent on decorating the banquet 

tables with artworks that were intended to blur the boundaries between food and art. The 

sugar sculptures were especially costly because sugar was expensive and notoriously 

difficult to mould. In fact, the molten sugar sculptures—the most expensive of any kind 

of sculpture found on seventeenth-century banquet tables—required incredible skill and 

precision.320 They were designed using complicated procedures and were then often 

gilded or covered in silver—“inargentate,” as several notes in Pauloferi’s ledger show.321 

Perhaps not surprisingly, then, painters, such as Mario Nuzzi and Francesco Refini, were 

paid a fraction of what the confettieri (confectioners) received for their sugar sculptures. 

Paulifero’s list of payments in the “Expenses incurred for Christina of Sweden” reveals 

several outgoing expenditures for trionfi. Each sculpture costing at least fifteen scudi—

almost double the price of an apparato, and over three times the cost of Nuzzi’s portrait 

of Queen Christina. Additionally, the “Various Expenses” records payment of thirty scudi 

to Messer Ludovico, Credenziere di Portugallo, for two trionfi, one representing a queen 

                                                
319 ASR, Camerale ASR, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655-1656; Spoleto; Nota 
delle Spese fattosi in Roma d’ordrine dell’ Ecellentissimo e Reverentissimo Signor Cardinale Fachinettij 
per l’allogio della Regina di Svetia in Spoleto. See Appendix C for full document.  
320 Giovanna Giusti, “Figurar Zuccheri. Ingegno e convivialità sulle mense regali,” in Dolci trionfi e 
finissime piegature: Sculture in Zucchero e tovaglioli per le nozze fiorentine di Maria de’ Medici, eds. 
Giovanna Giusti and Ricardo Spinello (Livorno: Sillabe, 2015), 27.  
321 Ricardo Spinelli, “La mensa di Maria de’ Medici e il suo ‘dolcae apparato’: Sculture in Zucchero e altro 
per il matrimonio fiorentino della regina di Francia,” in Docli Trionfi e finissime piegature: Sculture in 
zucchero e tovaglioli per le nozze fiorentine di Maria de’ Medici, eds. Giovanna Giusti and Ricardo 
Spinelli, (Florence: Sillabe, 2015), 15.  
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and another portraying a group of nymphs dancing with shepherds, both of which were 

made from marzipan.322 The bill of sale also stipulates that a French confettiero named 

Messer Antonio was to receive fifteen scudi for his trionfo of a ship: 

To M. Ludovico, Credenziero at the Arc of Portugal, thirty 
scudi for two trionfi; That is to say, a large figure made of 
piegatura di cambraia that represents a queen and a dance 
of nymphs and shepherds made of marzipan, both cost -----
----------- = 30.00 

To the Frenchman Messer Antonio, fifteen scudi for the 
third trionfo representing a large ship on a sea of ice (in 
mare gelato) with beautiful figures, for which the base was 
made of marzipan for which 15 scudi were paid to the 
confectioner ----- = 15.00.323 

 

Today, it is hard to believe that such small table decorations made to be enjoyed over the 

course of a single evening were among the costliest artworks commissioned for 

Christina’s arrival. Yet, as the contract suggests, these were no ordinary works. They 

were designed for a select group of educated nobles seeking to feast their eyes on the 

rarest, most interesting, and most complex art objects.  

In his account of the Spoleto banquet for Queen Christina, Gualdo Priorato 

specifically discussed the trionfo in the shape of a ship, which he described as the 

navicella of Saint Peter—a fitting subject for a banquet where the papacy was outwardly  

                                                
322 It is interesting that the document specifies that the credenziere was Portuguese because, by the fifteenth 
century they had become major producers of sugar cane, and as a result, made significant advancements in 
sugar work. See Giovanna Giusti, “Figurar Zuccheri,” 28–29.  
323 ASR, Camerale ASR, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655-1656; Spoleto; Spese 
Diverse. The note, transcribed in full in Appendix D reads:  
“A M. Ludovico Credenziero all’ Arco di Portogallo Trenta Scudi per due trionfi; Cioè una figura fatta di 
piegarua di Cambraia grande, che finge una Regina, et un Ballo di Ninfe con pastori di Pasta di Marzapane 
a tutte due le spese --- 30.00  
A Monsù Antonio Francese per quindici scudi per il 3.o trionfo rappresentate un a gran nave in mare gelato 
con bellissime figure per l’ossatura e sua fattura si sono pagati 15 e l’ossatura di marzapane e al conto di 
confettioro --- 15.00” 
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Figure 43: Parri Spinelli, Free copy of Giotto’s Navicella, c. 1420, pen and brown 
ink, Metropolitan Museum, New York.    
 
 
positioning itself as the protagonist of the evening. This episode in the Gospel of Saint 

Matthew tells the story of the moment when Peter walked on water next to Christ 

(Matthew 14:24–32) and, for a moment, the apostle felt and held a similar power as to 

that of Christ’s. Matthew’s story underscored Pope Alexander VII’s power as Saint 

Peter’s “descendant” or “heir”, thus a fitting message for a banquet honouring another 

monarch, whose presence had the potential to challenge the balance of power at the court 

of Rome.324 In fact, the story was so inextricably linked with the papacy that it was 

                                                
324 On a more practical level, the Navicella of Saint Peter offered guests an opportunity to discuss the 
reconstruction of Saint Peter because it was painted in Old Saint Peter’s Basilica, recorded in a drawing by 
Parri Spinelli that was owned by Giorgio Vasari (1511–1574). 
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originally depicted in an enormous mosaic by Giotto (1270–1337) in Old Saint Peter’s 

Basilica (consecrated between 318–322 CE). Wanting to preserve its memory after 

renovations in Saint Peter’s had commenced in the fifteenth century, Giorgio Vasari 

(1511–1574) acquired a copied drawing of the Navicella of Saint Peter by Parri Spinelli 

(1387–1583) (now in the Metropolitan Museum in New York) (Fig. 44), which allows 

one to imagine what the mosaic may have looked like. Messer Antonio’s payment not 

only confirms the subject of the trionfo but also the medium (marzipan), suggesting that 

the guests may have been invited to taste the sculpture—an act that would have given 

new religious and political meaning to Matthew’s story; after all, eating the base of the 

Navicella of Saint Peter would have offered the guests a true sensory engagement with 

their faith.  

It is impossible to say how eating, and thus destroying, part of Messer Antonio’s 

base would have affected the sculpture. For example, would such an act have caused the 

Navicella of Saint Peter to topple over and, metaphorically, ‘sink’? Or would this act 

have invited a feeling of the spiritual experience of Peter’s miraculous actions, for 

example, recalling the transubstantiation—the conversion of the substance of the 

Eucharistic elements into the body and blood of Christ at consecration? We will likely 

never know. Nonetheless, we do know that nobles were used to feasting on edible 

structures during such banquets. For instance, in his discussion of the life of Giovan 

Francesco Rustici (1475–1554) in his Lives of the Artists (1550; 1568), Vasari described 

a trionfo made by Andrea del Sarto (1486–1530) that was entirely edible, stating:  

An octastyle temple like San Giovanni, but placed above 
columns. The floor underneath was made of an enormous 
plate of divided pieces of colourful gelatin composed into a 
mosaic. The columns, which recalled porphyry, were made 
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of large sausages (grossi salsiciotti) whereas the base and 
capitals were made of cacao (a semi-soft cheese made from 
sheep’s milk from Rome) and parmigiano (a hard, dry 
cheese made from cow’s milk). The cornices were made of 
sugar paste (paste di zuccheri) and the tribuna was made of 
marzipan.325 

 

Thus read, we know that Andrea del Sarto’s sculpture was entirely edible: it was a 

veritable feast of the palette, which contrasted savoury gelatines, sausages, and cheeses 

with the sweet flavour of marzipan and other confectionaries. More importantly, Vasari’s 

description indicates that these types of art objects were commonly made from food, 

suggesting that nobles were accustomed to seeing and eating sculptures made from food 

during times of festivities. Thus, when it came to the Navicella of Saint Peter, Christina 

and her entourage likely ate parts of the sugar sculpture, delighting in the act of 

dismantling the trionfo—a slightly subversive act that mimicked the destruction of Old 

Saint Peter’s Basilica. Of course, any even mildly subversive thoughts regarding the 

dismantling of the scene would have quickly been doused when guests realized that 

consuming part of the Navicella of Saint Peter was also likely meant to recall the 

transubstantiation. Indeed, watching a former Lutheran monarch perform a sacrament 

rejected by Protestants would have been viewed as an ultimate Catholic triumph. 

Trionfi were the epitome of sophistication precisely because they were complex 

and encouraged a playful—at times, slightly perverse—interaction between object and 

                                                
325 Author’s translation. However, Giovanna Giusti transcribed Vasari’s original text, which reads: “Un 
tempio a otto fascie, simile a quello di San Giovanni, ma posto sopra colonne. Il pavimento sotto era un 
grandissimo piatto di gelatina con spartimenti di vari colori di musaico; le colonne che parevano di porfido, 
erano grandi e grossi salsiciotti, la base e i capitegli erano di cacio parmiggiano, i cornicioni di paste di 
zuccheri e la tribuna era di quarti marzappame.” See Giovanna Giusti, “Figurar Zuccheri,” in Dolci trionfi e 
finissime piegature: Sculture in zucchero e tovaglioli per le nozze fiorentine di Maria de’ Medici, eds. 
 Giovanna Giusti and Ricardo Spinelli (Livorno: Sillabe, 2015), 29. 
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beholder. It seems the Camera Apostolica was willing to pay any price for these rare 

commodities. In the records, one can read that the most expensive sugar sculpture served 

in Spoleto cost twenty scudi; payment made to Giovanni Coriolano Osio (dates unknown) 

reads: 

I, Gio. Coreolanus Osio, received from Messer Gio. 
Cristofano, the Maestro di Casa of Messer Cardinal 
Facchineti, twenty scudi and zero cents (monete) for a 
trionfo made of sugar […] made in the service of Her 
Majesty the queen of Sweden’s passage. In faith, on the 
20th of December 1655. 

Coriolanio Osio, in my own hand ………………20.00 326 

 

Although it is unclear why Coriolano Osio was paid more than the other artisans, the 

church’s willingness to pay such exorbitant sums for a decoration shows that these 

objects not only signalled times of celebration but also that they were gifts of artistic 

talent and prestige, whose craftsmanship reflected hospitality. It is thus not surprising that 

Pope Alexander VII hired Gian Lorenzo Bernini (1598–1680) and Johann Paul Schor 

(1615–1674) to design the trionfi for the queen’s welcome banquet in Rome, held on 23 

December 1655. Schor, who oversaw the commission, was—like Osino—very well 

compensated for his preparatory models for the sugar sculptures. A page in Chellini’s 

ledger, entitled “Account of Trionfi Made for the Meal of the Queen of Sweden by the 

Sacred Apostolic Prelates” (Conto per il Sacro Prelato Apostolico de’ Trionfi fatti per il 

                                                
326 ASR, Camerale ASR, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655-1656; Spoleto. The 
loose piece of paper reads: “Io Gio. Coriolano Osio ho ricevuto da il Signore Gio Cristofano, quale Maestro 
di Casa dell llustrissimo signore Cardinale Facchinetti scudi venti moneta zero per uno trionfo di zuccero 
[…] e altro fatto in servizio nel passagio della Maestà della Regina di Svezia in fede questo di 20 di Xbre 
1655 Coriolano Osio di mano propria ------- 20” 
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Pasto della Regina di Svezia), records that Schor was paid sixty-seven scudi and twenty 

baiocchi for the preparatory studies and models of gesso and terra-cotta (creta) alone.327 

This sum excluded the cost of the finishing douches, including a dusting of sugar by a 

confettiere. It is unclear whether parts of these works were also gilded since the 

intagiatore (engraver) a certain Monsignore Antonio Chiuchero (dates unknown) signed 

underneath Schor’s name, who was paid primarily for his ingegno (ingenuity).328  

While financial ledgers serve as evidence of what types and how trionfi were 

made, later seventeenth-century drawings and engravings illustrate how their placement 

on the banquet tables affected their reception. Pierre Paul Sevin’s (1650–1710) sketch of 

a banquet Christina attended at the Vatican in 1666, entitled The Trionfi at Banquet held  

 

Figure 44: Pierre Paul Sevin, Trionfi at Banquet held by Pope Clement IX, c. 1666, 
pen and ink, Nationalmuseum (THC  3611), Stockholm. 
 
                                                
327 ASR, Camerale ASR, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655-1656; Rome, 155.  
See Appendix L for full transcription of the document.  
328 Antonio Chiuchero’s name was written in a different hand than Schor’s, underneath his signature. It 
includes the same sum of money, suggesting perhaps that Chiuchero may have been working alongside 
Schor in Bernini’s workshop. See Appendix L. 
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Figure 45: Giacomo Giovaneti, Apparato del Convito, published in Disegni del 
Convito fatto dal Illustrissimo Signore Senatore Francesco Ratta fatto all’Illustrissimo 
Publico e Eccellenti Signori Anziani e altra Nobiltà in numero di 64 nella Sala del 
Palazzo (Bologna: Per li Peri al Custode), 1693. 
 

by Pope Clement IX (Fig. 45), shows that they were artfully placed to create an appealing 

visual composition that framed the sitters at the table. His drawing suggests that there 

was indeed a rationale regarding the placement of such fanciful creations, often 

mediating social interactions and serving as focal points in the room.  

In the drawing, trionfi—depicting religious and mythological subjects—and fruit 

trees surround the large pièce de resistance, a classical circular temple, evoking Donato 

Bramante’s (1444–1514) Tempietto (1502), which serves as the centrepiece. Its 

placement creates a visually-pleasing composition, rather than adhering to a single 

cohesive narrative. Other visual records show how sugar sculptures were often placed in 
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relation to fixed art objects at banquets. For example, Apparato del Convito fatto dal 

Illustrissimo Signore Senatore Francesco Ratta fatto all’illustrissimo Publico e 

Eccellenti Signori Anziani e altra Nobilià in numero di 64 nella Sala del Palazzo (1693) 

(Fig. 46), an engraving done by Giacomo Giovaneti (dates unknown), depicts a banquet 

held in Palazzo Vizzani (now Sanguinetti) in Bologna in 1693. In it, Giovaneti depicts a 

banquet table adorned with an enormous trionfo by Gioseffo Mazza (dates unknown), 

Sebastiano Sati (dates unknown), and Giovan Battista Zaccarini (dates unknown). 

Additionally, the sugar sculptures on the table, though seemingly unrelated to the subject 

of the trionfo, lead the eye upward to the pinnacle of the structure, where a silver palm 

tree, grotte, lions, and hippogriffs—mythical creatures with the body of a horse and the 

wings and head of an eagle—rest proudly as emblems of the Ratta family. Although this 

work was designed to evoke Bernini’s Fountain of the Four Rivers in Rome, it has only 

one river god, whose waters metamorphose into brimming plates of food and 

confectionaries. Overall, then, we find Ratta’s table of trionfi very carefully set, 

juxtaposing fleeting artworks with the sculptures, quadri riportati, affreschi, and 

architectural details found within Ratta’s palace. Comparisons were surely made between 

the sets of hippogriffs on the trionfo and the carvings of the hippogriffs ornamenting the 

four doors of the sala.  

These fanciful objects had a rationale, yet were inherently whimsical. Like props 

on a stage, the presence of so many different trionfi not only articulated the patron’s 

extraordinary wealth but also their placement within the space, often represented social 

hierarchies visually. Sevin’s Queen Christina’s Dinner with Pope Clement IX 

[Rospigliosi] on 9 December, 1666 (Fig. 47) offers us a glimpse into the way in which 
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sugar sculptures expressed the pope’s supremacy while also paying homage to his guest 

of honour. In this work, both guest and host sit behind two lavish sugar sculptures from 

which red liquid (presumably wine) flows. With a few strokes of the pen, Sevin captured  

 
Figure 46: Pierre Paul Sevin, Queen Christina’s Dinner with Pope Clement IX 
[Rospigliosi] on December 9th, 1666, c. 1666, pen on paper, Kunglia Biblioteket, 
Stockholm. 
 

the shape of an elaborate Baroque fountain, a sophisticated structure that epitomized the 

combination of sculpture and engineering required to make water flow. The fountain is a 

symbol of refinement, and by placing it in front of the queen, the credenziere (bulter) 

who orchestrated the scene was clearly inviting viewers to connect the two. Christina, at 

the height of her power in the 1660s, was indeed seen as a fountain of knowledge, whose 

library, paintings, sculptures, and numismatic collections were among the largest in 
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Rome.329 Meanwhile, in the work, Pope Clement IX is seated behind a trionfo in the 

shape of a volcano, where red liquid flows. Like Christina and the fountain, viewers were 

meant to see a connection between the pope and the volcano, which had strong religious 

connotations in the seventeenth century. Luigi Manzini’s written work, entitled Applausi 

festivi fatti in Roma per l’elezzione di Ferdinando III (Festive Celebrations held in Rome 

for the Election of Ferdinand III) (1637), describes how the Cardinal of Savoy’s visit to 

Rome was fêted with a spectacle of fireworks, where artists transformed the Castel 

Sant’Angelo into Mount Etna. The explosions from the volcano, Manzini wrote, 

symbolized Rome’s victory over Protestantism—a theme that is perhaps also hinted at by 

the trionfo of the volcano at Clement IX’s table. Indeed, such a subject would have been 

especially poignant given that Christina was a former Lutheran queen who, over the 

course of her life in Rome, continued to represent the triumph of Catholicism. Moreover, 

the comparison between the fountain and the volcano reveals important information 

about Christina and the pope’s unique relationship. The placement of these sumptuous art 

objects highlighted their important social statuses, yet they also helped visualize the 

distinction between their ceremonial roles in Rome. The fountain—a man-made 

creation—does not have the same destructive force as a volcano. Further, a volcano is a 

work of nature, imbued with raw earthly power and force, whereas a fountain is a product 

of imagination and artistry. Thus, the fountain is, much like Christina, a transient chapter 

                                                
329 Once Christina established her own household at the Palazzo Riario, she became an increasingly 
powerful figure in Rome. Her library and art gallery at the palazzo were open to the public. She had her 
own private theatre with an in-house group of singers and musicians. Moreover, the Accademia Reale met 
in her home regularly. See Stefano Fogelberg Rota, “Organizzazione e attività poetica dell’Accademia 
Reale di Cristina di Svezia,” in Letteratura, arte, e musica alla corte romana di Cristina di Svezia: Atti del 
convegno di studi, ed. Rossana Maria Caira and Stefano Fogelberg Rota, (Rome: Arcane, 2004) 129–150. 
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in Rome’s history and culture whereas the volcano is fixed part of the topography of the 

landscape, just like the pope.  

 

6.3 “Privo d’ogni Provisione”: Hiring Help for Terni 

Queen Christina left Spoleto on 15 December, arriving in Terni (30 kilometers away) late 

that evening. Nestled in a valley on the border between the Italian regions of Umbria and 

Lazio, Terni was a small, secluded city in the seventeenth century. It was situated on the 

cusp of the Apennines, which acted as an imposing backdrop. Apart from the Palazzo 

Spada, created by Antonio da Sangallo the Younger (1484–1546), and an elaborate 

organ, designed by Bernini for the Duomo, there were few changes to the city’s 

appearance between the thirteenth and seventeenth centuries. At the time of Queen 

Christina’s arrival, parts of Terni were dilapidated and in dire disrepair. At first glance, 

the little Umbrian town appeared to have little to offer Christina in the way of cultural 

monuments or ancient noble families. Yet, quite interestingly, Lodovico Chellini’s 

Folder includes some sixty pages of receipts, bills of sale, and contracts for renovations 

that were made to prepare the humble town for one of the most momentous occasions of 

the seventeenth century. These primary sources reveal just how much preparation and 

planning went into welcoming Queen Christina. In fact, so many renovations had taken 

place prior to the court’s arrival that even Gualdo Priorato hinted at Terni’s struggle to 

prepare for such a large retinue, writing:  

Even though the space (il luogo) was very uncomfortable 
(it was devoid of every commodity), its Governor 
[Monsignor Bonfioli] immediately sent for eight carriages 
pulled by mules, carrying cooks, stewards, and butlers 
(credenzieri), and wine stewards (bottiglieri), and any 
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servants necessary, who travelled all night. They arrived by 
morning with just enough time to prepare everything that 
was needed.330 

 

Thus, here, while Gualdo Priorato acknowledges the city’s lackluster appearance, he 

praises the town’s governor, Monsignor Bonfioli (dates unknown), for rising to the 

challenge of maintaining Pope Alexander’s standards of hospitality. Instead of stressing 

the lacunae, Christina’s chronicler shines a light on Terni’s steadfast determination, 

implying that keeping the level of splendour established in the larger, wealthier cities was 

admittedly difficult. Thus, he praises the governor for sending for additional servants, 

who rode through the mountainous terrain all night in the cold.  

Chellini’s Folder confirms Gualdo’s story and paints an even clearer picture of 

the number of labourers and servants required to accommodate the large party of nobles 

travelling with Christina. Marc’Antonio Conti (dates unknown), Governor Bonfioli’s, 

maestro di casa, and his scalco, Angelo Sandreani, sent out a call to neighbouring towns 

for labourers, pages, carpenters, cooks, and assistants. The Terniani were also forced to 

purchase the necessary household objects for the festivities. For instance, one bill of sale 

lists a payment to a carpenter (falegname) named Gioseppe Pietra (dates unknown) for “a 

predella [made] out of wood and a baldachin for Her Majesty,” for which he was paid 

one scudo and seventy baiocchi.331 He also completed tables (tavole) and rastrelli (fork-

like utensils), intended for Terni’s palazzi and inns.  

                                                
330 Author’s Translation. “E benché il luogo fosse molto scommodo, e privo d’ogni provisione, il medesimo 
Governatore ve ne spedì subito otto muli carichi, con cuochi, scalchi, credenzieri, bottiglieri [wine 
steward], e tutta la servitù necessaria, i quali viaggiarono tutta la notte; furono colà la mattina a tempo di far 
esser in pronto tutto ciò, che bisognava.” Gualdo Priorato, Historia della Sacra Real Maestà, 219–220. 
331 ASR, Camerale ASR, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655-1656; Terni; Lavori 
fatti per ordine dell’Illustrissimo Signore Governatore di Ternj per servitio della Serenissima Regina di 
Svezia. The signature at the end of the note reads: “Io sotto scritto hò ricevuto dal S. M. Marc’Anto Conti 
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To compensate for its lack of size, Terni—like other minor cities in the Papal 

States—held celebrations that revolved around an artistic focal point. Gualdo Priorato 

and Carlo Festini recount that Terni focused its attention on a lavish banquet, which 

helped to compensate for its size and faded appearance. A document, entitled “Note on 

the wines I purchased for Her Majesty the queen of Sweden’s stay in Terni” (Nota del 

vino comprato da me in fratto per l’alloggio della Maestà della Regina di Svezia fatto in 

Terni) reveals that Angelo Sandreani imported wines from Florence, Perugia, and Orvieto 

at a total cost of seventy-one scudi and twenty baiocchi.332 As in Spoleto, confectionaries 

were also purchased from afar. These included candied almonds, pine nuts, pistachios, 

candied citron (cedri), and cantucci di Pisa (Pisa biscotti); they were prepared by 

Francesco D’Assano for forty-four scudi and eighty-five baiocchi.333 It seems that Terni’s 

magnum opus was its sixteen silver (inargentati) sugar sculptures, decorated with paste 

di Genova (almond pastries from Genoa), candied flowers made of sugar, and flavoured 

ices (neve). The bill of sale composed by Bonfioli’s scalco confirms that Terni’s sugar 

sculptures were meant literally to dazzle the party; the document “Note of payments for 

works done for His Illustriousness Messer Governor of Terni for the arrival of the queen” 

(Nota delli Lavori fatti per l’Illustrissimo Monsignore Governatore di Terni per la venuta 

                                                
Mro di Casa di Monsre Illmo Govre sud:i scudi nove moneta per saldo, et appareggio delle sud:e robbe in fede 
dico ——————————————  9.00. Io Gioseppe Pietragli falegname mano propria.” See 
Appendix F for full transcription.  
332 ASR, Camerale ASR, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655-1656; Terni; Nota 
del vino comprato da me in fratto per l’alloggio della Maestà della Regina di Svetia fatto in Terni. The 
confirmation of payment at the end reads: “Io Gio: Sesbastiani […] faccio fede haver pagato li sudetti 
71.20 scudi alli sopradetti per vino come Siamo giorno 26 Xbre 1655.”  
333 ASR, Camerale ASR, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655-1656; Terni; Nota 
del vino comprato da me in fratto per l’alloggio della Maestà della Regina di Svezia fatto in Terni. The 
note reads: “Adi 29 9embre 1655, Io sottoscrito ho ricevuto dal Sre Marc’Antonio Conti Maestro di Casa di 
Mons. Illustrissimo Governatore di Terni l’infratte somma di moneta per confetture, et Canditi et altre 
robbe come appresso.” 
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della Regina), confirms that a goldsmith was hired to cover the sugar sculptures in silver. 

Rather than hiring another confectioner, whose services would have been expensive, the 

note shows that the commission went to the goldsmith, who made and decorated the 

sugar sculptures himself. Carlo Benincasa da Nanni (dates unknown), the goldsmith in 

question, was paid six scudi for covering ten small sugar sculptures of Pallas Athena and 

nine muses in silver. He also created six large sugar sculptures, made of the same 

marzipan (del istessa pasta di marzapane), which cost the Camera Apostolica seventeen 

scudi and fifty baiocchi. These ephemeral works included monumental sculptures of the 

Virgin Mary and Saint Pulcheria (known for taking a vow of chastity), as well as a figure 

of Minerva and the three allegorical figures of Charity, Hope, and Virtù.334 To 

accompany this gleaming table of silver sculptures, Christina was served ices (neve also 

referred to as gieli)—a frozen treat the Terniani brought down from the nearby 

mountains; this was an extravagance that cost twenty-five scudi and ninety-eight 

baiocchi, spent on the neve alone.335  

As mentioned earlier, silver was often used to decorate sugar sculptures in the 

seventeenth century. One of the reasons for this was because it gave them the illusion of 

being frozen, as they gleamed in the candlelight—a visual marvel that Festini likened to 

mirrors: “that meal was like a very clear mirror (uno specchio tersissimo), made 

                                                
334 Carlo Festini, I Trionfi della Magnificenza Pontificia nello Stato Ecclesiastico, e in Roma, per la Maestà 
della Regina di Svetia (Rome: Stamperia della Reverissima Capella Apostolica, 1656), 109–111. 
335 ASR, Camerale ASR, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655-1656; Terni; Neve 
servita nel alloggio che ha fatto monsignore Illustrissimo governatore Bonfioli alla Serenissima Regina di 
Svetia. While some of the listings in this document suggest ice and snow may have been used to keep food 
cold, the first entry records that snow was “served to the queen,” suggesting that these were either 
consumed as a kind of gelato or that they were molded into a sugar sculpture. For a more detailed 
discussion of ice sculptures and trionfi see June di Schino, Magnificenze a tavola: le arti del banchetto 
rinascimentale, 85. See Appendix J for full transctiption of the document.  
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expressly for Her Majesty.”336 He also suggested that its mirrored effect evoked a winter 

scene, a theme used for some of the most extravagant banquets of the seventeenth 

century. For example, Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger’s (1568 – 1646) description 

of Marie de Medici’s (1575–1642) nuptial celebrations in Florence in December 1600 

featured silver sugar sculptures meant to look as though they were covered in snow. His 

description, like Festini’s account of the banquet held in Terni, challenged the 

relationship between artifice and nature. This was a theme explored in other media by the 

creators, namely, Bernardo Buontalenti (1531–1608) and Jacopo Ligozzi (1547–1627), 

during their service to the Medici princes. As Michelangelo wrote,  

Certain parts [of the sugar sculptures] were so white that 
they seemed as if they were made of marble. Or rather, as 
during colder times, when ingenious men made everything 
look as though it were made of snow. […] The table looked 
like a snow-covered forest in winter.337 

 

Buontalenti and Ligozzi, it seems, used refined sugar to mimic the appearance of snow, 

replacing nature—the trees in winter, as Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger 

discussed—with man-made art objects. Seeing the festoons glimmer in the candlelight, 

alongside silver sugar sculptures of masked creatures, lions, towers, swans, and doves 

dusted in sugar, brought the outdoors inside.338 Although idea of organizing nature was 

not novel, incorporating garden motifs in seventeenth-century décor became particularly 

                                                
336 Author’s Translation. “Quella mensa, come uno specchio terfissimo espresso à Sua Maestà.” Festini, I 
trionfi, 111–112.  
337 Author’s translation. “Facevano un bianco componimento che, quasi di marmo, ò più tosto, come nei 
tempi freddi dagli uomnini ingenosi si vede fare di neve tutto pareva […] E come quando di neve il verno 
si veggiono rocoperte per la foresta.” See Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger, Opere Varie di M. A. 
Buonarroti il Giovane, edited by Pietro Fanfani (Florence: Felice Le Monnier, 1863), 423.  
338 Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger, Opere Varie, 423.  
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fashionable in seventeenth-century courts. At Versailles, for instance, Louis XIV’s 

(1638–1715) hall of mirrors literally reflects the orderly parterres and fountains of the 

Sun King’s manicured gardens inside the palace’s most splendid gallery. Thus, while the 

Terniani may not have sought directly to mimic Buontalenti and Ligozzi’s banquet for 

Marie de Medici’s nuptials or the Hall of Mirrors, they may have indeed drawn 

inspiration from such a playful motif that invited audiences to question the relationship 

between art and nature, interior and exterior, as well as the ephemeral and the eternal.  

Ephemeral works of art—the apparati, but especially the sugar sculptures crafted 

for the nobles—projected a playfulness that helped signal a warm welcome and a stirring 

jubilee. Yet, these wildly expensive art objects were anything but frivolous; they were 

costly gifts that were moved, manipulated, examined, and sometimes destroyed as part of 

an evocative performance of power and status. The apparati and sugar sculptures 

required time, money, and natural resources to construct. They also often necessitated 

unusual artistic collaborations between artists, artisans, confectioners, and goldsmiths, 

thereby blurring the boundaries between artistic media and genres. It is no wonder, then, 

that Cardinal Legates and local magistrates went to such lengths to incorporate these 

complex artistic creations into their welcome celebrations for Queen Christina. Moreover, 

because they made use of so many people’s artistic skills and a wealth of natural 

resources, the smaller cities of the Papal States, such as Spoleto and Terni, relied heavily 

on them to impress their guests. Here, Chellini’s financial ledger sheds light on some of 

the faceless artists and artisans who made the queen’s journey to Rome such a success. 

The great attention to detail in these records transports us to her banquet table, where we, 

too, can imagine the intoxicating perfumes and taste of fresh foods, coupled with the 
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sights, textures, and sounds of the lavish seventeenth-century banquets. Most importantly, 

the ledger confirms that the Camera Apostolica was willing to pay to include these 

elaborate objects to entertain the queen during her travels, revealing that ephemera played 

a seminal role in maintaining a high level of pomp and circumstance in the seventeenth 

century. Thus understood, the sugar sculptures and apparati functioned not only as décor 

but also as objects that mediated important social relationships. Like props on a stage, the 

treats on the banquet tables and the decorations applied to the palace façades reflected the 

social status of those present. The lengths to which Queen Christina’s hosts went to 

commission the ephemera artworks testifies to their great importance in art’s history.  
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion: Rome’s “Regina” Arrives 

Just as we started at the Eridano [the Po 
River] so should we end at the Tiber.339 

 

 

Queen Christina entered the Lazio region of Italy on Friday 17 December 1655, nearly a 

year after leaving Stockholm.340 Crossing the waters of the Tiber River at Borghetto (now 

Civita Castellana) symbolized the culmination of her journey. Along the bridge, torches 

blazed while Swiss Guards fired their guns to mark this momentous occasion.341 She was 

at the closest point she had ever been to her new home. Crossing the Tiber at Borghetto 

was an important crossroads. It marked the end of her long hourney, and ended the small-

scale celebrations held in little towns before reaching her destination, the Eternal City. 

Rome—with its alluring churches, sumptuously-decorated palaces, and antiquities—

would welcome and embrace her as the city’s “regina.” Not surprisingly, Carlo Festini (c. 

first quarter of the seventeenth century–1678) described this important step as an 

appropriate finale for the queen’s physical and spiritual journey. He writes: “just as we 

started at the Eridano [the Po River of Ferrara] so should we end at the Tiber.”342 

                                                
339 Author’s translation. “Cominciati dall’Eridano [the Po] e terminati col Tevere” Carlo Festini, I Trionfi 
della Magnificenza Pontificia nello Stato Ecclesiastico, e in Roma, per la Maestà della Regina di Svetia 
(Rome: Stamperia della Reverissima Capella Apostolica, 1656), 122.  
340 Queen Christina departed from Stockholm on 6 June 1654 immediately after her abdicating. She spent a 
fortnight in Hamburg, and several weeks in Brussels sorting out her affairs. In the company of her closest 
confidantes and officials, she departed for Rome on 22 September 1655. See Per Bjurström, Feast and 
Theatre (Stockholm: Nationalmuseum, 1966), 9.  
341 Festini, I trionfi, 122.  
342 Festini, I trionfi, 122.  
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Although Christina’s entry into Lazio was a significant milestone, her three-day 

stopover in the towns of Gallesi, Caprarola, and Bracciano were surprisingly modest 

affairs. The nobles and high-ranking cardinals who greeted her—though familiar with the 

pleasures of otium (leisure) associated with the suburban palaces that peppered the 

region—understood her short stay as a serious matter of diplomacy and therefore 

negotium (business).343 Contrary to traditional associations of splendour and excess 

associated with life at a suburban villa, chroniclers and archival sources including 

Chellini’s Folder confirm that, apart from a short firework spectacle at the Villa Farnese 

at Caprarola and an evening of music at the expense of Duke Carlo Odescalchi of 

Bracciano (1607–1673) at the Villa Odescalchi, the court did not prepare any additional 

festivities. This portion of her journey, it seems, was intended to be subdued, perhaps 

designed as a period of repose in anticipation of her arrival in Rome, a celebration so 

grand it extended well into the following year during carnival season of 1656. 

On 20 December, Queen Christina arrived at the Porta del Popolo (Fig. 48) where 

she was greeted by Cardinal Giovancarlo de Medici (1611–1663) and Cardinal Frederick  

                                                
343 In the fourteenth century, Petrarch understood otium as living the contemplative life, one filled with 
artistic and philosophical creativity, which could only be achieved in the quiet of the country side. Petrarch 
understood the contemplative life as opposite to negotium, which he associated with the noisy, bustling 
city. By the fiftheenth century, otium came to be associated with villa culture, which signalled a sense of 
freedom from political duties or mercantile affairs. Because business (negotium) was conducted in the city, 
the villa became more closely linked to places of pleasures and enjoyment. This, Coffin believes, gave rise 
to a culture of “villeggiatura” (withdrawl to a country residence) as urban centres developed. See David 
Coffin, The Villa in the Life of Renaissance Rome (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1977), 9–16. 
Also see, David Coffin, Villa d’Este at Tivoli (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1960). Also see James 
Ackerman, Palladio’s Villas (New York: Institute of Fine Arts, New York University), 1967. Also see 
James Ackerman, The Villa: Form and Ideology of Country Houses (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1990).   
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Figure 47: Piazza del Popolo, Rome.  
 
 
of Hesse (1616–1682), another Catholic convert. There, she entered the papal carriage 

and made her way to the Vatican via the Porta Pertusa.344 As she disembarked, she was 

received by the pope in their first official meeting. Interestingly, the initial exchanges 

were curiously left out of Festini and Galeazzo Gualdo Priorato’s (1606–1678) detailed 

accounts of Christina’s travels. Recently, Camilla Kandare’s research in the Archivio di 

                                                
344 Christina was temporarily lodged in the Torre de’ Venti, the most remote quarters of the palace. 
Christina’s gender necessitated special protocol since the Vatican was forbidden to women; thus, her rooms 
were chosen precisely because they shared no point of connection with the papal apartments. The only 
access point was from the Belvedere courtyard. See Per Bjurström, Feast and Theatre in Queen Christina’s 
Rome (Stockholm: Nationalmuseum, 1966), 10. Also see, Camilla Kandare, “Figuring a Queen: Queen 
Christina of Sweden and the Embodiment of Sovereignty” (PhD diss., University of California, 2009), 61–
62.  
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Stato di Roma has brought to light new information. In his private diary, Carlo Cartari 

(1614–1691) recorded the meeting as an especially tense moment, suggesting Festini and  

The pope made as if to step out of his chair, [however] 
Christina insisted that he remain inside so as not to suffer 
from the cold air of the palace. [Then] the pope started to 
enter the queen’s apartments in his chair but eventually got 
out anyway. Christina walked after him in her apartments 
and the two finally walked together for about a quarter of 
an hour, after which the pope entered the sedan chair and 
left.345 

 

The pope’s attempt to disembark from his sedan chair and Christina’s concern for his 

well-being were, as Kandare has shown, contrived performances of power. 346 From 

Cartari’s account, we learn that both parties sought to maintain the same degree of 

courtesy and concern exhibited at the Vatican. Moreover, it seems they both strove to 

maintain the same level of formality shown over the course of the queen’s travels; Pope 

Alexander VII, in fact, held himself to the same standards as his Cardinal Legates, 

maintaining the kind of etiquette outlined in the Iztruzionamento, which set the tone of 

the celebrations held throughout Papal States. While it is unclear whether these 

exchanges were decided ahead of time as they were on the road to Rome, these initial 

interactions, though perhaps awkward at first, nevertheless adhered to social protocol. 

Although Queen Christina publicly acknowledged the pope’s position of 

superiority by asking him to remain seated in his sedan chair when they first met, she 

would become increasingly defiant of his control over the course of her life in Rome. 

Cartari, Bartolomeo Lupardi (1630–1706), and members of the Court of Rome, such as 

                                                
345 Kandare, “Figuring a Queen,” 85–86. According to Kandare, these were originally quoted in Carlo 
Cartari’s Private journal. ASR, Cartari-Fabbei, Effemeridi-Cartarie, 77.  
346 Kandare, “Figuring a Queen,” 87–88. 
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Cardinal Sforza Pallavicino (1607–1667), recorded various instances when she acted 

indecorously. In 1696, for example, during the canonization ceremony of Pietro 

d’Alcantara (1499–1562) and Maddalena de’ Pazzi (1566–1607) in Saint Peter’s Basilica, 

Christina broke the rules of decorum when she refused to stand as she was being 

incensed, a grievous faux-pas that scandalized the cardinalate and nobility. On many 

occasions, she broke the rules of protocol, as Kandare has demonstrated, to perform her 

‘kingship’ and authority.347  

Yet, looking back to Christina’s first travels to Italy, we encounter a different 

queen with an alternate agenda. Traces of her initial journey to Rome suggest she was 

keen to please the pope and eager to secure a position of power for herself. Perhaps 

seeing herself in a more vulnerable position during her travels in the Papal States, she 

repeatedly adhered to the pope’s demand for deference. On every occasion, she followed 

the protocol he had outlined in the Iztruzionamento while showing extreme gratitude and 

humility towards her many hosts, regardless of their status. Indeed, knowing that she 

would, later in life, choose to forgo certain displays of etiquette and break the rules of 

decorum, suggests that she understood her journey to Rome in 1655 as part of a trial 

period. During this time, it seems, she needed to prove to Alexander and the Roman court 

that she fit into their world. Her willingness to adhere to such strict protocol can thus be 

seen as an active choice on her part, an acknowledgement of her travels as an important a 

rite of passage—enacted through a series of ceremonies and spectacles—that not only 

                                                
347 The question of breaches in decorum have been discussed at length by Camilla Kandare in her Ph.D. 
dissertation but also in her chapter in Performance and Performativity in Baroque Rome. See Camilla 
Kandare, “CorpoReality: Queen Christina of Sweden and the Embodiment of Sovereignty,” in 
Performance and Performativity in Baroque Rome, eds. Peter Gillgren and Mårten Snickare (Farnham: 
Ashgate, 2012), 59.  
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acquainted her with the customs of her new home but that also enabled her to practise 

being Rome’s “regina” before stepping foot in the Eternal City.  

It is unclear how Queen Christina responded to her new identity on the road to 

Rome. However, images recording her travels in 1655 reveal that ceremonies and 

spectacles literally displayed the transformation of her identity, from the ruler of 

Lutheran Sweden to Rome’s “pseudo-queen.” When examining depictions of the queen’s 

royal impresa (a four-part sigil decorated with royal crowns and lions) displayed 

throughout various cities of the Papal States, Christina’s identity was represented as 

queen of Sweden even though she had officially been stripped of this regalia the moment 

she abdicated the throne. The Swedes took her renunciation of her duties literally. When 

she relinquished her power, the embroidered silver crowns on her coronation robes (Fig. 

49)—the same as those on the family crest—were removed.348 Today, only shadows of 

their presence can be seen on the robes displayed at the Livrustkammaren in Stockholm. 

Seventeenth-century Italy instead saw Christina as a Swedish monarch. In the Giostra for 

Queen Christina in Bologna (Fig. 20), for example, the Bolognese fixed her royal 

heraldry alongside the crest of the pope and the Cardinal Legate on the theatre they 

erected in honour of her arrival. The road to Rome was thus an interim, transitional 

moment in the eyes of the Italians who hosted her. For them, Christina was still a 

foreigner, linked to her past as queen of Sweden. Yet, with every parade she participated 

in, every religious ceremony she attended, every play she witnessed she came closer to 

becoming la “regina romana,” a figurative symbol who also merited a new insigna.  

                                                
348 I would like to express my sincerest gratitude to Sophia Nestor, who pointed out the symbolic 
importance of Queen Christina’s crowns, which were physically removed from her coronation robes in 
Sweden after she abdicated in Converted to Catholicism. These are the same crowns that were displayed on 
her royal coat of arms, the insignia rejected by the Romans who designed her a new sigil.  
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Figure 48: Queen Christina’s Coronation Robes with missing crowns, made in Paris, 
c. 1650, Livrustkammaren, Stockholm.  
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Figure 49: Giovan Battista Galestruzzi, Proscenium Arch of the Barberini Theatre, 
etching, Biblioteca Casanatense, Rome. 
 
 
Only after her journey had ended—and she had partaken in the ceremonies and spectacles 

that marked this important stage in her life—was she officially accepted as Rome’s 

“regina,” for which she was given a new coat of arms that featured the Vasa wheat sheaf. 

This tribute to her family’s roots downplayed her former right to rule by removing the 

crowns, thereby making clear that she had no right to rule the citizens of Rome. Giovan 

Battista Galestruzzi’s (1618–1677) engraving of the proscenium for La vita humana (Fig. 

50), the play written by Giulio Rospigliosi (future Pope Clement IX [1600-1669]) and 

performed at the Giostra delle Caroselle (24 February 1655), debuted the queen’s new 

heraldry. Crowning the theatre’s decorative framework for Giovan Battista Grimaldi’s 

(1605/6–1680) lavish set sets (for which images survive in the Biblioteca Apostolica  
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Figure 50: Giovanni Francesco Grimaldi, Design for a stage set, second act of “Il 
Trionfo della Pietà ovvero La Vita Humana, pen and ink, Biblioteca Apostolica 
Vaticana, Vatican.  
 

 
Figure 51: Giovanni Francesco Grimaldi, Design for a stage set, third act of “Il 
Trionfo della Pietà ovvero La Vita Humana, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, pen and 
ink, Vatican. 
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Vaticana and the Biblioteca Casanatense in Rome) (Fig. 51 and 52), the Vasa wheat sheaf 

proudly displays her new identity. It confirms her noble heritage in a manner that makes 

her seem especially non-threatening; wheat, though an important natural resource, is less 

threatening than lions. Like the Corinthian columns, candles, jets of water that decorated 

the stage, Christina’s new crest adorns the stage confirms that the queen (for whom the 

spectacle was staged) had formally been adopted into Roman society as a fixed 

embellishment of the court by February 1656. The addition of her new insigna to 

Grimaldi’s stage reaffirms a theme we have repeatedly seen throughout her travels: 

ephemera and décor played a central role in articulating social, political, and religious 

ideals.  

It is in the shadows of the imposing triumphal arch in Rome’s enormous civic 

square, known as the Porta del Popolo (Fig. 53), where our story of Queen Christina’s 

first journey through Italy comes to an end.349 Gazing towards the arch’s inner façade, 

which was completed for Pope Alexander VII by Bernini, and unveiled during Queen 

Christina’s entry on 23 December, we look upon a permanent tribute to this remarkable 

monarch’s journey and this glorious moment in the history of the Catholic church. Added 

to the arch originally built by Pope Sixtus IV (1414–1487) for the Jubilee Year of 1475, 

Bernini included the following inscription: “To a happy and blessed entry in the year of 

Our Lord 1655.”350 Unlike Giovan Battista Grimaldi’s stage set, which was 

                                                
349Per Bjurström, Feast and Theatre in Queen Christina’s Rome (Stockholm: Nationalmuseum, 1966), 10. 
Also see, Camilla Kandare, “Figuring a Queen: Queen Christina of Sweden and the Embodiment of 
Sovereignty” (PhD diss., University of California, 2009), 61–62.  
350 The inscription reads: FELICI FAVSTOQ(ue) INGRESSVI 

ANNO DOM MDCLV 
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dismantled and lost over time, Bernini’s triumphal arch, which was unveiled during the 

queen’s official entry into Rome on 23 December 1655. With its message of papal 

superiority, today it stands as a permanent reminder of the kind of ephemeral artworks—

apparati, triumphal arches, trionfi, carri, dances, dramas, and sugar sculptures—

presented to Christina in the Papal States. Yet, in contrast to the many fleeting works of 

art we have encountered in the Papal States, Bernini’s renovation of the Porta del Popolo 

neither paid homage to the guest of honour nor her host, the Eternal City. Rather, it 

honoured the celebration hosted by the spiritual ruler who orchestrated every step, bow, 

and banquet. Topped with the enormous crest of the Chigi family—distinguishable by the 

six monti (mounds, referencing their role as papal bankers) crowned with a star— the 

Porta del Popolo brings into focus our story’s secondary protagonist, Pope Alexander 

VII. Christina’s story was inextricably linked to that of Fabio Chigi, who marked his 

reign by inviting another monarch of a different faith to live under his protection. His 

extravagant welcome was part of an elaborate gesture of hospitality the likes of which 

Rome had never seen, filled with ceremonies and spectacles remembered as some of the 

most glittering and sumptuous displays of Catholic supremacy and glory of all time. 
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Figure 52: Porta del Popolo, Piazza del Popolo, Rome. 
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Appendix A 
Relatione della Gente della Casa della Serenissima Regina di Svezia, e 

de Cavalieri che l’accompagnano 

 

Rome, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vat.Lat.12346, 70r-71r. 

 
 
Il Signore D. Antonio della Cueva, e sua moglie………………………………………………….2 
Il Pre Domenicano Confessore di Sua Maestà ……………………………………………………..1 
Il Pre Predrea di Sua Maestà, e suoi compagni Carmelitani scalzi …………………………………2 
Servitori di S. M …………………………………………………………………………………...8  
Gentil huomini……………………………………………………….…………………………….8  
Servitori di Gentil huomini ……………………………………………………………................14  
Paggi di S. M. ………………………………………………………………….…………………..6 
Servitori di Paggi………………………………………………………………….……………….3  
Aggiuntanti di Camera……………………………………………………………….…………...13  
Musici tre, con tre Servitori ……………………………………………………………………….6  
Uffiziali di Credenza, e buttighiera …………………………………………………………..........5  
Cochi con due Aiutanti ……………………………………………………………………………8   
Vacchei numeri ……………………………………………………………………………………6  
Un ufficiale della Guardia, con suo servitio, e 27 soldati ………………………………………..30 
Cocchieri …………………………………………………………………………………………..6  
Lettichieri ………………………………………………………………………………………….2 
Mulattieri…………………………………………………………………………………………...3 
Carettieri …………………………………………………………………………………………..9 
Mariscalco………………………………………………………………………………………….1 
                                                                   Numero 132  
 
  

Famiglia di Signore D. Antonio della Cuerva Cavagliere Imperiale di Sua Maesta 
Gentil huomeni……………………………………………………………………………………..4  
Pagi ………………………………………………………………………………………………..3  
Aggiuntanti ………………………………………………………………………………………..2  
Vacchei…………………………………………………………………………………………….4 
Servitori…………………………………………………………………………………………….4 
Cochieri………………………………………………………………………………………….....3  
Carattieri …………………………………………………………………………………………..2  
                                                               Numermo 22 
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Famiglia di Signore Conte Montecuccoli 
Sua Sigria……………………………………………………………………………………………1 
Gentil’huomini …………………………………………………………………………………….1  
Aiutanti di Camera…………………………………………………………………………………1  
Pagi………………………………………………………………………………………………...1  
Trombetti…………………………………………………………………………………………...1  
Vacchei…………………………………………………………………………………………….2 
Palafrenieri…………………………………………………………………………………………2 
                                                                  9  
 

Famiglia di Signore Don Francesco Dies 
La sua persona……………………………………………………………………………………...1  
Il Cardinale Antonio Rodrigues……………………………………………………………………1  
Gentil’huomini……………………………………………………………………………………..3  
Moglie di loro due………………………………………………………………………………….2  
I Putti……………………………………………………………………………………………….3  
Paggi……………………………………………………………………………………………….1  
Aiutanti di Camera…………………………………………………………………………………1  
Vacchei…………………………………………………………………………………………….2  
Cochieri…………………………………………………………………………………………....2  
Carrettieri…………………………………………………………………………………………..2  
                 Numero 18  
 

Il Signore Don Roman Montero 
Sua Persona con tre Servitori………………………………………………………………………4  
Il Signore Cardinale de Bericovue con i Servitori………………………………………………....5  
Il Signore Conte bilbeino con due Servitori ………………………………………………………3  
Monseur Hamilton con due servitori……………………………………………………………....3  
                 Numero 15 
 

Cavalli che si conducono sono 200 
Di S. M. No  96………………………………………………………………………………........96  
Del Cavalleri un Magre numero 30……………………………………………………………...30  
Della Guardia 28………………………………………………………………………………….28  
Del Conte Montecuccoli 12 ……………………………………………………………………...12  
Del Signore. Don Francesco Dies 15…………………………………………………………......15 
Del Signore Don Roman Montero 3……………………………………………………………….3  
Del Signore Conte di Viltteino 3…………………………………………………………………..3  
Del Signore Deon Bernardo 3 ……………………………………………………………………..3  
Di Monsieur Hamilton…………………………………………………………………………..190  
Del Pimentelli………………………...…………………………………………………………..46  
                Numero 236  
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Ristretto 
S. M. Persone …………………………………………………………………………………...132  
S. Don Antonio della Cueva……………………………………………………………………...22  
S. Conte Montecuccoli…………………………………………………………………………….9  
S. Don Francesco Dies……………………………………………………………………………18  
S. D. Romano Montero…………………………………………………………………………...12  
Monsignore d’Hamilton……………………………………………………………………………3  
S. Don Antonio Pimintelle………………………………………………………………………..50  
                                                                Numero 246  
 
 

Per la Regina, e sua comitiva qui in Inspruch si sono fatto otto Tavole separate. 
1a Della Regina quando mangia sola in pubblico  
2a Del Signore Ambasciatore con quattro camerati.  
3a Per la Maggro Donna della Regina Moglie di D. Antonio della Cueva 
4a Per li Cavallieri, Il Conte Montecuccoli, Don Francesco Dies, Il conte di Bochhoven, et il 
Conte di Bilpien  
5a Per li Gentil’homeni, D. Roman Montero, Tre Signori Svedesi, Il Segrio della Regina et altri  
6a: Per li Servitori de Cavalieri, e Gentiluomini li quali erano spartiti per deta hosteria  
7a Per li cocchierei, carattieri, imulattieri, et altri ministri della Stalla 
8a Per li soldati della Guardia fuori in un Villaggio in due Hosterie grandi  
 
 

Relationi della Famiglia del Signore Don Antonio Pimentelli Ambasciatore Cattolico 
La persona di Signore Antonio…………………………………………………………………….1  
Il Prelato Gesuita suo confessore…………………………………………………………………..1  
Quattro Cameratti del medesimo………………………………………………………………….4 
Quattro Gentil’Huomini del medesimo……………………………………………………………4 
Cavallerizzo………………………………………………………………………………………..1 
Segretario…………………………………………………………………………………………..1 
Mastro di Camera…………………………………………………………………………………..1 
Coppiere……………………………………………………………………………………………1 
Due Paggi…………………………………………………………………………………………..2 
Camerino, e due Aiutanti…………………………………………………………………………..3 
Credentiero………………………………………………………………………………………....1 
Despensiero………………………………………………………………………………………...1 
Coco………………………………………………………………………………………………..1 
Quattro Vacchei……………………………………………………………………………………4 
Carettieri tre………………………………………………………………………………………..3 
Mulattieri uno………………………………………………………………………………………1 
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Cocchieri 4………………………………………………………………………………………....4 
Palafrenieri 5……………………………………………………………………………………….5 
Trombetta uno……………………………………………………………………………………...1 
Servitori di Cavallieri, e Camerata di Sua Ecca dieci……………………………………………..10  
                                                                Numero 50  
                      Cavalli numero 46  
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Appendix B 
From Ferrara: Letter from Queen Christina to Pope Alexander VII 

 
Rome, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vat.Lat.12346, 18r-18v.  

 

Santissimo Padre  

Mentre ch’io hò spedito alli piedi della Santita Sua il Conto di Montecuccolo ecco 
moltipli carissimi i favori dalla sua santissima mano, che mi colmano di nuovo infinite 
obbligationi e si come riconosco per i straordinaria la bontà, con la quale e piaciuto à Sua 
Santita d’onorarmi co’ suoi nontj straordinari, e col suo benissimo Bene, e colle 
umanissime accoglienze, e trattamenti ch’io ricervo continuamente nello stato 
Ecclesiastico, cosi restano sempre inferiori al debito i termini dell’ umilissime grazie 
ch’io le ne faccio rendere, e ch’io mi preparo di renderle in voce. Supplico bene la Sua 
Santita un di credere che tutto quello che potrà mai esser detto in isprissione del mio 
divotissimo et obbligatissimo affetto, non adeguerà mai la minima parte del sentimento 
ch’io ne porto, e porterò sempre nell animo fin ch’io abbia spirito. Che il fine col quale 
bacio con ogni sommissione il santissimo piede di Sua Beatitudine, e mi riconfermo 

 
Di Sua Santità  

 
 
Di Ferrara il 23  
Novembre 1655  
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Appendix C 
Nota delle Spese fattesi in Roma d’orde dell’ Emmo e Revmo Sigre Cardle 

Facchinettij per l’allogio della Regina di Svetia in Spoleto 

 
Rome, Archivio di Stato di Roma, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta 1655-
1656; Spese per Cristina di Svezia; Spoleto.  

 
 

Si manderanno ricevute se doveranno Comestibili 
 
Quattro scudi 20 mta in lib. 40 di maccaroncini fini di Sicilia di 5 sorte  
à 10 la lib. mandati à Spoleto…………………………………………………………4. 20  
Due scudi 87 mta in lib. 9  8g di midollo di Vacina à 8.30 la lib.……………………...0.87  
Uno mta in lib. 10 d’Amido fino ………………………………………………………1.00  
Venti trè scudi 80 mta in lib. 11g di Buttiro fresco à scudi 20 la lib. ………………...23.80 
Due pezze nuove per metter attorno il do Buttiro……………………………………...0.75  
Sei scudi 90 mta in mortadelle di Bologna lib. 46 no 12 à scudi 15 la lib.……………..6.90 
Due scudi 25 mta in lib. 45 Pere Sabatine, e Mele Appione á scudi 5 la lib…………...2.25 
Uno 65 mta per lib. 15 per Pere Bergamotte á scudi 11 la lib……………………….....1.65 
Uno scudo 93 mta in Limoni no 320 di Genova……………………………………......1.93 
Melangole no 400 e Sportarolo scudi 5. ……………………………………………….0.56 
Uno in 15 Cedri di Roma ……………………………………………………………...1.00 
Trè scudi 40 mta in una lib. di brugnoli secati……………………………………….....3.40 
Quattro scudi 25 in lib. 85 finocchio fresco cordati………………………………….. 4.35 
Uno scudo 38 in 40 adobbi e sportarolo scudi 10…………………………………….. 1.35 
Due scudi 80 in lib. 150 per golose fresco……………………………………………. 2.80 
Otto mta in duoi salviani vivi comprati dal Norcino di Palazzo……………………… 8.00 

                                                  66.74 1/2 
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Appendix D 
Spese Diverse 

 
Rome, Archivio di Stato di Roma, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta1655-
1656; Spese per Cristina di Svezia; Spoleto. 

 

À Gicomino dà Loreto per porto d’un canestro di stampe di piombo per li cuochi…..0. 30  
À M. Ludovico Credenziero all’Arco di Portugallo Trenta mta per duoi trionfi;  
Cioè una figura fatta di piegatura di Cambraia grande, che finge una Regina,  
et un Ballo di Ninfe con Pastori di Pasta di Marzapane à tutte due spese……………30.00  
À Monsù Antonio francese scudi quindici mta per il 3o trionfo rappresentante  
una gran Nave in Mare gelato con bellisse figure, per l’ossatura e sua fattura  
si sono pagati scudi 15 e l’oposta di marzapane è al Conto del confettiero…………15. 00 
Tre mta spese nelle Scatole fatte per mandare fiori i di trionfi con molti  
spartimi per assicuarli…………………………………………………………….........3. 00  
Per Cordicelle diverse e molte fetuccie di Seta per legare i detti Trionfi nelle  
scatole e speso Sotile……………………………………………………………..........0.90  
Per Stanghe da sedia per mandare à Spoleto i di Trionfi e 2 Cingièa……………….....0.85 

Cinque mta pagatte à trè huomini che fù le stanghe hanno portato à Spoleto i di  
3 Trionfi…………………………………………………………...…………………...5.00  
Tre scudi 70 mta per diverse figure di cera ordinate da Spoleto, è mandate in una 
 cassettina……………………………………………………………...……………….3.70  
                                       58.75  
 
Al Sigre Dario Ferri Pittore et al suo compagno spediti à Spoletto per Cavalli;  
vitto loro, e danari domandati per il loro bisogno scudi quindeci……………………15.00  
Al falegname per choidi, e regoli fermate in alcue casse col le robbe………………....0.35  
All’ Ebreo per rolo di 7 vestiti nuovi da Comedia compiti con stivaletti d’argento per  
22 giorni cosi d’accordo cioè per tto il Xbre………………………………………….12:35 
Alli facchini che hanno portato i Trionfi à Casa del Sigre Cardinale Rapavioli,  
e riportati à casa di notte…………………………………………………………….....0.60  
Alli Cuochi di S. Spo’ per 2 lavachi scudi 4.50 esistoro dico 4.20 sono in tto otto  
scudi 8.70 mta che si sono spediti à Spoleto…………………………………………....8.70  
Ad uno che ha aiutato à mettere insieme le robbe le casse non bastando i  
servzi di Cassottura……………………………………………………………...……...0.50  
Ritratto della Regina con Cornice dorata compiato dal Signore Mario de’ Fiori……...4.40  
Mezza libra d’oro trito domandato…………………………………………….……...0 .50  
Canne 5 di Rotta d’arg.to……………………………………………………………… 2.25  
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A Gabriele Mullatiero per porto d’una cassettina di Botiro fuori del Carico  
delle 3 some ……………………………………………………………………….......0.20  
Per Casse nuove et usate per le 5 some mede à Spoleto per mertterci tutte  
le robbe, Canestri nuovi e usati per il pesce in lib. …………………………………....6.75  

            

112.35 
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Appendix E 
Conto del Trionfo fatto per l’alloggio della Regia di Svetia dal Sigre 

Francesco Refini 

 
Rome, Archivio di Stato di Roma, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta1655-
1656; Spese per Cristina di Svezia; Spoleto.  

 

 

Adi 22 di Nov’bre 1655 

Conto del Trionfo fatto per l’alloggio della Regina di Suetia dal Sigre Francesco 

Refini 

Per fil di ferro……………………………………………………………...…………...0.10  
E piu per lesso di presa libre 20……………………………………………………… 0. 20  
E piu per cinque libretti d’oro fino…………………………………………………….1.15  
E piu per argento libretti tre……………………………………………………………0.15  
E piu per lesso da indorare……………………………………………………………. 0.10  
E piu per Bialsa……………………………………………………………...…………0.20  
E piu per cera rossa da modellare…………………………………………………….. 0.30  
E per [?]oppa…………………………………………………………………………...0.10 
E piu per per la tavola del parvimento del lionzo…………………………………….. 0.15  
E piu per quattro salle lavorate a Terni……………………………………………….. 0.10  
E piu per carta pecora………………………………………………………………….0.10  
E piu per salta bone e colla…………………………………………………………….0.10  
                In tutto 2.25  
 

Et circa la manifettura di esso si rimette alla volontà e certità di sua Emza 

 

 
Io Fran.co Refini ó ricevuto scudi otto moneta per spesa e fattura della sopradetta 

opra dal luij Gio. Cristofano Paulo ferri, Mro di Casa del Emmo Sigre Cardinal Fachinnetti 
in fede per questo di 5 Geo 1656. Fatta a Terni da mano pp.a 
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Appendix F 
Lavori fattj per Ordine dell’Illmo Sigre Governatore di Ternj Per 

Servizio della Serenisma Regina de Svetia 

 
Rome, Archivio di Stato di Roma, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta1655-
1656; Spese per Cristina di Svezia; Terni, 2r.   

 

 

In pmo per Sedici piedistalli d legno di noce servito per le statue e trionfi della  
tavola di Detta legna per……………………………………………………………….4.00  
Per una scala di tavole per andare in uno appartamento del Palazzo dove allogo la  
Detta Regina tra legno fatta e chiodj…………………………………………………...1.70  
Per una pretella dove fa messa la Sedia con il Baldacchino per S. Ma Regina……….1.60  
Per rastelli che sono fattj nel detto palazzo per Detto alogamto e per servitio  
anche della cocina fra legni chiodj e fatt.ra e anche per li muratorj che ci sono stattj  
per aiutare………………………………………………………………………………3.60  
Per tre Barelle per portare robe Innanzi e Dietro per detto alogamto ………………….1.00  

 
 
     Adi 20 Xbre 1655  
Io sotto scritto hò ricevuto dal S. M. Marc’Anto Conti Mro di Casa  
di Monsre Illmo Govre sud:i scudi nove moneta per saldo, et appareggio  
delle sud:e robbe in fede dico……………………………………………………... 9.00 
 

Io Gioseppe Pietragli falegname mano propria 
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Appendix G 
Nota delli lavori fatti per l’Illmo Monsre Governatore di Terni per la 

Venuta della Regina  

 

Rome, Archivio di Stato di Roma, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta1655-
1656; Spese per Cristina di Svezia; Terni, 4r-4v.   

 

 
Prima si son fatte dieci statue di Pasta di marzapane ci alle nove muse et Palade  
con li suoi Piedistalli Inargentati per Patto fatto importano scudi……………………..6.00  
Si sono fatte sei altre statue grandi del istessa Pasta di marzapane con suoi piedistalli 
inargentati per Patto fatto importano………………………………………………...17. 50  
Per le su dette statoe et per Indorare li refreddi per la tavola della Regina ci ho messo  
sette libretti d’oro et vinti otto libretti d’Argento Irana Conchiglia d’oro et una  
d’Argento im porta scudi……………………………………………………………..3.30  
Per Inargentare la su detta tavola et indorare Ci o messo nove giorni con tre persone  
in porta…………………………………………………………………………………5.20 

Io Carlo Benincasa da Nanni Indoratore o fatti li su detti lavori………………...32. 00 
 

 
Adì 22 Dicembre 1655  

 
Io statto servito o ricevuta dall’Sigre Do Marcantonio Conti scudi trentuno e baiochi 

cinquanta per finale pagamento della presente lista et mi dichiaro contento et sodisfatto in 
fede per dico scudi…………………………………………………………………....31.50 

   Io Carlo Benincasa confermo mano pp.ia  
Io Angeo Sandreani scalco di Mons:re Bonfioli, dico di avere servito alla tavola di S: 

M: le sopradette robe. e in fede per manopp:a  
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Appendix H 
Ricevuta dell Sre MarcAnto Conti Mro di Casa di Monsre Illmo Goveore di 

Terni 

 
Rome, Archivio di Stato di Roma, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta1655-
1656; Spese per Cristina di Svezia; Terni, 17r.   
 

Adi 29 9bre 1655—In Roma  
 

Io sottoscritto hò ricevuto dal Sre MarcAnto Conti Mro di Casa di Monsre Illmo Goveore 
di Terni l’infatte somma di mta per confetture, et Canditi et altre robe come appresso  

 
Amandole chisce confette lib. 6 a scudi 30 latt. d’accordo……………………………1:80  
Pignoli confetti lib. 6 a scudi 30 commesa…………………………………………….1:80  
Pistacchi lib. 6 a scudi 30 commesa …………………………………………………...1:80  
Cannelloni lib. 6 a scudi 30 commesa …………………………………………………1:80  
Garofani lib. 6 a scudi 30 commesa …………………………………………………...1:80  
Cantucci di Pisa lib. 24……………………………………………………………….. 0.70  
Mostaccioli Stazolitani lib. 10…………………………………………………………1:60  
Cinamòni di Bergamo scatole no 6…………..………………………………………...2:10  
Scatole no 5 ossa di Pessico Bricocchi, et altri di Zuccaro…………………………….2.00  
Una scatola grande di Robe diverse di Stapoli per due Bacili d’accordo……………...3:60  
Cotognata scatole no 30………………………………………………………………...3:00 
Cedri canditi lib. 15……………………………………………………………………4:50  
Lattuga lib. 18…………………………………………………………………………5.40 
Pera lib. 14 …………………………………………………………………………….4.20 
Melancoli lib. 15……………………………………………………………………….4.50  
Canditi diversi, cioè Pessiche, lazarole, Ricovole lib. 127…………………………….3:75  
Quattro scatole per da roba…………………………………………………………….0. 50  

              44.85  
 

 Io Fran.co D’Assano Confettiere mappa   
Io Angelo Sandreani scalco, dico che si servito le sopradette robbe per  
servitio di S: M: et cometiva, è infede manopp:  
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Appendix I 
Nota del Pane 

 
Rome, Archivio di Stato di Roma, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta1655-
1656; Spese per Cristina di Svezia; Terni, 21r.   

 

Adi 16 Xmbre 1655 
 

Nota del Pane dato da me infrascritto fornaro per ordine del Sre Maestro di Casa di Mon 
Sre Illmo Governatore di Terni, quale ha servito l’alloggio della Regina di Suetia 

 
Pane che a servito per li cochi, credenzieri, et altri ministri avanti la venuta della  
Regina sono decine n.o 46  
subbia uno importa scudi dodici e venti………………………………………….......12.20 
E piu pane a baiocho che a servito per li squattari n’e a loro persone basse che hanno 
aiudato a portare la roba n.o 465  
Pagniotte importa scudi q.tro e per sessantacinq.   ……………………………………..4:65 
E piu pane che a se’vito per l’alloggio mede’mo della Regina e sue gente la stessa  
sera che arrivò decine settantasei e mezza che sono subbia uno e decine venti otto e  
mezza che importa scudi dicinove e la quaranta dui…………………………………19:42  
E più lib. cento quaranta farina che ha servito per fare Rifreddi per le sue  
tavole scudi qtro………………………………………………………………………...4:00   
           In tutto fa la somma di scudi 40.27  

 
 

Io Christofano Benedetti fornaio manopp.a 
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Appendix J 
Neve Servita nel Alloggio che ha fatto Monsre Illmo Governatore Bonfioli 

alla Serenissima Regina di Svetia 

 
Rome, Archivio di Stato di Roma, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta1655-
1656; Spese per Cristina di Svezia; Terni, 24r-24v. 
 

 

Neve servita per li geli……………………………………………………………..lib. 0.50  
Neve servita nel palazzo episcopale per la serenissima Regina  
e parte della sala famiglia …………………………………………………………lib. 4.18  
Neve mandata al palazzo delli Sri Ferentilli per il servitio dell’  
ambasciatore di Spagna et altra nobiltà …………………………………………...lib. 2.39  
Neve mandata al palazzo del Sre Conte Spada per il servitio del  
ambasciatore del imperatore et altra nobiltà ………………………………………lib. 1.72  
Neve mandata al palazzo del Sre Sciamanna il servitio dell’  
Illmi nunztij et altri Sigri ……………………………………………………………lib. 1.60  
Neve mandata al Palazzo del Sigre Dionisio Cavelli per il servitio  
delli primi offitiali e gentil’homini di Sua Maestà………………………………...lib. 1.50  
Neve mandata al Palazzo delli Sri parassei per il servitio del  
Sre marchese Bentivoglio é sua famiglia…………………………………………..lib. 1.85  
Neve mandata al palazzo delli Sri Lioncini per il sevitio delli  
Sri officiali di Sua Maestà………………………………………………………….lib. 1.00  
Neve mandata al padri Giesuiti per il servitio di diversi  
Religiosi et altri Sri secolari………………………………………………………..lib. 0.60 
Neve mandata alli padri di S. Pietro per il servitio del confessore 
di Sua Maestà et altri religiosi……………………………………………………..lib. 0.50 
Neve mandata alli padri di S. Francesco per il servitio di altri  
gentil’ huomini di Sua Meastà……………………………………………………..lib. 0.60 
Neve mandata à Otricoli per le due some di ordne di Monsig.re  
Governatore per il servitio di S. Maestà é famiglia…….………………………… lib. 9.54  

              25.98 
 

Ad 21 di Xbre 1655 
 

Io sotto scritto ho ricevuto dal Sigre D. Marco Antonio Conti, Mastro di Casa del Illmo 
monsig.re Bonfioli Governatore di Terni, scudi vinti moneta et questi sono per final 
pagamento delle neve data d’ordine del medemo con qui addi erano per servitio della 
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Maestà Regina di Suetia in Fede di che dico………………...……………………….20.00  
 
   Io Domenico Potella mano pp.a  
 

Io Angelo Sandreani scalco dico che si è servita la sopra detta neve per S. M. é comitiva 
et in fede X manopp:  
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Appendix K 
Nota d.i frutti Naturali di pasta di Marzapane  

 
 
Rome, Archivio di Stato di Roma, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta1655-
1656; Spese per Cristina di Svezia; Terni. 
 

Nota d.i frutti Naturali di pasta di Marzapane 
pasti di Genova, e fiori di Zuccharo fino per guarnire piatti serviti per l’alloggio 

della Regina di Suetia in Terni fatti da Gio: Vincenzo Filij da Narni 
 
In p.mo      Pasti di Genova sono libre sei, che a scudi 0.40 al lib.  
        importa…………………………………………………………………..02: 40  
In.         Moschini per regalar piatti libre tre e mezza à  
        scudi 0.60 al lib. importa…………...…………………………………...02: 10 
In.         Pasti di marzapane fatt’ à frutti rabbocchi  
        libre dicinnove à scudi 0.60 la libra importa……………………………11: 40 

                                        15.90  
1.80 
1.40 
9.50 
12.7 
 
Io Angelo Sandreani Scalco dico che ho servito le sopradette robbe per S: M: è cometiva 

in fede e X di manopp: 
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Appendix L 
Conto per il Sac: Prelo Ap:co de Trionfi fatti per il Pasto della Regina di 

Svetia 

 
Rome, Archivio di Stato di Roma, Camerale 1; Viaggi dei Pontefici e Soverani est. Busta1655-
1656; Spese per Cristina di Svezia; Roma; 154r-154v. 

 

 

Per n.o 52 lib. di zuccaro fino servito per detti trionfi………………………………..15.00  
Per purificato è gettato li sud:i Trionfi di zuccaro………………………………........10.00  
Per 7 modelli diversi di putti seta con spiche in mano attorno alla Statua 
d’abbondanza………………………………………………………………………....11.00  
Per un modello di una statua della Abbondanza, di Creta coronata de’ spiche con un  
cornocopia in braccio………………………………………………………………….6.50  
Per 7 modelli de Creta in figura de’ putti rappresentanti le 7 Arti liberali attorno alla  
Statua di Pallade………………………………………………………………………11.50  
Per un modello fatto di Creta per la statua di Pallade………………………………….7.50  
Per 7 forme, e per havere formato li 7 putti di Gesso che servivano attorno alla statua 
della Abbondanza per farne gesso di Zuccaro…………………………………………9.00  

              54.50 
 
Per havere fatto una forma grande di Gesso della statua dell’Abbondanza per gettarla  
di Zuccaro……………………………………………………………………………...3.50  
Per haver’ fatto 7 forme di Gesso dei putti, che sono le 7 Arti liberali per buttarli di  
Zuccaro ………………………………………………………………………………..9.00 
Per fattura della forma di Gesso della statua di Pallade per gettarla di Zuccaro………3.50  
Per portatura di d.e Statue e lavori de Zuccaro………………………………………...0.20  

                                                                    80. 90  
   Io Gio’ Paulo Schor fo fede come ho visto  
   di sopra dette modelli e forme e ho stimato e  
   dorato sopra deto conto asendano in tuto alla  
   soma di scudi sessanta sete baioci Venti………………67. 20  
                        G Paulo Schor m.o pp   
  
 
Scudi sessanta sette, et baiocchi 20   
G. Cruciani Mro di Casa,  
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 Dispre di Palazzo pagherebbe a M.ro Antonio Chiuchero Intagliatore  
 per sessantasette scudi 20 mta per saldo del prete conto delli  
 sud.i Trionfi e spesa di Zuccheri fatti in on.re del  
 Banchetto fatto da Notro Sigre alla Maestà della Regina 
 di Suetia, che con tuto ci saranno fatti buoni dalla  
 Cama Ap’ca in Palazzo li 22 Geno 1656  
   Ultrivio di Pavonazzo    
     Jacomo Guerrini, Confetiere  

 

 
 


